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PAPER

I.

PROGRESS IN THE PRACTICE OF
SURVEYING.
BY MAJOR

A. C.

l\IAcDONNELL,

R.E.

To deal iully and adequately with the progress of a subject which
began to develop over 4,000 years ago is a task I do not pretend to
undertake. I hope, however, by touching briefly on a few of the
more important and interesting points in the evolution of the
practice of survey, I may promote a desire on your part to commence a closer and more intimate study of a subject, a practical
knowledge of which is indispensable to all Royal Engineer officers.
I always think, and I hope you will agree with me, that the contemplation of the earlier struggles in the growth of any field of
enquiry enables one to more fully appreciate and to take a more
intelligent interest in the subject itself as it now stands in its
present state of development.
In spite of a desire on my part to limit my remarks to the mapmaking branch of survey, I have been obliged to deal very generally
with the developments of astronomy, as the earlier methods of
surveying cannot possibly be emancipated from it. I have, however, endeavoured to confine any necessary excursions into this
profound and scientific subject, as far as possible, to simple
generalizations.

n

I

As each man stands in the centre of his horizon, the portion of
the earth seen by him has the appearance of a circular disc.
The whole world was thus in ancient times conceived as a
circular disc surrounded by sea.
We find, therefore, from the earliest times maps depicting tbe
world to be a circular plane. Geographical knowledge in those
days increased towarus the East, and also to the West, and but
little to the North and South; and gradually gave rise to maps of
elliptical plane shapes. " ' e can go back as far as the time of
Rameses II., an Egyptian king, 1-100 B.C., and find maps and routes
constructed on this principle. The most ancient map known to us
is that of a gold-mining district in Nubia. Its date is 1600 B.C.,
and is now in the Turin Museum. The perspective in it is
amusing, as in order to show that a road passes between two hills,
one of the hills is drawn upside down. These maps were, of course,
drawn entirely hy eye and proportionate distances to scale.
In order to define our ideas it will be as well to tabulate the
successive periods or schools during which the progress of early
.astronomy may be said to be divided.
The Chaldeans (i.e., Babylonian Priests) from 3000 to 1500 B.C.
1000 to 400 ,,
The Egyptians ...
The Greeks (or Alexandrian School)Erat.osthenes
3rd Century ,,
Hipparchus
2nd
Ptolemy
,, A .D.
2nd
The Arabian School (at Bagdad)
2nd to 14th Century A.O.
Modern Schools
15th Century
onwards.

The Chaldeans (about 1500 B.C.) first divided the entire circle
of the ecliptic into twelve signs of the zodiac, and afterwards into
360° 60', etc., together with corresponding divisions of the hour,
etc., and also conceived the sexagesimal system of numeration.

Their amount of astronomical knowledge is difficult to arrive at.
Earliest written annals of the Greeks, Etmscaus, anu Romans
are irretrievably lost. The traditions of the Druids perished with
them. A Chinese Emperor has the credit of burning " the books "
extant in bis day (220 B.C.), and of burying ali,·e the scholars who
were acquainted with them; and a Spanish adventurer destroyeu
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the picture records which were found in the "pueblo " of
llfontezuma.
The Cbaldeans certainly observed and knew of certain phenomena
such as the seasons, and also, in common with the Egyptians, made
charts of the stars and di\'ided them into constellations.
It is not, however, till we arrive at the Greek school we fincl any
records of marked progress. or, indeed, commencement in a knowledge of the fundamental principles of astronomy.
Both the Chaldean and Egyptian Schools had obser\'ed that the
sun moved among the stars, and returned to the same place after a
cycle (one year), and they gave names to the constellations passed
over as the tweh·e signs of the zodiac. This constitutecl the circle
of signs.
Anaxirnander (early Greek) showed that this circle is obliquely
situated with regard to the circles in which the stars move about
the poles.
Soon after this the doctrine of the sphere was enunciated, correctly describing the heavens as a celestial sphere turning round
the axis of the earth, and defining correctly the equator and the
tropics. \Ye see, therefore, at the commencemeut of the Greek
School a few important fundamental principles were fully recognized, and they were rapidly followed up by advances in geometry
and trigonometry, both phtne and spherical. Euclid's works at this
time were some of the most important.
As regards the divisiou of time, the periods of the day aud night
must, of course, have been apparent even to Adam and Eve.
The Egyptians, however, lay claim to the discovery of the yearly
period (365 days).
To ascertain the number of days in a year it was necessary to
count the recurrences of certain phenomena, such as the rising of
the sun over exactly the same place in the horizon, the greatest
altitude to which the sun reaches, and the proportion of length
between day and night.
The number of days counted between such phenomena would
determine the number of days in a year, and if recorded for several
cycles greater precision coulrl be obtained; but as the Hottentots
were unable to count or enumerate figures beyond the number of
the fingers on their hands and feet, it is evident that though they
observed the phenomena, they could not discover the numher of
days in the year.
The Greeks, however, recorded careful observation•, anu they
B2
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found that 365 days carried on for a number of years threw out
their calendar after some time, and that the sun phenomena did not
recur annually exactly on the same date.
This was duo to the fact that the real year is about 365{ days.
All calendars must, therefore, be corrected occasionally for the
extra quarter of a day.
Different nations adopted different methods for bringing this
error right, and Julius Cresar, in the 1st century B.C., by the advice
of Sosigenes, adopted the method of adding one clay every fonr
years, which system we still retain; and in order to correct the
derangement which had already been producerl he added 90 days to
a particular year of the usual length, which then became known,
and very naturally, as the "Year of Confusion." Pope Gregory
XIII., in the 16th century A.D., made some slight modification in
the system, which was termed the Gregori,in Calendar, and was
adopted by all Christian nations except Russia.
The grouping of stars into constellations and the giving of them
fancy names appears to be also of Yery ancient date, and the
similarity in different countries is very remarkable. The Chalclean,
Egyptian, and Grecian skies have a resemblance which cannot be
overlooked.
Job ix., verse 9, refers to the stars "Arcturus/ "Orion," and
" Pleiades."
Aristotle ( 4th century B.C.) may be looked on as the first to
philosophize on the globular form of the earth. Pliny, the Greek
naturalist, defended the theory by several ingenuous arguments,
such as that the end of the ocean would fall if it were not rounded
off, etc.
Amongst the learned Greeks it came to be accepted in time
that the earth was a globe, and that the motions of the heavens
were the results of motions in a revolving sphere. It was on this
principle that Ptolemy elaborated and described his Ptolemaic
system, which was roughly that the eltrtb was jiud in space, and
that the sun, moon, and stars, etc., re,·olverl round the earth's axis
in circles or orbits of their own. This theory maintained its
position for 1,400 years.
On further examination of the planets, ctc.i there was some
apparent ecceutricity which, however, followed a certain regularity,
and the planets appeared nearer to the earth at certain periods
than at others.
"Hipparchus," therefore, to account for these eccentricities,

applied the principles of epicycles and eccentrics instead of mere
circles to the motions of the planets.
Pl<tte I. and Fig. 1 illustrate the supposed motion of the planets
in this way.

FIG. 1.

Hipparchus was a wonderful astronomer, and his fame as such
can neYer die out. His theories and researches enabled him to
embody all the most exact knowledge then extant, and to make
clear and tabulate the exact relative places in tho heavens of the
sun, moon, and stars, and the connection between space antl
time.
Trigonometry was created by Hipparchns for the use of astronomers, and spherical trigonometry, being directly applicable to
astronomy, was actually dernloped before plane trigonometry.
He also expressed the mine of an angle by the relation of the
chord to the radius, and afterwards established a table of chords for
different angles.
He also suggested zones of latitude and longitude, and ilfarinus,
of Tyre (150 B.c.), was the first to actually map the world on these
principles.
Ptolemy afterwards arranged all this preliminary work, and presented it in a scientific form, writing a most complete work, now
known as 1'he Alg"1nest, which was but little improved or added to
for 1,400 years.
Ptolemy can, therefore, be considered scarcely second in fame to
Hipparchus. He assumed the earth was a globe, and covered with

a network of parallels and meridians, terms which he was the first
to employ.
The following maps will give a good idea of the progress of
mapping, each being fair specimens of their rP.spective centuries:-

Hecatocus' Map of the World
...
Eratosthenes' JI.lap of the World ...
Ptolemy's
l\fappe l\Iundi
Hereford Map of the World
Toscanelli's
Schoner's

500 n.c. (Plate II.).
250 B.C. (Plate III.).
150 A.D. (Plate IV.).
8th Century (Plate V.).
13th Century (I'l«te VI.).
l!th Century (Pfri/p, VII.).
J 523 A.D. (Plate VIII.).

Toscanelli's map is interesting, as it was the only map which
Columbus used when he started on his first voyage in 1492, and
which led to his discovering the great American continent.
INSTRUMENTS.

It is now necessary to consider the instrnments employed in those
days.
A meridian line was apparently found easily from the earliest
ages (Chaldcan) by the shadows of an upright pole cutting the circumference of a horizontal circle laid out on a floor, a system even

\

now employed by ourselves, and described in our present text-book
of military topography.
The Polar star was also used to ascertain the azimuth or direction
of the meridian.
Altitudes were the first angular measurements attempted to
heavenly bodies.
They were first expressed by comparing the length of the shadow
of an upright staff with the length of the staff itself, and, in fact,
is our present expression for the tangent of the angle.
The most ancient record of such a. measurement is by "Gautil, 11
who states that "Tehan Kong" in 1100 B.C. found the length of the
shadow of the staff at "Honanfou" at the summer solstice to be
I½ feet, the staff being 8 feet.
An instrument on this principle was called a Cross Staff (see
Fig. 2).
It consisted of a graduated pole with cross pieces (also graduated)
fitted to work on it. It was placed approximately in the meridian uy
compass, and the rod directed on the horizon. The cross, being

vertical, was worked up to the suu till the latter reached its greatest
altitude at noon; the readings were then taken, and the proportionate
lengths of upright and horizontal gave the altitude.

Fm. 2.-Ancient Cross Staff.
I must here refer briefly to even an earlier form of measuring
instrument in the shape of the Great Pyramid of Ghizeh, which we
have strong evidence to show was used as an astronomical observatory. It was built by the Egyptian King Cbeops about 3000 B.c.
Its position is most accurately placed in the meridian.
One of the galleries points with very great precision to the Pole
star of the period (i.e., "a," Draconis).
These galleries were probably used for obsen-ing accurately the
transits of the heavenly bodies across the meridian.
Plate IX. shows the platform as it was possibly used for observing
purposes until "Cheops " died, when it was built up and formed bis
tomb.
After the cross staff the next advance in angular measuring
instruments was tbo observations made with a divided circle.
The most ancient known instrument based on this principle was
the hemisphere of "Berosus," 4th century B.C. A hollow hemisphere was placed with its rim horizontal, and a u style" was erected
in such a manner that its extremity was exactly at the centre of the
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sphere. Tbo shadow of this extremity, cast by the sun on the
concave surface, had the same position with reference to the lowest
point of the sphere which the sun had with regard to the highest
point of the heavens.
Tbe Greeks may, therefore, be said to have established t he use of
circular measuring instruments; and the first instruments of this
kind were called "armils." One was permanently fixed in the
portico of Alexandria, and long used for observations.

\

. Fig. 3 will give an idea of the instrument, except that the first
mstruments called "armils" were constructed with an inner rin u
sl_iding round, and with two pegs on it at opposite extremities of ~

diameter, stancling at right angles to the plane of the circle ; the
pegs. were directed on the heavenly body when its altitude was
reqmrcJ..

Such an instrument, with a vointer anJ. sights, was better

known afterwards as an "astrolabe," though some of the later
astrohtbes were considerably added to and improrncL
The outer circJes were divided into degrees, and the degrees again
into 10' intervals in Ptolemy's time.
Ptolemy improved on the "armil" by the use of the quadrant,
which was merely a wooden or stone quadrant of a circle divided
into degrees, etc. (see Fig. 4).

QVADRANS MAXIMVS
BEUS QUADRATO

CHALI·

INCLUSUS, ET

ttorizontiAzimuthalichalybeo
infiftens.

FIG. 4.
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The quadrant depicted in the figure is a facsimile of~ very much
later type used in the 16th century, but illustrates the prmc1ple of_,t.
Ptolemy still further improved on the quadrant by elaboratmg
the armil into an astrolabe (see Fig. 5).

FIG. 5.-The Aslrol<lbe.
This, you will perceive, can be placed in the meridian, and has
other circles which can be placed in the equator and ecliptic.
Circular measurements can then be made of altitudes, declinations,
or of right ascensions.
MAP IIIAKINC:.

I must now reYert to the subject of maps, and the way in which
they were constructed.

11

The first application of astronomy to geographical mapping was
made by the famous arctic navigator "Pytheus," of Marseilles, 326
B.C., who determined the latitude of l\Iarseilles astronomically.
It is presumed he used an armil of some kind, and obson·ed the
meridional altitude of the sun at noon about tbe time of the equinox,
or, perhaps, the altitude of the Pole star. I find no record as to
which, but he appears to have been the first to determine a latitude
astronomically.
In Ptolemy's time latitudes were determined in this manner
astronomically by the astrolabe, and longitndes were ascertained
approximately from reputed distances, the degrees being computed
from an imaginary size of the earth.
Ptolemy having constructed his network of parallels and meridians,
and depicted them on a sheet of paper by a "projection," plotted
each place by its latitude and longitude.
Ptolemy's assumption of the size of the earth was, unfortunately,
so far wrong that his degree of latitude was actually about ¼smaller
than it ought to have been.
He also took "Marinus," primary meridian of longitude, to be at
the "Canaries," the most western land then known, and the position
or distance of which from Alexandria was most uncertain ; this
caused his longitudes to be distinctly erratic (see Plate X.).
Ireland too far N., and Scotland lying E. and W.
His description of the Nile is interesting, as he states that it
derived its waters from the confluence of two rivers, one of which
took its rise in two lakes a little to the south of the equator, and that
the other also had its source in a lake, both facts, which were only
substantiated 1,600 years afterwards.
His methods of projection differ little from those of the present day.
He used what is known as the stereographic method; and here I
will venture to interpolate a few remarks on the different forms of
projections.
PROJECTIONS.

If you take any sphere which has a skin, such as an orange with
its peel, and try to flatten the skin out on a plane surface, it will be
found that it cannot be done ,vithout tearing or folding over some
of it, and we are thus confronted with an impossible problem!
How are we, therefore, to represent the surface of the earth on a
ttat map j ,ve are forced to udopt expedients which, though
approximate, are practically made to serve our purpose.
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Projections of the spherical on a plane surface may be classified
under two general head ings :(a). Perspective.
(b). Developing.
A perspective projection is the representation of the earth as it
would appear to an eye placed in a certain position with regard to
its surface.

The representation will vary according to the position of the eye
(or point of projection) and to the plane of projection (or surface on
which the representation has to be made).
Perspective projections are chiefly used for maps of the world,
and are not of much use, therefore, to the ordinary field surveyor.
A developing projection makes use of the fact that the curved
surface of a cone is capable o[ being spread out or represented upon
a plane without any alteration in the figure or dimensions of its
parts. That is to say, the skin or surface of a cone can without
difficulty be unrolled from off the cone and spread out on a plane
surface.
To this class belong all conical projections, and are used in the
representation of smaller portions of the globe than the perspective
projections, and therefore more used by the field surveyor.
The perspective projections may be sub-divided as follows
Orthographic.
Stereographic.
Globular.
Gnomonic.

Sir H. James.
Now imagine the globe covered with a network of parallels and
meridians and transparent, and let AB be the plane of projection
(see Fig. 6).
In the orthographic the eye is at an infinite distance, and the
points on the surface bed will be projected on AB at b'c'd'.
In the stereographic projection the point of sight is at C, and the
points are projected on AB as shown. It will be noticed that the
lengths on AB decrease outwards in the orthographic and increase
m the stereographic.

In the glob11lar projection the point of oight is outside the sphere,
a~d at a distance from it equal to the sine of 45' of one of its great
circles (see Fig. 7).
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FIG. 6.

The orthographic projection distorts too much, and is not therefore adopted (see Fig. 8).
The stereographic is superior to both the orthographic and globular,
hut owing to the greater ease with which the latter can be constructed it is more generally adopted by unscientific atlas makers.
The gnomonic has the point of sight at the centre of the sphere,
and imagines the sphere itself to be enclosed within a circmnscribing cube, upon the six equal faces of which the projection is made.
This projection is only used for star charts of the heavens, as it
has one great advantage-that all stars which appear on the same
line in the heavens are found on the same line on the map.
In Sir H. James' projection the plane of projection is not the
usual one of a great circle, but is made to coincide with a circle

14
removed 23° 30' from the assumed great circle and towards the
point of projection, which latter is at a distance from it equal to
half the radius (see Fig. 7).

SIR H. JAMES'

Plane
of Pr<t,1·,:,_ ,

P,A- BD

\

P2

Point af' Sight

FIG. 7.

It will be seen from the figure that about two-thirds of the surface of the sphere can be projected in this way, whereas only h1lf
was projected in the others.

Developing P1'ojections.
Fig. 9 shows a simple conical projection.

ABCD is a portion
of the earth's surface to be represented on a plane surface.
Let EF be the middle latitude of this portion, then the cone
touching the earth at this latitude may be assumed for practical
purposes to coincide with the portion of the sphere ABCD.
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This conical portion is then unrolled and laid out flat, as shown in
diagram.
It is eYident that the length GE can easily be calculated, and
with the known length of a degree of longitude we can easily construct this conical surface to any giYen scale on a sheet of flat paper.
An excellent modification of the simple conical projection consists
in regarding the cone not as a tangent to the sphere, but as inscribed
partly within it, and as entering it at two points between the middle
and extreme parallels of the zone to be represented (see Fig. 10).
G

FIG. 10.
The best design of this description is clue to De Lisle (a Russian),
who made his cone intersect the sphere in the two parallels exactly
half-way between the middle and extreme parallels.
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I now come to two important modifications of the simple conical,
as they are those which would appear to recommend themselves as
being more scientific and practical for mapping very large areas,
s11ch as India and Burmah or the American continent.
These are the polyconic and the rectilinear tangential.
In the polyconic the parallels are no longer concentric arcs, but
each is drawn with a radius equal to the side of the cone, which is
tangent to the sphere at each parallel in turn. The sides of these
cones therefore shorten as the pole is approached, and each parallel
has, therefore, a different centre, and they diverge from each other
towards the sides of the map (see Fig. 11 ).
The parallels are obtained as follows :A central meridian is drawn down the centre of your paper.
The points at which the parallels cut the central meridian are
marked off to scale by reference to any table giving in miles the
lengths of the degrees of latitude between the different parallels.
Each parallel is then drawn as part of a circle with the centre on
the central meridian produced if necessary, the radius being the
distance from the latitude in question to the apex of a cone touching the earth all round at that parallel of latitude.
The meridians are obtained by setting off the intervals of longitude
to scale along each parallel.
This polyconic projection is used by t,he United States.
The rectilinear tanla(ential obtains its parallels in the same
manner as the polyconic, but the meridians differently by setting off
the intervals of longitude to scale, not along the parallels, but along
the tangents (see diagram).
In Fig. 11 it is required to find t,be point C on the parallel of
50° where the meridian of 40° cuts it.
The correct distance for 20° of longitude is taken from a table
and set off to scale along the tangent to the central meridian ; this
gives a centre for striking an arc with the same distance as radius,
and where this cuts the parallel is the point required.
When all the points on the same meridian are located and joined
they giYe a curve which will cut all parallels at right angles, thus
JJreserving the true proportion between degrees of latitude and
longitude on each successive parallel.
This projection is the one recognized and employed by the
Ordnance Survey of England and the Intelligence Department, and
was, I underst,rnd, first suggested by Colonel A. Clarke, C.B., and
afterwards elaborated by Sir H. James, both distinguished officers
C
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of our Corps, and who were amongst the most eminent contrilJutors
of the century to the progress of surveying.

so·

I

l
E :u.ator
4()

30"

20·

10•

0°

10 ..

io·

30•

40'

Bectilinecir Tangential.
FIG. 11.
The prime defect of this or any polyconic projection lies in the
inequality of the meridional spaces het,Yeen the successirn parallels
(owing to the latter being non~concenLric), and in the resultant
I
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iucrease in the length of degrees of the meridian from the middle line
of the map towards either border; an obYious error is hence i1woh-ecl
in the application of the same scale of miles to different parts, but
tbe error is generally so small that it may be practically disregarded.
The projection laid clown in the Tc.,·t-Book of lllililary Topogrnphy,
Part II., is a de,·elopment of the simple conical projection, b11t is
comprehensive, practical, and easy of construction.

The projection used by the Indian Stu·yey is of a similar nature,
and its use is still further facilitated br tables, which gi,·e the
lengths of the construction lines in inches for the ordinary scales
employed in Yarying latitudes.

llfercalor's Pmjection.
You are probably all familiar with the name Mercator. It was
01 iginally designed in the 17th century by George Kauffman,
the latter Leing the German for "merchant/' and was named
" l\Iercator," the Latin term for the same.

Its object was to supply a prnjection for naYigation purposes
which "-oulcl have all the "meridians" parallel to each other, so
th;lt a straight line joining two points represented on the map
would giYe the "bearing" a ship would utilize in sailing from one

point to the other.
In all other projections it will be seen, if yon will take a straight
ruler and join two given points lying, say, N.E. and S.\V., that as
the meridians con verge towards the pole the ruler does not cut the
meridians at the same angle. If a ship were, therefore, to follow
this, the shortest route, it must necessarily keep on constantly
changing its "bearing" during its Yoyage. This -is actually done in
long voyages, sa.y 1 from Aden to Australia, a.nd is termed great
circle sailing; but for ordinary navigation this is inconvenient, and
it i.-, preferred to start on a particular bearing, and sail through to
dustinati,m without altering it. On ~Iercator's project.ion, therefore,
the straight ruler joining two places will gfre that bearing. The
ship will then be said to be sailing on a "rhumb JI line, anrl her

actual course on the earth will be a kind of spiral curve, but will for
onlinary distances deviate little from the great circle or shortest
ronte.

How is such a prnjection to be obtained with all the meridians
parallel'/
C2
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Snppose the globe as ci,·cumscribed by a hollow cylinder which
tonchcs the sphere at the equator. Xow suppose the globe to
\,ecome inflated, so that its snrface expands uniformly in every
direction until it touches the interior of the cylinder; the parallels of
latitude wonld become circles inscribed within the cy linder, and the
meridians would be lengthened out into straight lines parallel to
each other, ancl in the direction of their lengths.
If the cylinder were then cut open along one of these meridians,
and spread out on a fh,t surface, the projection would be developed.
Mercator's projection is entirely an artificial one, as it is not seen
from any one point, but is t.hc production of what ruight be seen by
an eye carried successively over every part of it.

This projection is

one usec, therefore, in charts of the sea and coasts. An illustration
is gi,·en in Fig. 12 of the Planet ' l\1ars mapped on a" J\lercator's"
projection.
11

1

C!iart of Mars on Mer-catof"'s Projectio n .
Flt:.

l~.
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In Fig. 13 yon will observe the form of the same island is fully
preserved, but Yery much enlarged towards the pole; scales will not,
therefore, apply to all parts correctly. On ordinary charts it is usual
to eschew scales for this reason, and measure from the degrees .1nd
minutes of latitude at the side of the chart (which is graduated in
degrees ancl minutes), and about the same latitude of the distance
One minute may be taken as a nautical mile
to be scaled.
(2,020 yards).
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FIG. 13.
PROGRESS JN THE llfIDDLE AGES.

As has been pointed out, Ptolemy worked principally with the
stereographic projection. After Ptolemy's time came a long interval
of about 1,300 years, during which little real progress was rnaclp in
the art of surveying.

This may be probably clue to the fact that the genuine study of
science was ververtetl into channels of mysticism, such as astrology
an,l the search after the universal solvent, the philosopher's stone,
and the elixir of life.
It is curious to note, however, tbaL during this long interval the
Arabians became the principal cnltiYators of practical astronomy,
hadng adopteJ. this science from the Greeks 1 whom they conquered,
and from whom the conquerors of Western Europe afterwards
recci ved back their treasure, when their desire for practical study of
the subject became re-awakened.
Dnring this interval "Bagdad '1 became the centre of science, an<l.
rose to splendour and refinement.
The Arab astronomer, however, addecl little to the progress of
.astronomy; he became, rather, the scrnpulons but unprofitable
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servant who kept bis talent without apparent danger of loss, bnt
without prospect of increase.
There are, however, a few important impro\·ements which ca.nnot
be passed over, such as the abolition of the cnrnbron.s sexagesimal
Greek system of arithmetic ancl the snbstitution of the notation
. 9 . 0. The
which we now employ by using the digits 1 2 3 .
Arabs, however, can claim no originality iu this, for it came from
India.
The Arabs also introduced the measurement of an arc by its sine
or half chord of the double arc, instead of the chord of the arc
itself.
Many of the terms we still use are distinctly of Arabic origin,
such as "zenith,n '' nacliri" "azimuth," '' alidad, ''almanac."
Some of the stars also retain their .Arabic names, such as
u Aldebaron," "Rigel,"" Fomelhaut."
11

MODERN SCHOOL.

I must now pass on to the time of Copernicus. He was a native
of Prussia, and was born in 1473.
He it was who demonstrated in the 16th century the true principles of the revolutions of the heavenly bodies, and which, shortly
speaking, places the SLlll, and not the earth, as the centre around
which we, together with the planets, revolve in our respective
orhits.
This great principle was quickly followed by important developments in the hands of Kepler, Galileo, and, finally, the great
Newton.
Kepler, in 1622, demonstrated the following important laws:That
1. The orbits of the planets are elliptical.
2. The areas described or swept by lines from the sun to the
planet are proportional to the times employed in the motion.
3. The squares of the times of the planetary revolutions are in
the same ratio as the cubes of their mean distances from the sun.
Galileo (an Italian) was the inventor of the telescope about I 609,
and he proceeded immediately to apply it to the heavens.
The discovery of Satum's rings and the four satellites of Jupiter
was almost immediately the reward of his acti ,·ity. A fifth satellite
was discO\·ered only about six or seven years ago. It completes its
revolution round Saturn in 12 hours!
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Galileo also fonml that Venus assumed exactly the same succession of phases which the moon exhibits in the course of a month.
Ever since Galileo's time the telescope has been a never-ending
source of discovery.

O,,r countryman, Horrox, was the first person who, in 1639, had
the satisfaction of seeing a transit of Venus. His great friend,
Gascoigne, was the inventor of the micrometer, and was killed at
the Battle of Marston Moor.

,ve 110w come to the great discoveries of "Newton."
Newton was born in Lincolnshire, Christmas Day, 1642, and
died 1727, being buried in Westminster Abbey.
He evolved the mechanical laws of gravitation, and applied them
universally.
He conceived the celestial motions to be similar to the every-day
mechanical motions which took place close to him, considered them
of the same nature, and applied the same rules to each without
hesitation or obscurity.
Universal gravitation, shortly stated, may be said to be that every
particle of matter in the universe attracts every other particle with
a force which is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them.
Newton showed that the earth's gravity extended to the other
planets, and that each was kept in its orbit by their mutual
attraction to each other.
These grand principles having been enunciated, all subsequent
calcnlations based on them regarding the positions of the heavenly
bodies produced no contradictions, such as were met with by
Hipparchns 01· Ptolemy.
Astronomy passed at once from its boyhood to its mature manhood. It is no doubt conceivable that future discoveries may both
extend ,rnd further explain Newton's doctrines; but few will dispute that both in generality and profundity Newton's principle is
altogether without a. ri\'al or a neighbour.

It is curious to note here the opposition at the time that arose in
accepti ng the new principles of Copernicus, I(epler, Galileo, and
Newton. Their followers were persecuted abroad; one of them,
Uiorda.110 Bruno, was burnt as a heretic in Rome; Galileo was pro-

hibited by the Inquisition from defending and teaching the doctrine
of the earth's motion, as being contrary to the sacred Scriptures,
and he was after\vards condemned for his infraction of this
injunction, and forced to abjure on his knees the very doctrine

he had taught. One of the Roman cardinals remarked of Galileo's
work that it was our business to teach how to go to heaven, not
how heaven goes !

Newton's principles were rapidly taken up in England; but in
France and Germany prejudice in favour of former theories took
some time before they were overcome.
FIGURE OF THE EARTH,

I

)

If we now apply Newton's principles of gravity to t he earth, we
will find that if there were no rotatory motion, the only figure for
the earth, consistent with equilibrium, would be a perfect sphere;
but as the earth revolves upon an axis, a centrifugal force is communicated to its components, causing them to recede from the axis
and accumulate at the equator, tur11ing it into an oblate figure, flat
at the poles and protuberant at the equator.
If you know the size of the earth's diameter in miles, and the
rate of rotation, you can easi ly calculate the ratio of this centrifugal force to t hat of gravity, the latter having been found,
experimentally, to be about 16 feet a second.
Pursuing this t rain of thought, Newton endeavoured to work ont
the exact shape or figure of the earth as it ought to he on
mechanical principles alone, and he found that the figure ought to
be that of an oblate spheroid, and that the ratio of t he polar to the
equatorial axis was as 229 to 230 (see Fig. H).
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7,000 instead of 8,000 miles, which would account for a large part
of the error.
In any case, it must be considered a great atlvance to obtain such
a good result in snch a simple manner.

At this time, about 1666 (a memorable date for many reasons),
there were no reliable values for the magnitude of the earth's
diameters, or, indee<l, for even its shape or figure.
It was only in 1522 it. was first circumn:1Yigated by Magellan,
who thus proYed practically and beyond rloubt that the earth was
round.
It is an interesting fact that the name of the only surYiviug ship
of 11Iagellan's original fleet of fiye which accomplished this historical
feat of firf;t circumnaYigating the globe was namerl Victoria.
l\Iagellan himself, unfortunately, never completed the journey,
being killed fighting the "Phillipinos" 011 his homeward journey.
The French during the whole of the 17th century actually
maintaine,l that the earth was 11 oblong," not "oblate," their first
.attempts at direct me:1surements on the earth's surface to ascertain
itr; figure beiug very unsatisfactory, and Newton's results, being

erratic (from a wrong assumption of the earth's diameter), differed
considerably from them.
The French, however, afterwards completed a direct measurement under Picard, with great originality n.nd accuracy, finishing it

;n 1701.
For some years previous to Newton's time it bad been noticed

that the pe11dulum of a clock oscillated more slowly at Cayenne,
near the equator, than it did at Paris.
Newton showed that this was in accordance with the laws of
gra.ritation, as the centrifugal force at the equator being greater,
the force of gravity was correspondingly diminished, and in pro-

portion to the square of the increased distance from the earth's
axis.

If, therefore, we can design an instrument to show ns at any
place how much graYity increases or diminishes, we cau calculate
bow much the distance from the earth's axis varies, and in this way
determine the fignre of the earth.
Here thun was a grand and simple method by watching the
oscillations of a pendulum for determining the figure of the

earth.
Pendulums of standard lengths were oscillated in different places,
and all tended to establish Newton's idea as to the oblate spheroidal

shape of the earth; ,iml it is cnrious to note that the amount of
compression calculated by this method grwe :::¼~, a mnch truer
result tlrnn was obtained l,y any other method at tbe time.
Now, if the earth was a sphere, a. section through its centre arnl
its poles would give a circle, and each degree of latiturle 011 the
earth's surface would measure the same length.

An inspection, however, of the following tahle shows that a
meridian cannot be exactly a circle, and consequently that the
earth is not a perfect sphere :Country in which the l Jeasuremeut, was
nnde.
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Considemtion will show that in order to cause the progressi,·e
increase in the length of a degree from the equator to the pole,
the figure of the meridian must be an ellipse, having the polar
axis as its shorter diameter. Iu other wonls, a longer portion of
the perimeter of an ellipse is intercepte,l by the bonndari es of
e.-,ch degree of latitude as you travel northwards away from the
longer axis.
Eratosthenes (3rd B.C.) deserves the credit for devising a method
of ea.rth or Jegree measuring, which, in principle, is still used for
that purpose.
\\'e take two stations on the earth's surface due N. and S. of
ea.t:h other, and ascerta.in by astronomical observations their difference
of latitude,
The exact distance along the earth's surface is then measured hy
direct means.
\\'e can then from these values easily deduce the exact distance
on the earth's surface for, say, l of latitude.
According to Eratosthenes, Syene and Alexandria lay on the
same meridian, and he calculated by the difference in the lengths of
the sun's shadows at each place that there was a difference of 7° 12'
in latitnrle, or, in other words, ahont -lrs of a great circle. He also
took the linear dista11ce between the two places to be 5,000 stadia,
and be therefore deduced the earth's circumference to be 50 x 5,000
= 250,000 stadia.
Unfortunately, no record has been kept of the length of a stadia;
we cannot now tell whether his results approached tbe truth, or
otherwise.
No meridional degree measurements were made of any note till
81-! A.D., when the Arabs, having fixed on a spot in the plains of
i\Iesopotamia, despatched one corn pany of astronomers N., and
another S., measuring the journey by rods, until each party
fournl the altitude of tbe Pole star to have changed one degree.
The results were unsatisfactory.
\l·e next come to the year 1615, when W. Snell, a Dutch
geometer, conceived and initiated the method of measuring a long
line on the earth's surface by methods more or less adopted ever
since.
He was the first, also, to elucidate the theory of the refraction of
light.
Snell demonstrate,! that it was not necessary to actually measure
a. distance along the meridian, as a line deviating therefrom could
O
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he correctecl to its corresponding length on the meridian if yon
knew its azimuth. H e nJso demonstrated that it was unnecessary
to measure in a. straight line between the two stations, hut that it
may he broken and connected by triangles, which would enable the
distance to be computed.
In fact, he was the inventor of our present system of triangulated
survey.

Bis operations extended over the arc between Alcmaar and
Bergen-op-Zoom.
He measnred a base with a chain, ancl carried on a. series of 33

triangles till he reached his terminal point, observing all three
angles of every triangle.

His angles were measured wit-h a graduated semi-circle of 3½ feet
in diameter. The Yernier was not invented till 16 years later.
This instrument had no telescopes either, so that sights were taken
with the unaided eye.
As I have already pointe,l out, it was necessary to know the
azimu th of each ray, i .e., the angle each ray made with the true
meridian. So as to compute the projection of this ray along the
meridian, '' Snell carefully determined this azimuth astronomically
at Leyden, one of the stations of his triangulation, a11cl thus he was
JJ

able to compute the azimuths of all the rays.
The latitudes of the terminal stations were made with a quadrant
of 5½ feet diameter, also without the aid of a telescope. As was
natural in the commencement of snch an undertaking, Snell's results
were not good, as his instruments were rough, and several important

points escaped him ; but all honour is his clue to originating a
system which was afterwards universally adopted.
In 1633 Richard Norwood measured an arc from London to York,
measul"ing not by triangles, bnt along the high road, partly by chain
an<l partly by pacing, making allowances for twistings and turnings.
Curious to relate, bis results tnrnecl out to he remarkably goou.
ln 16i0 Louis XV. asked the French Academy to nominate a
man to take charge of a most complete meridional degree measure~
mcnt.
Picar<l. was accordingly nominated, and he carried out his work
in a thoroughly scientific manner.

. To Picard we owe the application of telescopes to obser\'ing
mstruments; also the introduction of the "micrometer" anc.l the
application of cross lines in the telescope, the intersection of which

marked the optical axis.

These inventions made angular determinations really accurate,

and advanced astronomy and geodesy far along towards its present
stage of perfection.
Picard pnrsued the general methods initiate<! by Snell, and his
two terminal stations were " Amiens" and "l\falvoiaine." A base
was measureJ by rods placed end to encl; the angle-reading
instrument was a quadrant of 38 inches with telescopes, and the
scale read only to l' of arc.
He obtained the azimuths of his rays by obsen·ing the Pole star
at elongation.
The latitudes were observed with an iron sector of 10 feet
radius divided into 4' spaces (with telescope). The telescope had
cross wires, and was illuminated by holding a light near the objectgla,s, much as we often do now in the field with small theodolites.
Picard was greatly assisted in his computations by the use of
logarithms, which had not been published in Snell's time.
At rnrying intervals of years several arcs of meridian haYe been
measured in various parts of the world, with ever-increasing
accnracy and methods.
The junction ol the French and English arcs in 17 Si was of
especial interest, as it introduced the use of Ramsden's theoclolite.
Ramsden i1n-ented a method of dividing automatically a whole
circle by machinery, which ensured great accuracy and minuteness
of division, and he also introduced the nse of a microscope combined
with micrometers for reading them, enabling a circle of 3 feet
diameter to be divided up into 10' spaces, and with the micrometer
micro~copes reading to 1" of arc.

The success attained in the use

of this instrument was regarded as truly phenomenal.
The best machinery of the present day for the accurate dividing
of circles, even as sma11 as 5 inches diameter, may be almost considered perfect.
The great Indian arc of 21 ° 21', completed about the middle of
this century, has always been one of the most important; but the
longest measured arc np to date is the great Rnssian arc. The
inscription on the column erected a.t one of its terminals at
Ha.mmerfest, Norway, describes it as follows:-" The northern termination of the arc of meridian of 25° 20', from
the Arctic Ocean to the River Danube, through Norway, Sweden,
and Russia, which, according to the orders of H. M:. Oscnr I. a11d

the Emperors Alexander I. and Nicolas I., and by nninterrupted
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labours from 1816 to 1852, was measured by the geometers of the
three nations."
It took 40 years to complete this work, which traYerscs no less
than 2,880 kilometres, or /,th of the earth's circumference.
Dr. Gill, the great astronomer, now at the Cape, sees no reason
why it should not eventually be connecterl with the South Afric,in
system of triangles, through the Levant, Greece, and Egypt. This
would give us a stupendous measured arc of 105° from Cape Town
to Hammerfest.
Combining the Russian and other arcs, Colonel A. R. Clarke,
C.B. , R.E. (who is looked upon, not only in England but abroad,
as the first authority on the subject), determined in 1880 the
following values for the size of the earth :-

a= Equatorial Radius= 20,926,202 feet.
b = Polar
= 20,85J,895 feet.
1_ .
29 3 5
The Ordnance Survey has based their work ou a figure of the
earth with radii which differ from Clarke's by 146 feet and 33d feet
rcspectirnly, and for all practical purposes it may be taken as tbe
This gives a compression of

same.

\

The radii employed by the SurYey of India differ from Clarke's
by 3,270 feet and 1,520 feet respectively.
Clarke's figure is considered by both English and foreign
authorities to be the most generally acceptable.
THE liTH AND 18TH 0ENTURrES.

Before Newton's time progress in the arts was small; and as art
is the parent, not the progeny, of science, progress in the latter was
much retarded till about the 17th century, when the arts advanced
by leaps and bounds.
\Yatches were unknown till 1530. Printing and reproduction of
maps was only begun abont the same time, the first map of England
being published in 1520.
Decimal arithmetic was invented by SteYin at the end of the
16th century, and at this period navigation had to depend on the
use of the compass, the cross staff or astrolabe, an<l rough table:-;
giving the sun's declination n.n<l conections for thP. altitude of tlrn
Pole star.
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Intervals of time were measured with hour and minute glasses.

As has been said, there was little adrnnce up to this period in
map-making since Ptolemy's time.
After Newton's time geodesy was hase1l on sound principles, and

rapiclly grew in accnracy and dm·elopment.
The credit of originating antl

carrying into effect the first

tangible project for a systematic topographical survey is to be
clivioled between two R.E. officers, Lieut.-General Watson and
General William Roy.
They started the first British sm·vcr in I 747, commencing in the
Scottish Highlands, where a want of topographical knowledge ,·ery
much hampered military operations.
This eventually led to grnater things, till it was decided to
institute a triangulation in the neighbourhood of London, with a
Yiew to connecting it later on with the F'rench triangulation across

the Channel.
It is unnecessary for me here to follow the history of this great
work, which was commenced about 1783, and which gave rise to

the Ordnance Sun·ey. The result of its mapping you are all
familiar with, and which has been equallecl, if not surpassecl, by the
magnificent development of the Survey of India and the Trigonometrical Survey in South Africa, the greater part of which work

has been so intimtitely identifie,l with the officers of the Royal
Engineers.
THE 19rH CE:,/TURY.

I now pass on to our present stage ln the practice of surveying.
The general principle aimed at in geographical surveying at the
present time is to ascertain by vari0t1.s methods the accurate latitude
and longitude of a few selected and evenly distributeJ poi«ts in the

area to 1,o surveyed, anrl by the assistance of these accurately fixed
points to fill in the topography by more approximate but sufficiently
accurate methods for practical pnrpo.;;es.
A proper projection having been drawn, we can then plot our

fixed stations by their ascertained latitude and longitude, and fill in
the map detail round them.
The accurate ]atitu<le and longitude of fixed statio11s may be

ascertaine,] either by triangulation with tbeo,lolites, or by astronomical observations, or by a combination of both. The topography
and real mapping of the country is almost entirely filled in by the
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plane table a nd clinometer. This is very briefly our accepted
ordinary British method of working everywhere ont of England.
It is a method which has tumecl out the most satisfactory results
under all kinds of conditions of tim e and circumstances.

The latitude a nd longitud e of the fixed stations need no~
necessarily be obtained astro11ornically.
The system of trianl(ttbtion avoids all that, except at one station
in a rapidly triangulated system, usnally the initial station, whet·e

it is necessary to observe its astronomical latiturlc, the azimuth or
bearing of one of t he rays, generally the base lin e, and to assume
the best m ine for longitude you can arri ve at.
The latitude and longitude of all the remaining stations can then
be computed throughout the triangulatio n, no matter how extensive,
with t_he utmost precision.

To instance the extraordinary elasticity of this method of surveying, and its adaptability to Yarying circumstances, I will now show
you two exam ples of triangles worked und er totally different conditions (see Pktle XI. ). Here, in the triangulation of India, you will
obsen·e lines of triangles worked for hundreds of miles with every
care, plenty of time, an d with Yery large and refined instruments
requi ring built-up platforms to observe from and to, with corres-

\

pond ingly marvellously accurate results, perhaps to less than l " of
arc, or 30 yards. Now see Fig. 15.
This was a triangulation carried ont by the Afghan Boundarr
Commission under very difficnlt circumstances while 011 the march.
The starting point was Ibrahimabad, t he latitude and longitude
of which were known. The instruments were ]iITht fielcl theodolites,
and t he tops of the hills had to be observed fo without marks or"
signals of any sort.
Nevertheless, this triangulation was carried out, 310 miles in 19
days, or an average of 17 miles a day. It was considered that the
11
longitude of " Kuh san thus found was not in error more than 5''

of arc, or 150 yard s.
This was rapid ,ind accurate enough to satisfy the most fa stidious.

It would, of course, be quitB exceptional to obtain such accuracy
al ways under these circumstances ; but it shows the great possibilities there are in front of this class of work.
Hitherto the determinations of the latitude and longitude of
fixed stations by astronomical obserrntions alone at different,
stations found much favour; but the uncertainty in the accuracy of
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the results from astronomical observations must al ways remain an
unsatisfactory element as compared with the certain and reliable
results to be obtained from the triangulation method.
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Differences of longitudes between lanrl stations can seldom be
obtained with any degree of accuracy except by telegraph.
Di,·ect observations for longitude with ordinary light field instruments have occasionally been obtained, giving reliable results to a
limited extent, i.e., with a very large margin of possible error; but

the results in general have turned out so unsatisfactory and difficult
to obtain that surveyors, as a rnle, prefer to do without them
altogether.
To obtain longitudes, therefore, with any certainty, where there
is no telegraph, we must frequently fal]. back on triangulation.
To the single explorer triangulation is unsuited (eYen if he is
qualified to undertake it), as but very rough indications of the
localities in an entirely unknown country is all that is demanded of
him.
This information be can readily obtain by a few approximate
astronomical latitudes and azimuths.
In the not far distant future, however, the explorer will no longer
be in existence, and a demand will and must come for more
deliberate and accurate surveys of those countries which have
already been explored, and now require their topography to be
fairly accurately depicted.
Such a survey should, I think, he basecl whenever possible on
the triangulation method, and have its toµography plane tabled in.
Believing, as I do, that the future will demand a large amount of
this class of accurate but economic surveying, I have endeavoured,

I hope with some success, to bring it (with small scale plane table
work) prominently forward in the instruction here at our headquarters.
Where our curriculum must haYe such a far-reaching effect
throughout the Corps, I am in hopes that, therefore, my ambitions
will be fulfilled, and that the officers of our Corps will be fully prepared to take their µart in the future development of survey work
with the same credit as they ham always done in the past.
I do not wish to depreciate the value of astronomical observations.
They are as necessary as ever, and must be taken with greater skill
and care than ever, but I would deprecate the acceptance of the
position of any place as accurate merely because it is marked as
determined by astronomical observations. The latter are onlr
reliable when obtained by careful and skilful observers, and a good
deal of "faith" must be exercised in placing reliance on their
accuracy.
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I have for inspection the originals of the fie!,! sheets of a rapid
survey in South \Vales, where some of onr young officers completed about 200 square miles in three days on a half-inch scale.
Had we but recently had this class of map in certain portions of
South Africa, it wonlcl, I venture to think, have lightenecl our
difficulties there considerably.
I ,voulcl draw attention to the great assistance we can all get now
from the new text-book of military topography brought out only last
yea.r.

It is, in my opinion, an immense improvement on foL·mer

text-books.
I am an a.d voca.te for obtaining every assistance one can from

improve,! instruments, or from the use of tables or forms, eithe,· for
recording observations or for computation purposes, and also to
assimilating our methods as far as possible at our various centres of
survey, such as the Ordnance Survey, Intelligence Department, and
Survey of India. For many years surveyors have had to contend
against great differences of, even, principle, but I hope now these
differences are gradually disappearing.
I know there are those who still consider every officer should be
able to work out formula, at any time, and compute with the least
possible assistance from tables and forms; hut when yon consider
that many of our officers are called upon to undertake survey work
suddenly after many years have elapsed since they practised it, you
will sec bow necessary it is for them to have every facility for working correctly, and for reminding them of the proper method to work
on. I find that with a large nnmher of officers they are able to get
through work fairly qnickly and accurately if they use forms and
tables, while without such assistance m,iny of them would fail
altogether, and the majority would get absolutely incorrect results.
After all, our object is to get good work clone quickly and
accurately, a.nd not to provide abstruse mental exercises every time
the surveyor wishes to obtain a result. Our S. ~I.E. tables and
forms for the use of R.E. officers have been compiled on these
principles, and approved of by the authorities. Those for triangulation work arc similar to those used in the Survey of India, but are
computed up to 60° instead of 40° of latitude, and are in a more
corn pact form.
The astronomical computation forms and angle book are new, and

have been adopted by the Ordnance Survey for the use of their field
sections now in South Africa.
I will now point out to you various instruments, which I think
D2
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will help you to form an estimate of the stage of progression at
which we have arrived.
INSTRUMENTS, KTC.

I

I

5" micrometer microscope transit theodolite.
5" Vernier transit theodolite (service instrument).
(larger telescope).
,,
,,
,,
5"
3" portable transit theodolite (Troughton & Simms).
(Casella).
,,
,,
3"
24" x 18" plane table and equipment.
Tangent clinometer (Indian pattern).
Reconnaissance plane table (service pattern).
Cavalry sketchi;ig board (service pattern).
"
,Yatkins' mirror clinometer
Pocket prismatic luminous compass (service pattern).
Pocket luminous compass (service pattern).
Aneroid 3" alnminium.

,,

2f (Short & Mason's pattern).

8" aluminium sextant and artificial horizon.

\

4" tacheometer.
15" grndiometer level (service instrument).
9" Cooke's reversible level (service instrument).
·
Dumpy level.
Y level.
De Lisle clinometer.
Prismatic field glasses (Zeiss pattern).
Solar corn pass.
Perambulator (old pattern).
111iniatnre pocket paint box.
Shortrede's table of logarithms (giving the log. of
sines, tangents, etc., for every second).
Heliostat.
I would draw your attention to the 24" x 18" plane table equipment, to which I always advocate the addition of the tangent
clinometer (Indian pattern~ The light reconnaissance plane table
is intended to bo of n more portable kind, and to be cr,rried by an
officer when travelling on horseback. It is intended to do work for
which the cavalry sketching board furnishes too small an area, such
as tbe reconnaissances of positions.
The above plane tables arc now scn-ice instruments, arnl are
sup]Jlied from \Yoolwich.
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The excellence of work in the construction of the 5-inch
micrometer microscope transit theodolite is worthy of attention, and
this instrument for ordinary field work will be hard to beat. I have
never yet met the surveyor who has once used micrometer microscopes ever care to use Vernier reading i11strnments again. The
aluminium star sights I lmve had put on the telescope are, I think,
a mluable addition to the celerity of observation.
The tacheometer is an instrument much used abroad, especially
in Italy, but in England we do not favour it mnch, as we can practically get the same results by the nse of the horizontal circle of our
theodolites - a system of measuring distances which is better
known as "The Bar Subtense" method.
In connection with this I may mention that I have long advocated
a more general appreciation of this latter method as a substitute for
the slow and laborious system of "chaining."

The efficiency, both

in economy and accuracy, of this method has quite recently been
fully demonstrated by the completion of an extended survey in
Chili for the Government of that country. It was executed under
the direction of Professor Bertrand, of Santiago, entirely by
traverses carried OLlt without any system of triangulation, all the
distances being measured on the II Bat· Subtense principle as
taught at the S.M.E.
The pris•matic binoculars are a distinct advance on the familiar
direct Yision species, bnt they can never equal a telescope of the
same focal length except in convenience of portability.
The De Lisle clinometer is eminently useful in prospecting for
hill roads, and is much used in India.
11

The solar compass is much used in America, but has never found

favour in England.
The "gradiometer level" is an instrument lately introduced into
the service in" lieu" of the 15-inch Cooke's reversible level.

It has the advantage that hy means of a micrometer or drum-head
reading it can be 8et at any desired gradient, and is useful in running sections quickly or in laying "lines of fire " or drains, etc.,
with given depressions or elevations.
Thu "Heliostat" is sometimes invaluable in geogl'a.phical surveyAlthough the "'Heliograph" is the service instrument for
ing.
signalling purposes, and is probably more convenient for short distances, it cannot compete with the "Heliostat u for a steady light on

Yery long rays. For survey work I think the heliostat indispensable.
For astronomical field work on land the theodolite, as opposed to
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the sextant and artificial horizon, is ga111rng ground every year.
Improvements in manufacture haYe now made theodolites which can
give results as accurate as the sextant, and yet are almost as portable, and they have undoubted advantages in observing for azimuth
angles which are absolutely indispensable in land surveying.
Theodolites are also simpler to observe with in nnpractised hands.
I cannot close without noticing two comparatively recent and pt·obably import:mt adjuncts to surveying in the adaptation of
photography to its uses. The advantage of photography in the
reproduction of maps has long been established.
I must leave yon to study for yourselves the very interesting
branch of survey of the heavens by photography, which h•s enabled
stars aml planets to be developed and discovered on the photographic plate that are absolntoly invisible to the eye, even with the
assistance of the largest telescope in existence. "re had an instance
of this only last year when a ninth satellite to Jupiter was discovered
in this manner, but has never yet been seen, even through a telescope.
The two adaptations of photography I refer t,o are:1. The determination of longitudes, hy Captain E. H. Hills, R.E.
2. The photo-theodolite, by J. Bridges Lee, Esq ., i\1.A.
Time will not permit me to go into details of these adjuncts to surveying, hut a few points regarding them :ire worthy of notice.
The determinations of longitudes hy direct astronomical observations with field instruments has generally proved unsatisfactory.
By using Captain Hills' instrnment the skill of the observer is
reduced to a minimum, merely requiring a proper selection of stars,
which, with the moon, are successively exposed to the same fixed
photographic plate at certain intervals of time. This plate when
developed gives sufficient data for computing the exact longitude of
the place of exposure.
The error of such observations, Captain Hills states, cau be kept
,vithin a margin of four seconds of time. This is a great aclvance in
accuracy on other known methods with portable field instruments.
The photo-theodolite of Mr. J. i\I. Bridges Lee is intended to take
photographs of the surrounding country in any given direction from
a station the positiou of which is already known. Then the resultant photographs from any two known stations enable all visible
points and detail to be plotted from them on a map to any scale.
In fact, the work that is now done on a plane table can be done
from the photographic phites or prints at leisure, and in :i possibly
more convenient place than on the top of a hill.
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The process of plotting will be better understood from the photographs of Trafalgar Square (see Plate XII.).
The chief improvement introduced in Mr. Lee's instrument is that
each plate has its own angular scale developed on it with its zero on
a central vertical hair line, and also the magnetic bearing of any
point can be determined by the upper circular scale.
I think this system has possibilities in front of it, especially under
circumstances where the least possible time is available for the
actual field work, ~nd more time can be devoted to the plotting,
etc., such as when an explorer reaches the summit of a very high
or distant hill, and is forced to commence the descent almost immediately after arrival at the summit. I can also imagine such
circumstances occasionally in a theatre of war or in an unfriendly
country.
I don't think, howe\'Cr, the system should be looked upon as a
rival to the plane table, but rather as an adjunct to it under special
circumstances.

Large areas in Canada have been already surveyed on these principles with great snccess.
I hoe! hoped to say something on the development of the telescope, but regret time will not permit me. I can, however, show
you a representation of the most recent and largest refracting
telescope in the world, now being prepared for the great Paris
Exhibition of this year.
The principle of it is that the telescope itself is fixed in a horizontal position, and there is a large plane mirror placed in front of
the object-glass, which, moving by clockwork, al ways keeps reflecting
the same star or planet into the telescope.
The part of the apparatus with the plane mirror is called the
"siderostat," a.nd can, of course, be adjusted so that any particular
part of the heavens can be reflected into the telescope.
The mirror is 6' 6• in diameter. The object-glasses are iu two
parts (one crown and one flint), and are 4' in diameter, and have
a focal length of ~28' (or 109 yards about). At the eye-piece end
arrangements have been made for throwing the image on the screen
of a large theatre capable of holding 4,000 persons,
It is calculated that this telescope will enable us to see the moon
as if it were only 50 miles off, and that an object only 1 metre square
might be seen.
I hope m~ny of you will haYe the pt~vilege and pleasnre of exi->loring our satellite at such very close quarters.

PAPER

II.

PROGRESS IN BARRACK DESIGN.
Delivered in the form of a Lecture at the S.M.E. on Febrnary 15, 1900, by
lliAJOR

E.

H. HEllil\IING,

R.E.

PART !.-HISTORICAL.

SPACE will not, of course, permit of my following up all the steps,
in what is uow ancient history, which led up to the present state of
our ideas on this subject, and a brief sketch of how and when
barracks and hospitals first began to assume modern proportions
and details is all I can attempt.
There is nnfortunatcly no room for doubt that in the first half of
the present-or shall I be safer if I say the first half of the
nineteenth century-the housing of the soldier was de~lorably
neglected, and enquiries instituted just before and just after the
Crimean ,var by several Parliamentary Uommittees and Commissions, both at home and abroad, tended to show that the high
morta1ity in the army was due in a great measure to that neglect,
or, in other wor<l.s, to pulmonary diseases caused by the overcrowding
of men in more or less insanitary barrack-rooms.
Thus we read that in 1820 in the \Vest Indies the men slept in
hammocks touching each nthcr; and at the same time in England
sol<liers were accommodate<l jn beds arranged in donble tiers.
Next, although in 1838 the regulations enactecl generally that
barracks were not to bo overcrowded, it was not until the publication

Introducto,y
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of the Engineet· Regulations of 1851 that a definite cubic space
per man was fixed. The nominal rates per individual soldier then
laid clown ranged from 450 cubic feet for barracks at home to 900
cubic feet for hospitals abroad.
Four years afterwards, in 1855, the first important investigation
Lord Monck's
Committee. into the existing conditions was made by a. committee under Lord
i\Ionck, the evidence then collected pointing to the necessity for
better accommodation for the comfort and convenience of soldiers,
and for the creation of a higher tone of social habits amongst them.
The recommendations of this notable committee in their general
tenour bear a strangely close resemblance to those of the committees
of to-clay, and the surprising part of the history is the time which
some of these recommendations have taken to bear fruit. But the
cry is ever the same, and every modern improvement is promvted
by the same motive, viz., the desire to produce an improved
tone in the personnel of the army, and with it both better physique
and general health, and consequently better fighting material.
This is a principle, however, which there is a possible danger of
vitiating by carrying matters to extremes ; and we must be on
our

guarrl, in

endeavouring to

satisfy

the

public demands

for the soldier, that we clo not overstep the mark and spoil our
army in the endeavour to attract recrnits to it. That we haYe
not reached this stage yet everyone must admit who has given a

thought to the present war in the light of military history (and
which of us has not i ), and realizes what our soldiers have done in
the face of modern magazine rifle fire.
Next in importance, perhaps, to the evidence relating to the overcrowding of barrack-rooms were the revelations regarding the
accommodation of married soldiers. It was a common practice then for
1
soldiers wives to Jive in the barrack-rooms with their husbands, i11

the proportion of 6 per cent. of the total strength, no means of
separating the married from the single men in the room being

allowed beyond a cmt.~in round the bed or blankets hung across
the room on a cord. In some cases, we read that e, en this apology
for decency was dispensed with.
In other cases, again, married people were placed in barrack-

rooms apart from those of the single men, but with several families
in the same room . And althongb I h,we been unable, as I feared I
should be, to find any plan indicating the appropriation of a
barrack-room in either of these ways I have in the course of Ill\'
enquiries, come across plenty of e~·iclence 'from pcrnsioners no;,.
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living, not only of the existence of these abuses then, hut of their
continuance to a much later date :-cases both at home and abroad
being authenticated as fate as the seventies.
While the chief recommendations of Lord i\fonck's and other subsequent committees were confined to remedying these two great
evi ls, viz., the overcrowding of single men and improper housing of

married soldiers, by the laying down of reasonable cubic space a11cl
superficial areas for each individual, an,! in arranging for the constmction of separate married quarters, other minor matters did not
escape their notice.
Amongst these we find suggestions for the introduction of such
now familiar institutions as regimentnJly served canteens, ablution

rooms with foot-baths, wash-houses for the nse of soldiers' wives,
workshops, hall courts, urinals with divisions, lighting by gas, and
even clay rooms and cubicle partitions.
Lord i\Ionck's committee also advertised and offered prizes for
the best plans of a model infantry and cavalry barracks prepared
by civil architects, the prize winners to superintend the erection of
the next two barracks built.
The prizes were duly awarded, although none of the plans sent in
were considered good enough for a model, and all were too costly
for \Yar Department pnrposes.
llfr. Wyatt, the cavalry prizeman, for elerntions and details only
of the Knightshridge Bitrracks, and for plans of a cavalry hanack
.at Nottingham, wit.hont superintendence, received altogether £5,420 ;
while 111r. J\Iorgan, the infantry prize-winner, who afterwards prepare,\ plans for and superintended the construction of Chelsea
Barracks in conjunction with the ,var Office, received for his work
£8,629.
That this, however successful, was a very extravagant metliod of
procedure is apparent from a comparison of the cost per man of the
barracks at Chelsea and that of others, carried out by the ,var
Department alone about the same time.
In 1857 a Royal Commission was assembled under the Right l;oyal . .
Honourable Sidney Herbert to make furth er enquiries on this sub- Commisswn.
ject, and from their report, presented to Parliament i11 1858, we
arrive at the startling resnlt, obtained from statistics, that the
death rate among soldiers in peace time was approximately twice as
high as among civil town and country populations of t he same
ages; and I may mention that whereas the mortality in the
army was then recorded at 17·5 per millc, it was, in 1897,

,
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as reported by the Army l\Iedical Department, only 3·42 per
mille.
Although, of course, the army to-day is composed of younger men
than it was 40 years ago, and in other ways also the conditions are
not parallel, still the difference in the death rate is sufficient
to show a very great improvement in the health of the troops, a
resnlt for which it is only fair to give the improvement in barrack
accommodation the chief credit.
The past 50 years have also seen a very marked advance in
the housing of working men, owing partly to the study of
hygienic conditions, and partly to the spread of education and
the fuller recognition of the lower classes; and if the progress
in barrack accommodation appears to ham been more rapid
than in the case of civil buildings, it must be remembered that not
only were the military improvements commenced at a later date,
but that the state of affairs in barrack buildings was, to start with,
an e,·en more parlous one.
In the recommendations of the Royal Commission we have
definite allowances of cubic space laid down for every soldier in
barracks or hospitals both at home and abroad. These are given in
the following table alongside of those that prevail to-day:CUBJO

A

Barrnck11
Home.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ;- --

LI.OWANCES.
Hospitals.

Abroad.

Home.

Abroad.

---------

Laid down by Royal Commission

ol 1857
Authorized in 1900 .

600

800

1,200

1,500

600

1,000

1,200

1,600

From which it will be seen that whereas the English allowances
ha,·e never since altered, those for tropical countries have been only
slightly increased in a period of 43 years.
Whether these allowances are sufficient is, in the opinion of
medical men, doubtful ; but so long as we haYe as clean a bill
of health in the army as we have now 1 fina.nci::il considerations will

probably sLand in the way of more liberal accommodation.
Based on the above scale, the collective cubic contents of all the
barracks in the U nitecl Kingdom were found to fall short of the
necessary accommodation for the troops l.,y about one-third : anu it
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is especially interesting, from a sapper point of view, to note that
Chatham was in this respect the worst of all the stations in the
There were, of course, individual cases which were
British Isles.
more flagrant, both at home and abroad ; some where a man 's
allowance of air was reduced to 25:J cubic feet, and others where
the beds when let down covered practically the entire floor space.
One or two examples of this kind will be found further on among
the plates illustrating the actual design of barrack-rooms.
The amount of floor space and the space between beds, although
commente,l upon as important considerations directly affecting the
health of the troops, do not appear to ha,·e been definitely laid
down until a much later elate-being, as in fact, they are still,
the outcome of other factors, such as height of rooms, and lengths of
wall space occupied by beds, windows, and accoutrement rackstaken in conjunction with a fixed cubic allowance.
Of other less important points covered by the recommendations of
the Royal Commission-which, of course, included the improYement
of married quarters, and otherwise followed generally the lines of
Lord Monck's committee-perhaps the most useful was the
necessity for the proper choice of sites and the utilization of
medical assistance to this end.
A body was next formed under the name of the Barrack and Barrack and
Hospital Improvement Commission to consider the rccornmenda- ~ 1~;~~jmE-nt
tions of the Royal Commission in detail, and the noble sum of £100 Commission.
per harrack was place,! at their disposal to meet urgent sanitary
proposals.
This amount was found , of course, totally insufficient for the pnrpose, the Commission stating, in fact, that "so far indeed a.s
conccms the health of the troops, a.lmost every barrack and hospital
we haYe Yisitecl can be considered in no other light than as
never haring been completed.''
Their final report, which was presented to Parliament in 1861,
besides dealing with the sanitary conditions of each establishment, and the works and improvements considered necessary in
CYery case, also laid down certain hygienic principles governing
the proper constructio11 of barracks, hospitals, and their accessories,
which form the basis of those we follow at the present time.
In 1862 the Barrack and Hospital Imprornment Commission was Ar~y
constituted a standing committee to continue the same work, and in ~~~~~~?~t"t'1865 their title was altered to that of the "Army 8anitary
Committee," which remains a very active bony to this day.

,
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Their present dntics, as far as barrack design is concerned
are:(i.). To report on all new sites and on block plans of new·
barracks-making whatever inspections may be necessary.
(ii.). To report on all type plans, especially with reference to
sanitary details.
(iii.). To report on all new principles of sanitary construction or
fitments.
The space at my disposal prevents my touching upon the
intervening pages of the history of this suhject, but it will h:we
been gathered that the period 1855 to 1865 was that in which the
great effort for better things was made by the assembling of
the Commissions to which I have alluded ; and the tale of years that
followed is chiefly one of how, as money was forthcoming, the
recommendations of those Commissions were put into tangible
form.
And although these suggestions were made primarily on sanitary
grounds, and the improvements to barrack blocks were rightly
considered the most essential, it is interesting to find that the
betterment of the minor buildings or accessories has so exactly kept
pace in the succeeding years with that of the men's accommodation,
pure and simple, that the relative proportion of cost of barrack
blocks to recreation and other buildings is exactly the same to-day
as it was half a century ago. This ratio is approximately 1 to 2i.e., if a battalion barrack complete costs £120,000, the men's
b"rrack blocks alone will cost £40,000, and the remaining buildings
£80,000.

PART Il.-D:i,;sIGN.

The technicalities of barrack design as a modern subject include,
as I have before mentioned, much besides the actmtl planning
of barrack and hospital buildings, inside and out; and for purposes
uf this paper I have divided these considerations into the following
heads, viz. : (i.). Sites, including drainage,

sewage dispoeal,

supply.
(ii.). Disposition of buildings on sites or block plans.

and

water
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(iii.). Design of barrack buildings, including ventilation, lighting,
warming, etc.
(iv.). Design of hospital buildings.
(v.). Constructional details.
(vi.). External treatment.

(i.).-SITES.

3~;d~~~ns

Generally speaking, any site, whether for civil or military
buildings, should be reasonably adaptable, i.,, without any
exceptional financial ontiay, to the pmpose required-both in its
natural formation and in its relation to the immediate surroundings.
In the case of sites for \,arracks and hospitals, however, the more
special and technical considerations which require our attention are
those of defence and sanitation.
Of the former, which are chiefly confined to barracks abroad,
I haYe little to say here, altbongb the proper study of these
considerations is noue the less the natnral and essential duty of the
sapper, while any neglect in this respect is calculated to make
him famous at some future period of history.
Sanitary considerations, on the other band, are far more
universal in their application, and as touching the lives and health
of our troops in peace as well as in war, require even more careful
attention, and cm·er a far wider field of stndy.
Iu the case of a site of any material extent or importance,
some preliminary enquiry will he necessary as to the climatology and
meteorology (e.g., rainfall, prevailing winds, etc.) of the locality, as
well as the possibilities of water supply, and the health statistics of
Also, a visit to the site in the evening when
the neighbourhood.
conditions are favourable to fogs and mists should not be
neglected.
The desiderata of a good site are briefly-that it should be
open, though not necessarily devoid of trees-fairly elevated, ancl
freely exposer! to the atmosphere, altho11gh protected from cold or
unhealthy winds-the ground arounrl should have a fair fall
to facilitate drainage, with natural drainage outlets-a dry and
porous soil-a healthy climate-also freedom from any undrained
marshy land, deep ravines, foul or stagnant water, and nuisances
generally.
Soih; are a most important feature in the choice of sites, and call Soill'I.

,
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for more serious consideration than perhaps they al ways get.
Gmvel, sand, and ch:.lk form as a rnle good sites; granites, clay,
slate, limestones, or sandstones are all more or less dense, and
consequently do not, unless disintegrated or fissured, absorb
moisture.

Dolomites and magnesian limestones, however, often

contain a good de:.] of water. Loams, marls, and stiff clays are not
good soils for building purposes, and require to be thorough ly
drained artificially in one way or another in order to he healthy.
They have, however, the advantage of not absorbing leakage from

drains in the shape of deleterious gases and liquids; and alumina,
the chief constituent of some of them, also bas the further advantage
of acting as a deodorant.
The worst soils, though from their nature some of them are,
unless carefully examined, liable to be mistaken for good ones, arc
shallow beds of gravel 01· sand overlying clay, reclaimed lands
from rivers, alluvial tracts, and
Subsoil!-.

general1y, artificially made up

soils.
Subsoils are almost as necessary a study as surface soils, as it
is equally essential that both should be clean and not fouled bt
sewage, refuse, or other impurities.

The depth below the surface of what is called the ground wate,·
regulates to an important extent the dryness of any site, and
this should be ascert:iined by digging trial pits. This ground
water should be both deep ancl f"irl!J constant in lerel, so that in
permeable soils, the dangers attendant on the movement of harmful
gases may be minimised .
Some useful tabular arrangements of soils in order of healthiness
and relative power of retaining beat, and showing the extent to which
they lend themselves to evaporation and percolation, were given in
some lectures on army sanitation, delivered at the S.M.E. by
the late Sir Douglas Galton.
It may be generally assumed that practically no site will he st1itable for building purposes unless drained, and that most, if not all,
buildings will require a protecting layer of concrete in or below the
ground floor, and in some cases both. "'hen I s:ty below the
ground floor I refer to cases, chiefly a.broad, in malarial countries,
where it is essential to keep all buil<liugs 3 or 4 feet clear of the
Drainngt rmd
Sewage·
Diapo~al.

surface.
Besides the subsoil drainage, or drainage of sites before any•

thing is built on them, of which I have spoken in brief onl,v, there
remains, of course, the ordinary a.n<l more familiar "surface awl
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foul drainage" connected with finished barrack or hospital buildings,
and the ground immediately around them.
Connected also with this barrack drainage is the kindred subject
of sewage disposal, and these generally require to be considered
together.
On barrack drainage we have an excellent manual for our
guidance, and although the subject generally is considered to be a
complex one, anrl often left to specialists to deal with, the principles
which govern it, viz., the immediate removal of foul matter and the
prevention of foul gases, are not difficult to apply in the systems we
usnally employ.
The following are briefly the practical requirements of any simple
barrack drainage scheme:-(a). Even and good gradients.
(b). Straight lines, not mnning under existing or sites of
possible future buildings.
(c). Manholes or inspection chambers at junctions and changes
of dii-ection, to give ready access for cleaning.
(d). Thorough ventilation of all parts of the system from the
lowest to the highest, i.e., fresh air inlets at the roots, so to speak,
and ventilators at the tops of the branches.
(e). A good flush, either natural or artificial.
Thie flush was formerly often effected by allowing the natural rainwater to rnn into the foul drains; but owing to the danger of improper
connections and the intermittent nature of the rainfall, this system is
not to be recommended. In old barracks there was, a year or two
ago, no commoner fault, though a very easily remedied one, than to

find the rain-water pipes running down into the ground and connecting directly with foul drains, instead of discharging over
trapped gullies. In this way the rain-water pipes acted as ventilators
to the drain, and as often as not passed within a foot or so of a
bedroom window.
Nowadays, therefore, it is usually the custom to separate the
foul from the rain-water system as far as possible, there being,
as a rule, some useful purpose to which to put the rain-water, e.g.,
tirn, washing, artificial flushing, or general supply, while at the same
time it is nearly always desirable to keep the sewage undiluted with
water and. small in volume.
This brings us to the consideration of sewage disposal.

Where public sewers exist the problem presents no difficulties, Sewage
but on country sites with no natnral outlet, recourse must be had D1Sposal.
E

,
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\Vater
Supply.

either to sewage farms or ~ biological pudfication, accompani~cl m·
not, as circumst.~nces may d10tate, by earth conserrnncy. In either
case we have to rely on friendly microbes, the micro-organisms of
soil that we may call nature's scavengers, through whose good
offices the organic matter continually being received on the earth's
surface is broken down and restored to its original elements.
These systems of biological purification, as they are called, employ
the agency of two separate families of bacteria, known as ancerobic
and a,robic micro-organisms, i.e., those that work respectively without
or with air or oxygen.
These two families of bacteria, roughly speaking, perform the two
necessary processes by which sewage is rendered innocnous, viz. : (1 ). The liquefaction of the sewage.
(2). The nitrification or mineralizing of this liquid.
In the septic tank process, one of the most modern of these
systems now in vogue, and in other similar insta.llations, these two
results are achieved separately.
The first, or liquefaction stage, takes place in a closed chamber or
modified cesspool, wherein the actual sewage constitutes the
necessary matrix suitable for the encouragement of the liquefyiag
organisms.
The second, or nitrifying process, is brought abont by passing the
liquid through rerated filters filled with some finely divided material,
and so exposer] to the greatest nnmber of rerobic microbes.
The biological process and these special forms of applying it,
have been fonnd suitable for the pmification of domestic sewage,
and will no doubt he greatly used in one form or another in the
near fnture.
The conditions of a good water supply for troops are that
it should be first, pure, and secondly, plentiful. The freedom
from contamination, including the careful inspection and, if
necessary, guarding of the gathering ground, and the cleanly
transport of the water thence to the barracks, require the most
vigilant attention, and will do more to the end in view than any
subsequent systems of sterilization or filtration, such as are commonly
relied on in other countries.
Rules are laid down for our guidance in determining the extent
of the water snpply of a barrack, based on the assumption that
two days' reserve supply shall always be available in case of a
breakdown.
It is our custom to provide this reserve in small cisterns in every

building, which act to a certain extent as water waste preventers,
hut which are in some measure open to contamination, and from
their great nnmher are less likely to be properly cleaned than one
Jorge reserve tank.
Personally, I am inclined to favour a single elevated reserve tank
system, and allow everyone in barracks to dmw directly from the
main, the reserve tank being switched on by a valve should the
supply at any time fail. This system also gives a large hody of
water, with a head corresponcling to the height of the tank, for
nsc in case of fire, either alone or in addition to a fire service

from the main.
Such a fire service may either be combined with the domestic
supply or preferably form a separate system, with hydrants
placed at snch intervals as will enable them most economically to
eommand all the buildings intended to be protected.

(ii.).-BLOCK PLANS.
Following the considemtions affecting t.he choice of a site suitable
for barrack buildings, the next in order are those which govem the
disposition of these buildings on the ground, or the making of the
block plan.
Our army is the most cosmopolitan in the world.
The aspect and orientntion of buildings, to use a word which, _\spect.
though not strictly a correct one, has of late become common
parlance, will be governed not only by the purpose which the
buildings arc intended to serve, but also by their geographical
JlOSition.
Thus, whereas, in the case of barrack blocks and hospital pavilions
in tropical countries, we have to protect them and their occupants
against the direct rays of the sun, in temperate climates we court
as much of nature's purifiers and deodorisers, air and sunshine, as

possible.
He11ce, in the British Isles barrack and hospital blocks aro now
generally built with their longer axes north and south, i.e., with
their windows facing east and west, by which we get, both 011 the
buildings and on the ground between them an even distribution of
sunlight and air without excessive glare or chill, and consequently a

fairly equable temperature throughout the rooms.
In tropical climates, on the other haud, the comparatively
E2
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horizontal rays of the morning and evening snn slanting directly
into the windows have to be avoided, anrl the orientation of the
buildings modified accordingly.
These geneml principles do not, however, apply to such buildings
as stores and private quarters, in quite the same way as in the case
of public rooms with windows on both their long sides. In the
case of quarters, the pleasantest and most cheerful aspects should be
chosen for the most occupied rooms, which on hygienic and resthetic
grounds alike require a brighter light than others.
Prevailing winds, especially in hot climates, will also, of course,

temper the abo,·e rules, and the exigencies of particular sites and
the proximity of existing buildings, if there are any, will also
require to be taken into account.
Due consideration being given to the foregoing fact.ors, the
following brief rules will be found a useful guide in determining
the relative positions of regimental barrack bnildings with regard
to one another, as well as in relation to parades and communica-

)

tions.

t%:~'"" of
Buildings.

Barrack blocks shou!J be arranged together, and adjacent topreferably facing-the p.irade, and in the case of mounted units
convenient to stables also, both barrncks and stables being
approached past the guard-house.
Cookhouses, baths and latrines, and <lining-rooms should be close
to barracks, and not more in evidence than need be.

Married quarters, with laundry and Jrying ground, should be in
retired positions, and as well screened from the single men's
quarters as the site will allow.

Recreation establishments and canteens should be convenient for
both married and single men, preferably near each other without
being absolutely contignous, with other means of recreation, such

as fives court and shooting gallery, at hand.
The sergeants' mess is a rather important lmilding, and should
have a good frontage and be convenient to the quarters, both
married and single, consistent.ly with not being too near the men's
barracks or the regimental institutions.

Senior N.0.0.'s naturally do 11ot wish to be too near the men's
canteen; and the sale of liy_nor to men from sergeants' messes, when
canteens a.re closed, is not an nnhearc.l-of, though much to be
discouraged, practice.
0.0.'s quarter, officers' quarters, and mess should have the best
available frontage, if possible on a private road not used as a.

thoroughfare hy the men, and with their stables com·eniently
placed. Near these last may also be the regimental transport stables
and wagon sheds, generally on a road, and under the eye of the guard.
The quartermaster's quarter may be near or in line with the
officers' mess, and, cceteris paribns, conveniently close to the regimental shops and stores.
The latter and other similar accessories should be arranged on
roads for the easy service of carts, and otherwise placed as conveniently as possible for the purpose for which they are intended,
coal yards being especially located centrally, to avoid unnecessary
fatigue duties.
The guard-house, combined with regimental offices, such as
orderly-room, etc., should be at the entrance to barracks, and
should overlook them and the parade ; at the same time, they
should not be too far from the officers' quarters.
The regimental sergeautrmajor should also be near the guard, and
the remaining warrant officers, sncb as bamlrnasters and school
teachers, with or near the schools, in the vicinity of the married
quarters.
The parade should he of at least the size necessary for the
forming up of the unit, say, 150 x 100 yards for a battalion of
infantry or a brigade division of artillery, with the drill shed either
adjoining it, or in immediate proximity to it.
The whole plan should, of course, be arranged with a view to
easy approach, simple drainage, general symmetry, and free access
of air and sunshine to all occupied buildings, and the spaces between
them, with, if possible, ground for recreation and training for the
troops, in the immediate neigh hourhood.
The possibility of future extension of each part of a barrack,
though I mention it last, is a rnry important consideration, and
should never be lost sight of in these days of constant change and
progress.
The intervals between buildings is limited to a sanitary minimum
in the case of occupied rooms, of twice the height from ground floor
to eaves, though this may, of course, be exceeded with advantage
where the price of land is not a prime consideration.
Before considering any typical site pl•n of what a barrack may be
or should be, I propose first to describe one or two instances of
what a block plan should not be, and for this purpose I have
selected first one very well known for its insanitary history,
viz., the Royal Barracks, Dublin (Plate I.).
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Insanitary
Block Plans.

These barracks were built about 1700. They consisted of high
buildings in closed and partly closed squares, some of the sides of
the squares running parallel to each other, so close as to form narrow
lanes, to which little air and no sunlight ever obtained access. For
many yca.rs enteric fever occurred from time to time, culminating in what almost amounted to an epidemic in 1S87 and 1888.
In the early part of 1889 an exhaustive enquiry on behalf
of the War Department was instituted. This enquiry revealed the facts that (1) the drainage, though remedied from
time to time, was faulty anrl leaky; (2), that the water service
was leaky, resulting in a certain amount of pollution of the supply;
(3), that the buildings were too crowded together for proper circulation of air; (4), that there was a large accumulation of dust between
the floors, containing an enormous number of microbes; (5), that
owing to the walls being built of two skins and filled in with loose
small stones and rubbish, without any mortar to speak of, there was
in them an immense accunrnlation of dust and filth of every description, all charged with microbes. Further, through the holes in the
walls in which the joists rested there was free communication
between the interior of the walls and the spaces between floors.
As a result of this report, large portions of the buildings were
demolished to relieve the congestion. Drains were re-laid, water
snpply thoroughly overhauled, floors re-marle, holes in walls stopped
up, ventilation improved, and everything done to bring the barracks,
as far as possible, up to modern standard.
Two other instances of old block plans are shown on Plate II.,
viz., that of the Linen Hall Barracks at Dublin and of the Cavalry
Barracks at Hulme, Manchester. The first is a good instance of
abnormal deficiency of internal freedom of circulation of air, owing
to ~he barracks being too concentrated; although, perhaps, it is only
fair to say that this pile of buildings was originally the central linen
market of Dublin, and was not designed for occupation. The second
is an excellent example of an equally insanitary result from an
opposite cause, viz., by crowding the barracks against the outer wa11,
and subjecting them not only to their own nuisances, which are carefully confined to the narrow strips between the barracks and the
wall, but also to those of the crowded streets of a yery dirty part of
Manchester, which touch the barracks almost all round. The real
facts are much worse than they appear on the rlrawing, owing to the
great height of some of the surrounding mills and factories.
Another disadvantage which might not occur to anyone at first
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sight in buil,ling so near the bonnclary was the liability to damage
hy the ragam11ffins of the town, of which I had some personal
experience a few years ago.
A typical site plan for an infantry brigade is given on Plate III. Typical Block
Here it will be see11 the fonr battalions are separated from one Plan.
another by cross roads, and are themselves cliYided by longitudinal
roads into three main portions, viz. :-(1t), for officers' buildings; (b),
for single men's barracks and parade; and (c), for married soldiers'
quarters, a strip l,eini:: reserved for brigade accessories between the
central batt~lions. Two methods of arranging the buildings to suit
varying orientations are indicated 011 the plate, the relative positions of
the blocks in either case conforming generally to the rnles above given.
The particular form of men's barrack block shown in these
diagrams is the latest type which has been prepared to meet the
public demand for dining-rooms for soldiers, and is described and
illustrated late,·.
Drawings of typical site plans on the above lines for artillery and
cavalry are under discussion at the present time.
In the two following plates are shown a couple of examples of
modern block plans, adapted more or less from the type just described,
to suit particular sites.
The first of these (Plate IV.) represents the two new barracks at Modern Block
Colchester called Sobraon and Gujerat. These show two stages in Plans.
the design of barrack blocks, viz., the single company block type in
Sobraon Barracks, and the half battalion combined or verandah
type in Gujerat Barracks.
Both these plans contravene the rules given above in the matter
of the view from the guard hot1ses, and also in the small extent of
the parades. These defects are due to limitations of available site.
The Gnjerat, or later plan, shows the officers' mess anrl commanding
officers' quarters in better positions than in the case of Sobraon.
The next instance (Plate Y.) is an illustration of the Gough
and Keane new barracks at the Curragh. Here the site is peculiar,
and we have to offend some of the canons already laid down,
principally that of aspect. This, howe1·er, is not so material in a
r.ase of this kind, where the country is open, nor with this new
design, m which the barrack blocks are so far apart.
The parade here is long and narrow, owing to exigencies of site,
but otherwise the general rules are particularly well complied with.
The arrangement of the band blocks on this plan, it will be noticecl,
differs from that shown on the typical site plan for the reasons,-
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(!), that it bas just now been determined to give a whole_ c?mpany
block to the band, some of the rooms being use.I for dmmg and
practising; and (2) that it is considered desirable to provide for
the future possible extension of the block into a double company
or even a ha1f-battalion one, with its necessary a.ccessories, in case of
any increase being made in the strength of infantry battalionsuot an impossible contingency after the present war.
There are, of course, several steps in the design of block plans,
which want of space will not permit me to detail, between the
period represented by these very recent ones a11d those of the
Manchester and Dublin epoch, shown on Plates I. and II.
Examples of these will be found in the depot type of barracks built
under the Military Forces Localization Act, of which B11ry is a good
instance, and in the plan of Aldershot, lately re-built. The latest
block plan of all is of our proposed camp at Salisbury, but this
is, unfort11nately, not in a sufficiently advanced stage for reproduction.

(iii.).-BARRACK BUILDlNGS.

Barrack

Blocks.

We now come to designs of actual barrack buildings.
Plate VI. shows two instances of overcrowding in barrack-rooms,
to which I alluded previously, viz., at Gibraltar and Guernsey.
In the former case long lines of beds nearly touching one another
are arranged on either side of a casemate of great length, lighted
and ventilated practically from one end only. In the latter case
the beds let down as shcwn, cover almost the entire floor space.
A similar instance taken from considerably nearer home, viz.,
a barrack-room in Brompton Barracks, is shown on Plate VII.
In this case the rooms are placed back to back, and consequently
get no through ventilation; those in the front on the basement floor
also look into a dry area in addition. Both these defects would, of
course, be absolutely inadmissible in a modern barrack.
The interval of history between the period of this design and
that of the next plate is represented by a progressive series of
types, the last of which is exemplified in the barrack blocks at
Aldershot and Holywood.
Next in order after these comes the company block type illusrated on Plate VIII. This is a donble-storeyed block, comprising
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on each floor two 24-men rooms on the flanks, anrl in the centre
two ablution rooms, one N.C.O.'s room, a company store, and central
staircase.
The number 24 is a convenient division for administrative

r purposes, as representing a section, but gives a room rather difficult
to warm uniformly.
This design is the recognized company type at the present time,
and if it has defects they may be briefly summed up in saying that
we now try and aYoid three beds together in a barrack, even more
studiously than heretofore, and that unequally spaced windows and
windows at ends do not lend themselves either to cubicle construction or extension. The roof also is not quite as simple over the
central portion as it might be.
Occasionally, when a site for mounted troops is cramped, we
still build men's rooms over stables, not, some will say, a sanitary
combination, although on this point opinions are divided.
Such a block was recently designed for new artillery barracks at
\Yoking, but bas since been abandoned in favour of a new verandah
form of barrack, similar to the half-battalion infantry type shown
on Plate III., with separate stables.
The new half-battalion combined barrack is shown in detail on
Plates IX., X., XL, and XII. in plan section and elevation.
The complete element is showu on the key plan on Plate IX., and
consists of two donble-storeyed blocks, each holding two companies,
facing inwards towards dining-rooms, and cookhouses built between
them, and communicating with them and with each other by means
of verandahs and covered ways.
The double-company blocks are arr:ingerl in 12-men rooms,
with passages between, leading from the verandahs on the inside to
ablution rooms on the outsiile, there being a through communication
vi,, the latter on the ground floor. This, the most recent arrangement of ablution rooms, is considered a distinct sa.nitary improvement.
The N.C.O.'s, with the company stores and staircases, are located
on the inner side of the verandah, opposite the centre of each
company.
The urine tub, it will he seen, is still JJrovided ; and though
admittedly a blot on every design from an resthetic point of view, it
has been proved more sanitary than any form of night urinal short
of a disconnected annexe, such as is used in the case of hospitals.
The dining-room block is shown divided into two cam pany dining-
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rooms, which communictLte through company wash-up rooms direct
to the serving windows of the cookhouse on either side. This
arrangement, while facilitating the rapitl and bot service of dinners,
also enables the crockery and soldiers' delicacies to be kept outside
the dining ,,nd barrack-rooms.
The cookhouse is conveniently arranged for the donble service,
anrl at either end are provided bath-room s (four for men and one for
N.C.O.'s) and drying-rooms (one per company). The latter, as well
as the dining-rooms, are heateJ from a boiler-room in a basement
below, which also supplies the hot water for use in bath-rooms,
cookhouse, and wash-ups (Plate X.). This plate, and also Plitte
XL, shows the elevations; these have been slightly modified since
these drawings were prepared, with a view of reducing everything
to the minimum of cost aud the maximum of simplicity.
The estimated cost of this half-battalion barrack is, notwithstanding the greater n.d vantages and conveniences, very little more than
that of similar accommodation provided separately, as heretofore.
Barracks on t his pattern are to be erected at Salisbury, Colcheste1·,
Pembroke Dock, and the Curragh.
The windows are a peculiar feature of' this design, and are the
outcome of a statement made in the House of Commons, by which
we arc committed to build every new barrack in snch a way that
will enable it to be converted into a dormitory, with a separate
Cllbicle partitioned off for every individual soldier.
Although experiments with cubicle divisions have actually been
ordered to he tried in two barracks, Yiz., Woking and Dublin, where
separate dining-rooms already exist, I will not venture on such
controversial ground ai:; to forecast the results as affecting the
general introduction of the cubicle system into the army, but I may
say that, in point of design, such a step, while adding to the cost of
barrack accommodcition, woulrl materially increase the difficulties of
sanitary construction.
A detail of this special window is given on Plate XIII., showing
how it is made adaptable for first, a single, and, later, without
damaging the lJrickwork, a double window of greaLer width, with a
cubicle partition abutting against the central mul1ion.
After the scandrtlous period to which I have already referred, the
first quarters especially provided for married soldiers consisted of
single rooms arranged four on a. floor, two on either side of a central
gangway and staircase, on two or three floors.
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The next concession to decency was the three-roome<l type, consisting of living-room, bedroom, and scullery.
Next follow the barrack attic type and the rlepot type, in which
,lifferences were mat!e in the numbers of rooms and the style of their
finish, for allotment according to the mnk of the occupant. Up to
, this time domestic conveniences in the shape of "'-0.'s were
entirely dctachecl from the quarters.
The next step was a vemndah type in which these conveniences
were arranged at the ends of the blocks, and at the same time the
obvious justice was l'ecognized of allotting the different sized
quarters according to the number of a soldier's family insteacl of
according to his r>tnk. Careful statistics were taken, and the classes
of quarters were eventually reduced to thrce- 11 a," "b," and "c/'
without distinction as to finish or to the rank of occupant.
The "a" quarter has l bedroom,
(I

b"

"C n

.,
11

2 bedrooms,

3

besides in all cases a living-room and scullel'y.
The latest types added to these comforts a separate W.C. to every
quarter. These constitute the self-contained attic and self-contained
verandah types shown on Plates XIV., XV., XVI., and XVIL The
titles of these quarters sufficiently indicate the character of their
design ; their cost is about equal, the expense of the extrn staircases in the attic type being balanced by that of the veraut!ahs in
the veran<lah type.
The latest type of all is a modern adaptation of a quarter of the
old depot type, and is illustrated on Plctle XVIII. The quarters are all
alike, and only two-storeyed; they are comfortable working men's
quarters withont being luxurious, and the design is one among many

of present-day barrack designs in which economy, dictated by the
ever-growing rise in prices of Jabour and matorials, is sought after at

the expense, if necessary, of external appearance.
Each quarter has four rooms (i.e., is a "b" quarter)-living-room,
scullery, an,l two bedrooms, with ,v.C., and each pair are so
arranged that by throwing one bedroom of any one quarter into the
next we get a. three and a five-roomeJ quarter, i.e., an "a." and "c"
quarter in pbce of two "b's."
This arrangement will not, of course, give the strict proportion of classes of quarters laid down for a battalion ; but
it will err on the side of liberality, which is, perhaps, a goocl
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thing in the light of modern tendencies, and where sites are not
restricted, will be fouud to give a very acceptable house at a cost
which will be not much more than that of other types, notwithstanding the greater area occupied, owing chiefly to the readiness of
contractors to take up work similar to what is being undertaken
every day in civil life, and also owing to the repetition of the same
items in every quarter.
W.0.'s

A new design for w,irrant officers' quarters has also lately been

Quarters.

got out as a. terrace type, a.nd is shown on Plate XIX.

Othe,· Types.

New types have also lately been prepared of almost every building
required in the design of barrncks, primarily for use at Salisbury,
and with a view also to improved planning combined with strict economy.
Although I have been obliged to omit all reference to officers'
accommodation and to confine my remarks almost entirely to
quarters for N.C.O.'s and men, other barrack buildings have an
equal ch,im on our attention. These include, besides officers' quarters
and messes, two large classes of buildings known as regimental and
garrison accessories ; the former consisting of canteens, recreation
establishments, sergeants' messes, Jaundries, &c. ; the ]atter, which

are the natural outcome of the modern tendency to concentrate large
bodies of troops in one place, comprising churches, brigade and
divisional office,, staff quarters, Engineer and Army Service Corps
establishments, garrison schools, etc.
Ventilation.

Intimately connected with the designs of buildings are, of
course, the subjects of ventilation, lighting, and warming, and
of these we can hardly consider any one in its relation to the
soldier's comfort apart from the others. All of them also cover far
too much ground for me to attempt to deal with them here in
detail.
Briefly, the acme of good ventilation is to replace the air i11
a room, as it is vitiated by the occupants, hy pure air from without,
both as rapidly and thoroughly as possible, without causing
draughts or changes in temperature ; and the sizes and number

of ventilat0rs now laicl down for barrack and other rooms are
based on this principle. The allowance of cubic space per man
is consequently a governing factor in this calculation; other
considerations, however, especially in winter, have to be taken into
account, such as the effect of winclow surface in cooling the air, and

the different effects of different modes of warming ancl lighting.
To get ventilation thorough, and 110t confined to the lower
portions of rooms, the necessity of keeping windows up as high as
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possible and of ventilating through ceilings is now made an
, important feature of this branch of barrack design.
The tendency has been in the immediate past rather to over,·entilate, and in some cases to 01•er-provido military buildings with
window space (an instance having occurred of a barrack in Glasgow
where it was actually found necessary to block up hall the windows).
Now, however, the part played by smoke ll11es q,u, outlets, and leaky
cloors and windows qua inlets, has come to be more recognized, and
occupants of Government quarters are saved much trouble in
pasting paper over offending ventilators, and the State both time and
expense in removing the same.
The flushing of a room with fresh air, just as a drain is flushed
with water, is much needed to obtain really efficient ventilation or the
maintenance of a high purity standard of air; and the provision of
separate dining-rooms will ho a great aid in this direction by
allowing the windows of the barrack-rooms to be kept open for
stated intervals dnring the day.
The difference between good and imperfect ventilation and the
necessity for the former is not always easy to grasp in practice,
, however much we hear about it in theory ; hut I think my point
about the impurity of barrack-room air about breakfast or dinnertime will appeal to everyone who has ever been an orderly officer in
barracks.
As to warming, we are again governed by the almighty dolla,·, ""arming.
and while fireplaces are more cheerful, and beating by pipes and
radiators, either with steam or water, more uniform in their effects,
we are contincd to the employment of one or other system according
to the purpose and use of the rooms to be warmed, pipes being
more suitable to public rooms and stores, and fires to private rooms.
Ventilating grates which heat a portion of the fresh air as it
enters the room in winter arc commonly used in barracks, and there
is much to be said in favour of them; but the <lisad vantage of
having a fire on one side or at one end of a room only, cannot
be overlooked, and a central fireplace would obviously be a great
impro,·ement if we conic! get over the difficulty of the downdraught flue; a difficulty which, unless we are to have a great,
unsightly stove pipe running up the heart of every barrack, is 01'.e
which has to be overcome. Much has been clone to meet th,s
difficulty by various stove makers, and with some success, which
when established will bring us as near as it is possible to get to the
much desired uniform warming and cheerfulness combined, which
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Lighting.

we cannot get at present without the prohihitive expense of
the donble system of pipes and fires.
Thi ; costly combination is, I believe, actually adopte,l in private
houses in climates like that of Eastern Canada, where the cold in
wiuter is extreme.
Lighting is another large, and I may say growing, subject at
the present time, and one which affects, of course, both the
warmth and pnrity of the air in any room. Ordinary gas
with ordinary burners, a system hitherto almost universally
empk•yerl, at any rate at borne stations, must ere long girn way to
the impi-overl forms of lighting which are now coming to the front,
e.g., electricity, acetylene, and incandescent gas at hi,;h and low
pressures.
Electricity has, of course, many advantages over all the other
systems, but is expensive both to instal, to meter, and to maintain;
but a:, it is being more used it is, of course, becoming cheaper, and
is being installed now for 1"rge new hospitals, such as Millbank, and
large barracks, as Aldershot ; also at Halifax, Nova Scotia, :.nrl
other places.
Acetylene has, I feel sure, a great future before it, but as ,,
lighting agent is at present in its infancy, and is far too dangerous
a plaything for experiment in barracks.
Inc,u1descent systems are distinctly economical, but are too
delicate in their present stages, and too expensive to maintain
where the soldier is concerned; these delicacies are gradually,
howevtr, being overcome by new inventions; and for external
lighting under high pressure these systems leave very little to he
desired, although they have not yet found much favour for military
purposes. Tbe uso of a suitable incandescent system would
possibly solve a very difficult question now under discussion, viz.,
the uecessity of giving soldiers better light in barracks without
further burdening the estimates.

(iv.).-HOSPITAL BUILDINGS.

The special study of hospital construction is a large and most
interesting branch of modern military designing, and has already
been made the subject of an S.M.E. lecture by the late Sir· Douglas
Galton. All, therefore, I propose to do is to describe a small
hospital such as is shown on Phdes XX., XXI., XXII., and XXIIT.,
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and indicate the principal points which govern the compositioa of
the design.
The number of beds to be provided is genemlly calculated as
a proportion of the garrison, which in England r.monnts to 5¾ p.c.,
arnl tliese numbers are again divided into different classes of beds
an<l ,\jards, in accordance with a recognized k1.ble of percentages.

The next step is to determine the block plan of the hospital.
Plate XX. indicates how this may be arranged by the division

of tlrn principal buildings into pavilions containing in the centre
the administration items, and on the flanks the actual wards. In
one curner is the isolation ward, 40 feet from any building antl pnblic
road, and protected by a double fence to prevent contact between
convalescents from the main and isolation w"nls. On this fence
is nlso prnvided " disinfector, with its receiving door inside the
isolation enclosure, and its issuing door outside the same.
Th" mortuary and foul linen store are here shown near, although
not in connection with the isolation hospital-the governing
condition in the case of a mortuary site being that it should be on a
road, so approached that, ii possible, funerals may not have to pass
in front of the hospital or neighbouring barracks.
To one side are placed barracks and quarters for single and
married orderlies, not too near each other, not too far a way from
the hospital.
Turning to Plates XXI. and XXII. it will be seen that the ward
blocks, which are oriented as nearly north and south as the site will
allow, are divided by a lateral corridor into two p:u·ts, the smaller
parts l,eing confined to what may be termed the objectionable items,
such as lunatics, prisoners, itch cases, etc. ; the large to the ordinary
and special case wards, main staircases and lifts. The orderly's
rooms and sculleries attached to the main wards serve ,iJso a special
case ward in each case; the orderly's room being m~de just large
enough to be used as a single hod ward in case of pressure. In the
case of the small wards on the far side of the corridors separate
sculleries arc dispensed with, the entrance lobby being made to
answer this purpose.
The lunatic ward, which is kept on the grouncl floor, is approached
direct from the lobby, and not through an orderly's room, as was
heretofore considered necessary. The prisoners come on the first
floor over the lunatic ward. In the other pavilion the itch ward is
kept on the ground floor, to avoid possible contact on the stairs, and
a separate outside entrance is provided.
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Over this ward is arranged the operating room, a necessary
adjunct of every important hospital. Its essentials are that it
should be top lighted, and should lend itself to the easy conveyance of patients to and from it; it should also he near some
small ward, where chloroform can be administered. In the present
case the single bed ward would serve this purpose, it being handy
to the lift and near the operating room. In the case of a detached
operating theatre a special anresthetic room has to he provided.
A lavatory, sink, and a few glass shelves complete the requirements of an operating room, so far as the Engineers are concerned.
Each principal ward has its W.C. and lavatory annexes either
separate or combined, and detached from the main building by a
narrow ventilated lobby.
The central block, or pavilion, is divided on the ground floor into
administration, stores, and kitchen portions. The administration portion consists of a consulting-room, dispensary, and waiting-rooms,
arranged with a view to greatest convenience in the examination of
patients, and providing them with medicine. Two waiting-rooms, i.e.,
for men and women, are provided here, and are often necessary in
the case of small hospitals, where no medical inspection rooms exist
in barracks. A small cupboard under the stairs is provided for
drugs, in place of a store, such as would be necessary in a. large
hospital-and W .C. conveniences are also shown for use in case of need.
On the other side of the cross corridor are arranged the hospital stores,
the sizes of which are fixed by the number of beds in the hospital.
Separated from these again by another passage are the cooking
arrangements, including kitchen, scullery, larder, and outhouses.
Here the larder takes the place of separate bread, meat, and milk
stores, which in temperate climates generally find a place in large
hospitals. A cook's room is not considered necessary in this case,
owing to the small size of the hospital and proximity of the barracks.
On the first floor of the central block a day-room and diningroom for the use of patients are shown, with a good outlook. Behind
these is arranged the medical officer's room, with a lavatory aud
W.C. in the vicinity.
Over the stores is the steward's quarter, and lift for the service of
food.
Plate XXIII. shows how the isolation block is arranged in the
simplest and most economical way for the separate treatment of
two kinds of infectious diseases in one bnilding.
I have not been able to illustrate an example of a thoroughly
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had hospital; and although such examples do exist, many liave
heen altered ant! improved to meet the most important of modern
re11uirements. I recollect a case, however, where, if I remember
rightly, 011e miscellaneous block bad :1 kitchen between an itch ward
and a dead-house, with a manied quarter next the itch ward on the
other side, and some stables in the same block!
(v.).-DETAILS.
I µropose next to <lea] with one or two familiar details, in which Floor,;.
r~cent custom has introduced some improvements.
The first of these dc,ds with floors (PluteXXIV.). Here is shown
a section of an ordinary simple, floor, carried by deep wood joists
resting on a plate supported on a corbel course, the floor itself being
of the grooved and tongued pattern.
The disadvantages of this system of flooring <tre(a). That the floor boards are difficult to take up and repair.
(b). That the joists are expensive, and make the floor exceptionally elastic.
(r). That the methu<l of supporting on a corbel course tends to
throw a strain on the inner skin of the wall.
This disadvantage can he obviated by(a). Adopting a rebated· floor.
(b). l\Iaking use of steel binding joists, and so reducing the
bearing arnl depth of the wooden joists.
(c). By building the ends of the joists into pockets i11 the wall; a
continuous iron bar being inserted to pro"ide a suitable bed, by
which the load is distributed even ly, and a space left all rou!l(I the
ends of the joists to avoid contact with the wall, and the attendant
e,·ils of dry rot, and consequent liability to failu re.
It was this liability that was respon.sible for the introduction
of the adoption of the corbel ~ystem; but the "building in" system
is acknowledged by experts to be the best of many, and really
rec1uircs no more supen'ision than the pl'opcr and 8:afe building
of the " corbe Is."
The other details of construction I have selected for illustration ,voofl~·rirk
are thmrn which, if not properly su pervised, constitute a great riisk of Near F Jue:-.
fire hy the improper proximity of woodwork to smoke flues. Recent
case~ have occnrred of firei:; due to this canse, and rules for gnida11ce i11
this important matter have been prepared an<l i!:>sued in the fonn of

a circular.

These ,ire gi,·en below, and are illu strated on Plate XX\'.
F
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Rules go1•erni11g Pro.rirnit,11 of TVoudworl., to Fireplaces ancl Flues.
(l). 8ides and divisions of smoke stacks may be of 4}-inch hrickwork1 other conditions permitting.
(2). The back of every fireplace opening in a party wall should
be at least 9 inches thick from the hearth to 12 inches above tho
mantel.
(3). \Voodwork shoukl not be placed under any chimney
opening within 10 inches from the upper surface of the hearth of
such chimney opening.
(4). Every soot door should be at least 15 inches from any
woodwork.

(5). No woodwork shall be built into any wall or chimney breast
nearer than 12 inches to the inside of any flue or chimney opening.
(6). Woodwork shall not be placed in run/act with the brickwork or stonework about any chimney or flue where the substance
of snch brickwork or stonework is less than 9 inches in thickness.
(7). When a less thickness is unavoidable either the brickwork or stonework must be rendered, or the wood work kept,
2 inches away from it.

(8). Wood plugs should not be driven nearer than 6 inches to
the inside of any fine or chimney opening, nor any iron holdfast or
fastening nearer than 2 inches thereto. This precaution is especially

necessary in the case of skirtings running along back of fireplaces
or flues in adjoining ctpn.rtments.
(vi.).-EXTERNAL TREATMENT.

Modern
Conditions.

A final word on external treatment.
Able lectures on this subject have already been cleliverecl at the
S.M.E., and far be it from me to criticise what has been said on
this subject. I may safely say, however, that the conditions of
barrack architecture to-day are somewhat as follows,(a). Military architecture as a separate school has been killed by
the natural developments of the art of fortilication to keep pace
with modern weapons; and the days of moated castles, with keeps
and frowning battlements, are over, never to come to life again.

(b). Architecture generally is to-day no longer tied by the strict
codes and conventions of the various periods as it was a century

ago or less, and we have consequently a far freer hand with which
to treat military buildings than of old.
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(r). This liberty of actiull as regards period is coupled, nevertheless, with the impediment that a restricted finance places in our
way, and the only treatments at our disposal are in consequence
those of great simplicity; so tha,t in endeavouring to convey

through the exteriors of buildings an impression of their relative
importance or special uses, we are obliged to rely more upon
variations of form than npon a sliding scale of ornament.

It may be said that a perfectly simple treatment cannot be
architecturally artistic or correct; lmt, nevertheless, a plain
elerntion in skilful hands may be made very much more pleasing
in effect than a more elaborate one drawn without knowledge of
architecturnl det:iil, or without artistic feeling.
(,/). The scattered disposition of barrack buildings, and their
varie,l character, adds further difficulties in the attainment of any
effects of symmetry or mass.
These conditions lead us to adopt the free styles of the late
Tn,lor and modem Renaissance schools, with occasionally a Gothic
treatment.
Of the latter, the Portsmouth Barracks are a good, but not a E<"mples.
cheap, example. Of the Renaissance style, Hyde Park Barracks and
Grangegorman Barracks, Dublin, are emblematical, whilst abro,.,l
we have excellent specimens of Italian style at Malta. None of
these can be said to be quite typical instances of barrack designs,
however, owing, in the case of the two former, to their prominent
situations, which serve as an excuse for unusual expenditure, and in

the case of Malta, to the cheapness of labour and a plentiful supply
of easily worked stone.
Materials, of course, also affect designs to a considerable extent.
Again, special surroundings and arcbreological interests sometimes govern the external treatment of barrack buildings, such as

that of the new recreation establishment now being built at the
Tower. Here was a case where we were snhjected to the fire of
,·ery severe provincial criticism in a newspaper paragraph, which
Was

copied into many of the London dailies.

Fortunately, the

criticism was as unsound as it was abusive.

The new huilcling heing with in the enceinte of the old Tower
Fortress is, according to medireval }Jl'ecedent, treaterl in a secular
and domestic manner, and to take it out of competition with the

old grey stonework, as exemplified by the great White Tower w_hich
overlooks it, it has been constructed with special thin red bncks,
aud with stone dressiugs and red-tiled roofs, the details beiug of
F' 2
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the time of Henry VIII., who made additions to the interior of the
Tower.
Another interesting exterior is that of the new barracks at
Winchester. The origiual building was designed by Sir Christopher
"·ren as a Royal Palace for Charles II., and occupiecl the site of a
moated Norman castle, of which one fragment only remains.
'fhe palace, however, was never tenanted by the king, and in the
reign of George III. it was altered, another storey added, and otherwise adapted for nse as a barrack for troops, accommodation being
found for about 800 men.
The palace (a charncteristic Renaissance strnctnre) was built in
the form of three sides of a square. It occupied a fine situation on
the side of a hill overlooking the city of \Yinchester, the hollow of
the square facing east aud opposite the west end of the cathedral
about a quarter of a mile away (evidently a feature of the original
design).
The old Norman moat was filled up with the debris from the
s .,v. Railway cutting which skirts the western boundary of the
\Yar Department property.
In 1894 the building was totally destroyed by fire. Fortunately,
however, a large proportion of the Portland stone dressings, including some finely carved capitals, remaiued fit for re-use; and the
barracks now being built on the site arc specially designed with a
view to working in the old stonework, although, of course, the
modem requirements necessitate a totally different plan from that
of the original building.

In conclusion, I wish to tender my best thanks and acknowledgments to those officers and members of the S.M.E. and ,var Office
Staffs who have kindly assisted me in the compilati on of this paper .
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PAPER III.

SIEGE OF KIMBERLEY.
REPORT OF ROY AL ENGINEERS.

(I). The origin<il report by Lieut. Macinnes as to the proposed defences of Kimberley is attached to this report. In the
main these proposals were adhered to, though additional works were
built, and by the inclusion of Beaconsfield, and subsequently
Kenilworth, the line was much extended. Retrenchments were not
employed except on the sides most threatened by the enemy. The
De Beers Consolidated l\Iines, Limited, gave every assistance in the
Labour n.ncl materials were throughout the
company's power.
siege put at the disposal of the R.E. officers. This assistance was
most valuable, as on account of the large area the works covered it
was impossible for the small party of Engineers available to carry
out the work alone.
(2). The order to begin work was given on September 25th, one
section of the 7th (Field) Company, R.E., under Lieut. McClintock,
having arrived on September 21st. The more important parts of

)
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The exccutio11 of the work

the defence were put in hand at once.
was as follows :Commenced.

25th September .

26th September ...

Work.

Completed.

Rinderpest Redoubt

2rd October.

Stables Redoubt

7th October.

Reservoir Defences

13th October.

Camp Redoubt

10th October.

Sanatorium House and Rreastworks ...

7th October.

Old and New Kimberley Redoubt

r~»-••··-·. . .
Smith's Redoubt . . .

27th September .

. ..

7th Octc..ber.

I 7th October.
10th October.

Schmidt's Drift Redoubt

13th October.

De Beers 1 Redoubt

30th October.

...

28th September .

Civil Service Redoubt .

10th October.

4th October .

Belgravia Redoubts

10th October.

10th October

Transvaal Rd. Breastworks ..

17th October.

18th October

No. 1 Searchlight .

6th N oYember.

28th November

No. 2 De Beers

4th January ...

Otto's Kopje ..

lOlh January.

15Lh January

St. Aug~1stine's

27th January.

The other minor works of the defence, including obstacles, were
caniecl out as opportunity offered, either concmrentlr or subsequently. Mines were also laid. A large quantity of mimosa bush
was cut clown outside the line of defences with the double object of
clearing the front and supplying material for abattis. Some
demolitions bad also to be carried out. These incluclecl half of
No. 1 Location, the whole of No. 4 Location, three private houses
near Schmidt's Drift Road, and some fences in the weat encl and in
No. 3 Location. Owing to frequent alarmist rumours as to a projected attack by the enemy, the work was pushed on as fast as
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possible. This entailed adclitionnl expense, ,is the small staff of
Royal Engineers were unable to superintend all the work going ou.
The main works were all in a defensible state by the 8th October.

(3). LABOUll AVAILABLE.

The work was carried out nuder the superintendence of the J5
N.C.O.'s ancl sappers of No. 1 Section, 7th (Field) Company, R.E.,
which arrived 21st September.
The working parties were at different times:(a). Infantry working parties of 1st L.N.L. Regiment.
(b). Compound natives supplied by De Beers.
(r). NatiYe la,bour supplied by contractors.
(d). Convict labour-natives.
(e). Relief work boys.
(a). Infantry working parties were used to build only one work,

i.e., Camp Redoubt, and to clenr the ground in front and form an
abattis round this work. It was not practicable to supply this form
of labour more extensively, as, owiug to the small nnmber of regular
infantry (half a battalion) available and the very extended nature of
the defence, it was not considered advisable to take them away from
their posts. In the early part of the siege they were fully employed
at night on patrol duties.
(b). The De Beers Company was able in the earlier part of the
siege to supply large numbers of natives from the mines under their
own overseers.

This, though the best available, was not an entirely satisfactory
type of labour on account of the innate indolence and stupidity of
the black, and the difficulty the Sappers had in getting them or their
overseers to understand what was wanted. Consequently, although
accustomed to the use of pick and shovel, the maximum of work
was never got ont of them.

Further, being componnrl boys, when

taken out of De Beers enclosure they were found difficult of
disciplin,:,
Later in the siep:e, owing to scarcity of food, De Beers turned the
greater part of their natives ont to go to their homes, so this kind
of labour then ceased to be available, and (c), (<l), and (e) were
resorted to.
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(c). Co11tmct.-Certain portions of the work were executed by
natives under contractors.

This form of labour was perhaps the most satisfactory, as, the
contractor having a very much greater hold over his men, and also
the native being of a better class, a very much higher percentage of
work was done in the same time.
(d). Convict.-Small portions of work-chiefly on the mounted
camp-were executed by native convicts. This was a most unsatisfactory form of labour, as the convicts did as little as they could,
and had to work under armed escort.
(e). Relief Work Natives.-Late in the siege, January, 1900,
De Beers natives being no longer obtainable, relief work natives
were employed on works, partly to assist in employing these natives.
This labour was not very good, as the natives were underfed at the
time and unable to perform a fair clay's work. However, it was the
best labour obtainable, and fulfilled one of its objects in giving
employment to the natives.
(4). MATERrAL AVAILABLE.

The chief materials req'lirecl in the defence were :For revetting.
For blindages,
For head cover.
For mines.
For obstacles.
(f). For shelters and latrines.
(g). For tools.
(a).
(b).
(c).
(d).
(e).

(a). REVEITINC:.-For this purpose were nsed :(i.). Old ilfine Trucks.-This made a very good and permanent
revetment when carefully placed ; howe,·er, a good deal of time
and trouble was necessary to place them.
(ii.). 11fud Bricks.-A large quantity of these became available,
notably for the Transvaal Road Works, by pulling clown the native
location there. This made a very good and permanent revetment,
especially when the crevices were subsequently stopped with mud.
(iii.). Trarnway Sleepers ( Wood).-For revetting the Sanatorium
breastworks. A quantity of these were borrowed from tho rlep6t of
the tram line, which was close at hand. An excellent revetment in
every way.
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(iv.). Sacks.-A very large quantity of sacks were consumed for
this purpose, especially in the case of the works on the softer tailingheaps, and where works had to be quickly made defensible under
fire and snbsequently improved. This was not a Yery satisfactory
form of revetment, as the sacks rapidly rotted, and had to be
replaced.
(v. ). GaZ..anized Jron.-Certain breastworks were revetted with
corrugated iron sheets, held back by iron stakes and anchorages. A
good form of revetment where the ground is not rocky.
(b). BLINDAGES.-Constructed out of squared timber and galvani zed iron supplied by De Beers. This expensive form was
neces&.'1.ry, as there is no native rough wood available.

(c). HEAD CovER.-Sacks supplied by De Beers and local dealers;
also 1,000 tarred bags brought up by R.E. for defence of Modder
River.
(d). i\IJNj~s.-The dynamite, leads, and batteries were supplied
by De Beers.
Dynamite was alone used, the small quantity of
powder available being required for shells, etc.
(e). OBSTACLES.-lt was necessary to surround the defence with an
efficient obstacle to compensate for the paucity of the garrison a11r1
to preYent a rush at night between the works.
Accordingly a
barbed wire fence was run aronnd almost the whole of the l l¼ miles
of the main defence. Where practicable this was strengthe71cd by
a stiff abattis of mimosa bush, cut down to clear the front. Large
amounts of wire fence and abattis were also constructed round

.Beaconsfield and Kenilworth. Where there were no bushes the
fence was increased in height and streugth. I ron poles were
necessary on account of the rocky nature of the ground. These
were made at De Beers forge by pointing the ends of old pieces of
iron pipe or rail. The wire (with the exception of a small quantity
in charge of R.E. for defence of Modder River) was obtained from
De Beers. A very large quantity was used.
(/). SHELTJJ:HS AND LATRINJJ:S. -As very few tents were available
for the garrisons of the numerous redoubts, breast works, and barriel'

posts in the very extended defence, shelters bad to be built at each
point. These were constructed out of wood, with canvas sides a nd
galvanizer1 iron roofs. Had the eventual duration of the siege been
in the least anticipated, they would have been more solidly constl'ucte<l ; as it was, after a couple of months' use, they required
constant repairs. Latrines were constructed at each post out of
galvanized iron or canvas and wood.
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(g). TooLs.-The De Beers Company were able to lend us as
many picks and shovels as were necessary, also axes and wheelbarrows. The R.E. section had a certain supply also.

( r, ). SEARCHLIGHTS.

At the commencement of the siege De Beers was in possession of
scl'cral searchlights and complete plant, these being used to prevent
thefts at night from the "floors." The projectors and reflectors
were of the usual service pattern, i. e., 8chuckcrt projectors, with
At the beginning of the
automatic lamp and parabolic reflectors.
siege three of these were put in use, one being mounted at Premier
9th October, one at Hindcrpest Redoubt (same elate), m1cl one at
No. 1 Searchlight (already in position). These ran at 60 volts and
60 amperes. Snbscqnently two Mangin projectors with hand lamps
were mounted, one at No. ~ De Beers and the other at the Reservoir,
on 8th November. These were not very satisfactory.
Later in the siege the Schuckert and llfangiu at the Rinderpest
Redoubt and Heservoir were exchanged, as the latter place became
of more importance in the defence.
The operators were KE. and De Beers' men ; the latter, being
accustomed to run these lights in peace time, proved very useful.

(6).

l\fJNEH.

Land mines were very extensively employed in the defence,
especially where there was any dead ground which could not be
searched by fire from our works.
These were entirely "ObsCITation Mines/' the electro-contact or
mechanical systems being too dangerous for employment on account
of the number of 11atives who were always about. These mines
varied in size from 5lbs. i11 ordinary cases to lines of about 30lbs. in
the case of buildings which it was undesirable to pull down, but
which might afford the attackers cover close to our works.
Dynamite was used in all cases.
Both firi11g batteries of Leclancbe cells ancl dynamo exploders, of
Toflin and Ran,! pattern, were used; also the cun·ent from the
electric arc light circuit. The leads were insulated in most case::-,
lead of size of C7 supplied by De Beers and laid in pipes. How-
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ever, when this ran out, air line of copper or iron wire was employl'd,

buried leads being used for the last 100 yards or oo. The air line
was run a few inches above the ground, and concealed as far
as possible. The I.R. and C.R. \\'ere teste,1 periodically. Ii,
some cases "dummy mines" were laid with some publicity in places
where" live" mines would have been m1<lesirablc.

The presence

of these mines-live and dummy-is admitted hy the Boers to have
exercised a great restraining moral effect

011

them.

·

(7). \YArnR SUPPLY.

The original water supply of Kimberley was pumped from
Riverton (Vaal River) to an intermediate station about 10,000 yards
from Kimberley, and thence to the Kimberley Heservoir.
On the 16th October the enemy cut the main close to the intermediate, and the supply ceased. Arrangements were at once made
with De Beers to pump the water from the Wesselton Mine direct
into the waterworks reservoir. However, as only a limited supply
could be pumped from "'esselton, the consumption was limited to
two hours per diem, and even then demand (and consumption)
exceeded supply.
The m.cins from Wessclton to the waterworks "'ere already in
position, but as the line of main ran a short distance outside our
defence, and as a shell might at any moment stop the supply by
damaging the pumping engine, a committee was appointed to
enquire into well supply. This would have been adequate in case
of emergency, but was ne,·er required.

Early in the investment it was seen that the possession of
Riverton woukl give the Boers adequate water supply at the intermediate for a force of any size; two attempts were made to cut it at
Riverton, but in neither case was the force of mvunted infantry an,!
R.E. sent ont able to reach the objective.

(8). CATTLE GUARD Wo1<KS.

In a,l<lition to main defence of Kimberley and the two subsidiary
defences of (1) Beaconsfielcl and (2) KenilworLh, it was founJ
necessary to throw out small breastworks about 1,500 yards to the
front in different directions. These are shown in blue on the defence
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plan, and were intended to give co\'er to tho gnard of mounted
infantry which daily escorted the cattle to the grazing grounds outside the main line of defence in case of attack. The gronnd in front
of these was clearecl of bnsh and other co\'er as far as possible. The
work was done by natives nnder R.E. superintendence -the working
pttrty at the time being covered by an escort of mounted infantry.
The work had very often to he carried out under artillery and long
rn.nge infantry fire.
On the Reservoir side these works bad to be chiefly built out d
sacks of earth, as the ground is practically all rock.

(9). TELEPHONES.

Every redoubt and post was connected with a central exchange,
so any post could call up and talk to any other. The conning tower
had also three wires mnning to the exchange to allow the O.C. to
communicate his orders without delay. There being two systems
of telcpboues in Kimberley, the P.O. and De Beers, these bad to be
connected with three wires. In this way any inconvenience dne to
having two exchanges was overcome.

(10).

THE GARRISON.

The garrison of Kimberley consisted at first of:

Imperial Forces.
R.A.-23rd Company, R.G.A., with 6 2·5-inch guns.
R.E.-1 section 7th (Field) Company, R.E.
section M.I.
1st L.N. Lancashire Regiment, half battalion, and
Company.
Cn/onial Forces.
Diamond Fielc! Artillery, I battalion, G 2·5-inch guns.
Kimberley Regiment, unmounted, 350 men.
,,

,,

mounted, 150 men.

Maxim Battalion (De Beers), 6 Maxims.
Town Guard, 2,500 men.

The original idea of the defence was that the works sboulcl be
occnpied by the local corps, consisting of the Town Guard and
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Kimberley Regiment, while the half battalion Lancashire Regiment
was to be kept as a central reserve.
The guns and Maxims were also to be kept in reserve, positions
having been made for them at various points of the defence to be
occupied in case of attack.
This idea was, in the main, kept to, bnt it was soon found that
the D.F. H. and one company of cyclists were quite insufficient to do
the patrolling and scouting. A local irregular mounted corps, 350
strong, called the Kimberley Light Horse, was therefore raised, and
in addition to this corps, the various ganisons of Cape Police along the
frontier early evacuated their posts and fouud their way to Kimberley.
These increased the garrison of Kimberley by :350 men, 3 Maxims,
arnl 2 7-pounder guus. The whole mounted force in Kimberley was
thns raised to 800 men with 3 galloping l\Iaxims, and by its mobility
formed a valuable offensive force. By its hold use in the early part
of the siege the enemy obtained an exaggerated idea of the fighting
strength of the garrison, and in all probability, therefore, gave up
all idea of being able to attack Kimberley with success.
The distribution of the Town Guard in the rlefence works is
shown in diagram attached to the report.
The redoubts were
designed for a minimum garrison of 50 men, and the diagram will
show that the garrison was distributed accordingly.*
The main defence was divi<led into six sections, with the Beaconsfield and suhsequently the Kenil1Vorth forces distinct. In this way
the men and officers, who harl practically no military training,
obtained a thorough knowledge of their sections, and were able to
organize :1 more effective system of sentries and patrols.
Each m:in was told off to his own position in the work to which
he belonged, and was drilled to use his rifle at that position. In
arlr\ition to this, the men were instructed by N.0.0.'s of the
Lancashire Regiment and Kimberley Regiment in simple drill
movements, and very soon became efficient in these.
On occasions when called upon to act against r.he enemy beyond
the line of defences the men showed great keenness, and aC<jltitted
themselves most creditably.
(11).

GENERAL ASPECT OF SIEGE FROM

R.E.

PoIN'l' OF

Vrnll'.

I. The siege of Kimberley presented several unusual characteristics, in that one of the chief objects of the defence was the
* Diagram not recei\'ecl.-[Eu., R.l!,'.P. P.].

I

,
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protection of the various mines and their valuable machinery. Sn,
as these mines were extended over a very wide area round the
town, the line of defence was necessarily extended out of all proportion to the available garrison.
Further, as each mining area contained one or more large debris
beaps-mrying from 40 feet to 120 feet high-and as these were
all commanding points within close artillery range of the town, and
were practically the only high ground in the vicinity, it became
necessary to occn py them all, even at the risk of too great
extension.
2. The defence was still fnrther handicapped, as, owing to the
pacific policy of the Cape Government, nothing of the nature of
defence works was allowed to be undertaken till the actual outbreak
of hostilities, beyond drawing up plans and arranging, as far as
possible, for the distribnt,ion of materials.
3. However, by dint of great exertions, the majority of the more
important works were in a defensible state by date of first alarm11 tb October-and after this date were permanently occupied by
their garrisons and completed as rapidly as possible.
4. While the main defence of Kimberley was in prngress, the
defences of the snburb of Beacons~eld were being organized by
Major Fraser (late 1st L.N.L. Regiment), these being originally only
intended to hold the enemy in check, in case of an attack on this
side, long enough to enable the inhabitants to retreat into
Kimberley.
5. About the middle of November it became apparent that the
enemy did not possibly intend pushing the attack home; at the
same time it became necessary to find graziug ground for the herds
of cattle forming the food supply of the town. Accordingly, the
already too extended line was further advanced to include Kenilworth and cover the grazing ground between Kenilworth and
Felsted.
6. The two sides of the enceinte threatened by the enemy were
the north (Kenilworth) and the west (Reserrnir to Kimberley
Redoul,ts).
During November the enemy had taken co,·er and entrenched
himself in a dense clump of bush, several hundred yards long, about
2,000 yards in front of No. 2 De Beers. Kenilworth was then
occupied (see par. 5), and after uumerous skirmishes we succeeded
in gaining possession of this a<lYanced post of theirs, cutting down

the bush and filling np the trenches.

A searchlight was mounted
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on No. 2 De Beers. A few ach-anced e,;rthworks were constructed
ahout 1,500 yards in front of No. 2 De Beers for the cattle guard,
,md the enemy then temporarily transferred their attention to the
western side.
7. The western side (Boer positions-Carter's Ridge) was the
scene of the most severe engagements between ourselves and the
Boers; on 25th November we carried their entrenched positions, and
but for the "rrival of reinforcements would have captured their
laager.
On ~7th, while attempting to act in conjunction with the relieving column, we again attacked the same position, but met with such

severe resistance that the attack bar! to he abandoned with consideralJle loss.
The effect of these two attacks was to cause the enemy to
evacuate Carter's Ridge and keep at a respectful distance; but 011
January 7th, after the Battles of Magersfontein and Tugela, they
again occupied the ridge in much greater force than hefore. They
also showed far greater activity at night, hoth in patrolling and in further entrenching themselves. They also commenced sn iping at our
patrols and cattle guards daily. Owing to these new entrenchments, and to the information receiYed that the nine 15-ponnders
captured at Tugela were to be brou~ht against us, the O.C. ordered
all works on western side to be strengthened. This wos ,;ccorc\ingly
done; extra hlindages were added to existing works, and additional
works and shelter trenches throw n up in the intervals. A more
a<l.vanced position was also taken up among broken ground in frout

of No. 1 Kimberley in order to offer several successive lines of entrenchments to a possible assault. Otto's Kopje was also occupied
to act as an acl vanced post of observation, and to strike a blow if
possible at their commu11ications, and to bring flanking fire to Lear
in case of an attack.
8. As regards the Boer artillery fire, during tbe earlier part of the
siege (6th November-6th February) only O field guns up to
l~-pounc\ ers were in nse. Employee\ as it was mClinly hy single
guns and at excessive ranges, it had no effect at all on the works.
Hits were seldom obtained (most of the fire 1,eing clirectecl on the
town), an<l even direct hits did practically no damage, the nmximmn
penetration being about three feet in case of common shell.

Owing to the large amount of splinter-proof cover pro,·ide,1 in

each work liable to artillery fire, and also to the sharp look-out kept by
the garrisons, no damage was <lone by their shrapnel fire in the few
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cases where they ventured close enough to use it. Their percuss on
fuzes appeared to be very quick acting, as occasional blind shells
penetrated considerably further into earth than those which burst.
However, on 7th Febr1mry, the enemy unmasked '1 6-inch B.L.
gun, throwing 100-lb. shell, at Kamfersdam. Practically no shells
were fired at the works, and no hits were revorted. The fire of this
gun was almost entirely directer! on the town, and did a good deal of
damage, several houses heing set on tire and others considerably
damaged. Both common and shrapnel (t1sually percussion) were
employed, and several peo ple were killed and wounderl. The houses
in Kimberley, being chieHy constrnctecl of galvanized iron and wood,

offered no, or at any rate little, protection from this bombardment ;
on the contrary, they were admirably adapted to burst any shell
that might hit them, and give the splinters full effect. None of
these houses having cellars (the subsoil being rock), most of the
inhabitants built themselves bombproofs out of sacks of earth, etc.
Besides these, large cascmatcs were constructed for the women anrl
children behind the various debris heaps, and a considerable number
of the inhabitants took refuge in the mines.
9. Shortl.v before the relief the enemy, owing to a false alarm,
evacun.teJ Alexandersfontein, and we occupied it. Being an important point on one of their lines of communication and one of their

best sources of water supply, the O.C., knowing that important
1110\·omcnts on the part of the relief force were pending, determined
to halt! the place. The enemy brought 2 guns against the holding force and a warm cross rifle fire. The section R.E., with some
infantry, harl to throw up shelter trenches under this fire throughout the 14th ancl 15th February.
With reference to the value of the defences against attack, it is
stated by the enemy themselves that the mines and searchlights restrained them from

attempting

an assault,

so no idea can

be gained of the value of the defence works and obstacles to an
infantry attack. It c,rnnot, however, be clo11bted that these works,
standing as the great majority do on tailing heaps 40 to 80 feet
above the snrronnding country, and interconnected Ly barbed wire

and thorn abattis, would have proved a very serious obstacle to
as3anlting infantry, at least, if we can judge from our own CX!Jeriences i11 attacking much less formidable works held by tho Boers
ro1111d Kimberley.
10. Practi,·at Vi,lue of !he Scarch/iyh/.,.-It cannot be do11btc,l that
the numerous searchlights aronnd Kimberley were a great protec-
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tio11, even if they did not (as is very probable) prevent an assault by
night, as they prevented the enemy's patrols coming close enough in
to examine our obstacles and other defences. The genernl situation of Kimberley is especially favourable to the fullest employment
of search lights, as the su rrounding country is flat and open, while
the lights themselves were mounted on headgears of tailing heaps
from ·10 to 200 feet above the surrounding plain. At the same time,
even under these most favourable circumstances, experience shows

that an observer behind the light cannot see even large bodies further than 2,000 yards, except in the case of mounted troops, which
are easily seen by the reflection of the light from the horses' eyes.
The moral effect of a searchlight on a man unused to it is very
considerable, as when in the light of the beam he is qnite convinced
that his every movement is watched, while as a matter of fact he is
most probably quite invisible to the enemy or operator.
It may be remarkeJ that out of the three towns besieged
Kimberley was the, only one on which no assault was delivered.
This was probably clue in part to the searchlights, as l\Iafeking and
Ladysmith both had employed mines, and had not the handicap of
the enormous extension of the Kimberley defences combined with a
totally inadequate ganison. In support of this view it may be
mentioned that the enemy came down very close to Kenilworth at
night until a light was mounted on No. 2 De Beers, after which they
cleared off.
(12). The original camp for the troops who arrived on 21st
September23nl Company, R.G.A.
No. 1 Section, 7th (Field) Company, R.E.
-l companies 1st L.N.L. Regimentwas inside the Reservoir enclosure.

However, owing to the representations of the Medical Officer of
Health, it was shifted on the 23rd to the velrlt near Newton Home.
Latrines were built and water laid on from the Kimberley \\' aterworks mai11 1 which passed close at band.

On 4th October the Di<imond Fields Artillery and the Kimberley
Regiment were called out, and joined the camp. Latrines and water

supply were similarly arranged.
On llth October the various works were occupied by the units of
regulars, volunteers, and Town Guard told off to them.
latrines, and water supply were arranged at each work.

Shelters,

011 12th October the reserve of regulars and volunteers was
G

!
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moved to a central position at the Botanical Gardens. The latrines
were shifted, and water supply again arranged.
On 17th October a camp was formed close to De Beers' workshops
for the mounted troops ; mangers and troughs were proyjdecl for
the horses, and latrines and water supply for the men.
On 26th December the Royal Artillery and Diamond Fiel<ls
Artillery were moved to a different site.
Owing to the fact that on the 16th October the enemy cut the
main of the Vaal River water supply, it became necessary to
economize water. It was accordingly turned on for two hours per
diem. Consequently, to provide the troops with water for the rest
of the twenty-four hours, tanks had to be built at each camp and
filled each morning. De Beers were able to supply a number of
400-gallon oil drums, which were extensively used for this
purpose.
By order of the medical officer all water for drinking purposes
had to be boiled. Utensils for doing this were made by cleansing
ont and putting handles on old 10-gallon oil drums. Tanks were in
some cases supplied for storage of drinking water.
Shelters of wood and canvas were provided to supply deficiency
of tents (see (4) (/), page 73) at most of the redoubts.
(13). ARMOURED TRAINS.

In all there were three engines and four trucks armoured. This
was done at the De Beers workshops. Of these, two engines and
two trucks were built for Mafeking and sent there, hut were destroyed by the enemy near Kraaipan while escorting some guns at
the commencement of the war. The other engine and two trncks
were built by order of the Officer Commanding in December. In
addition to this an engine and two trucks were sent up from Salt
River, aud were used throughout the siege, and though several
times under both rifle and shell fire were never damaged, and were
found most useful in drawing off the enemy where sorties were made
by leading them in other directions.
(14).

STATION ENLARGED.

Early in December, when the relief of Kimberley was expected,
and there was a prospect of a large body of troops having to he entrained and detrained, extra sidings were constructed, and the
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entrance to the station from the south improved by tho points being
altered from meeting to trailing points. When the relief actually
did take place these additions snd alterations proYed of the greatest
rnl11e.
Immediately Kimberley was relieved working parties were
organized for the repair of the rail way to the south, and in this way
over half the distance between Kimlierley and Modder River was
ornrhaulecl and repaired from Kimberley. Telegraph parties also
took the telegraph lines in hand.

(15). COLD STORAGE.

Towards the encl of December, the veldt having been practically
eaten off, it became a problem how to keep meat for the inhabitants.
In order to allow of as many cattle as possible being killed off, the
Officer Commanding ordered the De Beers Company to put in hand
a cold storage house for 300 head. This was put in hand at once,
and completed within a fortnight. It worked most satisfactorily,
though ashes had to be used for packing in place of sawdust.

(16). 28-LB. GUN AND SHELLS.

Another item of interest from an engineering point of view was
the construction of a 4·1-inch gun, firing a 28-lb. shell. This was
made under the s11perintendence of Mr. Labrnm, chief engineer to
the De Beers Company. This took only a fortnight to make,
though the machinery for rifling had to be made in addition, and
the gun proved a most effective and accurate weapon, though some
difficulty was experienced with the obturator bolt, for which there
was no steel sufficiently tough.
It is deeply to be regrettecl that Mr. Labram was killed by one of
the enemy's shells on February 9th. Both the Royal Engineer
officers in the siege were deeply indebted to him for his eve,· ready
help and kindly suggestions. He was al ways ready to do anything
to assist us in the siege, was often under fire, and was only killed in
his own room after haYing been present throughout the day with
the 4-inch gun in its duel with the enemy's 100-pounder.

D. S. l\1AclNNES,
Lieut., R.E. (and Local Capt.).

APPENDIX.

ORIGINAL REPORT ON THE PROPOSED DEFENCE OF
KIMBERLEY.
The general scheme of defence compiled by Col. Trotter,
C.M.G., is to surround Kimberley with a girdle of small redoubts
garrisoned with 50 to 100 men on a radius of about I½ miles from
the centre of the town, and at an aYerage distai,ce of ¾mile apart.
Retrenchments are formed at De Beers and Kirn berley Mine
enclosures.

It is proposed to divide the defence into five sections. To carry
out the necessary works labour would be obtained from the De
Beers Company; but as it would be difficult to employ large parties
of natives with any prospect of attack while work was in progress,
it is proposed that the redoubts should be constructed at once. I
attach a. tabular statement showing the work to be carried out in
each section-first beforehand, second when an attack is expected.
It will be seen from this that small parties are only required on the
outside work after the redoubts have been completed. There will
probably be no lack of volunteers from the Engineer Department
to superintend the gang of labourers required. The larger parties
required in the retrenchments would not be subject to sudden
attack, and are close to their compounds. The De Beers Company
have ample materials for carrying out the proposed defences.
REV~TIING M.ATERIALS.-Old trncks, corrugated iron, sand bags,

timber, st.eel plates.
MATERIAL FOR OBSTACLES.-Barbed wire, 3,000 yards, plain wire
(unlimited supply). Some small trees for abattis will be available
for Section D of defence.
EXPLOSIVES.-Dynmnite (with clectrir ddon<Llors).-The large stock
of dynamite is now in sheds to the north-west of the town ; it
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is under consideration wbether this conld not be buri er! in dlbris
heaps ontsicle the town.
COM~IUNICATIONS.-- Tbe roads are good throngho11t. Telephonic
communication already exists to most of the provision of the

p10-

posed defences, and can be qnickly complete,! to other points.
Ramps will have to be constructed to the various rleb,-i., heaps
selectecl for artillery position.
D;;FENC~;s.-I attach a detail drawing of No. 4 Redoubt, whi ch is
fairly typical of the works. The permanent garrison is 50 men,
but in accordance with instructions, I have designetl the redoubts
for a garrison of about 75 to 100 men to allow of their being re-

inforced if attacked.
Machine gun positions are placed in each
redoubt, though the guns would probably be kept in a central
position in the first place. Parapets have been designed so that i[
necessary the third relief can be omitted.
I have arranged with the head of the Survey Department of the
De Beers Company to take and mark the ranges round each
position.
The demolitions required wonld be chiefly the removal of
corrugated iron fences and native huts round the two retre11chments.
The sections of the defence are as follow s :SECTION A.-KrncBERLEY lllINE TO TRANsYAAL Ro.10. - The
redoubts form prirt of the retrenchments; it is proposed also
to place shelter trenches at the most comma,11di11g poi11ts, as well as
cpanlments for field or machine guns. A san<l hag parapet on top

of the rock shaft gear frame will allow of a few rifl es bringing in
effect fire on the various roa<ls.

The barricad es across the roads

can be <1uickly made by hanlage trucks filled with earth placed
two or three deep a.cross the road. They are at the right height
for firing over.

It was intended to place a redoubt on Kimberley No. 1 debris
heap, but this heap is too wet to allow of anything more than a low

pa,apet being built.

The chief engineer, Mr. Labl'am, states that

he can arrange to run np a sufficient snpply of dry earth to form a

parapet, anrl a phttfonn can he made of old planks and sand bags.
This can therefore be used as an advanced position.

The positions best snitable for artillery a re marked on the plan.
I consider that a fence placed across the open gro1111<l from Mostert's
1.o the railway essential to pre,·ent a rush by mvunted men.

S~XJTION B.--TRANSYAAL HoAD TO UoxvrcT !::iTATION. - No. 3
Redoubt will b,we to be eonstrncte,l with eal'th taken from

!
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the ditch in front of the parapet, as the heap is still too wet to
This, however, will not interfere with
allow of an interior trench.
the strength of the work. There is no difficulty in constructi11g
No. 4 Redoubt. The field of tire is good, except that trees along the
Kenilworth Road require clearing.
SECTION O.-CONVICT STATION TO THE LODGE.-The field
of fire of the redoubts is good, but there is some unseen
ground close to them clue to the steep slopes of the heaps. It will,
therefore, be necessary to surround with wire entanglement.

The

slaughter kraal in front reqnires demolition.
It is intended to defend De Beers enclosure similarly to
Kimberley enclosure.
SKCTION D.-Tm: LODGE TO No. 7 REDOUBT.-It is necessary
here to defend the Lodge and Sanatorium on the left of the
As artillery
Beaconsfield Road, and one house 011 the right of it.
fire from the Bultfontein heaps m:iy be expected, the first
step would be to construct shelter trenches with light splinter-proof
cover along the edge of the enclosure. Afterwards, if time permit::;,
it will be necessary to put the houses in a state of defence. A.
reserve line of defence is also required along the Hospital enclosnre
and Hemming Street.

SECTION E.-No. 7 REDOUBT TO KIMBERLEY MINE. redoubt is pushed forward so as to support Section D.

The
The

Reservoir enclosure is too large for a small garrison to defend

effectively.

I therefore propose to builcl a redoubt with the

reservoir closing t.he gorge.

To take full advantage of the Reservoir

embankment a path would be made round it, and parapets placed on
it at intervals. A parapet will also be constructed on tbe filter beds
to command the Radloff Road.
PREMrnR i\lINE.-This is intended as a11 isolated post. It is
strong on the north, south, and east, but a deeµ m1tting 011 the

west side wili require to be carefully blocked to prevent an enemy
forming a lodgment. An ,trtillery position will be made on the
debris heap on the other side of the cutting. I am giving J\lajor
Turner a full statement of the labour, tools, and materials required
from the De Beers Company, so that the necessary arrangements for
them can be ma,le.

1 hope to be able to arrange with Mr. Labram for the careful
organization of the parties required under heading (2). It will be
necessary to have a section of Royal Engineers to generally assist,

under a senior non-commissioned officer.
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SECOND REPORT ON THE PROPOSED DEFENCES OF
KIMBERLEY.
GENERAL SCHEME OF DEFENCE.-It is proposed to defend
Kimberley by a reserve force kept in a central position ready to move
in any direction. This force is to be supported by a girdle of small
redoubts with a minimum garrison of 50 men. These redoubts are
placed on a radius of about I½ miles from the centre of the town,
and ab0nt ¾mile apart.
The two mine enclosures-Kimberley and De Beers-are to act
as retrenchments to the north-west and south-east sides of the town
respectively. It is intended to hold the Premier Mine as an advanced
position. I attach a detailed statement of the defence works to be
executed, and show the working parties, materials, etc., required.
If all this work were to be left to the last moment, considering
that the majority of the troops would have to be armed and equipped
at the same time, confusion would result. It, therefore, seems to
me absolutely essential if hostilities are expected that steps should
be taken to carry out all the work possible beforehand.
I have, therefore, detailed the work under two heads:-

(!). ,vork which can be carried out at once.
(2). ,vork to be done on warning of attack.
The construction of each redoubt requires on the aYerage a gang
a third shift, giving a
total of 3,200 men for one shift, or, if the Premier Mine is inclnded,
4,000 men.
The materials required are chiefly old material and corrugate,!
iron, which, as bolting down would be unnecessary, would not be
greatly damaged. There would also be some expense in connection
with " temporary trolley line at the Reservoir, the putting up of
wire fencing, and mining. I can furnish tmcing of the plans of the
redoubts when required. The working parties are worked out on a
liberal scale, which would be necessary if they were to be constrncted
•in a hurry, but, if done beforehand, the chief engineer would, no
doubt, ma.ke his own arrangements to carry ant the work, and a
Aaving in men would be effected.
With regard to the second class of work, its snccess will entirely
ldepend on organization beforehand.
The following appear to me to be the necessary steps:Firsl.-Appointment of two members of the engineering staff of

of 150 men for two shifts, and 100 men for

I
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the comp,.ny or othet· suitable volunteers to the charge of each
section of defence.
~trond.-Veta.ihng of gangs of workmen, including artisans, to
form the working party of ea.eh section.
The engineer in charge of each section will arrange forFitsi.-Tools a.ml mc.tterials required.
Seco11d.-Organization of his gang into sections suitable for the
wot·k required.

Third.-Uake himself thoroughly acquainted with the details of
the work in his section.
If the materials an<! tools are not available from the company's
stores, arrangements could, no doubt, he made to obtain them

lucally. The materials anJ tools shou ld, as far as possible, be
collected at a central spot in each section. If the whole of the
works are to be left to the last, a much 1',rger staff of skilled labour
will be requirecl, an,! careful plans beforehand still more necessary.
The general work to be clone in the defence isFirst.-R:rnges ta.ken an,l rna.rked out for every point, an<l a plan
and li st made re,tdy for the cornmander of each work.
Seco11cl.-Armourcd trains got ready.
There ought to be no
,lifficulty in carrying this out in the shops if arrangements are made
beforehand.
Thinl.--Sign posts put up to sbo\\' the directions of the various
points of the defence.
The distribution of tbe dynam ite was mentioned by Col. Trotter
to l\1r. Labram, bnt no definite conclusion was come to.

Action, at

any rate, could be taken to stop further supplies coming in if
hostilities become imminent.

The following is the work necessary in each section of the
defence:eiEC'TIO~ A.-Kn>1m:RLEY MINE TO TRANSVAAL ROAD.-(]). (a).

Two redoubts, Nos. 1 and 2.

No diffict1lties in construction in
these redoubts.
(b). Communications to artillery positions.
There are four

probable artillery positions to which ramps are required, and comrnunications to them generally improved:1. At Kimberley No. 2.
~- At Kimberley No. 1.

3. Near the Compound to the north of Kimberley Enclosure.
4. On cle&l'is heaps to south-west of enclosure.
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(c). Wire fence from Mostert's Farm to railway. This is most
necessary to check " rush on the town between the re<lonbts.
p). (a). Ki111/11'rley ,1li11e E'nc/osure.-To put the old and new
mine enclosures into a state of defence, I propose to pt1t epaulments
for guns and shelter trenches at suitable points, the total length
being about 500 y,w ls. The gear frame would have a sand-hag
porapct placed on it. The corrugated iron fencing would have to
he removed in some places and at other points defended. There is
a great de:.! of ,lemolition which ought to be carried out, such as
small houses on the road to the west of the enclosure, which would
atfm·d cover to the attack. I have detaile,l 100 men as the party to
do this, but if circumst:.nces permitted, the party wot1ld be
increased.

(b) . B<trricade.s. -Two main barricades are required in this section
on the Barkly Roar!, bt1t in ad,lition to this the rnacl wot1ld be
blocked with wire, etc., in other places, and trucks held in readiness
to block the mechanical battlage line ancl road alongside it. Two
or three rows of tmcks will make an efficient barricade.
(c). rldrn11ced Pusitions.-Tbese are shown on the map. Mr.
LaLmm has visited No. 1 Kimberley with me, and knows what is
1e,J11ired there.
(d). Demulitious.-Vide A above.
(,). ,llin6'.-Thcse are intended to be placed in the dt!bri.< heaps
to the south-west of the enclosure. They would require to be h,irl
down by the mining staff.
SECTJON B.-(1). (a). Two redoubts, Nos. 3 and 4.
These
redoubts are :it l>e Beers, Nos. 7 and 8 and No. 1. There are 110
particular difticulties, Lut in the event of attack it will be necessary
to remove the gearing frame. No. 1 heap is too soft for an interior
trench to be dug in the redoubt.
(Ii). A wire fence under the fire of the redoubts is necessary
round the engine hou se at No. 4.
("). The artillery positions are at the Pulsator and on a debris
heap near the CJouvict Station. At the former some work is
necessary to form the ramps to the top of the heap.
(2). (")- The clearing of the trees along Kenilworth Road is of
.gr·eat importance.• Th e trees wonld be used to form an abattis.
(h). The h:u-rica,les are :-Firs/, across the Transvaal Road at
llostert's Fann. The bnil,ling here woulJ he put in a state of
defence as a picr1net guard.room. Second, a.cross the Kenilworth
1<,,..,1 at the 1,cnd at the Itescrvoir.
u2
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(,-). Shelter Lrenchcs are req_uircd on the debris heap marked A
on the map for a. section of men.
(d). Removal of the gear frame. Specially detailed men would
be req ni red for this.
(c). In the second r elief t he above work wonld be completed, and
tl,e field of fire of the redoubts improved . Th e stables wonld form
good cover to an enemy if he got inside, but they might easily be
hei<I by a part of t he reser ve force.
SECTION 0.-( 1). («). The two redoubts are on heaps which require
The sluits cut by the rain water will require
some improvement.
filling in, and in tlie case of No. 5, the heap on its left will require
to be leveled off on top.
(b). Artillery Communicrdions.-The. position for the guns are
between No. 5 and 6 Redoubts and in rear of No. 6. Telephone
Jines to the redoubts arc required.
(2). (a). De Beers Jlline Enclos1tre.-This requires the same treatment as the Kimberley enclosure. The fence will require to he

taken down, the Savoy Hotel, new engine house, and Compound

put in a state of defence.
(b). Brwricades.-These are on the Boshof Road and the Railway
.incl Hull Street. " ' ire and trucks arc req uired .
(c). Domo/ilion.s.-These consist of-First, removal of cow stables
opposite No. 6 Redoubt. Second, general demolitions rounrl De
Beers cnclosnrc. Any spare men would be employed on this in the
second relief.
(rl). The debris heaps to the north of the enclosure would be
mined, to deny them to the enemy's artillery.
(e). The Yiew from Nos. 5 and 6 Redoubts is restt-icted by other
smallet heaps. It is necessary to make entanglement to prevent
the enemy occupying the dead places.
SECTION D.-N one of the work in this section can be done
beforehand.
(1). The great <iitticulty here is the rocky nature of the ground.
However, there ought to be enough ea rth in the gardens of the
houses to make breast.works. If necessary, it ca.n be adrled to

from a debris heap in rear of the Lodge.
is-

The work rcqnircd

(n). Put the Lodge in a state of defence.
(b). Put the Sam,torium in a state of defence.
(r). Put a house on the west si,lc of the road in a state of ,lefonee.
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The order of the work in each of these cases would be-First,
make machine guns emplacement and shelter trenches along the
fences of the houses facing towards Beaconsfielcl. Secondly, defend
the houses by preparing loopholes, barricading doors, arranging for
water and earth to put out fires, putting a sand-bag paiapet on the
rnran,Iah of the Ranatorium, and demolition of obstrnction to the
defenders' fire.
(d). The barricade would be placed near the tram shed to allow
of it being flanked by the Sanatorium_ The spare rails stacked
there would be used for the barricade.
(e). General Work (such as cutting clown trees in front, making
abattis and rough entanglement in the interval).-!£ time permitted,
a second line of defence would be made at Nazareth House, along
the Hospital fence and Hemming Road. The main road would be
again banicaderl at that point.
SECTiuN E.-The same difficulty is met with here in rock being
close to the surface. It will be necessary to rnn the greater part
of the earth by trnck or wagons from the debris heaps iu rear.
Special arrangements are therefore necessary . I do not know on
whose property the proposed site of the redoubt is situated, but
as this is the weakest point of the defence, the redoubt and work
at the Reservoir should certainly be built beforehand.
(I) . (")· P«mpet 011 the Filter Bed to cover R«dlof Roud.-This will
be made on the embankment of the bed.
(b). P«mpet in Reservoir Embankment.-These will be made at

I

intervals in the Embankment, so as to allow the small garrisou to
direct its fire whereYer required.

(c). B«rriccule on Jt«cllof Road.--In addition to the barricade, a
trench is required for the reserve force to occupy if necessary.

(d). Obstacles.-The redoubt and interv:.ls between it and the
works on either side require well wiring to µreve11t a rnsh.

There

will probably not be time for more than a rough entanglement or
trip wires.

(e) . In the scconcl relief the Natirn Camp wou ld be demolished.
PREMIER MrnE.-The work here would be placed on top of tbc
dll,ris heap used for the water supply. It will consist of ,, heavy
breastwork plaeecl <tlong the edge, with splinter-proof cover 011 the
east face. A platform for gnns and shelter trenches for the escort
will he placed on top of the debris heap now in use, and good comnmnications macle to it from the work.

.,

(1). (1!). The road between the two heaps must be completely
blocked to the encm,r.
(b). Denwlitio11 .-Thc Compound should be opened up to the fire
from the trenches.
(c). Jllines.-There are many smaller heaps about the main ,rnrk
wl,ich can well be mined.

,.
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INTRODUCTWN,
Genera.
Division of
Duties.

THE duties performed in the British Empire by tbe Royal Engineers
nre carried out in Germany by several perfectly distinct bodies, as
under:By the Engineer Corps.
Permanent Fortification .
Field Fortification, Siege
Pion eer Battalions.
orks, Pontooning
CommuniTelegraph Battns.
Telegraphs
Rail way Regiments J cation
Railway ...
Troops.
Balloon Battalion
Ballooning
Bnilrling Section of the IntenBarrack Building ...
dantur (military officials).
Barrack Repair and Charge
Garrison Administration Section
of Lands
of the Intendantur (military
officials).
A Section of the Great General
Survey

,v

l

Staff.

Submnrine Mining

Naval Artillery Detachments.

The general relation of these bodies to the centrnl authority
may be seen at a glance from the table (p. 121).
Recent
Changes.

General
Arrangement
of Paper.

Different
Conditions in
Enghnd and
Unmany.

The only important change which has taken place in "Engineer"
organiza.tion in recent years has been the withdrawal of telegraph

work from the pioneers, the formation of special telegraph battalions
(1899), and the classing of these newly forrne,l battalions, together
with the railway and balloon units, as communication troops, nncler
an Inspector, altogether independent of the Inspector-General of
Engineers and Pioneers.
In the following pages the organization of each branch, and its
relations to the War Office, general staff, etc., are treated separately,
some comparison being made with the British service. A few details
as to pay and the proportion of "Engineers" to the general tot.ii of
the army are also given. It would appear, in conscqnence of the
division into separate branches, tha.t the German organization requires a lal'ger number of officers and men to work it than our own
demands.
It is perhaps desirable as preface to draw attention to some
peculiarities of t he German at·my. The peace conditions under
which it works are very widely different from the British. Colour
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service is for two years only (cavalry and horse artillery three), 80
that the peace army is little better than an oi·ganizerl collection of
instructors and recruits. Kin.ochow is garrisoned by the navy, and
the few men required for the other "colonies" are provided by
paying high salaries to volunteers (p. 118).
The distribution of young officers among the various branches
of the service is made not by competition, b11t on the lines of family
connection or by the wishes of the individual, provided the regiment
of bis choice will elect him. It is only for the Kriegsakademie (Staff
College) that tbere is, in conjunction with wholesale weeding out, a
competitive examination.
Close on a quarter of a million of men join the colours annually in
October; the shortness of the service makes it impossible, and the
size of the contingent makes it unnecessary, to attempt to produce
all-ro11nd men ; every German officer and soldier is a specialist, and
is trained to perform one class of work only. Service in the active
army is one long cour3e of instruction in the same garrison. Since
it is found rnry difficult to get many men to stay on as N.C.O.'s beyond
the regulation time, most of the instruction bas to be done by the
officers. The monotony of training recruits year after year without any
change of station, with perhaps no prospect of promotion, naturally
causes a number of officers to look around for some other career. This
is provided for them in the War Office, in the Intcndance, with its
finance, building, supply, clothing, and administratiYe branches, and
Ceasing to be officera, they become
in the military law service.
officials, continuing, however, to enjoy the privileges which a
uniform confers in Germany. The lower grades in the same services
afford places for ex-N.C.O.'s. From the Minister of War down to a
supply clerk, every official connected with the army has "served."
Decentralization has been the keynote of German org,rnization
for over 80 years; the Empire is divided into 22 Army Corps
Districts, in each of which the commanding general is the real and
responsible bead of all services. To ensure uniformity of training
in the various branches there are inspectors for every arm, who
visit the various Army Corps in turn, and report any variation they
may observe to t he Army Corps generals. As central at1thority the
Emperor is assisted by a Military Cabinet, to which all Army Corps
generals forward their reports. The Minister of War is merely the
head of the administrative services, and the recorder of the Emperor's
decisions; he only represents the army in the Reichstag in the
absence of the Imperial Chancellor; to him report the Army Corps
H2
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Intendants. The Great General Staff deals with all strategic
questions, mobilization, intelligence, and operations.
The Chief of the Military Cabinet, the War Minister, and the
Chief of the General Staff have equal rank, and are independent
of each other.
There will soon be an opportunity (in China) of judging how the
German system works with an army beyond t,he seas.
NoTE.-The statistics which are given in this paper are those of
Prussia, ,vurtemberg, and the minor states, whose armies are
administered by Prussia, that is, of 18 Army Corps, one of which,
the Guard, is not territorial. The organization of the armies of
Bavaria (3 Army Corps) anrl Saxony (2) is exactly similar to that of
Prussia; but as these two states have separate budgets, army lists,
etc., much additional labour, without particular profit, would have
been involverl by including their forces.

!.-THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS.
FORTIFICATIONS.

,var Office
Control.

TH~ Corps of Engineers (Ingenieurkorps) contains officers only, the
subordinate staff ranking as "officials." The members of it are
employed on construction of fortifications, as officers "de place,''
and in charge of fortification districts, fortress telegraphs and electric
lights, pigeon posts, demolition chambers in tunnels and bridges, and
most of the fortress minor services. They also setTe on technical
committees and as instructors in the Staff College, the Engineer and
Artillery School, the Construction (Fortification) School, and other
educational establishments.
The head of the corps is the Inspector-General of Engineers,
Pioneers, and Fortresses. He bas a Chief of Staff, four adjutants, a
secretary, and six clerks. He conducts all affairs connected with the
duties and personnel of the Engineers, with their military and
technical training, and is consulted on all matters relating to
fortresses which concern the Engineers. He is a member of the
Defence Committee, and Joint President of the Artillery and Engineer School. He is not in the War Office.
The portion of the \V,cr Office which deals with Engineer questions
is the Engineer and Pioneer Section of the General War Depart•
mcnt. This department has charge of rnatters concerning the
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formation, organization, etc., of the army, with a section for each
arm. Under the Minister of War the Engineer and Pioneer Section
arranges that all sums required for Engineer services are tluly
placed in the estimates, that all changes in personnel and organization
authorized by the Emperor are duly announced in army orders, etc.
Its control is purely formal, all matters being decided by the
military authorities before they reach the War Office. The War
Minister would merely point out, if necessary, that no funds were
,wailahle.
Five officers and 6 officials are employed in the section. It bas
no equivalent in the English system, combining, as it does, part of
the D.A.U-.'s and part of the I.G.F.'s duty.
The strategical r,1/e of fortresses, bridge beads, and demolitions, Relation of
~:s~
the consideration of the number and position of fortifications, the
0
remoYal of those which are no longer necessary,· and all similar
questions are dealt with by Secti<)n 6 (Fortresses) of the General
Staff, which employs I 0-~0 officers, under a field officer.
The technical side of these matters is the busiuess of the Engineer The E~gineer
Committee. This committee, which is not counted as part of the ,var Committee.
lllinistry, prepares projects for the constmction and re-construction
of fortifications, lays down general principles for working out the
equipment of fortresses, and considers all new questions and inven•
tions of fortification interest.
The object of the committee is therefore principally to keep
Engineer matters up to elate.
It bas but slight resemblance to the R.E. Committee, for the
members of it have no duties apart from those of the committee,
and design fortifications in addition to conducting experiments and
examining new inventions.
It consists of-

~e;he;~

1 Colonel as President.
I Adjutant to President.
2 Lieut.-Colonels as heads of sections.
4 Majors
} as Mem hers.
3 Captains

~~~;;~:t~f

For the decentralization of administration and exec~tion of work
the Engineer Corps is divided into 3 Engineer Inspect10ns, or, as we Tl_n~
should s:iy, Districts, each under a major-genel'al, with a staff of
officers. The Engineer Inspections are sub-divided into 7 Fortress Sub-district,.

~~dtS~t~n
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The
Subordinate
Staff.

Inspections, each under a lieut.-colonel, and each containing a group
of fortresses. There is a major in charge of each fortress (see Tables
(p. 99 et seq.) for details of places and numbers).
The Chiefs of the Fortress Inspections correspond to the British
District C.R.E. (fortification side only). We have no exact equivalent to the 3 Engineer Inspections ; the nearest would be the
D.I.G.F. and 2 A.I.G.F.'s of the Fortification sub-division of the
I.G.F.'s Office.
As will be seen from the table, some of the officers of the various
inspections are employed on staff and instructional duties.
The officers employed on fortification are assisted by 128 military
foremen of works (Festungs bauwarte)-who are ex-non-commissioned
officers of the Pioneers and rank as military "officials "-and ~8!
fortress warders (Wallmeister), who are ex-non-commissioned officers
and men of nirious branches, who haYe received a special training.
In addition to these there are some 200 to 300 probationers.

Duties of
Engineer

Officers.

It is the duty of the Engineer officers to make themselves thoroughly
acquainted with the fortresses to which they are assigned, and with
the surrounding country.

In case of successful operations in an

enemy's country, some of them would be assigned to the Staff for
siege purposes; in 18,0-71 many were taken to fill vacancies in
the officers' corps of the Pioneees and on the Staff.
Officers of the Engineers are still liable to be transfened to the
Pioneers, and vice versa, but it is probable that this old custom will
soon be stopped.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE ENGINEER CORPS.

Distribution
of the Corps.

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF ENGINEERS, PIONEERS, FORTRESSES
{WITH ENGINEER COMMITTEE).
!.-ENGINEER INSPECTION.

Konigsberg.
Major-General.
Captain.
2.ND FORTRESS INSPECTION.

1ST FORTRESS INSPECTION.

Kuniysbe1'g.

Kiel.
l Lieut. -Colonel.
1 Lieutenant.

1 Lieut.-Colonel.
2 Lieutenants.

OFFICERS.

10
9
2
2
0

Onigsberg
antzig ..
illau

este Boyen.
emel

Friedrichsort ...
Cuxhaven

Geestemunde
Wilhelmshaven
Swinemunde .
Heligoland

...

oremen of \Vorks

5
2
4
0

17

23
21

3

Foremen of Works

15

OFFICERS.

By Employment.
G.F. 8taff
ngineer Committee
ngineer Inspection Staff .
rtress Inspection Staff
t Fortress Inspection
d Fortress Inspection
structors
eneral Staff
elegraphe

By Ranks.

..

2
4
2
5
,

23
17
4
I

General ..

1

Colonels.
Lieut. -Colonels
Majors ...

2
4

Captains ...
Lieutenants
2nd Lieutenants

14
14
2:2
4

3

61

61
Foremen .. ,

...

~6

DISTRIBUTION OF THE ENGINEER CORPS.-Continued.
11.-ENGINEER lNSP;;CTION.

Berlin.
Major-General.
Captain.
4TH FORTRESS INSPECTION.

3RD FORTRESS I NSPECTION.

Thorn.

Posen.
1 Lieut.-Colonel.

1 Lieut. -Colonel.
l Lieutenant.

I Lieuteuant.

0Fl<'ICERS.

11

Posen
Glogau
Neisse
Glatz

~

1
2

Thorn
Graudenz
Kustrin .. .
Spandau ..
Ma.gdeburg

9

6
5
2
2

17

Foremen of Works

14

24

Foremen of ,vorks

20

OFFICERS.

By Em,ploynient.
I.G.F. Staff.
Engineer Committee
Engineer Inspection Staff ...
Fortress Inspection Staff
3rd Fortress Inspection
4th Fortress Inspection
Instructors
General Staff..
Telegmphs

By Ranksi.
2
3
2
4
17
2411
1

Generals ...
Colonels ...
Lieut.-Coloncls
Majors
Captains ..
Lieutenants
2nd Lieutenants

1
0
2
12

19
28
4

2

66

66

Foremen of \Yorks
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;!TRIBUTION OF THE ENGINEER CORPS.-Continued.
III.-ENGINEER lNSPJW'J'ION.

Cologne.
Major-General.
2 Lieutenants.
FORTRESS INSPEC-

6TJI FORTRESS !NSl'EC·

7TH FOHTRESS

INSPEC-

TION.

TION,

TI01" .

Strasburg.

.1.lfet-z.
1 I.ieut. -Colonel.
l Lieutenant.

Cologne.
1 Colonel.
1 Lieutenant.

1 Colonel.
1 Lieutenant.

0.F1''1CEkS.

sburg
1 Brisa.eh ...

14
5
5
0

fch

Metz
Tbionville

14
4

Mainz
\Vesel

24
emen of \Yorks

16

Cologne.
Coblenz ...

18

18

Foremen of Works

By Employment.
. F. Staff
ineer Committee
ineer Inspection Staff ..
tres.s Inspection Staff
Fortress Inspection
Fortress Inspection
Fortress Inspection
tructors
eral Staff..
egraphe

14

2
6
2

Foremen of \Vorks

19

By Ranks.
0
2
3
6
9A
18
JS

Generals ..
Colonels.
Lieut. -Colone le
Majors
C:aptains ..
Lieutenants
2nd Lieutenants

JO
26
36
5

2

81

Fo1·emen of Works
Staff (Engineer Com mi ttee)
TOTALS.

Officers
Foremen of l~;orks

, varders ..

208
128
284

49
9
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II.-THE I'IONEERS.
FIELD FORTIFICATION, PONTOONING, AND SIEGE 1VORKS.

The Pioneecs.

The Pioneers (Pioniere) represent the British Field Companies,
Bridging Battalion, and Fortress Companies.
They are organized in battalions, of which there are 20 for the
18 Army Corps (3 Army Corps, I., XV., and XVI., have 2, and the
XI. Army Corps is at present without one).
In peace each battalion has 4 companies. The men serve 2 years,
and the whole time is taken up by instru ct.ion.
On mobilization each battalion with its reserves forms(1 ). Staff which joins the Staff of the Army Corps (Corps Engineer and Assistant, etc.).
(2). Three field companies, I for each division and I reserve.
(3). Bridge trains :(a). One corps bridge train.
(b). Two divisional bridge trnins attached to the field
companies.

(4). Two siege corn panies.
(5). Pioneer detachment (in certain battalions) for a cavalry
division.

Training.

Detachments for the fortresses will probably be formed from the
2nd Battalions of the I., XV., and XVI. Army Corps mentioned
above, which are stationed at the fortresses of Konigsberg, l\letz,
and 8trasburg.
Up to a certain point the training of all the men is the same;
they are partially trained as infantry, anJ as such attend brigade
manreuvres; they are all trained in fieldworks, but the men for the
siege companies spend more time at siege works and less at bridging
than the others. The garrisons of the Pioneer battalions are all on
rivers suitable for bridging operations.
The waggons and vehicles of the pioneers are horsed and driven
by the Train, under Train officers, so that no drivers have to be
instructed, and the Pioneer officers have no stable duties.
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The head of the corps is the Inspector-General of Engineers, H_ead of the
· oneers, and Fortresses ; the same section of the ,var Office which Pioneers.
kes charge of Engineer matters deals with the Pioneer business.
Tho Inspector-General is assisted in hi s rluties by 3 Pioneer Division into
Inspections," each with a major.general, with one captain and one i~~i~ns.

utenant as adjutants, at the head of it. Each inspector watches
er the technical instrnction of 6 or 7 battalions. In I., XV.,
d XVI. Army Corps there is a colonel, who acts as regimental
mmander to the 2 battalions.
For the purposes of discipline, g,neral training, and manreuvres the Battalions are
·oneer battalions are under the ortlers of the commander of the '.tr'(;; \!!i,p,
Generals.
rmy Corps to which they belong.
The actual strength of the Prussian Pioneer Corps in peace time Strength.
(1899) :Oj/icers-

Major-General
Colonels
Lieut.-Colonels
l\Iajors
Captains
Lieutenants
2nd Lieutenants

3 Inspectors.
3

2 (1 Engineer Committee).
26
95
50
230
108 (under instruction).
517

Men (Budget)N on-Commissioned Officers ... 2,736
8,664 (all under instruction).
Privates
106 (for making clothing).
Tradesmen
11,506

The ,vurtemberg battalion has21 officers.
117 non•commissioned officers.

379 privates.
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Each Prussian battalion bas, roughly-Commander ...
Field Officer or 5th Captain
Captains
Lieutenants ...
2nd Lieutenants
Doctors
Paymaster ...
Paymaster-Assistant

-l
4

13-14
2
l

Armourer

Non-Commissioned Officers
Drummers

79

13

Men
Tradesmen
Hospital Attendants

508
6
4

TVar Fo>'mations.
A Field Gornpany on a war footing has5 officers.
213 men.

The Dii-isional Bridge Train2 officers.
52 men.
6 pontoons, and

4 trestles, or
120 feet of bridge.

Corps Bridge Train5 officers.
190 men.
26 pontoons, and
6 trestles, or
-!31 feet of bridge.
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o that a Prussian Army Corps has-

Amount of
Bridge Train.
lien.

Pontoons.

s Bridge Train

190

26

visional Bridge Trains

104

12

Officers.

oneer Companies ...

15

639

24

9:l3

38

British Army Corps (3 divisions, but take 2 for comparison)

Officers.

ging Battalion, a troop
ld Companies(6 officers, 210men)

Men.

3

211

18

630

Pontoons.

16

1 - - - - -,- - - 1 - - - - -

21

841

he Siege Companies have5 officers.
213 men.

he Pioneer Detachment for G,walry Divi,~onl officer.
30 men.

rhe men of these detachments will be carried on carts or mounted
icycles.

Mounted
D etachmentfl.
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COJIIJlfUNICATION TROOPS (VERKEHRSTRUl'PEN).

III-THE

TELEGRAPHS, RAILWAYS, AND BALLOONS.

In 1899 the telegraph troops were withdrawn from the command of the Inspector-General of Engineers, Pioneers, and Fortitica~u~~:tion
tion, and, with the Railway and Balloon units, which had been
Troops.
placed under a separate Inspector some years previously, were
The Inspector classed as Communication Troops, at the head of whom is the
Inspector of Communication Troops, with the rank of General of
~(u~ic'::tion
Division. This step is entirely in consonance with the German
Troops.
ideas of decentralization and specializing.
The staff of the Inspector of Communications consists of one staff
officer and one adjutant.
The Inspection of Communication Troops is immediately subControl hy
~!:/;t General ordinate to the Chief of the Great General Staff, and the aclministration of it does not come within the ken of the ,var Minister. It is
controlled by a Quartermaster-General, who has for his assistance
an II Abtheilung "* for organization and matfriel matters, and a.
"Sektion " for personnel questions. The number of officers employed
in these offices is not published; as there are 134 officers employer]
in the 10 sub-d ivisions of the Great General Staff, it may be
10 or 20.
Formation

TEUGRAPH TROOPS.

T~legrn.ph
T1·oops.

Telegraph matters are placed under an In spector of Telegraphs
who has the rank of regiment commander. He has 1 adjutant.
The Prussian telegraph troops nnmber (budget 1900)In spector
1
Field Officers
3
Captains
11
Lieutenants
8
2nd Lieutenants
18
Total officers
N.C.O.'s
lllen
Tradesmen
Total rank and file

41
216
912
8
113G

* The nearest approach we have to this is the Army Railway Council.

,• I
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They are formed into 3 battalions of 3 companies each, with a
etachment for the Camlr.v Telegraph School (which gives instmcon in telegraphy, tapping wires,

demolition, etc., to cavalry

lasses).
The vehicles are horsed by the Train, who furni sh in peace13] officers and men, and
169 horses
or the purpose.
The men serve 2 years, and are recruited from the employes of
he State telegraphs and the electrical trades; all they require is a
ilitary-technical training.
The following are the war formations :A section is formed for each division, army corps, and army.
Officers.

lleo.

Bl\re
Wire.
Miles.

Ca.ble.
:\tiles.

,var
F ormations.

Poles.

> - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - -

n Army Section consists of .

rrmy

OorJM Section

4

168

72½

10¼

4

146

15

7½

Di1ii1tio11al Sections

The

½Telegraph

14

1296

5

Battalion of a British Army Corps has7 officers.
239 men.

60 miles of air line.
32 miles of cable.-(Manual of Telegraphy).
The fortress telegraph systems, as already noted, are in charge of
he Engineer Corps.
RAILWAYS .

t~:i~~Yof

For tb~ mana~ement of rai_h~·ay matte_rs, ~nd the conduct of railvay service during the recrmtrng and d1sm1 ssil.l season, mancen,Tes, Great Genera.I

obilization, and war, the agents of the Railway Ahtheilung of the Staff.
Great Geueral Staff are( I). The railway commissioners (I lieut.-colonel, I major, and
4 capta ins).
(2) . The railway line-commissioners (3 colonels, 11 majors,
J captains, and 16 civilian officials), each pair of whom (I officer
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and 1 civilian) have a section of the Prussian milways under their
care.

There is also a committee of 6 officers for carrying out experiments.

Railway Troops.
Railway
Troops.

The Prussian railway troops number in peace1 brigade commander.
3 regiment commanders.

12
31
30
63
18
Officers

field officers.
captains.
lientenants.
2nd lieutenants.
2nd lieutenants nnder instruction.

157
9~4 non-commissioned officers.

2806 men.
I 8 tradesmen.
3818
They form a brigade of 3 regiments, each of 2 battalions, and a
traffic section of 3 companies, commanded by a major - general,
with 2 adjutants.
As already stated, the brigade is immediately under the Chief of
the General i:itaff. To it is attached the Balloon Battalion and the
Experiment Committee.

The staff of a regiment consists of1 commander.

I field officer.
1 captain.
1 lientenant.
4 doctors.
1 paymaster.
10 non-commissioned officers.

21 bandsmen.
18 tradesmen.
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The strength of a battalion in peace is1 field officer.
4 captains.
4 lieutenants.
13 2nd lieutenants.
1 doctor.
1 assistant paymaster.
85 non-commissioned officers.

512 men.
The traffic section works the Berlin-Juterbog Railway, which is
about 40 miles long.
i~~~stions.
On mnbiliz«tion the brigade is broken up and forms(1 ). Rai lway construction companies, each of 9 officers and 222 men.
(2). Railway traffic companies, each of 6 officers and 206 men.
(3). Railway workmen companies, each of ~ officers and 202 men.
The construction companies absorb the greater part of the men of
the peace establishments of the railway regiments.
The traffic and workmen corn panics are largely formed of reserve
officers and men.
BALLOONS.

The Balloon Battalion consists of 2 companies, with1 field officer.
3 captains.
3 lieutenants
3 2nd lieutenants.
1 paymaster.
1 paymaster assistant.
1 reronant.

Balloon
Troops.

37 non-commissioned officers.

240 men.
I hospital attendant.
A large number of officers and men are in addition passed through
the school.
In ww· a field balloon detachment consists of 2 balloons, with
4 charges of gas, etc.. Extra gas is brought up in" gas-columns."
The number of detachments to be formed is not published.
llOAD TRACTION.

The railway regiment is experimenting with road traction and *~:~mobiles.
Traction.
automobiles, but no units have yet been formed.
I
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IV.-THE GARRISON ADllfJNISTRATION AND OFFICE
OF WORKS.
CoNSTRUCTION

Ga.rrison
Administrations.

Staff.

AND REPAIR OF BARRACKS,
DEPARTMENT LANDS, ETC.

CARE

OF

'\VAR

The work of the R.E. barrack divisions is carried out in Germany
by the Garrison Administration and Office of Works (Garnison
Its
verwaltung und Banwesen) Section of the Intendantt1r.
p•rsonnel consists of military officials (Beamte), as distinguished from
military officers. They are drawn from the following classes :(a,) . The higher officials :(! ). Army officers who have served 6 years.
(2). Reserve officers with proper qualifications.

(b). Technical subordinate staff:(I ). Soldiers serving who have matriculated at a classical
or modern school.
(2). Non-commissioned officers of 12 years' service, with
excellent character and good education.

Orgn.nization.

For all classes there are courses of instruction, examinations, and
probationary periods.
In every Army Corps District there is a Garrison Administration
and Office of Works Section, with a Building Councillor (Baurath)
at the head of it. He is responsible to the Intendant of the Army
Corps, who is the adviser of the Army Corps commander on all
non-combatant matters.

Two

Bro.nches,

The section has two branches, each with separate p,rsonnel.
(I). The Garrison Administration combines certain Army Service
All requisition• concerning barracks,
Corps and R.E. duties.
quarters, repairs, barrack stores, and lands are sent to it direct. It
deals with the allotment, equipment, and maintenance in good order
of barracks, guard-rooms, stores, minor buildings, ranges, manrenvre

and parade grounds, etc. (except hospitals, for which a medical
section is responsible) .
There are 245 such administrations in Prussia, that is about J.1
in each Army Corps District.
(2). The Ga11'ism, Office of TVvrks assists the administration
section with technical advice, ,n<l undertakes the execution of all
buildings, etc., which are not fortifications. It draws up plans and

,.,

-~
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invites tenders. The actual construction is done by civilian contractors, under the superintendence of works officials. Any
service under £1,500 may be undertaken by an Army Corps
Intendant without special " 'ar Office approval.
In each Army Corps District there are from 3 to 6 building
circles (Bankreise), each with a definite sub-district.
The Staff of the Prussian Garrison Administration consists of Strength.
(Budget, 1900)-13 Directors,

:n 1st Class Inspectors,

}
Higher Officials.

,,
224 2nd Class
403 Barrack Inspectors,
l ,OH Barrack Warders,
2 Head Washmen,
43 Engine Drivers,
with a hrge number of probationers, who, since 1899, wear a special
uniform.

The Staff of the Building Branch is25 Building Councillors,
82 B,,ilding Inspectors, I_ Higher Officials.
j
41 Building Inspectors
(special works),
82 Foremen of 1Yorks,
82 Clerks and Draughtsmen ;
and £7,632 is voted for special assistance.
In a single Army Corps-the V. (contain_ing 24 ~attalions of 570
men, 20 squadrons, 24 batteries, 4 compames of pioneers, and 3 of
Train) is taken as an example-there are for the 17 garrisons*:Garrison Administration.

Offi . 1
C
} H
Directors,
c,a s.
igher lass
Inspectors,
2nd
Inspectors,
Barrack
3rd
Barrack Warders,
(!) Probationers (numbers not published).
2
13
20
63

* Three of these garrisons are small, and contain one battalion, 570 men
only. They are administered from the regimental headquarters, so for
organization there are pt·actically cmly 14 garrisons.

f;~~P6~r';;..
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OJjice of Trorl.-s.
Higher Class Officials.
2 B11ilding Councillors,
3 Bui lding Inspectors,
.} 2nd Class Officials.
4 Foremen of " ' orks,
4 Clerks and Draughtsmen,

Ex.imple of
Garrison.

who are divi,led among -! b11ilding circles, and £450 is voted for
assistance.
In a single garrison Posen, headquarters of V. Army Corps,
and, therefore, the central office of the administratirn services of
the corps, is taken as an example (garrison 9 battalions, 5 squadrons,
6 batteries) : Garrison
Administration.

2

Higher Officials

Rela.tions

with w ·ar

Office.

Office of Works.

4

2nd Class Officials ..

14

4

3rd Class Officials

25

Engaged and
pai<l as required.

All matters connected with barracks and lands are under the
Minister of ,var, who is the head of the administrative services.
He controls the personnel through the Intendantur Section (7
officials) of his Central Department, and technical matters through
the Army Administration Department, which has the following
sections and staff : Ottkial::i.
Arm,r
Officers.
II. Class.

Staff

2

Finance Section

13

Supply

28

Clothing
Barrack Administration ..
Building

9

!S
5

r,14
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The Intendant of an Army Corps may, if he see fit, refer any
decision of the Army Corps General to the 111inister of War, who
for technical matters is his hierarchal chief. The General, however,
corresponds direct with the i\Iilitary Cabinet of the Emperor.
Practically, nearly everything is settled in the Army Corps, aml, as
with the combatant branches of the senice, the War. Office provi<les only the necessary fnncls,

and records changes, reporting

irregularities to the Emperor.

T~-GENERAL STAFF.
SURVEY

(LANDKSAUF~Allim:).

The Survey is placed under the Chief of the General Staff, and is Chief of
managed by one of the J quartermaster-generals as Chief of the Rmwy.
Survey. This is much as if 8ect,ion F of the Intelligence Division
controlled Southampton and the R.E. survey companies.
The Chief of the Survey has 1 adjutant, and is assiste,l by the Srnff.
following officers : 1 major-general.
2 colonels.
3 majors .
11 captains.

the

17
The Survey Department is divided into the(!). Trigonometrical section.
Pl- Topographical section.
(:J). Cartographical section for p,·inting and reproduction.
(J). The map room.

OrgaDizMiun.

l\Iaps of foreign countries are prepa.reJ and guarded in a special

section of the Great General Staff, but are reproduced by the
cartographical section of the Survey.

There are no survey companies. Hitherto no important military ~~l~~~:~r~~~
operations have been 1111derta.ken i11 unsurveycrl conntries, but a
detachment consisting of 2 naval and 3 military oflicers, with civilian
assistants, is at work a.t Kiaochon. It is not known whether there
are survey parties in the other colonial possessions. No detach-

ment bas been detailed for the Peking force.

~

IH
Strength of
P cr&onnel.

The civilian personnel of the Survey consists of the following
officials:3
Central Office .
Plan-Room Inspector .
5
Survey Directors
122
Surveyors and Draughtsmen ...
Assista1,t

,,

25

"

Engravers, Lithographers, and Photographers

36

Assistant
Printers and Galvanizers
Assistant

15
12
14
20
4

Clerks and Secretaries
Assistant
Messengers and" Porters

17
274

The map room is in charge of a retired major.

VI.-THE NAVAL ARTILLERY.
SUBMAHIN~ llIINING.
Nava.I
Artillery
Divisions.

The coast defences of Germany are entrusted to the navy.
Special troops who never serve on board ship, but are commanded
by naval officers, are raised to man Lhem. These troops are called
Naval Artillery Divisions (Matrosen Artillerie Abtheilungen), and
are trained both as artillerymen and as submarine miners.

There are 4 Naval Artillery Divisions :(I).
(2).
(:l).
( 4).

Friedrichsort
Wilhelmshaven
Lehe (for Geestemunde)
Cuxhaven .

with 4 companies.
3
3

"

3

No. 3 provides a small detachmenL for Heligolancl.
Each division is comman<l.ed by a naval captain, with a lieutenant
as adjuta.nt. Each company has a, naval commander as captain and
2 lieutenants.
He:l.d of N.A.

Divisioni;:,;.

For technical purposes the naval artillery are under the Inspector
of Marine Artillery, an admiral, who is also Inspector of the School
of Gunnery. He has a 8taff of 2 naval captains, an ordnance
captain, and a gnnaery lieutenant.
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For other purposes the naval artillery arc under the orders of the
commanrlant of the fortress to which they belong. This officer has
the usual staff-a brigade major and assistant hrigade major (naval
officers), and 2 to 4 military Engineer officers.
Strength.
The peace strength of naval artillery (Bnrlget, 1899), isInspector and Staff
Commanders of Divisions
Adjutants
Company Officers

5
4

4
39

62

Petty Officers
Non-Commissioned Officers .
Privates, I st Class
Privates, 2nd Class

26
2:l6
390
1,,;56
2,198

There are also177 reserve officers, and

29 land wehr officers
of the naval artillery, and some
2,600 reserve men, and

2,800 land wehr men.
The men a.re recruited from river boatmen, smiths, and other SourcE: of
suitable trades ; they serve for 3 years. Their training each year is ~~~ir,~y1~~ -

as follows:Infantry, Drill, and Gymnastics
Artillery
Submarine

!\lining,

2 months.
5

including Returning

Stores
Infantry and Art,illery Drills

3

2
1:2 months.

For submarine mining they form the laying-out squads, water
parties, and shore parties; the laying-out vessels with engine drivers
are provided by the torpedo divisions of the na1·y; the electric
lights arnl telegraphic communications are managed by the military
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8torekeepers.

engineers of the fortress, and the stores (inclu<ling reserves), whicl
take up so mncb of a Briti sh s ul,marine miner's time, are prepa.rer

and c:ired for by a special br:inch called the Inspection of Marin,
Depots.
The he~Hl of this In5pection is an admiral or a naval captain, wit}
Marine Dep6t
a staff of I lieutenant, 1 ordnance capta in 1 and a torpedo lientenant
ln9ipector.
He has under his charge th e artillery depots for stores anrl ammuni
tion, as well as the mine depots (Minen depOts).
There is an artillery depot. and a mine depot, both under on,
naval captain , at each of the four fortresses already mentioner!
The officers of these Jepots are all men who have ri sen from th,
ranks of the navy, and are distinguishc(l from the ordinary officer,

by the word torpeder, usually abbreviated to T., being placed befor,
their rank, e.f/. , torpedo commander or T. commander.

There are at the mine rlepotsFried ri chsort
" ' ilb elmsharnn
Lehe
Cnxhaven .

5 T. officers
4

3
3

15
the senior at each being a T. commander.
Th ere are also2:t warrant officers.

36 petty officers.

58
Giving 15 warrant and petty officers to each station; they are
assisted by a nnmber of probatione,·s (Lehrlinge). The perso11nel of
the mine depot represent the storekeepers and electrical specialists of

1:~~\';~:~:

our service.

Th ere is a. Suhmarine Mining Experiment Committee (l\linen•
versuch Kommi ssion), consisting of a naval captain, 3 commanders,
and 3 lieutenants, who appear to have no other <luty, and have
under their cba.rg-e an experiment shiµ.
As regards administration by the Admiralty, the personnel a.re
Cnnt:<11 by the
nnder the military section of the General l\Iarine Department au<l
Adnmalty
the stores under the equipment section of the Technical Department,

~~
1

,,

but both the Inspector of l\farine Artillery and the Iuspector of
DepOts may report direct to the Minister of Marine.
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APPENDIX I.
PAY.

IN comparing the German rntes of pay with our own it must be
borne in mind that life in Germany is far cheaper than in England.
The Kriegs-Ministerium permits a captain, 1st Class, whose pay is
£239 16s. a year, all told, to marry without any private means. It
is considel'ed that for the above sum a married officer can maintain
his position respectably ; 2½ to 3 times the amount would be the
least English equivalent.
TABLE OF YEARLY PAY.

1

----------+---P-ay_._j

,t., ~~;'.;

I Total.

E11gilleers, Pioneers, 'l'elegraph, Balloons, and Railway T1·oops, ftc.
(Same as Cavalry and Field Artillery, and a trifle mot'e than the Infantry and
Train).

I 1200

£ •.
152 JO

Engineer and Pioneer Inspectors.

495

117 16

Fortress Inspectors and Lt ..

390

92 8

£

Inspecto~-General

£

•.

1352 10 With house fully
equipped and forage for 5 horses.

612 16 Forage for 3 horses.
Forage for 2 horses.

482

Cols. (C.R.E.).

+

do.

28.J

6J 4

:{50

Captain, 1st Class ..

195

59 16

254 Hi l?orag:c for J horse

Lieutenant

113

34

2

59

34

2

.Major

2nd Lieutenant

147

llO.

21

9:l 2

Ban·ad:, Oon.struction.

Building Councillor (C: R.E. )I

360

12+ 121

Garrison Inspector (D1v1s1on
Officer).

285

24 12

• These rnry @lii;htly wccording to garrison.

I

2

384

121

309 12
A mean has been taken.

TABL~ OF YEARLY

I

- - - - - - - - - -,

PAY.-Co11tinued.

I :,,'!~;'-.; -I - - - I- - - - - - Total.

Pay.

--

Cm·e of Lands aud Repaint
Director (Sub-Dist.
Inspector (D. 0.)

c. R. E.)
...

210
£ ,.8 , 247
£ •·0 1 38
£ '·8

... 16,;
I

0

29 IS

I

194 18

Surrey.
Chief of Surrny

49,i

Assistant Chiefs

:390 0

9; 16

487 16 Forage foL· 3 horses.

0

24 12

324 12

Sm·vey Director (O.C. Co.) ... 300

0

148

643

4

-t }forage for J liorl:les.

Snbma1·ine .1.lfining.
D.O.S.1f. and Detachment 312 10
Commander.

73 4

38,j 14

Officer CommandingCompany 210 0

73 4

283

Lieutenant

38 12

122 12

84 0

4

Oen!ral Staj/' of A nny.
(Fot· comp,~rison).

Colonel or Lt. -Col.

:390 0
to
495 0

l\lajor or Captain ..

13/i 0
to
292 0

ll4 18
to
148 4

84

40! 1S
) ]forage from 5 to
to
2 horses.
64:l 4

f

'° I

219 lO
} Fornge from 3 to
to
1 horses.
376 10

Troop ."f in Colonie,;; <md P1·otectontlni.

Major

629 0

Captain

4800

Lieutenant

360

15 0
150

644 0 \Vith quat·tere c.~nd
forage.
4950

0

15

0

375

O

300 0

15

0

315

0

• These l'ary slii;htly accordinc:- to l-"arrbmn,

.-\ mean ha~ ht:en 1ak._.n,
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APPENDIX II.

SUAl1lLll!r OF NUMBERS DOIXG R.E. TT"Ol/K.
Officers.

Officio.ls,
I 1st
Cln11s.

,
' 1en.

N C O ,8 Officials
· · · · 2nd Clas~.

--- --- --Engineers

208

412

Pioneers:Pntasia.
,vurtemburg

517

2,736

S,760

21

117

379

41

216

920

Tel egL·aph : -

}>russia.

,vurtemburg

Railways

157

{

Balloons

9

40

994

2,824

22*

IOt

Barra.ck Construction

J.34

169

La,nd s antl Repairs!

150

70J

Survey .. .

17

Submarine Mining Troop~§

13

G3

~ubmarine 1Iiniug Store DepUts

JS

58

131

! ,OHi!
1,479

435

143

4,193

486

1,429

Ja,409

19,031

• Ro.ilwar Commissioners.

t

C:reat Genl!ral Staff.

t Half total of Garni,'IOn Yerwaltung officials t:i.ken, as t he.)· ha\·e other duties.
_
f One-fourth or N,iral Artillery detn<'hmcnts taken,
I War streng-th, inc.-luding resene and Jandwehr office rs, is al.lout douhle this.
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APPENDIX III.

C011IPARISON OF TOTALS (PEACE S1'J/ENG1'1I) OF
BRl1'ISH EMPIRE ANT) GERMANY (EXCLUD ING
SAXONY AND BAVARIA) .
Offkers and
Otficia\M doing

R.E. Work.

Gernia11y

N.C.O.'s,
Men and J..ower Total Army,
OfficialM rtoing I E Army Corps.
R.E. Work.

1,479

19,031

466,074

20,510
Proportion 20,510 to 466,074 is 1 : 22.

Great Britain* rind Colonies:Regnlars ..

588

{

'i,63i

47t

158,3 18

650.t

I11dia:Regulars ..

a70

74

70,489

Na.tivea ..

02

3,966

14I,a97

12,327

370,204

1,167
13,594

Prnportion 13,594 to 3i0,204 is 1 : "1,7.

• Budget., 1899-1000.

t Surveroni.
t St.Alf Engineer

Serv ices.
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AD~

GENEJ,AL

OF

ENGIN

lYAL

IN

PRUS

The Em

I
I

Admiralty.

I

I

I

Genera.I Staff
Fortress Secti

I

Technical
Section.

Military
Sect.iou.

1_1,-'

(Strategy).

Admiral of Baltic Station
(or North Sea).
Su

I

I

I

:or-t :encl'al of
& PioncerK with
r Com rn i ttee.

I

I

3 Inspectors of
Pioneers.

I

I

3 Pioneer
Regiments.

I

Hatta

I
6 Pioneer
Battalions.
l!'ield and Sitge
./f:11yi11PC1·i11y.

Inspector of
Marine Artillery.

Inspector of
Mine Dep6ts.

I
I
legraph

i Naval Artillery

I

I

talious.
rap/is.

13 Pi

,--I I--,

legraph
spector.

4 .Mine
Depots.
Detachments.
S,tlimarine

Miui11g.

PAPER

V.

EARTH SLIPS IN BANKS AND CUTTINGS,
AND HOW TO PREVENT OR REMEDY.
BY

R. ELLIOTT COOPER, EsQ., M. lNR. C.E.

THE subject of slips in earthwork, whether in banks or cuttings of a
railway, is one of very great importance, not only in connection with
the actual construction of the line, but also in relation to its maintenance
after it has been opened for traffic; and it often occurs that a saving
i11 the original constrnction entails a large annnal expenditure in
maintenance far exceeding, in a few years, any economy which was

effocte,1 in the first instance.
:Moreover, in laying out a new railway the selection of a route is
sometimes confineU to very narrow limits, and there is little possibility of <leYiating to any extent, in which case there is no alternative

but to adopt a route where it is obvious from the first that the
nature of the ground is such that slips are almost certain to
take place unless the greatest precautions are taken.
It therefore becomes an important part of an engineer's duty,
in carrying out earthworks of any magnitude, to make a careful
study of the geological formation encountered, and to watch for
any inclications which would assist him in decicling upon the
K

'
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precautionary measures to be taken to minimize the possibility of
slips occurring.
It, however, frequently happens that slopes which were consiclerc<I
perfectly secure, and had stood for many years, have suddenly
slipped from causes which could not ha,·e been foreseen at the time
of construction ; and in this case it is essential to take prompt
remedial measures and the most suitable steps, according to the
nature of the ground, to prevent further developme11ts.
Some idea of the importance of a careful study of these points in
the ear1y stages of railway construction may be gathered from a.
case which recently came under the notice of the writer in con-

nection with a Colouial railway.
In constructing the line the slips were of such an extensirn
character that it was fomHl impossible to keep the cuttings
open, in consequence of which,

although the earth work was

practically completed, it was decided to deviate the line for a
distance of 3 or 4 miles. The wisdom of so doing was clearly
demon strated by the fact that the moveme11t contiuued to such • an
extent on the abandoned line that eventually no trace of the works
could be seen.
The angle, or inclinations, at which embankments and cuttings
will under ordinary conditions sta.nd vary, of course, with the

nature of the strata cut thrnugh. In hard sand, shale, 01· hard clay,
which is usually intersected by bands pf rock, the sides of the
cuttings will stand at l to l, and the material excavated, when put
into hank, will stand at l½ to I, or, to put it in another way,
the cuttings will stand at 45 degrees from the horizontal, and the
hanks at 3-! degrees.
Figs. 1 and 2 show cuttings and banks with slopes at these
inclinations, and the view illustrates a deep cutting near Chesterfield
constmcted with these slopes.
It by no means follows, however, that all kinds of strata will
London clay, for
stand with slopes at anything like these angles.
instance, requires inclinations of from 2 to 3 to 1, or angles from the

horizontal of from 30 to 18½ degrees, and serious slips have occurrccl
even with snch flat slopes.
In marl, slopes of about I½ to I will usually stand, except where
they are affected hy the presence of water.
The writer was lately called in in connection with some extensin)
slips in a marl cutting, which had been excavated with slop,•s
of 1 to 1, the remedying of which entailed a large expenditme.
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]'/(1/es I. and II. show the work carried out after the slips occurred,
and what sho11lcl have been done in the first inst.~nce as a preventative.
Slips in cuttings are occasioned by a greater diversity of cauees
than in the cases of slips in emb::rnkments.
One of the chief causes is that of water percolating from the surface through the porous ground until a more or less impervious
strata is reached ; the water then collects at this level, and gradually
forces its way to the face of the slope. Little by little the water
undermines the overlaying mass, which tben slides forward.

...

"' ,,,;; '
Sto.la

Cofr:hPit....,

TRANSVERSE.

SECTION.

Fig. I.

Hord Forn,ation
TRANSVERSE SECTION.

Fig. 2.
Fig. l shows the method of drainage which, generally speaking, it
is best to adopt in cases of this kincl to prevent the first movement.
This form of slip usually occurs when the line of the cuttmg 1s
at right angles to sloping ground . The preventative measures
which should be adopted are very simple, and are as follows:A deep d1><in should be cut parallel to a11d about 10 feet from the
K2
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top of the slope. This drain should be carried clown, generally
speaking, to the level of the impervious strata, and filled with stone
or other dry material. A drain at right angles to this should be cut
up the slope of sufficient depth to intersect it. This should have
earthenware drain pipes laid in the bottom and the grip filled
in with stone, and be connected with a catch-pit at formation level
alongside the line.
There are, however, many cases where preventative measures of

this kind would be of no avail. In the coal measures districts
it often happens that the cuttings are carried through ground intersected by layers of rock tilted at various angles. "'hen the inclination is steeper than 18 degrees there is the chance of the overlaying
mass of soft material slipping down, especially if the layer of rock
is lubricated by the action of water.
In a slip of this nature in Derbyshire about 30,000 cubic yards
slipped down into the cutting. As in this case the material coulcl
be utilized in filling up a station site, it was not considered desirable
to incnr the great expense of stopping the slip when the movement
first took place by building strong walls along the foot of the slope,
which is a very effective form of remedy where the pressure from
the sliding mass is not too great.
The cutting as originally proposed to be excavated, and as it was
after the slip occurred, is shewn on Figs. 3 and 4.
Walls along the foot of t.he slope would probably have heh!
up the sliding mass, provided the remedy had been applied before
any great movement had taken place, but would have been
costly.
Walls of this description should be built of stone without mortar,
not only as a matter of economy, but also to give free passage
for water through the wall.
The slips so far mentioned are all brought about by causes which
can be defined and dealt with more or less satisfactorily without
difficulty.

There is, however, a class of slip in cnttings which

is much more difficult to cope with on account of the absence of all
apparent cause; in fact, they are very common, and will often occur

in a cutting on one side, whilst the other side will stancl quite
securely at a slope of I to 1.
As instances of this the writer can mention a cutting in Derbyshire about 60 feet deep, near the mouth of a tunnel, "nd another,
also near a tunnel, in the neighbourhood of Sheffield, where signs of
a slip occurred whilst the cutting was in progress.
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Figs. b and 6 show the cutting in the former case, with the slopes
as first excavated in dotted lines, the full line indicating the slope
as it had eventually to be got out, and it will be observed that the
right hand slope has stood quite securely.
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Pig. 6.

The next figure (No. 7) shows the slopes in the second instance
above giYen. As originally proposed, the slopes were 1¼ to 1
on both sides. When signs appeared showing that the ground was
insecure, the slopes for the upper portion were flattened to 1½ to 1,
and stone counterforts built up the slopes in the form shown upon
the diagram, which is a very effective and nsual preventative to

stop slips which are not too deep-seated.
Trenches are cut 3, or even 4, feet deep up the face of the slope
at suitable distances apart, and filled with dry mbble stone.
Between these diagonal strips are cut and similarly filled.
Fig. 8 shows a slip which occurrecl quite suddenly about four
years after the cutting was completed, and necessitated the working

of a single line whi lst the sl ipped material was being cleareJ
away. To prevent a recurrence of this trouble or an extension of
the slip the wall and drainage works shewn in the fignre were
constructed.
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In sli ps of this kind no ordinary precautions, such as drainage,
can be taken wiLh any certainty of a satisfactory result, as in very
fclV cases does the action of water appear ans1Verable for the failure
of the slope to stand, arnl a slip will frequently take place without
any previous signs that the slope will not stand at the angle to
which it has been worked.
Top

Cuttin9

of'

TRAN SVE.RSE

SE.CTION

J<ig. 7.
Su,-race

or Ground

--

,_,,...
\~--

,a•,·

~9,,

,~~

CROSS

SECTION ,

Fig. 8.
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In the first case just mentioned many expedients were tried
to stop tbe movement, such as dry stone counterforts and burning
tho materials which slipped down, which it was possible to do,
as the clay was largely mixed with shale and bands of coal.
Nothing, however, at a reasonable cost seemed to be effective,
so that the slope was flattened to an a ngle at which it would rest
without artificial support, as shewn in Fig. 5.
On a new line of the Great \Vestern l:<ailwa3\ which is now being
constructed, a slip of a very extensive character has occurred. The
line is being constructed along the side of a hill, which for a
considerable distance has slipped in, causing the removal of an
enormous additional amount of excavation heyon<l what was
anticipated when the contract was let.
Dry stone counterforts have been built to try and stop any
further movement, which are similar to those illustrated by the
figure lately referred to. The slip, however, continued to extend
after these connterforts were built. Wide and deep cracks appeared
in the hillside, into which the water during wet weather flowed,
which greatly arlded to the movement.
It may here be mentioned tbat wherever cracks appear in the
ground above a cutting, steps should be at once taken to fill them
The surface should be
in, so as to prevent the lodgment of water.
turfed and made as even as "possible to allow of the ra]Jid flow of the
water O\'Cl' the snrface.
In some conntries, where the rainfall is excessive, slips are far morn
extensive and difficult to deal with than they are here.
In Jamaica, for instance, the annual expeuditnrc upon the
maintenance of the railway has been very large, chiefly owing to the
small prorision that had been made when the line was constructed
against the probability of slips occul'ring on account of the exceedingly large rainfall, amounting, as it does in some parts, to as much
as 200 inches per annnm. In many insta.nces the cuttings are
converted into watercourses during a heavy downpour, and in one
cutting the working of the line was lately stopped for 11c"rly three
weeks on account of the mass of material which slipped down from
the slopes; and the writer is at present engaged considering the
precautionary measures to be a<loptell to prevent further damage and
a recurrence of these ob.structions to the working of the line in future.
Figs. 9, 10, II, and 12 will gi"e some idea of the treacherous
character of the ground through which this rail way passes and
the slips which have occuned during the last year.
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In cases of this kind (see fi gures as above) wide and deep
concrete drai11s mnst be constructed along each side of the line, and
,!rains enclosed in widu and deep counterforts constructed up the
slopes and connected with the side drai11s, so as not only to get
the water away quickly, but also to hold np the insecure material of
the slopes.

Reference has so fa.r only been made to slips in cntting-s, but
slips in embankments often give great trouble, and are difficult
to stop when a movement has once takcln place.
These slips are usually of two descriptions, namely:-(!) \Vhere
the material composing the embankment slips, and (2) where the
surface of the ground upon which the embankment rests either slips
away on the underlaying strata, or is so soft that it is ploughed np
by the toe of the embankment, and offers no resistance to the
Yertical a nd lateral pressure.
Slips of the former description are generally not difficult to
deal with, and can usually be arrested by flattening the slope to an
angle at which the material will stand, a nd thus widening the base.
Slips in an embankment are often the result of different kinds of
material having been tipped in rnrying thicknesses. This is frelJUently almost unavoidable in actual practice, as the excavation
from, say, a rock cutting and a clay cutting may be proceeding
simultaneously, both classes of material going into one embankment.
It is a curious fact th"t in high embankments composed of
shale and hard clays from the coal measures the slope is seldom
uniform for the whole height, the slope at the top and bottom
generally standing at a considerably steeper angle than the central
portion.
Slips in the material itself are rarely serious, and can usually be
prevented extending by building counterforts up the slope a nd
pitching the lower portion.
Figs. 13 and 14 give a section of a high and long embankment in
Derbyshire on a rail way recently constructed by the writer, and
illustrate the pitching which effectnrtlly prevented any further
movement in the slips which took place.
In the case of t his embankment the precaution was taken of
intersecti11g the site with a number of deep drains filled with stone,
which greatly helped to prevent a uy serious slips; these drains arc
sbew n on Fig. ] 8.
This is one of the most necessary precantions, and steps should
alw,iys be taken to thoroughly drain the site of an embankment;

and many slips have taken place on account of omissions in respect
of this essential detail.
"'here, however, a slip is occasioned by reason of the seat of
an emhankment being either ploughed up in front of the toe or
sliding hodily upon the nnderlaying strata, there is often great
difficulty in stopping the movement.

CROSS SECTION

Fig. 13.

Ho,/ Lew,/ Ro,/ level

CROSS

SECTIONS

Fig. 14.

If there appears any chance of such a slip taking place, the best
preventative is to cut a deep and wide trench along the line of the
toe of the embankr,ient, and fill up the trench with stone of
as large a size as can conveniently be obtained. This trench should be
taken down to the hard strata underlying the soft materirtl upon
which the embankment will rest. In some cases it is necessary to
go dow 11 to 10 or 12 feet, which is, of course, a. costly rnattcr1 and
one which is sometimes postponed until it is too late to be
effectually carried out.
Pig. 2 shows a toe wall of this descriptio11.
Another method sometimes adopted is to drive piles along t he line
of the toe, in order to pin the upper to the lower strata. This,
however, is not always effective, as sometimes the toe of the
embankment will lift the ground in front bodily up wards, taking the
piles with it.
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Plate III. shows a cross section of a slip which it was attempted to
arrest by this meaus ; most of the piles in this instance were entirely
destroyed, and some of which, as will be observed, are now 10 OL'
12 feet above their original level, the natural surface of the ground
ha\'ing been forced npwards by the weight of the ~ipped material.
This slip contiuuecl to move for about two years, and the proper
le,·el of the formation had to be maintained hy the deposit of many
thonsands of tons of ashes, as shown upon the diagram.
Where the nature of the gronncl makes it probable that small
slips of an unimportant, but perhaps troublesome, character may
occur, a very good and generally inexpensive preventative is to
deposit a layer of ashes about 3 feet thick and 8 or 10 fe et
wide along the line of the toe to form a "cnshion" (see diagram
No. 15).

TRANSVERSE

SECTION

Fig, 15.
As before stated, it is often impossible to form any certain
opinion as to the likelihood of slips occmring in any particular
cutting or embankment; but since the introduction of steam
"navvies" for the purpose of forming the exca\'ation, it has
become the general practice to take ont the excavation in layers (or
"lifts " as they are technically termed) of from 15 to 20 feet deep,
which minimizes the probability of slips occurring.
As the excavation proceeds the slopes should always be trimmed
back to the required angle, so as to reduce the superincumbent
weight as much as possible, as by this means the risk of any movement is considerably rednced.
Fig. 16 shows a longituclinal section of a cutting got out in this
manner.

In forming embankments this system of constructing by "lifts," or
different levels, is still more important, as the lower portio11 forms
:t platform, which may become consolidated before the next layer is
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tipped upon it. It :ilso avoids bringing the whole weight of
the embankment at once upon the surface of the ground.
LONGITUDINAL SECTION or CUTTING
SHOWING EXCAVATION IN "urTS~

Fig. 16.
Fig. 17 shows a long :ind high embankment tipped in this
manner.
LONGITUDINAL SE'.CTION Of" EMBANKMENT
11
LIFTS".
IN
SHOWING TIPPING

Fig. 17.

<

The bottom layer was formed by running the tip wagons from the
cutting along wliat is called the "overland route," lai<l upon

the natural surface of the ground to the proposed level, and when
the whole width of the embankment at this level had been completer! the next layer was tipped upon it. Fig. 18 shows the cross
section.
CROSS

SECTION A.B.

Fig. 18.
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In the case of the particular instance shewn in the figure,
the top was brought from the opposite direction as the line rose
""ith a gradient of l in 120. Co ntractors always arrauge, if possible,
to tip down hill. 'T'he figure shows this.
Not only is considerable trouble aud expense caused by the slips
of themselves, bnt it often occurs that those slips do great damage
to structures in the immediate neighbourhood.
If a slip occurs at or near the site of a culvert, very great damage
and trouble may result, as it frequently happens in cases of this
kind that the culvert is torn asunder and the flow of the stream
thereby stopped, which, of course, adds to the magnitn,le of the
slip.
The writer has known cases where this has occurred, which
necessitated the driving of ,1 tunnel under the embankment to
enable the culvert to be repaired.
Tt is therefore of the greatest importance that the foundations of
all cnl verts and bridges in deep embankments should be carried
down to a solid strata, and so as to be below the action of any
Care in this respect is also very necessary in
possible surface slip.
the construction of the wing walls of bridges in embankments,
as they always feel the first effects of any movement.
The writer has not attempted to deal with the subject of " landslides," which art: fol't1tnately of comparatively rare occurre11cc, and
must be dealt with as circumstances suggest, it being impossible
to lay clown any rule.
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PAPER VI.

A~IERICAN BRIDGE TYPES.
BY F. E.

RoDERTSON,

EsQ., C.l.E., M.

INS.

C.E.

(Lertnre delitere<l al the S.ill.E.).

THE subject which has been suggested for discussion this afternoon
is American Bridge Types, and onr examination of it will be directed
to ascertaining wherein the ordinary American practice in the design
construction, and erection of bridges differs from the Eng1ish,
specially with reference to speed in construction and erection.
Your interest as military engineers lies not so much in tbe abstract

theory of brirlge design, on which there are plenty of text-books,
as in the purely practical consideration of what is the best type and
method for rapirl construction and erection . You may not be called
upon to design girders, but you may very likely ha\'C to erect them,

and should, therefore, be in a position to choose such types of
girders and modes of erection :is experience bas approve,l. The
subject is one which bas been a good deal before you lately in
connection with the Atbarn Bridge, and with the replacen,ent of
l,ridges destroyed in the war in 8011th Africa, and is one of the
greatest importance in modern warfare. The destruction of a. bridge
in olden days was only serious in the case of an unfordable river,

and nntil a pontoon bridge could be thrown across, but the
destruction ofa bridge on a ra.ilway, even over a dry ra.vine, means

the loss of the services of the railway beyond that point until
corumunica.tion has been restored, and those who haYe had to

contend with this clifficnlty know too well what it means.

I may

lemark, in passing, that where rolling stock is available on botb

sides of a break, a good deal of work can be done by a wire rnpe
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aerial tramway and carriers of the simplest construction pulled back,rnrds and forwards by a light line. Such cableways have been
used for spans np to 3,000 feet and loads up to 30 cwt., but the
possible combination of span and load depends upon the strength of
the a,•ailable ropes. Generally the loads are from 10 to 15 cwt.,
and the capacity of such a line varies from 12 to 30 tons per hour.
But to retum to our proper subject. There is probably a general
impression, <lue to the frequent bridge accidents reported in
the papers, that American bridges are rather ricketty structures.
There is a certain amount of truth in this idea, as there are bridges

and bridges in America, but it is to one class only of these bridges
that the accidents can be attributed. The bridges built by the
well-known bridge companies are inferior to none in the world
in design and workmanship, the men in technical charge of these
works being specialists in their knowledge of all that pertains
to bridge work. The discussions in the American Society of Civil
Engineers also often turn upon disputed points in bridge design,

which are thrashed out with much more keenness than such discussions generally raise in Englan<l.
But there are in America numerous so-ea.lied bridge companies, the

staff of which are mere country blacksmiths, utterly ignorant of the
theory ,uid careless of the practice of bridge construction. Details
of their structures are from time to time given in the American
technical journals, either in reporting an accident or warning against
one in the case where an engineer happens to have seen the bridge

while still standing. Such a bridge sometimes stands for some time,
either from mere force of habit or because the working load does not
happen to have passed over it. It is this class of bridges, bought by
Local Boards of country farmers, who consider the employment of
an engineer a sinful waste of money, which has given American

bridges a bad name in the mind of the public; but we take no
further notice of it, being abnormal, while our subject• is the consideration of the typical American railway bridge designed by very
competent engineers, from whom we shall probably learn something.
I should add also on the accident question that most of the
American railroads possess many miles of wooden trestles put up at
the time of first construction as the quickest means of getting across

a valley, with the intention of filling them in by a b,ink when funds
permit. Many recorded bridge accidents arn caused by these
tl'estles catching fire, and there are a few cases on record where they
have failed from want of longitudinal bracing; but these again are
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cases where the trestle has been put up in a hurry by a force
of carpenters, without a design or engineering supervision.
Having now cleared the grnund br defining with what American
bridges we are concerned, let us examine the specific differences
between them and the strnctures designed for similar purposes
in England. It becomes more difficult every day to classify these
differences, as the practice in either country continually teuds
e are leaning towards the more
to approach that of the other.
economical proportions of American design, while American practice
is now adopting the more substantial detail which used to characterize
English practice. Only a few years ago it would have been difficult
to find a plate girder of more than 50 feet span in America, while
now 100 feet is reckoned as their superior limit; and I saw not
long ago in an American technical journal the details of the
transportation of a 110-foot plate girder in one piece from the shops
where it was built to its final destination. It may thus be said that
up to about 100 feet there is no practical difference between
England aml America, and even the heavy trough flooring used with
plate girders in this country is being rapidly introduced in America.
It is just between 70 feet and 100 feet that one feels in doubt
whether to use a plate girder or a riveted truss, and local circumstances generally decide the question. In earlier days, also, there
was not much difference between the two countries, as both used
I
pin-connected pony trnsses for spans as small as 50 feet.
should perhaps explain that a pony truss means a through b,~dge,
whose girders do not reach up high enough to admit of overhead bracing. There were miles of these bridges in India, but
These small
they are being rapidly replaced by plate girders.
pin connected girders are quite out of favour in both countries,
and for the next size above plate girders riYeted trusses are
used. In England the latter are used up to any span, and the
best American practice now adopts them for all spans up to about
120 feet, and some engineers go as far as 200 feet. So far then
as spans up to about 150 feet to 200 feet are concerned, there
is practically no difference between England and America in the
choice of type, though the proportions of the girders are not
quite the same, a point to be dealt with hereafter.
Above 150, or a little more, we have a divergence, the Americans
invariauly using pin joints, while English and Continental engineers
adhere to riveted joints; and this holds good up to the largest
spans yet constructed.

,v

L
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After differences in type of bridge, we next consider differences
in the comparative anatomy of the girders, that is to sity, in the
outline of the girder, proportion of depth to span, and number
and size of panels. There is not much scope for difference in the
plate girders, though perhaps on the whole they are made
slightly deeper in America than in England. The most economical
proportion of any girder with parallel chords is perfectly definite ;
it is when the weight of the web equals that of the chord.
·with large spans other considerations prevent t,he best theoretical
depth being used, but the formula m,iy be worked to in plate
girders. In trusses of all sizes there is a well-marked difference
between America and England. The practice in America is very well
defined, and may be summed np in the following characteristics:Depth about½ span at 100 feet to ¼at 300 feet and above, with a
slight further reduction in the case of very lopg spans, as the great
depth which this ratio would require would offer some difficulties
in erection, and make the traveller very expensive, aud, furthet·,
would lead to difficulties with the wind strains unless the bridge
were made of a great width, when the economy in the trusses
would be swallowed up in the floor. Again, as to general anatomy,
the almost universal type is the Pratt truss, or N truss with parallel
chords for all ordinary spans, the panels being few and long, the
limit of panel length being that which will not make the angle
of the main and lateral braces too flat. Multiple intersection
trusses are hardly ever used now in America, though some large
ones have been built.
It is a great deal more difficult to say what is the English or
European practice, as the taste of individual designers differs
so much, but it is a fair general description to say that the
truss depth varies from ¼ to -fu or even less, that the panels
are kept quite short, and multiple intersections are in favour.
Lattice girders-those in which the web members all lie at 45'
-are a good deal used in Europe but rarely in America. Fig. 1
gives in full lines the average profile of an English truss of
150 feet span, and in dotted lines the American equivalent. The

Fig. 1.
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difference in the depU1 and number of members is Yery marked.
Fig. 2 giyes in full lines the profile of a 200-foot span bridge
lately designed for India by our firm, and the corresponding
American average in dotted lines. Here the difference is not so
m:u·ked as in the first case, and it will be interesting to note
that, comparing the span shown in Fig. 2 with an older 200 feet
span on the same railway of the proportions shewn in Fig. 1, I found
tha.t using the same unit stresses, the new span with a heavier
load, in the shape of a ballasted floor, weighed 35 tons less than
the old one.

Fig. 2.
"'hen we come to long spans, 400 feet or 500 feet, we have
still no difficulty in presenting an American type, but we have
considerable difficulty in knowing what to present as the English
or European type, partly because there are so few bridges of
that size, and partly because no two of them arc alike. I may
recall to you in Fig. 3, which shows in full lines the outline of half the Saltash Bridge of 455 feet span, that the
Americans did not invent nor have they a monopoly of deep

-r~ - --------------.:~,~ -----,'

Fig. 3.
girders and long panels. The genius of the gteat Brunel recognized, even at that early period of bridge building when the
Saltash Bridge was erected, the importance of these two points,
and this and the Chepstow Briclge are far in advance of bridges
built not only at the same time, but at a much later date. The

L2

. .,
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double parabolic girder has always been a favourite on the
Continent, but the panels in their bridges are much shorter than
they are in Brnnel's. The top chord of this brirlge is an oval
tube the whole width of the bridge ; the bottom chord, the
braces, and floor suspenders are links. The dotted lines show
how the problem would be treated in America. This form of trnss
is known as the Petit, and yon will observe that the princi pie of long
panels is adhered to for the main members, lmt as the e-tringers
would be too Jong to be economical, snb-panels are introrlnced. I
should also point out that in actual practice the sub-posts are carried
up so as to halve the unsupported length of the top chord segments,
and horizontal struts in every other panel halve the length of the
posts figured for bending. These are not essential members, and
have, therefore, been omitted from the diagram for the sake of clearness. The question to decide in any case is whether the metal in
the secondary member is less than that saved in the main member
by its use.
As a contrast to the last figure and a typical illnstration of
Continental practice, Fig. 4 exhibits in full lines the outline of
half the Kuilenberg Bridge over the Lek in Holland of 492 feet span,

Fig. 4.
one of the largest trusses in Europe; also with the American treatment of the span shown in dotted lines. Here the difference between
the American and the European idea is quite as marked as it is in
Fig. 1, and the reason for the superior economy of the American
design is not far to seek. You would find in the first place if
you figured it out that the greater depth of the American type gave
a more economical distribution between web and chords than <lid the
other, and you can clearly see on the diagram the economy resulting
from long panels and few members. With many web members the
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economical depth is diminished, since the proportion of weight in a foot
high of the web is increased. It is also very clear that you cannot
build three posts as economically as one, to carry the same load, for
most of the metal in a post goes in making it stiff enough to carry
itself; and you haYe besides the irreducible practical minimttm
of thickness in a piece to deal with three times over instead of once.
Even with tension members the practical designer recognizes that
there are limits of unsupported length, which should not be exceeded
in order to secure a structure of aclequate rigidity, so that even with
this class of member one stout one is more economical than three of
equal merit to carry the same load. A good deal of the weight of a
ginler also is in superfluous but unavoidable material at the joints,
so that a diminution in their number makes for economy in weight
as well as in time of erection. The American designs generally may
be taken as necessarily the most economical possible when the
circumstances under which they have been evolved are considered,
viz., keen competition for a bridge of a given strength to be built for
a lttmp sum, the design of the bridge, sttbject to the limitations of
strength given in the specification, being left absoh•tely open. This
system in the bands of able men who spend their lives at the study,
assisted by copious discussion in the technical societies and journals,
mttst necessarily obtain the best results possible. In England, on
the contrary, the actual builuers of the bridges rarely if ever design
them, but tender on designs made by the engineers of the buyers,
each of whom has his own ideas, and thongh he does his best for
bis clients, has not the imminent spttr of necessity to produce the
most economical design possible, but puts solidity first. In some
cases this feature is important, and the American designers are now
giving more atteution to it.
Nor do the various conditions which should govern the design of
a hridge seem to meet with that attention and discussion in England
which they receive in America. In short, the building of bridges is
far more highly organized in America than it is in England.
A striking instance of this is to be found in the fact that while about
hall a dozen of the American steel works issued pocket-books of
their sections, with all tho tables that a draughtsman could want
to help him in getting out a bridge or roof design, there was not
until lately a single one to be got i,[l England, and I do not at this
moment know of one at all comparable to the American ones. The
Euglisb steel maker says, "I roll plates aud shapes that are ordered
from me." The American says, "I roll them to build into bridges
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and other metal stmctures. l must have this information in order
to get out my own designs quickly and well. If I publish it with
my sections, people who are designing ironwork will require this
information, will design to my sections, and will naturally come to
me to bnild for them."
It is worthy of remark also that while American engineers have
arrived at an absolute consensus of opinion upou the most suitable
type in all its leading features, you do not find the same consensus
of opinion in Europe. Not only do different engineers differ in their
ideas, but the same man will vary the design of his girders, and all
Nor is there any suspicion that
those designs cannot be the best.
the Americans have fallen into a groove without reflection ; the keen
competition in bridge building would soon evolve an improvement
on present types, were such an advance possible.
This seems the proper place in which to note the remarkable
divergence of opinion between American and European, especially
IndeterContinental, practice in the matter of continuous girders.
minate systems, or, rather, systems in which the distribution of stress
depends upon the relative elasticity of the members, are absolutely
ruled ont in American practice, and are explicitly condemned in some
of the best text-books, which at the same time give full instrnction
in them as a mathematical exercise. It is not from want of study
that American engineers reject statically indeterminate structures,
for some of the clearest investigations of this somewhat intrirate
But they claim that
subject have been written by Americans.
with the best proportions for both, the continuous girder is not so
superior to the simple girder in economy as to balance its disadvantages, and principally they object that the whole distribution
of stress depends upon the fit of the members, and may be very
different from the calculated ~mounts. A Continental engineer
would certainly prefer continuous girders for spans of 200 feet,
while an American engineer would use detached spans up to about
500 feet, unless for reasons connected with erection he used
cantilevers. The fact seems to be that, with the shallow trusses
userl in Europe, continuity does prodnce much greater economy
than it would if applied to the better-proportioned American trnss.
The above remarks refer to trusses, but arches have to be considered
in this connection. Here opinion is not so decided; the two-centred
arch seems on the whole to be favonrecl in Enrope, while in America
we have at least one arch without hinges, the well-known Eads
llridge of 520 feet spans over the Mississippi at St. Louis, and some
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two-centred ones. It has lately been contended by able writers in
America that the small economy-from 3 per cent. to 5 per cent.of the two-binged over the three-hinged arch is quite counter
balanced by the extra metal required for temperature stresses in the
former, and the probable unequal distribution of stress at the
moment of closing is also objecterl to. It must, I think, be admitted
that the continuous stmcture is more rigid than the discontinuous,
On the whole we cansuch as a cantilever or a three-hinged arch.
not say that the <Juestion of continuity in arches has yet received
any positive answer in America.
\Ve shall have occasion to refer again to continuous girders when
we come to speak of erection.
Beyond about 500 feet we enter the region of special spans, and
here any discussion on comparative types is hardly practicable
for want of sufficient examples. In Englaud we have only one Ion~
span bridge, the Forth, and that is a very long and very special
span. \Ve have in India the Snkktu· Bridge of 820 feet span, also a
cantilever of a special type and the bridge over the Hooghly at the
village of that name near Calcutta, a 520-foot cantilever of ordirniry
girders. On the Conti11ent we have several two-centred arches of
from 500 feet to 600 feet span, whose conditions were obviously
dictated by the gorges which they span. In America we have for
comparison a consi,lerable number of cantilever bridges up to 800
feet span and some large arches. In crossing the big rivers, where headway is an object, the cantilever is the orrlinary type, and its outline
in many cases is simply that of an ordinary girder with parallel
chords, but sometimes the depth oYer the piers is slightly increased.
IV e have, however, no special type of cantilever, as distinct from the
ordinary truss, yet developed in America as it has been in the case
of the Forth and the Sukktu· Bridges. The arch seems coming more
into faxour in America where the site indicates its employment, and
the Niagara gorge is an example. The first railway bridge over that
river was a stiffened suspension bridge, the next a caatilever, an<l the
There is also a road
latest a two-centred arch of 550 feet span.
an,1 electric railway arch-bridge of 840 feet span. The Eads
arch at St. Louis, of which I spoke, deserves particular mention as
one of the earliest of the long span bridges and a very original
structnre, quite opposed to ordinary American practice. It is not a
type which is likely to be repeated. The ribs are hingeless, made
of two built-op steel tubes connected by bracing; they were erected
Ly build ing out, and the greatest trouble was experienced i11 closing
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them at the mid<lle. Some fai led to close altogether, though packed
in ice throughout their length to induce cont raction, anrl a special
key piece had to be used. This was cut with a right and a lef thanded screw like a coupling, and screwer! up after being inserted.
There is yet a class of long eµan bridge to be fo und in America
which is not represented in E11rope, t he railway suspension bridge
with wire cables. The oldest and hest known of these was Roeblings
Bridge of 820 feet span over the Niagara River, which has just been
superseded after 25 years service by the new bri<lge spoken of
above. This bridge bad wire cables and a deep wooden stiffen ing
trnss, replaced after some years by one of metal without stoppi ng
the traffic, a very creditable feat of engineering. There is also the
well-known Brooklyn Bridge of 1,600 feet span, which, though it is
not actually a railway bridge, carries several tracks of cable
and electric cars, which have on occasions completely covered
the bridge. Then there is the new East River Bridge of about the
same span now under construction. This will be 11 8 feet wide, and
will carry 2 r ailway and 4 trolley tracks, and we have the Hud son
River Bridge of 3,100 feet span, designed to carry 6 railway tracks,
which when bui lt will be the premier bridge of t he world. There
is a future before the stiffened suspension type for very long spans.
After the general outline of the bridges, the next point which
presents itself for examination is the consi,leration of permissible
unit stresses. This is a Yery interesting and important part of
bridge design, and has been copiously discussed on the Continent,
in India, in America, everywhere, in fact, except in England.

On

the Continent t he matter is, of course, settled by authoritative
Government decree as to the loads for which bridges must be
designed and the permissible stresses for the different sizes of
bridge, so th11t the practice is very well defined. In America
there is no central authority which occupies itself with such
matters, and each bridge works or chief engineer has his ow11
These, however, as a result of much discussion, do
specification.
?ot differ very widely, the variations being mostly in detail, as, for
mstance, whether actual wheel loads or the nearest equivalent shall
be used in calculation, and what shall be the exact form of tbe
coefficient to be a pplied to allow for the effect of live load. It may
fairly be said on the wholo that pract,ice in this particular does not
differ more between countries than it does between individnals of
the same country.
After noting the difference between England and America in

-
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the general types prevailing in the different sizes of span and the
comparative anatomy of those types, we shall proceed to discuss
characteristic differences in details, those details I mean which lead
you at once to conclude that the bridge in which they were present
was undoubtedly of American or of English origin.
In plate girders there is not much room for difference in
details, a11d I know of but one characteristic American feature, which
is exhibited in Fig. 5, and is very characteristic indeed of the
differences of thought between the two countries. The left-band
side of this figure represents a cross section of the ordinary English
plate girder, with which yo11 will all be perfectly familiar, while the

Fig. 5.
right side represents tbe"American practice. There are two points
In the English girder the stiffeners are cranked and
of difference.
riveted with a couple of rivets to the flange plate. The
edges of the web plate are planed, and are a dead fit with the back
of the angles against the flange plate.
The Americans laugh at the idea of cranking the stiffeners, and
carry them straight up-as shown in the diagram-with a
filler the thickness of the angle, or sometimes crimp them
They use universal plates for the web, that
over the angles.
is, plates with rolled edges, and set them just below the backs of the
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angles so that there is DO difficulty about the fit. You will never
find the Americans putting :iny finish into work unless there
is a defi ni te object to be gained .
In large trusses we have, of course, the characteristic American
pin joint, generally combined with tension members of eye bars. I
may remark t hat the new Niagara arch has all joints riYeted. It is,
therefore, in the ri,·eted trusses of moderate span that we shonld
principally look for typical differences of detail between American and
English practice. Detail is so very much a matter of personal taste
that greater differences may be fonnd between the bridges in one
country t han between the typical bridges of two countries. I should
have said not long ago that stiffening purely tension members was a
typical difference of English from American work were it not for the
fact that I have seen details of some recent American bridges, which
go even further in the direction of stiffening members always
in tension than would most English engineers; and this leaves me
in doubt as to what can now be call ed typical differences, and how long
they will remain so.
In England it is usual to provide splices in compression members
capable of taking up the full stress to be t ransm itted, DO matter how
well the joints are butted. In America, on the contrary, they
content themselves with furnishing adequate splices to keep
the pieces in line, but depend upon the butted ends to transmit the
direct thrust; and I know of nothing in practice to lead us to
suppose that this detail is not quite satisfactory.
Even this
difference is not absolute, as the ol,ler East Indian Railway bridges,
built in quite the early days of railroading, had splices alter the
American style. The use of lacing, or connecting the sides of
a member by a single or double lattice of small bars, is universal
in America, while English engineers prefer plates. The typical post
of an American bridge is two channels set in the plane of the
bridge and connected by lacing, while the ordinary type in England
is a built joist set with the web across the plane of the bridge. Adjustable counters may be reckoned a purely American feature, never
being found in European work. The floor system aiso usually
differs very much in America from what is required in Europe.
EYen in very important bridges the Americans are content with
simple cross sleepers, or ties, as they are called, placed on the stringers
with a guard timber in case of derailment, and a metal floor in such
cases is almost unheard of. In Europe, on the contrary, and even
in India, a complete metal deck is generally considered as necessary
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for all but the most unimportant structures, and some engineers ask
for metal decks even with 40-foot girders. This makes an enormous
difference in the weight to be carried, the dead weight of floor in some
European examples being over six times what is found sufficient for
similar stmctures in America. For small spans and heavy traffic,
as on suburban lines, solid trongb flooring is just as mnch used now
in America as it would be in similar circumstances in Europe.

The lateral bracing sy,tems ha,·e always received particular
attention in America, as is indeed obligatory from the light character
of the structures and the absence of any floor, which in English
bridges often takes the place of the lower laterals, while heavy
overhead arches are substituted for the upper lateral system. I have
indeed seen English-built bridges of an old type with neither solid
floor nor lateral system, in which, therefore, the resistance of
the bridge in a horizontal direction against wind and vibration
depended upon the lateral strength of the girders considered as
a beam.
After discussing differences in design, the next division of

the subject which presents itself is shop practice, the standard of
which, by the aid of powerful machinery and improYements in
steel making, has been gradually improving in all countries. At
the very beginning of shop practice we should cast a glance at
the raw material. Steel, as a material for bridges, was later i 11

establishing itself in America than in England ; now it is the
011ly material, and perhaps a few words on this point may not
be amiss, as the differences between the various kinds of structural

steel are not always fully appreciated even by those who have a
good deal to do with it. There are two main processes, the Bessemer
and the Open-hearth (or !:iiemens-Martin), and each has two
divisions, the acid and the basic. I expect you all know what a
Bessemer converter is, and many of you will have seen it at work.

The molten metal is rnn into this vessel, and air is blown through it;
the oxygen in the air combines with the carbon, etc., and burns
them up. When they are burned out, a little more carbon is
added to give the required quality of steel, and the charge is poured
into ingots. This is very roughly, for we have not time to enter
II
into details, the outline of the process. The terms "acid and
"basic" refer to the lining of the furnace, the former being si1icions,

as ordinary firebrick, and the latter calcined magnesian limestone.
Phosphorus is the impurity which has the worst effect, and if you h,we
an ore containing very little of it you can make good steel m
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the acid furnace, bnt if the ore contains mncb phosphorus you
cannot, because yon cannot bnrn ont the phosphorus unless there is
a slaa with a basic reaction with which the phosphoric acid can
combine, and when you have a basic slag it will attack the
acid lining of the furnace anr\ melt it. If, therefore, you desire to
get rid of the phosphorus ycu must have a basic lining; and, fnrther,
you mnst in the Bessemer process use a pig rich in phosphorus
in order to keep up the hoat, and tbe trouble then is to know
just when the right amount of phosphorus has been burned out.
As a Bessemer blow only takes abont 8 or 10 minutes, you have
no time to take samples and analyze them.
In the Siemens-Martin process, on the contrary, the steel under
conversion stews for hours in a reve'rberatory furnace, and you can
take samples and pour off the charge only when it meets requireThe same varieties of acid and basic furnaces are rnn
ments.
as with the Bessemer process, with this difference, that since the
heat is furnished from an external source, viz., the fuel, it is not
necessary to have a highly phosphoric ore, and you need not, therefore,
run any risk of too much phosphorus, which means a brittle
steel. You will see from this rapid sketch of the different processes
that while as good steel may be made in one as in the other, there is
considerable risk with the Bessemer process, particularly the basic,
of getting what is not desirable. Basic Bessemer is used in England
and largely on the Continent for structural purposes, but it is not a
material to be trusted, of which I will presently give yon an
example.
In America the only steel used for bridge work is Open-hearth,
generally basic. They recognize three qualities, soft, medium, and
high, of which the tensile strength is-soft, 22·2-26·8 tons per
square inch; medium, 26·8-31 ·2; and high, 31 ·2-35·8, the
med ium quality being generally used, and corresponding very closely
to the average English requirements for bridge plates. They allow
0·06 of phosphorus for acid and 0·04 for basic steel, which is not far
from English practice, where the chemistry of the steel is prescribed
in the specification.
One can hardly say t.hat there is any very marked difference
between the average English nnd American plant of a bridge works.
The Americans to a small extent use special machines, such as the
punch for forming and punching lacing bars at one operation, and a
few multiple punching machines are used, but not enongb to make
special machinery a feature in a bridge building yard. The

''
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construction of bridges, however much they may be standardized, is
not a work which lends itself readily to special machinery, or you
may be sure it would be so dealt with in America. One featme
in American shops is very marked as against the English, viz.,
the quantity of work done under covet·. In America they have sheds
sufficient for their work, and you do not hear the excuse so often
put forward in England for delay-that the work was stopped
on account of bar! weather. This again is led up to h_y a difference
An American bridge yard does not require so much
in procedure.
space as an English one, because they never dream of putting a whole
bridge together, while in England it is almost universal. This is, of
course, to ensure a good fit, but I can give one curious instan ce to
the contrary. A 230-foot span once came into my hands to erect in
India, in which the rivet holes had been mangled in the most
extraordinary way, cut out in a series of scallops, and the fnnny
thing was that there appeared to he no reason for this, as the
original holes came in perfectly. An investigation showed clearly
that the original holes as turned out from the shop were all
right, but th1Lt the girders had been put together hastily and
badly in the erecting yard, and the holes hacked away instead of
being matched properly. In this particular instance the work
would actually have been better not erected.
Erecting girders means a good deal of work, especially with
large spans, and is dependent on the weather, rather a fatal thing in
England in the winter. A 300-foot span will require the sen·ices of
two lloliath cranes of the largest size an<l an army of labourers and
platers for a month to erect and another fortnight to dismantle.
But it is clifficult to see how to avoid this trouble when the maker
of the bridge has not also to erect it at site.
I shonld say that tbo drawing offices were stronger in America
than in England, that the templet work is much a.bout the same, :i.11d
the punching not quite so good as you can get done in England with
nipple punches.
A difference is to be found between English and American practice
in the amount of punching allowed. In England it is considered
preferable to drill out of the solid, o,· if sub-punching (which means
punching a small hole and then drilling it out to the required size) is
permitted, it is required that at least-/, inch all round the punched
hole must be drilled out, and the same amount planed off a sheared
edge. In America, on the contrary, the merest skimming of the
holes is generally considered sufficient, if indeed the reamei· is used
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at all. Opinion on this point is very varied, antl is now tending
somewhat to the English view. One prominent American bridge
engineer now specifies that the punch must be} inch less in diameter

than the rivet, ancl that the hole must then bo drilled out by a twist
drill to -.i-rr inch larger diameter. He, however, in a discussion
on the subject, stated that his reason for reaming was rather to
obtain good clean holes than from any fear of cracks starting from a
punched hole. It is, indeed, true that the bulk of the Americau
structural steel is much softer than the averngo of ours, so that
it will not do to assume that what is necessary in England is equally
so in America ; but to show you that tho danger of cracks starting
from punched holes is not imaginary, I will direct your atteution to
Fig. G, which represents the fracture of tho upper chord of the
swing span of the Embabeh Bridge over the Nile at Cairo. The

Fig. 6.
upper chord was found torn across in the way you see: and a monLh
after the repairs had been effected the chord of the other girder tore
in a precisely similar manner.
Now these girders were
built by a French firm, who used basic Bessemer \tee!, a most
untrustworthy metal, and they were permitted to punch the holes,
with the result that you see. The percentage of elongation of the
material under test varied from 4 per cent. to 26, and the analy•i•
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was bad. The effect of the punch in hardening the metal is very
well i1J11strated by the phenomenon shown i11 Fig. 7, where you see
how a rack coming towards the hole turns off where it meets
the harJened ring of metal round the hole until it finds its way,
presumably through an incipient crack, into the hole, which it
leaves on the opposite side by a clean cut, starting also on another
incipient crack.

Fig. 7.
To sum up the comparison between English and American
bridge shops, we may say that the enormous output of the
latter (the Pencoyd works which huilt the Atbara Bridge can
do 70,000 tons a year) is due principally to the following
conditions:1. They roll their own material.
2. Temporary erection is saved.
3. Designs all follow the same general character, and no smith's
work nor fitting which is not absolutely necessary is used.
4. $hops are more commodious, being expressly designed for
the purpose, while many of the English shops have grown up anyhow.
Rolling their own material is an enormous advantage ; the stuff
comes in regularly, and proper arrangements can be made. An
English builder who has to depend upon an outside mill never
knows where he is, and the <lisorganization and expense caused
by the non-arrival of material arc so great that it is now usual to
do nothing to a span until all the material has been actually
delivered by the steel maker.
From shop work we naturally proceed to erectiou, which is,
I fancy, the part of the subject which interests you most. In
this there are not any necessary or prominent differences where
the type of the girders is the same, and in the case of large pinconnected girders, putting in pins instead of driving riYets is the
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principal difference, ancl gives

the American girder a slight

advantage in point of speed. Such very large spans, however,
would seldom fall within the scope of the military engineer's
dttties, and we shall more profitably consider the case of moderate
spans, say, of I 00 feet to 150 feet.
First of all it will no doubt be useful to you to have a list of the
tools you will require. Here it is, supposing your gang to be about
30 men ; of course, if you can get more men and tools, so much the
better:4 sets each of 8-inch and 10-inch double blocks.
2 10-inch single blocks.
4 I 0-inch snatch blocks.
4 I-inch lines, 200 feet long.
4 ¾-inch lines, 200 feet long.
6 1-inch lines, 50 feet long.
20 lashings, 30 feet.
8 rope sli11gs.
1 dozen drifts.
l forge and set riveting tools.
½-dozen snaps for each size of rivet.
A good supply of service bolts and washers.
4 crab winches.

1 axe.
l cross.cut saw.
hand saw.

4 }-inch augers.
8 crowbars.

4
3
3
3
2
2
2

8-lh. sledges.
flat chisels.
round-nose chisels.
cold sets.
chipping hammers.
jacks.
spanners for each size of bolt.

2 monkey wrenches.

woulu strongly recommend everyone who has erection of a
pressing nature to do, to order with the material or get made a lot
of cotter bolts, as shewn in Fig. 8, of the sizes of the rivets to

be used. A joint made up with from a quarter to a third of the
'holes filled by service bolts and the rest by these is every bit
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as good as a rivete,l joint, and when opportunity offers they
ran be changed one by one for rivets. They shonld not be knocked
in too bard, a light hand hammer is snfficient. I have used these on
" temporary 200-foot span, on which was erected the central span of
the Sukkur Briilge, anil they gaYe complete satisfaction; and when
the temporary span was taken clown the holes were absolutely
uninjured, and the span was afterwards ntilisetl as a road bridge.

Fig. 8.

In most cases a giriler has to he erected on a staging of trestles or
piles; these are pitcbeil about 20 feet centres, and spanned by other
timbers, upon which the girder is erected and the traveller runs.
Figs. 9 and 10 give an idea of such a traveller in cross section and in
elevation.

The traveller is supposed to he 25 feet or a panel long, it is easily
made of timber, and runs on srnaJl cast-iron wheels.

" rith a

trnveller of this shape you pnt a winch over each panel point on
each side, or four in all, so that you work at two posts at once, and

take up a chord piece by each end; but I have also used much
shorter travellers, with wheel base only long enough for stability
a.nil the top only wi(Ie enough for a. tranverse run-way for a s1uall

With a traveller of this
lorry canying a winch, one for each side.
shape you generally use two which can work independently at light
pieces or together at heavy ones. The top of the staging should be
a clear foot below the bottom of the girder to allow of the latter
being supported on folding wedges or other such contrivance for
M
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lowering any point of the girrler t,o get it to the proper shape. The
wedges should be placed under or as near to the panel points a,
possible, and the piles or bouts of the staging shonld also be so
spaced . Remember that you can let a gircler down on the blocks easi ly
enough, bnt yon cannot easily raise it. Keep the camber, therefore,
always a littltl full until you ham closed the girder, and then let it
down exactly right before finishing the joints. Of course, you ca,1

'
'
12~4-H
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Fig. 9.
erect a girder with a derrick pole without the aid of a tr,weller, but
the latter is such a convenience that it is always worth while to
make it if more than one span has to be erected. Some sort of wheel•
can always be found or made on a milway, and rough timber is
all that is wanted. The traveller is easily erected and ,lismantled
by the aid of a sleeper stack, when it can he sent on to the next
place.

15i
~--------------------

25'

Fig. 10.
The mention of a sleeper stack reminds me to warn you of
the danger of fire when using them, or, inJeed, any sort of wood
staging. Buckets of sand and of water should be kept ready,
and special fire watchmen told off. The sleeper stack is especially
dangerous, as a red-hot rivet or coal falling down may smoulder in a
corner, and the stack break out into flame an hour or more after
the men have knocked off work, when there is nobody on the
spot to deal with the fire. I have known spans in three different
bridges lost by fire in this way,
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Fiy. 11 is a uscfnl snggcstion for erection where staging is
necessary, and where intermediate snpports cannot he got in. It
is a. device which ha.s been used several times in India, bnt it
requires considerable time and care i11 erection ; and long timher
is preferable, though 11ot absolutely necessary, as shorter timber
can be spliced. The mkers should be supported at the strutte,!
points by chains or wire ropes well sot up by screw couplings.
I have not drawn a, cross section of the staging, as it does not,
appear to be necessary if you only note that cross bracing must
he liberally used between the rakers ,wcl in the floor, as under
a hea,·y load such a staging is very apt to go out of line. Side
guys ma,r sometimes be useJ, taking care not to get too mnch
downward pull upon the staµ;ing. The centre truss is shown in
the figure as a king post truss, but a queen post can, of course,
he used, and with a long span I have used a treble queen post.

Jig. 11.
Once the staging is erected I do not know that there is so much
advantage in a pin-connected over a riveted truss as might lw
supposed, as the rh·eted joints can be easily and rapidly seemed hy
c?tter bolts in the way indicated above, withont waiting to Jri,·c the
rivets. In some respects the riveted girders a.re easier of erection, as
the solid trough of the bottom chord forms an excellent base from
which to work, as the posts can all be stuck up at once.
The American type o[ design, however, with about half the
number of members usual in Enropean bridges, offers distinct
advantages as regards rapidity. Still, I have put up n. 2i5-foot span
of the English type in four working days, with a good force of men,
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two goorl single trayeJlers, and everything ananged.

I do not mean

finished ready for use, but so far finished as to be selfsupporti11g. After the ordinary operation of erecting a girder on a
staging, we come to the case of erection withont staging, which 1eads

us right to the Atbara Bridge. Thel'c are obYionsly two ways of
,foaling with this case, building by o,·erbang :tlJ<l rolling oYer; and I
need scarcely remark that eye bar cbol'ds are here ruled ont, except
in the case of a cantilever, where they are sometimes used in the
top chord. \Ve ,ire dealing just now with the case of moderate
~pans, uot the very large ones, to which only would a cantilever be
applied. The choice then between rolling out and building out
wonlrl he greatly influencer! by the prepossessions of the engineer.
Rolling ant would certainly be chosen by a Continental euginecl',
who is accustomed to look upon continuous girders as a desirable

type, and who does not use the large panels in favour in America.
'rite American engineer, on the other band, will have nothing to say
to a co?Jtinuous girder, and consequently selects huilding by over-

hang, as in the case of the Atbara.
The obvious advantage of the rolling out process is the ease ancl
safety of building on land, against which, in building out, if you
drop a piece into the river your work will be <lelayed unless yon
have a sµare span from which to borrow the missing part.

In

building out you also ha,-c the trouble of building a span to start
from, which yon must pull clown again and send ahead.

On the other hand, the special disadvantage of rolling out is the
severe strain to which parts of the girder arc subjected, whereas in

building out the strains are perfectly definite.

In one sense the

strains cnconntered in rolling out can be tnlculatcd, but any misfit

in the temporary strutting, which would be !'eqnired in all but
a plate or very closely latticed girder, would produce Yery serious
strains. Tlie dangerous point is in the bay immediately above the
rollers, in which, as you sec in Fi:1. 12, the hottom chord bas not

only to sustain the thrLJst from the o,·edmng, but to carry ~s a

beam the weight of nearly two spans applied at the roller pornts.

lGO
This is a matter which is too often neglected, to the permanent
damage of the stl'llctmc. It is no use to pnt clown a certain
number of rollers on n. rigid hed, and assume that the load is
divided between them, for it certainly is not, as the figure will
show. The girder is elastic, anrl assumes some such shape
as that shown in tbo figure, from which it appears that the
outer rollers will have to carry t,he whole of the load. I should
explain that though the amount of curvatme is exaggerated in
the figure, the nature of it is not, as yon will see if you calculate
out a case for yonrseh·es; and however small may be the amount
by which the girder leaves the hinder rollers, it will be sufficient
to entirely vitiate the assumption that the load is distributed.
This trouble can easily be surmounted hy the device shewn in
Fig. 13, where the 1·ollcrs are arranged in pairs in balance beams,

Fig. 13.
each of which again is caniecl by another beam, so that all the
rollers must do an equal share of the work. The Embahch
Bridge, of which J spoke above, is a case in point. It ii:; a
continuous lattice girder of 8 spans of 3-l:l feet, the bays between
the lattices being about 6 feet. It was erected hy rolling out,
and nnmerous incipient cracks were found, principally in the
lower chord. The metal, as state,! above, was bad; but still the
cracks show the OYerstrnin to which it had been suhjected hy
rolling out oYer rigid rollers. The rol1ing o ut apparatus would
require to be supplied with the girders, as it woulcl be difficult

to make up in the field, but so would probabl_r a trn,·eller for
bnil<ling out, though it conld be mawtgcd with spars and tackle.
There are several cn.:-.es on recorcl in the French technical jonrnal~ (lf
girders which ha\·c failc<l while being rolled out.
The Atbara. Eridgl· was a. very good and practical examplt.· of
lmilcling: by o\·crha11g, and I c:111not do l1ctter than tlc:-;crihe it.
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Pif/· H gives an elerntio11 of one span and part of another being
built out. The ginlor itse lf does not call for any special remark.
The span is about Jf>O feet, divide,\ into seven square panels,
the depth being -} of the span . The members are built of
!'airs of channels lace!l together, except the main ties, which are
eye bars of the nstml American type, aud the connters, which
are rnds. The traveller was all built of steel except a couple of
heams Oil top, and ll"eigbec\ n,ooo lbs . ; the reach was sufficient to
vlnmb from the last post of a span to the first of the next
span . Each span is a simple supporter.I girder, and the members
connecting them to onahlo the building out to be done arc shewn
in dotted lines. Th e horizontal tie between the spans is composed of steel channels like the top chord of the girders, made

Fiy. 14.

short enongh to keep the nose of the girder, when cantileverecl
out, well a,bove its seat 0 11 the furth er pier. The two posts arP
made of whole timbers, :rnrl onl y serve to keep the tic in position a nd carry the weight of the trarnller. The shoes of thu
projecting span and its nl'ighhonr arc separatc<l by bloc_king and
folding weclges, to enahlc the end to be lowcrecl. \\'h e~ the
completed span arrived ove r its pier, the end pin of each girder
was su~pended by a loo p from a channel beam resting Ot~ two
jacki-, which first took up cno11g h of the weight to permit the
ties and weclges between the spa11s to he slacked back, and the 11
lowered the end into its final plact}. The tota l weight of a span
without floor being 56 tnn~. ea.eh jack on ly had to carry i tous. .
The first step towal"(ls hnilding ont was to erect a opan behmd
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the abntmc11t, to serve as anchor for the projecting span. This
was done by an ordinary traveller, such as is shown in Figs. 8
and 9. Then the special traveller was got up into the position
shown in Fig. 14, and building out commenced rind went steadily
on by a repetition of the same operations until the further shore
was reached. A in the figure indicates a temporary tie, and B
the first main brace, hanging clown nntil the next bottom chord
length is erected. The diary of the erection is as
follows : - About seven days were spent in erecting the
Jand or anchor span, and three or four in getting up the traveller

and preparing to start, which was done on July 1st. The first
span was completed 8th July, aml till the 11th was spent in
taking down the land span no longer required. The second span
reached its pier 20th July, the third July :lGth, the fourth July
31st, the fifth August 6th, the sixth August 12th, and the
seventh and last A11gust 16th, thus ma.king in round numbers

six weeks to erect 7 spans of 150 feet of ,u1 ordinary permanent railway bridge of full strength. Could the work have
been attacked from both banks it would, of course, have been
clone in half the time. Yon will observe that with this method
and with rolling out you are absolutely independent of the state
of the ri,·er if only the piers arc aboYe water, as the end of the
span can he used as a crane from which to build up the pier.
We have a viaduct now being built in Burmah, which being

320 feet high, must almost necessarily be bnilt by overhang.
That work went in open competition to an American firm, who

have adopted the practice usual in trestle via,lucts of building it
with an overhanging traveller, which can reach from one pier to

the next, and having built the pier, travels the girders out. In
this case the device bas been pushed to the utmost possible
limit, the forward reach of the t1m·eller being 160 feet, the
spans of the viaduct being 120 feet, and the tower spans 40. It is an
open question whether for such an extreme height it would not
have been better to have made the spans l!\0 feet, to have built
them out like the Atbara, and then used the overhanging girder
as the crane with which to erect the pier. Bnt to 1·eyert to the
Atbara.

At the time of the incident so much nonsense was

written about the Pencoyd Company, who built the bridge,
having had previous information of what was required, and ta,king
girders out of stock, that it will be as weH to gi vc yon a true
history of what really did happen, in order that you ma.v ha,·e
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an idea of the rapidity with which it is possible under <>ood
the
organization to build a bridge of some size. The history
transaction, with dates, is this :Jnnfl«l'!f 7/h.-First enquiry for time and price for sernn spans of
150 feet.
Answered same day, giving six or seven weeks time for
delivery at ship, and sent standard plans.
Ja111//tr!f 13/h.-Cable received that falsework could not be
used.
Jan,wry 16/h.-Cable received giving tmin load.
Ja,111,ity 2-1/h.-Order and specifications received.
J,uwary 26/h.-Length of spans changed, and other material

ot

information received.

J«n11,<<1·y 2711!.-Stress sheet sent for approval.
Jm111My 31s1.-Shop drawings begun.
Febr11ary 2nd lo 11/h.-Uaterial ordered.
Febnmry 6/h.-'\Vork begun in templet shop.
Febnt<11·1113th lo 20111.-'\Vorks closed on account of blizzard.
jl[a,d, 7/h.-Tota] stmcture shipped from works.
April 26/h.-At 3 p.m. received orders to replace a chord section
26 feet long, dropped overboard in London.
April 2ilh.-Shipped the piece at 9 a.m. (l 8 hours).
The circumstances of the case precltule the possibility of the
girders or any part of them being ta.ken out of stock, as has
been asserted, or being standard, fnrther than the expression mea11 s

a general type. No girders have been erected precisely in this
way before, so the whole of the work was designed aad executed
specially for the occasion. The Pencoyd Company own one of th e
largest steel works as well as bridge shops in America, so that there
was no delay for material; what was not in stock was put through
the mill at once, nnd there was no delay fo1· assembling the girders,
as soon as the pieces were riveted up the shop had done with thern.
The replacement of the lost chord section in 18 honrs was in
particular a fine bit of work.
I think, gentlemen, I can appropriately conclude my remarks
upon American bri,lge types with this very spirited example of
Americnn work, but I should like to adcl that I do not believe
the old conntry is played out, thongh the Americans have been sending us bridges, rails, and locomotives. Oue Yery considerable factor,

which I think has not been generally appreciated, is that the present
boom in trade started in England before it di,] iu America, and work
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went to Ame,·icn simply because the English shops could not undertake to do it in any reasonable time, to say nothing of the price.
When a shop is full of work for a year ahead it cannot be said
to lose anything because a. contract goes past it.
:::iince the Atbara a creditable piece of work has been done by an
English firm, viz., the new girders for the Tugela. Railway Bridge of
100 feet span, the first span of which, weighing l Oii tons, was finished
in nineteen clays from the elate of the order.

PAPER VII.

BARRAGES AND COLLATERAL WORKS
ON THE NILE.
BY

,v.

WILLCOC'KR,

EsQ., C.M.G., ilIAN.H:l~G
S.rnnm Co.

DmECTOR, DArRA

A BARRAGE is either a. dam or a weir across n. ri,·cr. In N.E. Africa.
it is necessarily a.cross the Nile. A dam impounds water 111 a
reservoir, while a weir LliYerts it into canals. The two works have
nothing to <lo with one a11other, "nd very of tell 11eecl to be constructerl
hundreds of miles away from one another. The Assm\11 reservoir
dam, where the water will be impounded, is over 500 kilom/,tres
away from the Assiont weir, where it will be utilize<l. It is on this
account imperative that, in all countries like Egypt, which depend
for their agricnltnral development on irrigation, the Government or central authority should be sole possesRor of all ri,•crs, arnl
have it in its power to co11stl'nct its works wherc\·er it pleases. Pri\"ate
individuals anil companies m::iy now :ind again haYC the goo1l fort.m11J
to possess property where darns and weirs may be coustrudccl 1-1iclc
i>y side, but th is will ordinarily not be the caac: ttnrl if the rainfall
and the rivers are e\·cr to be utilized as they are in In<lia and Egypt
the Government must take up the qnest,io11 and cany out large and
comprehensi,·e projcctfi with a strong hand anrl a. full pun:e.
The land of Egypt owes its prosperity to the thorough comi'l'C
l1,•nsio11 of this fac-t 1,) all its a.Ulest rnler5;. Fonr tbom:arnl yean;
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ago the great kings of the I ~Lb dynasty were engaged in the solution of questions of water storage :Lnd flood control, and constructed
works which were the won<lcrs of the world for many generations.

To-day H.H. the Khedivc, with the enlightened aid of Lord Cromer,
is carrying out works such as Amenemba.taud Usertesen never contemplated. ,ve live in an age of great ideas and great achievements.
The nn.rrow horizons of our predecessors have been quite ohliterated,
and where in the past they confined their views to their own

country, to-day we are all Imperialists, not on ly in politics, but in
our C\'ery-day thought and work. Small things and small ideas
arc being crowded out. Egypt a few years ago began at Assufu1.
To-day it begins at the great lakes far away near the equator. The
Nile, which for thousands of years concealed the secret places where
it engendered its floods and its perennia.l water.a, is to-day an open
book. Yes, an open book which we Engineers in Egypt are daily
and hourly studying, and which we arc determined to so understand

and utilize that we shall renew again the youth of even that most
a.11cie11t country.

In 1883, when the British occupation began and Sir Colin ScottMoncrieff first came out to Egypt, the country possessed one brokendown and discredite,I old barrage at the head of the delta near
Cairo. Timid GoYernment after timir\ Go,·ernment (all International Governments are timid, very timid) had had reports upon
reports upon this Cairo barrage, bnt no one had had the courage to

do anything. With the British occupation began the dawn of a
new day. Sir Colin Scott-Moncrieff did me the honour to put me
in charge of the work, and after we had examined it for a month we

came to the conclusion that the weir was sound enough to do its
duty. The want of soundness lay in the weak hearts and weak
knees of the men who had been afraid to touch it. \Ve determine,!
to test it, lJut hcforc doing anything we cleared the decks for action
by throwing into the river all the sham fortifications and sham
sentry boxes wh ich had come in om· way, and which had encouraged
outsiders to look on t,his great work as a plaything instead of a.
barrage. Nothing sham shou ld ever be h1troduccd into any work
which interferes with the flow of rivers.

The accompanying plate (Plate I.) gives you eight different sections
of weirs. The boldest <lesign is that on the Kistna, worke,I out by
that prince of inigation engineers, Sir Arthur Cotton, who with

Sir Proby Cautley shares the high honour of having been the greatest
inigation engineer of the 19th century.

In one short lecture I can
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give you no details, bnt I ought to girn you the principles on which
such works are designed. All such works are built on the sandy
beds of riYers, and hold up 4 metres head of water as a maximum.
The works stand entirely by friction. The wate,· held np pushes
horizontally with an easily calculated force, and the submerged
weight (practically h;ilf the weight) of the woi-lc should not be less
than 30 times the pressure of the water if the sand is coarse, and fiO
times the pressure if the sane! is fine. For my part I prefer weirs
made of dry stone well packed to weirs made of masonry. They
are elastic, bandy, and cheap. l\Iany engineers, however, prefer a
masonry floor. II yon have a masonry floor, its submerged weight
must be such that it can stand the upward Yertical pressure of the
head of water. In othe1· words, the thickness of the floor must be
nearly equal to the extreme head of water. Look at the three
lowest sections on the plate. The third from the bottom is one of
the temporary barrages on the Damietta branch constructed in
1885-86-87. It was of loose stone, and worked admirably. The
second from the bottom is the Cairo barrage as it was in 1885. \Ve
kept on adding pitching until we made half the weight of the work
fifty times the pressure. The buttom section of all shows the w01·k
as rep:iireu l.,y Colonel \Vestern and Mr. Rei,1 in 1887-91 at a cost
of £500,000. You see the 25 metres of upstream apron which they
ad.Jed, the good solid nmsonry they pnt on the top of the old floor,
and the subst,rntial pitching downstream. They also thoroughly
renewed the regulating apparatus and the lock gates.
Pl,,te II. gives you a plan and sections of the Cairo barrage in
188-l. You will notice that the original deep channel of the river
was closed by a loose stone barrier 10 milt!"es in depth at the
deepest part. This stone was tipped out of boats, and has had no
cemeuting material except Nile mud. This is the boldest section in
any work in existence to-day. Since the repairs of 1891 the
npstre"m "pron was further strengtheneu by l\Ir. Foster hy an
additional apron of clay 2 metres thick anrl 20 metres wirle, laid
upstream of the masonry apron after the sand had been dredged
away. In 1897 the Cairo barrage was further strengthened hy
l\Iajor Brown. Vertical holes about 3 metres apart were bored in
the piers. Each hole went dowu from the top of the pier or the
roa,lway to the sand urnlerlying the foundation. These holes were
filled with liquiJ cement from the top. The cement found its way
into all the crevices and hollows in the foundations and solidified
them. The cost was only £6,000.

I
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The Cairo harragc being c1'pable of holding up only 4 metres of
water, while Si,· William Garstin was desirous th1tt it should hold
up 5½ metres at the beginning of the flood, it became necessary to
build a subsidiary work below the exist,ing one. Major Brown has
designed :ind constructed a work 1 kilometre ,lownstream of the
origina.l barrage. J\Ir. Octavins Brooke is the resident engineer.
The old barrage will now hold up 3 metres, and the new one 21,
It consists of a soli,l core of cement masonry 7 metres deep and :l
metres wide. On either side is a mass of clay 10 metres wide anrl
2 metres thick, overfaid by mbble stone 2·50 metres thick and 15
metres wide upstream and 45 metres wide downstream of the core.
In my opinion the cemeut masonry an(l clay are quite Ull·
necessary in a muddy river like the Nile. The new work will cost
£500,000.
Pl<ite HI. gives yon a block plan of the C:1iro barrage. I want to
draw yonr attention to three things here.
(1). The thick ,Iotted lines represent the alignment of the river
upstream of the barrage which the engineers are striving to attain.
This i!:J being done with the inte11tion of making the water come
straight on to the barrage, and not from a side. The object is sound.
While this process is gning on, however, great blocks of sandy
soil are being cut away every year by the river in flood, and tho
sandy material finds its way into the central canal :tnd causes heavy
silt deposits, which have to be annually dredged. In fixing sites of
weirs and heads of permanent 01· temporary canals great pains should
always be taken to choose points where there are no shoals or shifting islands liable to scour in flood just upstream of the work. .\
clear reach of the river, at the tail of a cur,,e in hard soil by
preference, should be chosen, and the channel upstream of the work
maintained by spurs aud pitching if necessary. I calculate that 30
per cent. of the silt clearances of canals coultl be economized if this
principle were not lost sight of.
(2). The second point I want to call your attention to is the
faulty position of the central canal head. All canal heads should
be placed as near as possible to the weir from whose upstream side
they take. You have the ril'er under control, but you cannot
control muddy flood water when it is hundreds of metres away from
the edge of the main stream. The prnper position for the head
would have been jnst upstream of the right flank of the Rosetta
branch barrage, and I hope some day to see the necessary modification made. The masonry regulators at the hcaJs of the canals
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shoul,l be placed as near as possible to the take-off of the ca11als
The new Tewfiki Canal head at the extreme right is excellently
placed in this respect, whil e the old Behera head regulator 011
the extreme left is much too far back. \\' hen the regulator is far
back, the opera.tion of regulating the water snpply in flood cause8
heavy silt deposits upstream of the regulator, and these have to be
removed annually at great expense.
(3). The third point I draw you,· ,ittcution to is the widths of the
canals. The scale of the plan is too small to allow of your seeing
this properly on the plate. Wheu yo,, design a weir you ham
necessarily to design the head works of the canals taking off from
above the weir. Hitherto it has generally been considerer! that the
deeper the canal the less chance was there of silt deposit
As a matter of fact, the opposite is the case.
in flood.
In the
Examine the cross section of a11y 1·iver in flood.
deepest part there may be a depth of 20 metres, and of
1 metre in the shallowest part, and the rirnr will be fl owi11g
Yun will also find that the
on majestically, and not silting.
maximum velocity, which may be 3 metres per second, will he
exactly over the deepest part, and the minimum velocity of, Sllj',
30 centimetres per second, will be over the shallowest p:trt.
In order to keep moving on, each depth of water will need its 0\\'n
particular velocity, or each velocity will need its own depth.
Different rivers will have different relations. Take a series of very
careful depth and velocity observations in flood, and find out the
existing relationships. Then when yon are designing your cana l,
if you tind that you can most conveniently give a depth of;; metres
of water in flood, say, find out the velocity suited to the ,lepth
and design accordingly. If this were properly attended to, another
;30 per cent. of 1,he silt clearances of canals wonld be avoided.
These points may seem insignificant, but it is often the neglect of these
very considerations which makes otherwise good and sound projects
pay very poor dividends.
I have now finished with the Cairo barrage.
Egypt proper consists of 6,000,000 acres of cultivable land. Of
this area 4,000,000 acres are rented at £5 per acre per annum and
~,000,000 acres at £1 per annum. Practically one-third of the
country is undel'eloped, and this because the summer supply of the
Nile, on which the modern perennial irrigation of sugar.cane a11d
cotton depends, is not sufficient. To thoroughly develop the
country we require a reservoir capable of supplying annually to
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Egypt 6,000 millions of cubic metres of water, or 600 cubic metres
per second additional through the summer. The Govemment has
ma.de a beginning by commencing the execution of two works.

The first is the Assu,tn tbm, which will store 1,000 millions of
cn'bic metrea of water, and the second is the Assiout weir, which will

allow of the water being utilized. They are estimated to cost
.£2,000,000 between them, of which three-quarters go to the
dam n.nd a <luarter to the weir.

The Assuan dam, which I had the honour of originating and
<lesiguing, is a type of work which, if snccossful, will mark an epoch

in dam building. The dam is insubmergible in flood, and provided
with numerous undersluices capable of discharging the flood waters
of the Nile. The muddy flood waters will be able to pass without
parting with their silt, while the snrpl11s of the comparatively clear
winter supply will be stored for use in summer. Plate IV. gives
you a gange diagram of the Nile at AssnJ.n, showing you the comparative heights of the river in flood, winter and summer. If the

flood waters were obstructed, the reservoir would be choked up
with mud and silt and obliterated in a few years, while Egypt without its muddy water would be poor indeed. With the proposed
design of dam it is hoped that all diffiC11lties on this head will
be avoided.
Plcite V. gives yon a longitudinal section of tl,e dam, which is
2,000 metres long on one straight line. l ,:,riginally designed the
,lam along a more 01· less crooked line, following the sonndest
sock, but tlie International commission appointed by tho Egyptian
Go\'ernment changed it into a straight line for the sake of

adding dignity to the work. This commission had Sir Benjamin
Baker for one of its members, and improvetl my original design
in many respects, but I think they woulcl h,we done well to barn
left my crooked alignment alone. The dam is pierced by HO
undo,· slnices of 7 metres by 2 metres and 40 upper sluices
of 3·50 miMes by 2 metres. The total area of opening will l,e
~,2-!0 sr1uare metres. The greatest height of the dam will he
~5 rn,0tres, anrl the head of water will be 20 metres. Al I but
20 sluices will be lined with granite ashlar. Twenty will be
li11ecl with c:1st iron. I objected to the cast iron because I think
that iron and stone contract ancl expand in diffcro11t ways; lmt the
International commission approved of the irou. An extraordinary

flood _of H,000 cubic centimetres per second will be discharged at a
velocity of 6 meLres per second, and an or,linary flood at 4½ mi,tres
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per second. The rcgt1lating gates will be Stoney's patent selfbalanced roller gates, such as are in t1se on the Manchester Ship
Canal.
Plttte VI. gives a plan and section of the dam at one of the under
sluices. As far as the navigation channel is concemed, the drop
of 20 metres will he got over by 4 locks. The upp~r lock gates
wi1l he 20 metres high, as the navigation has to go on in winter when
the reserroir is full, and also at the end of the summer when it
is empty. The gates will be single leaved, rolling back iuto recesses
at right angles to the direction of the lock. I cannot leave this
subject without recorcling the loss the works have sufferer! by
the death of J\Ir. Stoney, who designed the gates, and Mr. Wilson,
who succeeded me as Director-General of Reservoirs. The resident
engineer on the work is Mr. Maurice Fitzmaurice.
It is anticipatecl that the works will be completed in 1902.
The Assiont weir is being built acmss the Nile at Assiont,
500 kilometres downstream of the Assut1n dam, and below the
head of the Ibmhimia Canal. Plate VII. gives you a cross section
of the work as designed by me. There will be 120 openings of 5 metres
width and 9 metres height. The piers will be 2 metres wide. I had
proposed for the floor, as you can see, up and downstream curtain
wells of 4 and 5 metres depth respectively, with 4-metre deep wells
under the piers and a 2-metre deep floor. I think that for works
bt1ilt on sand saturated with water wells shoulJ be prorided under
all abutments, piers, and lock walls, in order to make the depths of
foundation bear some proportion to the weight to be hrought
on it. l\Ir. ,vilson, however, who succeeded me, thought otherwise, "nd supported by Sir Benjamin Baker sul,stituted one broad
floor :J metres deep everywhere, with 5-metre deep iron sheet piling
as up and downstream curtains. Plate VIII. gives yon the design
of the iron sheet piling. This section is yery like that of the
original Cairo barrage. 1Ir. Stephens is the resident engineer
in charge of the works, which will be completed in 1902.
As the International commission which controls the finances
of Egypt refused to sanction the foncls for bnilding either of these
works, in spite of the eager demands of all the Egyptian landowners,
their construction wo11lcl have been indefinitely postponecl had not
Sir Ernest Cassel come forward with the fnuds, and, with i\'lr. John
Aird as contractor and Sir Benjamin Baker a~ consulting engineer,
undertaken their completion in 5 years. There is every prospect of
the works being completer! before the specified time.
N
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While preparing plans nncl estimates of the Assutiu clam I also
prepared the plans and estimates of an alternative project for
a reservoir iu the Wacly Rayan depression. This cl&pression exists
in the deserts about 100 kilometres to the south-west of Cairo, and
touches the oasis of the Fayoum. Mr. Cope Whitehouse, an
American gentleman, suggested it as a suitable site for a reservoir.
Plates IX. and X. give you a plan and section of the proposed reservoir canal. The length would be 25 kilometres in the Nile Valley
and ~5 kilometres in the desert. The works were estimated to cost
£3,000,000, and provide 1,300 millions of cnbic metres of water in
snmmer. The problems connected with this canal arc especially
interesti ng, but as the works have not been carried out, I am
not justified in doing more than alluding to them. To anyone
interested in such works I can recommend a study of this reservoir,
which Colonel Westem and I worked at for 2 years, and which are
given iu my book ou Egyptian irrigation. In happier days Egypt
may carry out this work. It would constitute an inland sea covering over 300 square miles in the heart of the desert, and be the
health and pleasure resort of Europe in winter.
You will remember that I stated some time ago that Egypt
needed for its thorough development a reserve of 6,000 millions
of cubic metres of water, of which the Assuan reservoir would
Where is the
supply the first instalment of 1,000 millions.
remainder of the supply to come from 1 It will come from those
vast lakes which constitute the sources of the Nile, and where alone
we deal with quantities of water which approach these figures. It is
no ordinary justice which has entrusted to England the control of
these lakes. By whose energies and perseverance were they
discovered 1 \Vas it not by Speke, by Grant, by Burton, by Baker,
aud by Stanley, who are all of them Englishmen 1 What a poor
compensation would it be to them to know that the Nile sources
could now be depicted on plans, and that nothing more could be
done with them. It would indeed be a real triumph and a real
compensation if the resources of modern science could be employed
to utilize these great lakes, and by the construotion of suitable
works to insure that the whole valley of the Nile, from the
Abyssinian Mountains to the Mediterranean Sea, should he well
It
watered through summer drought as through flood inundation.
is to me a source of no small gratification that for 10 years anrl
more I have not ceased to plead th& importance of these works,
whose execntion has heen placer! within the range of practical
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politics by the conquest of the Sudan and the ne~r completion of
the Uganda Railway.
Plate XI. gives you a plan of the Niie from the equator to the
sea. The length of the Nile is over 6,500 kilometres. Lakes
Victo.-ia and Albert Nyanza at the sources of the White Nile coul,l
Le converted at a cost of £1 ,000,000 into reservoirs capal,le of
supplying annually 18,000 millions of cubic metres of water, of
which 12,000 millions could reach Egypt as against 5,000 millions
required. These works will certainly be undertaken on the completion of the Uganda Railway. What a rich harvest Egypt will reap
from that work! From the equatorial hikes to the frontiers of
Egypt proper the course for this water will be clear and unimpeded
except on one length of 300 kilometres in the well-known '· Sndd "
regions of evil repute. Here we have the bars of living vegetation
which block the course of the Nile. Y 011 will understand the position better on the longitudinal section (Plate XII.), where yon see
that the slope of the river is insignificant and the barring of the
waterway is not difficult.
The waters flow down many spills and channels, though at present
there arc two main branches, the Gebel and the Ziraf, of which the
former is much the more important. In this reach the slope of
country is insignificant, but if left to itself the river would maintain
channels of considerable magnitude, just as the Sobat does, were it
not for the bars of floating vegetation which block its course. These
l,ars are sometimes as much as five metres in thickness and capable
of turning nearly the whole supply of the river out of its course.
They are formed of papyrus weeds and water-grasses, which grow
iu the peaty hanks of the lagoons and marshes traversed by the
river, and which, under the double action of a rising flood and strong
winds, are torn up and driven into the channels wherever they are
confined in width, and there jammed into solid masses of floating
weeds many metres in thickness, and capable of supporting the
greatest weights. The higher the flood s the greater are the masses
of weeds torn up from the peaty banks, and the more serious the
"sudds." All these plants, with their roots without tenacity, are
the product of clear water, and can only exist in clear water. If by
auy means muddy water could be substituted for the clear waters,
and willow, and osiers substituted for the papyrus, a beginning
might be made of the permanent removal of these bars or "sudds."
To clear away these "sudds" and insure good working channels
fur the waters of the Nile three classes of works will be needed. One
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will be the widening an<l straighteuiug of the main channel by
clreclging, beginning at the extreme downstream or north encl of the
"sudd " region and working upwards. The second will be the
staking and fixing, by means of substantial iron piles driren deep
into the ground, of the 4 or 5 kilometres of channel where the floating weeds are excessively mobile and unmanageable. The third
will be the training of the river from the extreme upstream or south
end of the region, and working downwards. This latte,· will he an
extremely interesting work. I imagine it will be done in this way.
A width of some 500 metres will be taken for the bed of the
river, and in continuation of the existing banks impediments of
stakes and brushwood will be run out for a length of some 15 or 20
kilometres, and all side channels will be well barred. When the
muddy flood waters of the Assua and other right-hand tributaries
come down in flood between May and September, the mud and silt
will be caught by the stakes and brushwood, and incipient banks will
be begun. On these banks will be planted osiers and willows and
other plants with tenacious roots capable of flourishing in waterlogged soil. This work will be continued year after year until it
meets the drerlgers working upstream. When the whole work bas
been completed one of the biggest engineering problems of the day
will have been solved. Fortunately, howeYer, it will not be
necessary to wait for the results till the works have been completed.
These works in their degree will help from the first moment of inception. We have had a splendid object lesson this year of what we
may expect from these upper waters of the Nile. The Nile flood
practically failed in 1899. .A drought was anticipate<l in Egypt
during the snmmer of 1900, that is, the summer just passed.
Furtuuately for Egypt, the Khalifa was annihilated in November,
1899. Within a month of the final victory Sir Reginald Wingate,
at the request of Sir William Garstin, which I may say was made in
part owing to my representations, had started an expedition of 1,200
Dervish prisoners under Major Peake and two naval officers, with
lour gunboats, to cut a way through the "sudds" and open up the
channel of the Nile as far as possible. Major Peake's work cost
£15,000, and freed a quantity of water which saved Egypt from
drought, and made a present to the country of £4,000,000. It does
not fall to the lot of many to make such expeditions. Non teligit
quenic1tngue adire Gorinthu,n.
Speaking as I am to an audience of Royal Engineer officers, I
cannot close my lecture without expressing the hope that just as in
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the past famous men of your Corps have with masterful hands laid
deep the foundation of agricultural prosperity in India and Egypt
by being the pioneers of the modern irrigation works in those
countries, so in the not distant future your Corps will again be the
first to enter the field and apply the lessons which we haYe learnt in
In<lia and Egypt to our new possessions on the Orange and the
Yaal. There we possess countries whose dernlopment will be impossible without liberal and comprehensirn schemes of wate,· storage
and utilization, un<ler conditions of muddy flood rirnrs, poor summer
supplies, and long periods of drought, such as my lecture has made
you cognizant of in Egypt. There also, as in India and Egypt, it
would well become the men of your Corps on the very day that they
sheath their swords to turn their attention to those great and beneficent works of land improvement, which would do more to reconcile
onr new fellow-subjects to their changed conditions of life than
oceans of good words and good intentions. As your Corps ham had
the great privilege of being the first engineers to enter the field, they
should now, as in the past, look on these works as their birthright.
Having been in the forefront to conquer these lands and make them
a part of the British Empire, it should also be their boast that they
led the way in the conversion of much of this desert laud into
cultivated fields well watered e,·erywhere, like the garden of the
Lord, like the land of Egypt.

PAPER VIII.

UGANDA RAILWAY.
BY F. L. O'C.\LLAGHAN, EsQ., C.S.I., C.I.E., .!IU.C.E.

WH~N the proposal for the constrnction of a railway from Mombasa,
on the Coast of East Africa, to the shores of Victoria Nyanza was
first mooted, the Imperial British East African Company consulted
three railway experts, namely, the late Sir John Fowler, General
Sir E. Williams, R.E., and Sir Guilford I\Iolesworth.
Each of these experts made a report, those of the first two heing
based more or less on abstract reasoning. That of Sir Gnilford
l\Iolesworth, on the other hand, was derived from a careful study not
only of snch maps as ha,! heen prepared from time to time and
were available, but of all accounts of the country that harl been
written by various travellel's, none of whom, however, hail viewed
the country with the eyes of an engineer looking to its possibilities
for railway communication, and whose barometric levels, for ex•
ample, showed only the more salieut features.
The reports of Sir ,J. Fowler and General Williams gave estimates
of cost for a light railway laid ,i]most as a smfacc liuc, bnt for the
most part unbridged and unballasted. Sir G. 111olesworth's report
in,licatecl generally the route which he considered would prove to
be the best, and contained a diagram showing the approximate
levels along that route. His surmises have prorncl to be marvellously
close, both as regards the best alignment and the profile of the
country along the line of the railway as now laid out, showing how
0
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a trained engineer of great experience may, by careful study, be
able to tlra w correct inferences from very meagre data.

This

report gave figmes as to the probable cost of the first half of the
railway, on the assumption that the details of the country nearly
approached those of a locality known to him with which it ha,I
been compared ; bnt as regards the latter portion he wrote, " there

is every reason to hclie,·e that a lin e of railway must be difficult of
The report contained a. suggestion
construction and very cost ly."
for a "Larometric reconnaissance surrey" on the route indi-

cated.
In the latter part of 1891 a party of Royal Engineers, consisting
of Capt. Pringle, Lieuts . .Austin and Twining, and Sergt. Thomas,
nuder the command of Capt. (now Lieut.-Colonel) l\Iacdonald, R.E.,
was deput,ed to make a reconnaissance suryey of the kind suggested.
The field work occupied the party for nearly 11 months, during
which time its members, while on their way to the lake, surveyed
routes aggregating over 2,000 miles in length, and on the rot.urn
journey to the coast examined nearly 700 miles of alternati,·es.
The preparo.tion of reports and plans occupied about four months,
and these were submitted to Her llfajesty's Government in March,
18~3, arnl snbsequently were presented to Parliament in the form of
a Blne Book.
The large-scale map prepared by ibe snrvcy party has proYed a
most valuable asset. Part of this map (with some additions since
made) is before you (Plate.< I. and II. ), and on it is shown by a strong
continuous line the conr;:;e of the railway now under consttnction,
while the different routes examined by Capt. il-Iacdonald's party n.re
marked in bl.ick. The shore line of the hike has beeu corrected
according to recent sur\'e)'s, and details of the Nandi country, as
well as of Usoga aucl Uganda, have been filled in from later
information.
The manner in which Caµt. Macdonald's reconoai.\:isance suryey

was carried out is described in detail by Capt. Pringle in the aboYementioned report, and is worth studying, as showing how a survey

of this kintl may he conducted, and how considerable accuracy may
be achiel'cd by careful work, n,lthough clone hurriedly, by approximate methods, and under considerable difficulties.
The map has, in regard to the main features of the country,

successfully stood the tests it has been subjected to, both l.,y the
triangulation between Kibwezi and Lake Yictoria, made by Capt.
Smith, RE., during 1895-97, while road making miller the late
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Capt. Relater, RE.; aud by the theodolite and chain traverse made
for the permanent staking out of the railway.
By the end of the coming year it is hoped that the completion of
the railway telegraph to Port Florence, the terminus on the lake,
will enable the relative longitudes of that place and Mombasa to be
finally determined, as well as those of such interme,liate st:itio11s as
may be desired.
The general eoufiguration of the country shows a steady rise from
the coast inland for about 350 miles to the highlands of Kiku) u,
then a sudden dil-J into a valley, varying from 15 to 20 miles in
width, an<l running generally in a north and sonth direction, an

<><J110lly sudden rise to a second ridge, the Mau, anti a gradual
lescent to the li,ke.
The v>illey, called the Great Rift Yalley, is one of the remarkable
features in this part of Africa, all(! extends for sernrnl hundred
miles. Apparently it is <lue to an immense subsi<le11ce or "<lownthrow."

lt has several extinct Yolcanoes along its

fl.001\

and many

htkes, most of which are salt. The crest of the eastern escMpment
nries from i,000 to 11,000 feet in height above sea level, and that
of the western one is somewhat higher.
The descent into ancl ascent out of this valley were the two
<lifticult problems in the construction of the railway, so for as the
physical features of the cou11try are coucerne,l.

In August, 1895, Her Majesty's Government ha,·ing deci,led to
-construct the railway, a small grant for pre1iminary cxpc11ses was
obtaineLl from Parliament, a supervising Committee, with Sir
Alexander Rendel as Consulting Engineer, was appointed in Lon-

don, while a Chief Engineer, with a l-'roportion of staff sufficient for
the work to be at first undertaken, was despatched to l\Iombasa,
where the party arrived towards the close of December in the same
year.
The matters requiriug the Chief Engineer's immediate attention
were the preparation of a base on the coast and the survey of the
best route to the summit of the coast hills, these hills rising rapidly
for the first 15 or 20 miles inland from the sea.
It was at once obvious that the best sit.e for a lm~e was to be

found on the island of l\Iombasa, because excellent harlJours existed
on l,oth sides of this island, and on it was the only large piece of
o2

.'
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open and tolerably level ground arnilable, as had already been
noted in Ciipt. Macdonald's report.
The preparation of the base inclnded the following:l. Housing of staff and shelter for imported labour.
2. Preparation of a station site, and sites for store yard, stacking
gl'onnd for permanent way materials, g irders, a11d such like.
3. Construction of a landing stage for stores, and its connection

by rail with the stores yard, anil stacking grounds.
4. Construction of workshops for the erection and repairs of
locomotive engines and rolling stock, and for other work connected

with the railway.
5. Organization of offices for accounts and stores.

6. Connection of the island with the mainland by a temporary
bridge.
7. Water supply, including erection of condensing plant.
S. Organization of an agency in India for the supply of labourers
and of food for them, besides sundry stores procurable in that
co\mtn·.
Th; survey parties arranged were eventually three in number.
The first, a strong party, examined the country in detail, staked out
the railway, for construction, ahead of the workiug parties, and prepared the usual large sc~le plans (400 feet to l inch) and working
sections.
The second party was despatched to Kibwezi (mile 190) to work
backwards until met by number one party. This was desirable, as
the country is somewhat intri cate between the 150th and 190th
miles, and it was important t hat the plans and sections should be
ready in time to prevent any delay to construction works.
The third survey party was sent on to Kikuyu to inYestigate the
different routes that might be possible from the Athi plains across
the escarpment and into the great Rift Valley, and, when the best
route was ascertained, to mark it out and complete the working
plans and sections j then to go forward and sim ilarly examine the
Mau range on the west side of the valley, fix ou the best point for
crossing this, the last and highest of the two great ridges to be surmounted, settle on the best route to the lake, and finally to prepare
working plans and sections.
The first and second parties joined up in November, 1897, and
these continued the location work from mile 190 onwards to mile
325, where the third had started, completing this work by October,
1898; but the third party uid not finish its tusk until April, 1900.
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The difficulties which had to be overcome by these parties varied
somewhat in different localities, but 011 the whole their work was of
an arduotu:; nature.

On the first 200 miles from the coast the country, for the most
part, is covererl by dense thorn bush, which bas to be cleared for
every survey line run.
This bush is infester! with tsetse fly, fatal to all beasts of bnrthen,
thus limiting the means of mwriage to that by native porters; the
"fly" district extends for some 30 miles or so beyond the thick
bush, or up to the 220th mile.
The Kikuyu ctml llfa,1 ranges are clothed by heavy forests with
thick undergrowth, making survey work tedious and difficult.
Up to mile 320 the coPntry is sparsely inhabited and produces
no surpl,1s food stuffs, while water is scarce and bad, being in most
cases impregnated with salts injurious to l,ealth .
.\foreover, in a,ldition to these difficulties inherent to the conntry,
the first party, during the early months of 1896, was impeded by
,listurb,,nces due to a local rebellion, which made it dangerons to
establish isolated camps without strong escorts, and escorts were not
rea,lily available, all troops being employer! in suppressing the
rising.
The positive hardships endured by the first survey party were
.severe ; frequently, by the desertion of porters, they were in
danger of starvation and of the horrors of thirst, while all, both
India.ns and Europeans, snffcred severely from malari<-t fever, and
the former from ulcers and sores due to the thorns of the aloes,
cactus, and other bushes through which they had to cut their way.
The third survey p:irty fonnd that, as surmised by Sir Gnilford
l\Iolesworth in 1891, the lowest point on tho Ma,1 range was between
the Guaso l\Iasai Valley on the east and Nyanclo Valley on the
west, the summit being 8,321 feet over sea level, the ground falling
a\l'ay Ycry c1uickly on both sides. The highest poi11t is in the -189th
mile, and for some little distance on either side works will be easy.
The rnling gradient adopted for the coast section was :1 per cent.,
with 10°* curves J.s a maximum, and the same ruling gradient has
been used over the Kiknyn and Mau ranges, but in combination with
7° t curves.
Wherever the permanent working section showed heavy earthwork, which could not be completed in time to allow of the rails
• ,173 feet radius.
t S lll feet radius.

.

'
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hein~ laiJ oYer then.1, t,cmpora,ry lines, commonly called "diver3ions,"
were. . marked ont, with gradieut.;;; as steep as 3 per cent. and curves
of !4° in order to keep these diversions as near the natural surface

of the ground as possible, and thns keep down both their cost and
the time ner.essary to constrnct them.

On the first portion of the railway up to Nairobi (3%th mile) the
aggregate length of diversions was about 40 miles.

On the second

portion the total length of these temporary lin es will not fall far
short of 44 miles.
The selection of temporary lin es, as a rule, prece,led that of the
final permanent location, and required quite as much care and sturly
of the ground.
Notwithstanding the care taken, some of the temporary works
were of considerable magnitude ; the first, of course, was the

temporary bridge connecting the island of Mombasa with the mainland; next, a trestle structure across a ravine in the 12th mile; while

every river met had to be tempornrily crossed by bridges made with
sleeper stacks and girders. Many other temporary strnctures were
required, such, for instance, as stages for water tanks at temporary
stations, for which timber is used.

While the first party of Engi11eers was on its way to East Africa,
permission was obtained from the Govern ment of India to recruit
labourers in that country, this permission being necessary under the
Indian Emigration Laws; arrangements were also made with that
Government for the loan of an experienced engineer from thei r

Public \Yorks Department, as well as of a medical officer, with
sufficient hospital staff.

These in the first instance were engaged in

selecting labomers, and about one thousand Indian navvies, with "'
proportion ..of carpenters, blacksmiths, rivetters, masons, etc., were
shipped for Mombasa; several sml' eyo rs and dranghtsmen, and also
European a nd Enrasia.n overseers, were procured and despatched.
Au accou nts officer was borrowed from the same source, who
selected and engage<l a staff of Indian accountants and clerks, and

arri\'ed in Africa with them during Febrnary, ) 896 .
In England a supply of tools, plant, workshop machinery, tents,
iron houses, permanent way materials, s tnall bridge girders, timber
lJeams and scantlings, locomotives and rolling stuck were contracted

for, and the first shipment reached Mombasa in April, 1896, followed
by others at frequent intervals.
The temporary bridge to connect the island with the mainland-
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over a channel abont one-third of a mile wide, with a depth of water
up to 17 feet at high water-was then pnt in hand and completed
hy the 4th August, 1896, on which date the rails were hid ornr it,
and platelaying may be said to have commenced. This bridge had
to cal'l'y the whole of tbe traffic passing up t he railway for a period
of nearly three years. Before two years had elapsed the supporting
piles were nearly destroyed by that marin e pest the teredo navalis, and
hea vy renewals were necessary. Plate III. shows the cross section
of a pile taken out in 1898.
It is usual to guard timber used in marine works either by
sheathing it with zinc or by covering all exposed surfaces np to highwater mark with "scupper nails," i.e., a nail with a large flat head

and :1 very short shank. These nails very quickly m st and cover
the timber with a hard layer of red oxide of iron, thus preserving t he
tim her from attack.
The cond itions under which constmction had to be carried on preclud ed hea,·y works of any kind being executed far from the rails,
because the ca1Tiage of food and water in Jargo quantities, except by
rail, was practically impossible. The "telescopic" method, therefore, was imperative, ancl no pains were spared to obtain, even at

the cost of very stee p gradients and sharp curves, as nearly a surface
line as possible. Once the rails were laid, the heavier permanent
cuttings, embankments, bridge, and culverts could he attacked with

large gangs of workpeople to the full extent that economy of
construction rendered advisable, aml completed without iurther
difficulty.
In tbe first instance the ntmost that could be clone was to keep a
gang of about 300 Indian earthwork coolies at from one to two miles
in a, l vance of railheaLl, clearing away the bush and preparing t he

temporary surface line.
The supplying of these coolies, as well as the platelaying gangs,
with food and water was a constant sou rce of anxiety.

The accumu

lation of spare food snflici ent for some few days was not a nuitter
of very great difficulty, but water, which bad to l,c carried daily by
train, a nd of which the supply in Mombasa was limited, was a
serious matter, and any breakdown in its supply might have been

followed by terrible consequences. At the railw<>y base it was
necessary to erect heavy plant for the supply of fresh water hy distilling sea water, because the wells in the island ga,·e 1ittlc more

than sufficient for the requirements of the fixed population.
The diagram Plcde IV. shows tbe advance of the rails month by

'
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month, the total number of labourers employed on the works, and the
rate at which locomotives and rolling stock were supplied. On the
10th November the railhead was at mile 460 on the eastern slope
of the Mau ran!!e. The number of labourers had attained its maximum during A~1gust last, and the full supplies of locomotives and
rolling stock were completed in December, 1809, and in April, I 900,
respecti\"Cly.
The number of workpeople to be employed depended on the
amount of work opened np by the advance of the rails, and thus
their increase, as shown in the diagram, is proportionate up to a

certain point to the advance of the line.
The principal permanent structure on the first 360 miles of the
railway, i.e., up to the Kikuyu Escarpment, is the long steel bridge
on screw piles connecting the island of Momba sa with the mainland,
completed on the 28th June, 1899, and now called the Salisbury
Bridge (Plate V. ). The spans arc 60 feet in the clear each, and the
roadway, with a footway for men engaged on the railway, is on the

top of the girders.
The next largest bri,lge is one of four spans of 60 feet over
the Tsnyo River, mile 132 (Plate Vf.).
Twenty-six other girder bridges of 40-foot span and upwards
have been built, 0r are building, on this length, as well as a very
large number of drains, culverts, and mi11or girder openings.

The bridges are of three types as regards piers and abutme11tsfirst, masonry piers and abutments ; second, piers and abutments of

concrete ; anrl, lastly, trestle piers, composed of 3-foot diameter
steel cylinders, brace,! together with cross girders and angle iron, the
cylinders being filled with concrete.
Small cl rains arc provided for by stoneware pipes, 12 inches and
18 inches diameter, laid on a concl'ete bed ; larger drains arc of oval

steel cylinders on concrete, while arched culverts from 3-foot to
15-foot spans are usually of concrete. The whole of the masonry
and concrete work is made with Portland cement, because no lime•
stone, except coral, on the coast, is to be found ; concrete and

masonry, therefore, are very costly, arnl when possible they have
,been avoided.
The largest single-span girder bridge on the railway is 100 feet
clear span, an:l there are two such spans (both with "through "
roads). The g1rders are triangulated open web, weighing with cross
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girders, etc., 65·6 tons each span; all othcl' ~irdcrs are of the plate
web type, with road on top of girders, and are classed as follows:60-foot spans, weighing 22·3 tons each span.
10·]5
40
20
3·16 ,,
12
l ·l 6 ,,
10
0·19 cwt.
O·ll ,,
6

On the 13 miles required for the descent from the Kikuyu summit
to the floor of the Great Rift Valley eight nwines are met
with, which ,ire being crossed by steel trestle Yiaducts varying from
120 feet to 780 feet in length, and from 32 feet to 85 feet in height
at the deepest points. Embankments over these woulrl have
necessitate,! very long an,! costly culrnrts owing to the steep side
slope of the escarpment, and in many instances it is doubtful if the
earthwol'ks would ha,·e stood, while they ,rnuhl in any case have
been a constant source of trouble and anxiety.
Plate VII., Fig. 1, gi,·es in elevation, and Fig. 2 in section, a general
idea of these viaducts. They are of the Ol'clinary trestle type, the
tower spans being 20 feet, the intermediate spans -!O feet,, and the
batter of the legs 1 in 6.
Fiy. 1 shows also the method of erection. A traYeller, with jib
long enough to reach to the forward tower, stands ou the last com-

pleted span, and the pieces being brought up on a lorl'y which passes
underneath the traveller, as shown in cross section Fiy. 3, are then
laid hold of by a tackle ancl traversecl forwards into place, or
ra.ised and 1owered by winding on one winch aud paying out on the
other.
A third tackle :<t the mast t.~kes the t.,i! of the 40-foot girders,
which are the heaYiest pieces, when putting them into po3ition.
Besides these main tackles there arc light 011es worked by ha11d
for raising and holdin,; in position the smaller parts. By these
means the viaducts can be erected very rapidly, and when oue
is finished the traveller is conveyed on its own wheels to the next.
The erection of these is now in progress. Thr,t the spans adopted
are the most economical is proved by the fact that the total weight
of the girder wol'k is almost exactly equal to the total of the
IJents or piers.

Along the floor of the Rift Yalley itself, which is crossed

.

'
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very obliquely, the works are of a simple character, only two
streams of any magnitu<le bei11g met with. Th e first 15 miles
up the slope of the Mau r"nge is also easy, but from mile 465
onwards to 539 is the most diffiClllt and costly part of the whole
of the rai lway. On t hese 74 miles there will be twe nty-eight
steel viaducts, similar to those on t he descent from Kikuyu ,
varying in length from 160 feet to 880 feet, and in height from
30 feet to llO feet, the severe side-slopes here also rendering
embankments with consequent culverts inadvisable.
In th e 52Gth
mile a mrrow high spur necessitates a short tun nel about 200 yards

long, the on ly one, st.range to s:1y, on the whole length of thi s.
railway. Between mile 539 and Port Florence (mile 582) eleven
rivers have to be crossed by briclges varying in size from one
span of 40 feet to three spans of 60 feet.
At Port Florence there will be a small engine-repairing shop, and
a jetty at which steamers can load and discharge cargo.
Station buildings are of the simplest character, made of timber
framework covered with galvan ized corrugated iron, easil y removable
to other sites when advisable.
The headqnartnrs st.~tion bas been fixed at Nairobi (326th mile),
5,600 feet above sea level, the last point at which an open level
plain is found before entering the broken country of the Kikuyu
range.
H ere are being constructed the ce ntra l workshops and
offices, the elevation insnring a tolerably cool cl imate.
Other
engine-changing stations, besides thtJ two term ini ) a.re at Voi
(mile 100), Makinclu (mile 207), aud Nakuro (mile 450).
On the portion of the railway between Kikuyu an,l the Lake t he
first temporary strnctnre is in the ~63rcl mile (Plates YIII. and IX).
Here the heavy works on the descent into the valley commence, and
as they would evidently take considerably over a year to complete,
it was decided to construct :1 rope lift to l0\1'0l' materhls into the valley.
This lift or incline 0\'ercomes a difference of leYel of 1,523 feet, a11d
consists of fo ur portions. Two of them-one at the top and one :st
the bottom having inclin~tions of 16 per cent. and 9½ per cent. are laid as double lines, with drnms at the top of each, ronud which
a steel wire rope is passed . The railway wagons are run down auU
up these inclines, the full wagons goi ng down, hauling the e n,pty
ones np, speed being regulated by brakes on the drnms. The
two middle portions arti on inclines of nearly 50 per cent., similarly
worked by steel wire ropes, 1¼ inches in diameter, passing ronnd
''Howard " Clip drums atta.che1l to winding engine. On these inclines
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the wagons are t.~ken 011 a carrier built with its top horizontal,
having a pair of rails to tak~ the wagon, and suitable clips and
fastenings to keep the wago11s in place while being lowered.
The gauge of the carrier inclines is 5 feet 6 inches, in order

that lateral stability may be insured.
At the top the carrier comes 11p against a platform (beneath
which is fixed the clip drum), so that the rails on the carrier form a
continuation of a road ending on the stage front, thus allowing
At the bottom
a wagon to be pushed on to the carrier by hand.
the carrier goes into a pit until the rails similarly coincide with
a road, on to which the wagon is pushed off.
The line is a double one, but on the lower side of the middle
point the rails overlap so as to save width in the cuttings and
to economize sleepers.

From the foot of this lift a temporary line is laid until the permanent alignment is reached at mile 375.

Besicles ordinary temporary bridges over the llforendat and
Gilgil Rivers no diversions are needed until the 460th mile is
,·eached, but between that point and i\Iau snmmit there will be
15 miles of temporary railway with 3 per cent. grades and 14°
-curves, and with several reverses

01·

zigz:1gs.

Between the summit

,1nd mile 539 22 miles of diversions are l;iid out, the steepest
grades in this case being as much as -! per cent., as they will be with
the load.
The permanent way used consists of 50 lbs. per yard "Vignoles "
pattern steel rails, laid for the most part on steel transverse sleepers
of the "pea pod" pattern, with clips punched up ont of the solid,
Where much salt
and the rails fastened in ,vith a t.~per steel key.
is found in the soil creosoted pine sleepers are substituted for
the steel.
For ,letails of the permanent way material reference may be made
t-0 lnatrnction in Military Engineeriny, Part VI., Plate XX., and
Notes on Permanent TVay Jllaterial, etc., by " ' · H. Cole.
In the first i11stance the road has been laid without ballast,
as it seems to have been a leading idea with every engineer who

advise<! on the project that ballast would be a luxury.

On the first

section, across the desert portion, the natnral soil, being of n. sandy

,mtnre, has up to the present ,wswered fairly well, but the black soi l
between mile 275 and Nairobi turned into a quagmire during

the first rainy season after laying, and blocked the traffic for over a
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month. This was foreseen by all who hnd had experience of
similar country and of tropical rains, and the Chief Engineer bad
made arrangements to collect ballast for this section in any case.
The result of this experience was that the Snpervising Committee at
home decided to ballast the whole length of the line.
The locomotives built specially for the railway are 6-ll"heelecl
coupled, with a load of 10 tons on each axle. Just over one-half of
the total number were procured from the Baldwin Company io
America, and these have a pony trnck (two-wheeled bogie) in front
which on the sharper cnrrns is of much advantage, and enables the
coupled axles to be kept closer together.
The total number of locomotives on the line is 02, made np as
follows:Six second-hand shunting engines from India.
Sixteen second-hand 6-wheeled coupled engines with pony trncks.
also from India, but of low power.
Thirty-four standard type engines from England.
Thirty-six standard type engines from America.
The particulars of these standard engines arc :Diameter of cylinder
Length of stroke of piston
Diameter of coupled wheels
Firegrate area ...
Heating surface
orking pressure in Loiler

"r

Wheel base (rigid)

H½

inches

20
42.\

,,

13:4 square feet.
766

,,

160 lbs. per square inch.
11 feet.

l'euder.
Number of wheels
Diameter
,vheel base
Capacity of tank
for fuel

6.
25J inches.

7 feet 101 inches.
2,000 gallons.
1£0 cnbic feet.

The rolling stock has steel untlerframes in all cases, and the goods
stock built for the line is wholly of that metal. The 120 old ballast
wagons purchased in India have wooden fra.mes, bnt these arc nearly
worn out.

The whole of the stock is fitted with central bnffers and the

'
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~orwegian pattern coupling hook, which seems to be stereotypecl by
English makers, but which is a fruitful source of breakaways dunng
the time the road is rough and nnhallasted.
Rolling stock consists of

l -!9 pasrnngcr vehicles,
3 horse boxes,
25 cattle trncks,
3 powder va.ns,

60 special water tank wagons,
50 brake vans,
850 goods wagons.

The peculiarities appertaining to this part of Africa have thrown
upon the Chief Engineer many ,luties beyond those which ordinarily
fall upon the railway builcler. Although it was known that skilled
labour did not exist, it was hoped and supposed that the natives
would rcadil;- take up earthworks, and for over two years every
possible effort was made to induce them to labour. On several
occasions it seeme<l as if these efforts would be successful, and at one
time as many as 1,700 local men were on the works, but their stay
was >tlways fitful, and after a week or two the numbers quickly
melted awtiy. Even the pressure of famine, which in 18~9 was heavy
in the land, failed to make them work-they preferred to die.
Indian labour, therefore, had to be relierl on altogether, and
although costly, owing to the expenses of importation and repatriation, the Indian mvvy has l,een the only sure workman. The outbreak of plague in India dLU"ing 1897 was the cause of much uela;and great additional trouble and expense, adding considerably to the
work of the agent in India.
Transport was another serions nn,lertaking. Niany efforts were
made to work animal transport in the II tsetse fly II region, as porters
were very difficult to obtain in sufticient numbers, but after a loss

of nearly 1,500 animals their nse ha,! to be abandoned. Towards
the end of 1897 the Consulting Engineer recommencled the trial of
traction engines of an improved pattern, manufactured hy Fowler
& Co., of Leeds; two were ordered and delivered in March, 1898.
After a few months' trial they proved so satisfactory that t,rn more
were asked for anrl sent out, and all of these have done excellent
service eYer since.
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The particulars of these traction engines are as follows:-

The engines are corn pound.
Cylinder, H.P.
Cylin,ler, L.P.
Piston stroke
Boiler pressure
Hevolutions

Brake, H.P.
l::ipeeds, fast
Speeds, slow
Weight of engine ...
Fnel, oil tank capacity
Coal bunker
,vater tank
Water in tender

6¾ inches diameter.
11½
12
180 lbs. per "square inch.
l 00 per minute.
iO.
5 miles per hour.

2½ miles per hour.
18
50
9
400
900

tons 18 cll't.
gallons.
cwt,
gallons.

Beyond mile 250 mules and oxen have been employed with
success.

The pt·o,·ision of food for the small army of bbourers now nearly
:10,000 strong is no light urnlerta.king.

Fl·our in large quantities

has to be imported from India, but as a check on the suppliers com
mills had to he set np in Kilindini, and wheat is occasionally imported from England.
The amount of bridging to be provided fo,· the passage of maximum floods called for eady decision on the part of the Chief
Engineer. This question is one of the most dillicult matters to
determine in any country which has not a long series of rainfall

records, and particularly so within the tropics.

To the railway

engineer the aYerage annual or monthly raiufall is not a. matter

tJf

so much moment as the maximum fall that may take place in
24 hours, or 6 hours, or l hour, depending on the areas affected in
each case. l\fere inspection of the watercourses is, as a rule, mis•
leadi ng, more especiall y as the rail way works tend to concentrate

the flow that would otberwise pass by many small and, in the dry
season, unnoticeable channels into the main depressious. Already
on this railway there have been several insta.nces of pipe <lrains
lJeing: superseded by large culvert~, and one in which a drain bas

heen replaced by a girder bridge of 40 feet span.

It is Ycry possible,

'
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indeed probable, that longer experience of the conntry will show
other weak points necessitating revision of the provision for waterways. ,vithin my own experience I have come a.cross several instances

where maximum floods occurred at intervals of from 30 to 50 years .
In the case of one of these, where I was fortunate enough to obtain
a very precise record of an old flood, the reliability of the information was clonbted by those in high authority, am] the waterway
providecl in the design for a bridge was cm-tai led. Many years
after I witnessed a floocl in this river which rose 2 feet higher than
the Ie,•el shown by the olcl record, resulting in considerable damage
to a large military station, aggrarnted by the still further rise
caused by the throttling of the river by the brirlge so built. The
river above the bri<lge drains an area of over 3,000 square miles, anJ

at several places within that area a rainfall of npwat-ds of 20 inches
within 2-l hours was registered on this occasion.

Over smaller areas

the intensity of rainfall is frequently much greater. I have known
of a fall equivalent to 4 inches in 50 minutes registered in a basin of
5 square miles.

In another case of a bridge of three spans of 150-foot girclers the
under sicle of the girders was at a level of 15 feet above the roadway
of an adjacent public roar! bridge which hacl been in existence for
over 20 years. Both were swept away by a flood, which must have
been 20 feet at least above the ]eye] of any previously recorded.
During the present year the Rajputana railway in India (a line
25 years old) bas been breached in many places by floods, although
hitherto it has been considered that the waterll'ays allowed on this
line had been excessirn.
These instances 1 out of a very large number on record, show the

amount of care <1nd of study of all data anti recorcls available, which
is necessary in deciding 011 the opellings to be allowed for the
passage of flood waters through a railway. It is desirable, however,
that over-caution in this respect should not leacl to extravagance;
neither, on the other hand, sboulcl too gre<it a regard for present
economy lead to ultimate waste of time and money.
In order to provide for the traffic that may be gathered from the
shores of Lake Victoria, ancl for the distribution of imported goods,
steamers will be plocecl on this inland sea to be worked in comThe whole of the materi:il and
munication with the railway.
engines will he prepared in this country ready for erection, and will

be forwarded directly the rails reach Port Florence.
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The leading dimensions of these vessels will be as follows: 17 5 feet.
Length
29 feet.
Breadth
9 feet 6 inches.
Depth (moulded)
6 feet.
Draught (loaded)
10 lrnots when loaded.
Speed
150 tons.
Cargo capacity
Engines, triple expansion with twin screws.
SUPPLF.MENTARY NOTE ON TRA,"FIC.

A few remarks on this subject may not be out of place. The
railway is opened for puhlic traffic up to the last complete station
interval as soon as possible after the rails :1re bid, generally within
a month or two, to the great, con l"enience of travellers and of the
Prntectorate Anthorities. The nublic traffic, i.e., all traffic not on
account of the railway itself, has· averaged about £4 per mile per
week since the first length of 100 miles was opened in February,
1898.
Stores, troops, and other passengers connected with the Protectorates have been conveyed to the extent of 5,000 tons of stores and
47,000 passengers, including troops. The difference in cost of con·
veying these by rail as against road transport has up to June, 1900,
amounterl to about £300,000; while during the Soudanese Mutiny
in Uganda in 1898 the saving in time in transport of reinforcements
just saved the situation.

p
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APPENDIX I.

8u~rnARY OF CAPTAI N PRINGLE'S DESCR[PTION OF THE METHOD
OF SURVEYING FOR TH~ RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY OF 189 1.

"The daily route was traversed with compass, aneroid barometer,

CLnd pedometer, and the plan plotted on the field. The general
slopes of the country at right angles to the traverse were observed
with Abney s levels. By a combination of these cross sections with
the barometer observations the plans were approximately contoured
at vertical interrnls of I 00 feet. A section was at the same time
prepared from the barometer readings, corrected as far as possible
for the daily warn and for atmospheric changes. These field plans
were re-plotted in camp, Jinked together by triangulation where

feasible, and otherwise by astronomical observations, and were
amplified by sketching in s1a-rotmding coun try by means of
plane tables set up on comma11rling points.
'' The <lense nature of the bush and want of time preventing
regular triangulation, astronomic:il observations were mad e to check
the positions occupied at the end of each day's march, one or

other of the following methods being used as was found suitable :" (a). Latitude and azimuth observations to any well-defined point
previously fixed to the north or south of the camp.
"(b). Latitude and distance.observations where the only previou sly
determined points lay east or west of the camp, the distance being
determined hy measuring a short base, and taking theodolite
or sextant observations from either encl.
" (c). " ' hen the above two methods failed, the position of the
camp was determined by latitude and longitude observations, the
latter depending for their accuracy on the ratings of watch chronometers.

"(d). Observations for absolute longitude were taken whenever
opportunity occurred of occultations, either of a star by the moon
or Jupiter's first satellite, :u,cl thereby the ratings of chronometers
were checked.
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During halts of 24 hours or over diurna.l wave curves were made
for each aneroid barometer, and instruments were frequently
checked and adjusted. Notes were made during each clay's march
on the following points:" Number and position of all small waterways crossed; breadth,
height of banks, high flood marks, nature of soil in bed and
banks, slope of bed and depth of water, if any, of all streams of
~O feet in width and upwards; and of the general, physical, and
geological features of the country."
11
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APPENDIX II.

METHOD EMPLOYED FOR FINAL SURVEY.

The method adopted for the final survey was the usual one ,
of a theodolite and chain tra,·erse following a route determined by
preliminary trial lines. This traverse is levelled over with sights
taken at every chain; and, where necessary, frequent cross-sections
with the spirit level extending according to circumstances for so
much as 400 yards on either side of the traverse are made.
By means of the longitudinal section combined with the crosssections a contoured plan is plotted, with contours at 10-foot vertical
intervals.
On this plan in the office a centre line is laid out, and a rough
section prepared from the contours; when found satisfactory i,
is transferred to the ground, and then a final set of lernls UI
• taken over it, from which the working section is prepared.
It may he explained that for railway work a transit theodolite ii
the instrument usually employed, and for measuring a 100-foot
chain is used, pickets being driven at every chain length nearly flush
with the ground on which levels are taken, as well as intermediate
points where necessary.
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PAPER IX.

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION.
BY W. W.

GRIERSON, EsQ.

IYHEN I received an iuvitation to give a short address on Railway
Construction, I was at first in some doubts · whether my remarks
should be confined to auy special or particular points met with in
railway works, passing O\'er details which for the most part are
familiar to those rcgula.rly engaged on practical construction.
I gathered, however, that a general sketch from the commencement of a contract was ra.tber what was desired, and I have
endeavoured accordingly to touch on the various operations,
throwing in a few observations which may prove of interest.
Following ant these remarks I propose to say a few words on the
preliminary steps necessary to be taken before 1:'arliamentary powers
can be obtained for the construction of a, railway, which inclurle
the acquisition of land, the lowering, raising, or deviation of public
roa.,ls, the interference with tidal waters, existing rail ways and
canals, the power to raise capital, issue shares, and ultimately to
demand tolls, fares, rates, and charges in connection with the working
of the railway.
The general object and direction of the railway being known, consiclerable information rcqnires to be obtained npon the ground to
enable the approximate position of the centre line to be shown on
plan, and an accompanying longitudinal section prepared showing
the gradients of the line, and the depths of cuttings and banks, and
Q

,
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whore roads are a ffected, cross sections indirnti11g the extent of
the alteratio ns.
In the earl y clays of railway construction, when the opposition of
landowners to rn.ilway projection was very strong, this preliminary
information was not easi ly ohtain etl, but at the present day littl e
difficulty ic;, as a rnle, experienced from ow ners or tenants oUjecting
to the engineers passi ng over the g101m<l.
A fresh snrvey is seldom required. The latest 25-inoh ord11ancc
maps a.re generally taken and con ected on the ground to a width on
eaoh side of the centre lin e slight ly exceeding the limi ts of rleviation
permitted by Aot of Parli,t11ient. Levels and measurements for the
purpose of determining the position of the centre line a nd preparing
a n accurate longitud inal section arc, of course, always necessary.
A notice of the intention to apply for powers to make the railway,
with other information , requires to be pnbli sl1 ed not only in the
Lond on, Edinburgh, or Dnhlin Ga::dle, as the case may be, but in
papers serving the district a ffoctc~l, at least once in each of two successi ,·e weeks during the month of November. Ordna nce maps,
plans, sections, a nd a book of reference gi\'ing the names of all
la ndowners, lessees, a nd occnpiers, public bodies, etc., interested in
lancls within t he limits of deviation, require to he rlepositecl at both
H ouses of Parliament, the office of t he Boan! of Trad e, a n<l with the
clerks of t he several counties and pari shes aflected .
The limits of deviation it may be mentioned am in th e country 100
yards borizo11tally from the centre lin e, and 10 yards in town . The
vertical limi ts of deviation in level are 5 feet in the country, and
2 feet in tow n.
In the case of light railways the same standing orders are applic,d,le, but no tices ran appear and ,!eposits be made either in ]\fay 01·
NoYember.
It may not be ont of placr to say a few worrls on the \'arious considerations which influence the selecti on of the conrsc of the railway.
T\\'o points being known, approximately (at a ny rate), namely, the
point ,it which tho rail way starts, a1Hl the point at which it
terminates, prospect of fut nrc traffic, required speetl, consideration~
of economy, and, of course1 the natural faciliti es for construction, will
determine the intervening route.
I£ speerl from point to point is the fi1·st ol,ject, ev i,lently the
shortest route consistent with good grad ients and Hat cnr\'es must Le
arri\'ccl at. If, on the other l1:111d 1 tbe ra.ilwa.y i H intended to se r\'e
the immo,liate district thrf/ug h which it passes, the centres uf

,,

,,
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J)Opulation will affect its course, an,l where spee<l is no great ohject,
sha.rper Cttl'\·es :tn,l gra<lients ma.y cconornically permit of a route not

<>pen to an express line.
An approximate idea of the possible course or courses of the line
may be ohta.incu in the first place by a c1ireful study of the 6-inch
-on.Ina.nee maps a.ncl the levels as f..ihown Ly the contour lines, lint the
exact position has. of conrse, to be defined by detailed information
obtained upon the grouncJ.
As showing the wide difference in the form of constr11ction
between a fast throngh running line ancl a. district sen·ing hranch, I
will take t,~~o instances in t,he same neighbonrhood wiLh which I baxe
been con11ccted.
Firstly, of a short branch line eight miles in length consLrncted
Speed was no
80lely to connect a small town with the m:iin line.
-0bject, there appeared to be little chance of the line being extended
so as at a. hlter date to form part of any through ronte, and the railway was constructe,l accordingly as cheaply as possible.
The line is single, curves of 12 anLl 13 cha.ins a.re freqn ent. The
:ruli11g gradient is l in SO, and the cost amonntetl to about £8,000 a
mile.
The second instance is the line with 11·hich I am at present con01ected; its object is almost entirely to ol,tain the shortest ronte to
South \Vales. It passes through a country entirely agricnltnral,
offering no inducements to diverge, from a. traffic point of ,·iew,
through any particular points. Good gra.dients, good curves, arnl
therefore speed and facility for conveying heavy loads was the
There is no curve sharper than one-mile
,object to Le att11ined.
r:>dius, and the ruling gradient is 1 in 300, and it follows not
unnaturalJy that the first cost is considera.Ue, amounting as it does
to £40,000 a mile.
In designing a railway it is Yery important to keep in min<l the
tmffic that will have to be dealt with. A light railway can unly
be advantageously built where the traffic will be light, and where
the traflie 11-i!l lie hca,-y it pays to go to considerable outlay in the
first cost to amid l,acl gmdients or sharp curves.
To work a railw::iy to its best advantage tho whole of the working
parts shottl<l. lie in thorough keeping. A light rail means a. light
,engine, a.n<l a light engine means light traffic, awl only under these
~ircumstances are sharp curves an,l gradient8 permissible.
The effect of one had gradient on an otherwise well laid ont line
.is more far-reaching in its effects than might at first sight appear,
Q :3
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and mn.y increase the working expenses to a very unlooked-for

extent. Thus, the number of trncks that can be taken up that
particular gradient determines the 11umber of trucks that can be conveyed

O\'Cl'

the remaining section of the line, a111l as there is a limit

to the number of trains that can be run in the 21 hours, the total
daily output over the line is diminished accordingly. El'ery
additional train means increased capital in engine, van, and stabling
acc01nmocbtion, increased labour in dri,·er, stoker, and guard,
increased coal a11t.l water, and increased maintenn.ncc; an<l while it

might be assumed that with the more powerful engines constructed
of recent year, that the difficulty conic! be got over, this is not so,
or only partly so. The refnge sidings are only laid to bold a certain
number of trucks, and it is frequently impossihle to lengthen them,
,incl to avoid certain delay to fast trains it is not sufficient to lengthen
some, all sl,oulcl be lengthened.
Again, a heavier engine may mean great cost in relayi11g with a.
heavier rail ; and, further, the strength of the couplings to the trucks

(which come from all parts) bas to be taken into account, and
which may not be ec1ual to the strain of an increased load drawn by
a more powerful locomotive up a bad gradient. Equally on the
<lownward grade, the wear and tea.r of the rail ea.used by powerful

brakes is very great, and it is fnrther evident that a locomotive which
could on a fair piece of roa,l convey 50 trucks and is reduced to ~5
on account of the bad gradient before it, is not working to its prope1~
ad,·ant.ige.

I think I have said enough to suggest that the working parts of
a line should be designed in keeping with the traffic to be dealt with,
and that bad gradients or bad cnn·es, which tend in the same
direction, should not be lightly accepted
No clonht to some extent a bad gradient can be got over by means
of banking engines, but there are evident drawbacks. A locomoth-e
on any new line is not now allowed to a.ssist a passenger train up a
steep gradient by pushing from the back, though on some of the

I

I
.

l !:
.· I
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older constructed lines where the practice has been in force from the
first, such as on the Midland Railway at Bromsgrove, and between
the South-Western and Great-Western stations at Exeter, assistance
in that manner still happens daily. In the case of a goods train it
is permissible.
Consequently a banking engine means two delays to a passeuger

train, one at the bottom and the second at the top of the incline,
and one delay to a goods train, namely, at the bottom.
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Again, evidently the ,!own grade line is occupied by the bank
engine returning, and a further train may be kept at the bottom of
the incline waiting for the assistance of the returning bank
engine.

No statistical statement to apply generally could be made as to
the cost entailed by a graclient necessitating the employment of
ba.nking engines, but in onler to convey an i<lea of what the
minimum cost would he, I will ronghly give the following
fi gures :The cost of each engine to a railway company may be put down
at £1,000 per year. If this sum be capitali zed, it represents say
£25,000, and as there must be a bank e11gine not only for the day,
but also for the night, the cost of engine power becomes £50,000.
Again, where two engines are employed regularly, it is necessary
to haYe a third relieving engine for hospital JJnrposes.
The banking engin e will very likely entai l a special signal box at
t he bottom of the gradient, and also at the top, to permit of the
e ngine getting on to the up grade line :.tt the Uottom, and ct·ossing to
the down grade lin e at the top, and this means the wages of two
sigrndmen by day and by night, or four for the 24 hours.
,vithout going into the cost of the signal boxes, the certain
increased cost of maintenance, the possible limitation of traffic ove,·
the whole section of the line, etc., etc., it may easily be seen that
the least cost entailed by a gradient, necessitating a bank engine, is

represented by a capital sum of not less than £70,000 or £80,000,
and the question therefore to be considered is whether this ot· a
much larger s um of money cannot be Letter spent in works to
obviate such a requirement.
I will now give a few instances of actual working loads taken

from the Severn a11cl \Yye Hailway :Gradient of 1 in 132, length I ½ miles, between Lydner anti
Sm·crn Bridge stations, working load 3:10 tons.

Gradient 1 in 50, lengt h 3 miles, working load 120 tons.
Gradient 1 in 40, length l} miles, working loacl 100 tons.
Gradient 1 in 30, length 2½ miles, working load 70 tons.
These loads were in force ten yaars ago, a.nd are certainly now
:30 per cent. lower than modern engines would <leal with on a good

road.
The following table may be t,iken as g iving the loa,1s up various

grndients at the present date:-
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LOADS AND

Grarlieut.

GR1\DIENTf--.

TendcrEni:ine. W<'iJ.:"ht, iOto,1'1:
Steam Pre-sure, 150 11,s.: Uoal
Consumption JWr mile, 10 to
ciS Ills.

I in 4!J

EWTons.

Jin 50

180

,,

1 in 60

2LO

,,

1 in 100

29,l

],jQ

Tons.

2-i-0

,.

32,)

,.

On the snbject of curves it may safely he said that a minimnm
radins of 80 chaius for a first-class line ,inswers all 1,:,qllirements.
This was adovted as the normal cmTe on the Great Central'
Railway, though in three cases curves of 20, 40, and 60 chai ns.
respecti\·ely were nsecl from necessity. The same mi11imum, ,·iz. 1'

80 chains, has been used on the South " Tales and Bristol Direc~
Hail way, except, of course, at the actna.l junction with the existing
Jines, where 40 chains raflins will be nsed, and wil1 form, I beli~ve,

the flattest cmvc jnnctions that have yet been put in.
At the discnssion on the Great Centr:tl R~ilway, at the Institute
of Civil Engineers, a statement was made by a well-known engineer
that he wonld not hesitate to nse GO chains radius on a first-clasa,

line if there was any advantage to be gained thereby.

There are

many places where trains regularly run round n 40-chain radius

at 60 miles au hour with perfect safety; but this necessitates a
cant of the outer rail of five inches, and naturally increases the
wear and cost of maintenance.

Whereas on unimportant branch lines only slow sp •ed and light
loads arc requirecl, curves of 12 to 16 chains radius arc v-ery nsua],
but the increased length of railway carriages is daily demonstrating
the undesirability of curves as sharp as these, and they a,,:, arnided
as much as possible.

The te11de11cy of the rails to spread is, of

course, greatly increased, and the wear on the rails themselves and
the tyres of the wheels is mnch greater.
A reYersc 01· S cnrve is, of course, al wa.ys objectionable, and it i~
nsual to get in a length of straight, at least, eqnal to the length of
the train, and twice that length, if possible, between two reverse
CUl'YCS.

I'
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The cant of the rail is, of course, i111portant, and varies with the
radius of the cnrl'e and the rate of speed at which trains are expected
to 1'11ll.
Taking a cu rre of 20 chains radius, the reqnire,l cant of the
outsid e rnil for a maximum speed of 35 mi les per hour is 3 inches,
anrl for 45 miles per hour 5 inches.
For a Cllt'l'e of 40 chains radius the required cant of the ontsirle
rail for a maximum spee,l of 40 miles per hour is 2± inches, anrl for
60 miles per hour 5} inches.
Again, for a curve of tlO chains or one mile rarl ins, the require1l
cant of t he outside rail for a maximum speeJ of 50 miles per hour
in ches.
is 11 inches, and for iO mil es per hour
The minimum r::ulins romHl which an ordinary Great \Yestern
Railway engine is allowed to work is a.bont 5 chains, bnt this occurs
on ly in station yards a nd approaches to engine sheds.
For passenger se,·,·ice the Board of Trade requires a check rail to
be prol'i<led for any curve less than 10 chains rrulius.
The method of locating on t-he ground the ex,,ct points indicated
on the plan anrl section is shown by the following fig ure :-

St

~C~4•~.-.... ,.,.

'f~~
1__ ./_j

~ ~mariiiwmriiiilru~,,!/s;c'c'~~~iIDJ!!fil.lc~lT,.i!_tiJ~L~~ll.;\\"'~·;!..:.;'~.::
Fig. 1.

The lower part indicates a portion of n plan of the rai lway, a nd
abore the corresponding longitudinal section. Stakes of wood about
U· inch square ancl 12 inches long a.re driven into the grom1d ~t
j 1;tcrvals of one cha.in aµart , the required position of the stake_ m
the cnrve or straight being determine, ! hy means of a the_o<lohte.
Next, a longitu1linal section is taken l>y means of wlu ch ~he
ground line is obtained, and it is usual tu write up on tlie section
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the level of each chain peg, and also the le\'el of the formation,
the laltct depending on the gradients, ancl being a matter of
-calculatio11.
Cross sections of the ground are next taken at each chain peg,

generally for a width of 100 feet on each side, but varying >1ccording
to circumstances, an<l on each cross section the height or depth of
formation is plotted, and the widths and slopes required drawn in.
The cross section at 27l\1-l 6C shows cutting, arnl that at 271\1-~0C
bank. In this way the widths of the land required at each point
are known exactly, and also the total quantities of cutting an<l
embankment can he calculated.
The positions of bridges and other works are indicated on the
plan or section, together with a note referring Lo the number of
the drawing showing the design in detail.
It is not often that a railway company in this country carries
out its own work when of any size; to do so regularly would
practically mean keeping a separate staff and plant, which might
he sufficiently large one year, and altogether beyond the requirementR the next. 1Ioreover, the system in force on large railways
for the supply of materials would undoubtedly handicap a railway
company in carrying out large works.
That system necessitates a railway officer requiring material for
any purpose, say 1,000 tons of rails or an office carpet, putting
forward a requisition, which, after being signed by the chief of his
department, is passed on to the stores department, who order and
supply every article, even down to a nail. This system answers
,·ery well for maintenance purposes where requirements can be
seen in front, and where also the materials for the most part can
be kept in large quantities in stock; but on new works where the
requirements vary, and where any delay might entail great loss
of time and expense, it is essential that the person directly responsible should be in touch with the manufacturers, and be empowered
to negotiate and purchase at the shortest notice in the most ad vanThis difficulty could be got over by special
tageous market.
regnla.tions applying to new works, bnt it is easily understandable
that two systems on the same concern are open to some objection.
Consequently, almost invariably, works of any size are let by
contra~t.
There are two forms of contract, viz. : -

(!). Generally known as a lump-sum contract, in which the
contractor undertakes to complete the whole of the work in accord-

·.,

,
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ance with the plans, drawings, sections, etc., for a total sum of
money.

(2). A schedule contract, in which the contractor nndertakes to
carry out the work in accordance with prices inserted in a schedule
for each particnlat· item of work, all of which has consequently to l,e
measured as the work prnceeds.
The lump-sum contract is generally preferred as being more com-

prehensive, and tending to avoid the many questions which generally
arise m a schedule contract, as to the class of work that is being
carried out, am! as to the item in the schedule that applies and so on.
The advantage, however, of the schedule contract is that where
time is an objecti and it is desired to commence the work as soon as

possible, it permits of a contract being let after a few typical
flrawings only have been prepared, whereas in a lump-sum contract

the whole of the drawings and ernry information must first be
furnished.
In the case of a large contract this saving of time is often considemble. On the Sonth \Vales and Bristol Direct Railway there
are something like 100 bridges, necessitating, of course, 100 separate
drawings, consisting in some cases of two or three sheets each.

Thero are 2,700 cross-sections of earthwork, and in addition, of
course, much detailed information to be st1pplied to the contractor
on a very large number of points, necessitating negotiations with
landowners, ten:1nts, public authorities, etc., and consuming, therefore,

much time. For this reason the contract to which I have referred
has been let l,y schedule.
The plant necessary to construct a work of this size is necessarily
very large, and its rnlue estimated at £100,000. It includes 6G
miles of temporary road, 45 locomotiYes, 17 steam navvies, 1,800
earth wagons,and,of course, numerous mortar mills, winding engines,

etc., etc., ,md also three large brickyards specially constructed.
I need not point out that water in large quantities is a necessity,
and the fa~ilities for obtaining it are a matter of much consideration

to the contractor.
A railway generally commences with earthwork operations, and I
will say a few words, therefore, on the slopes adopted, the question
of slips, and some mo<lcs of dealing with them.
In clay the slopes Yary from 2 to I to 5 to I, and for the most
part the same slope is adopted for embankment as cutting. Slopes
of 2 to 1 an<l 3 to 1 are common, but my own experience has been
that it is advisable in the case of clay embankments over, say, 20 feet
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in height, to form them with slopes of noL less than ~½ or 3 to I.
The reason that this applies especially to embankments is that ii\
ba<l weathet· the excavation ma.y come wet from the cutt,ing, and

tend to cause slips.
A yellow clay is ge nerally weak and treacherous, and where it
was met with on the lin e between \Vootton Bassett arnl Patchway
a particniarly bacl slip occm'l'e•l, necessitating the adoption of tlrn
nnusually flat slope of 5 tu I.
In material other than clay, 1,ut, not rock, slopes of l } to l are
alm ost always adopted, and are certain ly the most usnal, and in the,
case of rock the angle for cuttings may be anything from vertical to
1} to 1, bnt it has to be remembered that in deep rock cuttings it i&
well not to make the slopes too vertical, as there is al w3ys the possi-

bility of a piece of rock which has weathered loose escaping
detection, and the risk, therefore, of its falling on to the railway or a

passing tra.i n.
On the Wootton Bassett and Patchway Railway the slopes are :-

In Oxford blue clay, 2 to l and :3 to l.
In Oxford yellow clay, 5 to I.
In lias clay in which there are regular belts of rock at
few feet interval s, I½to I.
In marl, 1!, to 1.
In oolitic ;ock, ¼to I in shallow cuttings, a nd I to I it>
cuttings over 20 feet in depth.
In a pennant rock cutting 40 feet in depth, where t he
stone is tolerably solid and in large becls, ½to I.
In mountain l,imestone,

J to

l , and where beds of clay

occur in it, l ½to 1.
Prior to the plans being prepared Pits, say 6 feet by 6 feet, are
genera1ly sunk at intervals along the centre lin e of the railway, to

enable an opinion to be formed as to the necessary slopes to be
allowed for. The quarries in th e district also act as a guide.
It should be remembered, however, that the slopo depends not only
on the material in which it is formed, hut also on certain loral
circumstances. Not unfrequently, for instance, the ground is falling
mor~ or less sharply across the railway at ri ght angles to it, anLl,.
consequently, water may attack 0110 side of the cutting, while the

other side will be quite dry.
In a case of this kind the slope on the wet side may be flattened,
and trenches cut, say, 5 feet by •I fe et, and filled with stone. These

20i
act as a means oi draining off the water, and a,t the same time as
buttresses.*
It is desirable to soil :rnd so11· all clay slopes as soon as possible.
as that conrse offers a great prot.ection, and also prevents the constant clt-ibbling of mud into the railway side dr.1in.
Fre<JLIOntly in the oolitic formation water finds its ,rny to tl,eface of the slope at the base of the shale where it joins the clay, and
this, if allowed to run, would in course of time naturally eat aw,ty the
clay and let in the rock abo,·e it.
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Fig. 2.
This is often dealt with by si nking a trench, as shom1 in Fig. ~.
about 12 or 15 feet away from the top of the slope, the further thebctter, rnnning parallel to the railway. The bottom of the trench
is below the rock, and acts as a tr,tp to catch the water. The trench,
of course, is constructed with a fall, and is emptied at certai11
convenient points into the cutting drains.
SLIPS.

Few railways at'C constructed, except in uniformly har~l material,.
without some slips occurri ng i11 the cutting or emba11kment, which
frequently give great tronble before they are cnl'ed, anJ are the

source of co11siderablc delay an,1 expeuse.

This may be due to one

or more of many causea.
• This arrangement is shown in Fiy. 7, Papet· Y., of this ,·olume.-EotTo&.

~08

The material may be of so weak a nature that in an extreme case
it is absolutely unable to bear its own weight. An i11stance of this
-0ccnrred reco11tly in Cardiganshire through a clay in the Cambrian
formation. The cutting is about half-a-mile in length, and work
commenced in the summer when the material was dry, and stood

ea pi tally both in cutting and bank; but as soon as wet weather
mrived tbe sides of the cutting came in, and the embankment
formed from the cutt,ing material collapseil. Several expeilients
were tried to make tbc bank stand-t,he slopes "·ere pitched all over
with stone IS inches thick, stone buttresses were erected up tbe slopes
at frequent intervals, and the natural seat of the embankment was

<lrainccl thoroughly, but without snccess, and the whole material had
to he run to spoil.
To get through the cutting was, of course, a necessity, and this
was attained by constructing heayy slag walls 6 feet high and 6 feet
thick at the toe of the slope, by benching back the slopes as shown
jn Fig. 3 to red nee tbe weight and pitching them 18 inches thick.
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Fig. 3.

Stone trenches ~ feet by 2 feet were constructed up the slopes to
<lrain the water and act as an additional support. The chief use of
the pitching in this case was that it preve11ted tbe heat of the sun
eracking the sides of the slopes, thereby ea.using fissures, through

which water penetrated in the wet season; the pitching acted also
as a protection against frost.
Another case of material too weak to bear its own weight is the

yellow clay at Wootton Bassett, where a serious slip occurred .
Here the whole of this clay had to be run to spoil, and the slopes
-0f the cutting were left, as before described, :it an angle of 5 to I.
In cutting, slips can generally be got over by careful drainage, to
prevent any water forming at the back, by benching the slopes so as
to lighten them, and by sufficiently Hat angles.
Sometimes on sidelong ground a regular lan,lsli p will occur, the
ground to some hundreds of yards from the cutting moving towards
it. Such a case presents great difficulties and occurred on the Stert
and Westbury Railway opened by the Great Western Railway
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Company this summer.

Here the formation is green sand.

\Vhen

the ground first began to move stone buttresses were built into the
cutting slopes, both for the purpose of lending strength to resist the
forward movement and to drain the gronnd. They were fonnd,
however, to be quite inefl'ecti,,c, an<l the cutting was in constant

danger of being filled . At the back the ground rises rapidly, and
from a careful inspection the conclnsion was arrived at that the slip
was cine probably to water forming t here, and to underground
springs at that point.
H eadings 'i feet by 7 feet were consequeutly driven at right
angles to the railway at intervals of about 3 chains, extend ing from

the cutting to points below the foot of the steep rising grnu nd just.
referred to.
Section at riyht c1,ngle8 to Rnilway.

No,INOy cutt,n91',//a,I
,,. 6y sl,p

Fiy. J.
The section (Fiy. 4) at right angles to the m i! way expiains this ; the
dotte1 l line represent:.; the original surface of the ground, and the
firm line the grounrl aftP.r the s lip occurred showing the cntting
filled in. The heading is shown extending from t he ctttting to the
line of cleavage, th,t is the f1a·thest poi □ t of t he slip. Th e extreme
ends of th e headings were connected hy another continuous head ing
running pa,rallel to the railway, constructed with slightly rising and
falling gradients, so as to drain the water to the exit~ in the cutting.

No further slips ha,·e since occnrre<l, but the success of the scheme
cannot be assured until tested by the co:ning winter.

The headi ng5,

will be finally filled i11 with big loose stone.
In embankments slips may be caused, apart from the material

being too weak to bear the superincnmbent weight, through th e
natural surface of the ground being soft or wet-in which case it

should be thoroughly drained by stone channels and the soft stuff
removed, or by tipping into the embankment wet excavation or

slurry--or by want of care in the formation of an embankment when
formed in two or more lifts.
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Fiy. 5 shows coarsely hatchet! the bottom portion ,,fan emlxinkrnent formed in two lifts. Great care should be taken to ensure
that it is formed in the first case to its full width, so that when thP
top lift comes to be tippe,l there will be no narrow width to be
patched on to the lower portion as shown by the figure on the
right side.
i"i'tnnuthwul EmUaukmenl .

SLAG

Fig. 5.
This pa.rticula.r cmba.nkment. showed signs of weakness, and it

was decided to strengthen it by addccl embankment and a stoue
toe. For the purpose of construction it was necessary to tip to a
le\'el surface the added embankment, which afterwards was trimmed
<!own to a uniform slope, as shown by the ,lotted line, to prevent
water lodging and getting into the ea.rthwork.
The added embankmeut will, of course, not be confused with the
narrow width patched on, as referred to ,cbove, dne to improper
-construction.

As far as possible an embankment should be formed with end-tip
wagons, anrl not side-tip wagons, the effect of the side-tip wagons
being t,hat the grain of the earthwork, so to speak, rnns parallel with
the embankment and not across it. Fnrther, in the case of encl-tip
wagons the portion tipped is subsequently passed over by the
tempor,u-y road, and gets, therefore, the weight of t he engine and
earth wagons, which tends to consol idate it. In the case of side-tip
wagons this is not necessarily the case.
These remarks perhaps do not properly apply to the formation of
the bottom lift of a deep embankment, where by the use of side
wagons :111(l the continual slewing of the contractor roads sideways
as the width of the embankment increases, the whole surface at one
time or another recel\'es the weight of the wagons, etc., and is to
some extent consolidated.
Of course, there is a great ach·antage in side wagons i11 economy
a,n<l. expedition in getting rid of material into cmb:111kment. Con•
sidcrable difference of opinion was expressed at a recent discussion
-on the merits of side as against end.tip wagons at the Institution of
Civil Engineers. So far as :UJ embankment for a single line of rail-
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way was concerned, it appeareLl to be agrcc(l that there conl<l be no

'(jltestion, and that end-tip wagons were evidently in<licate1l for sncb
work, hnt for wider embankments there was co11sidera.ble divergence
of opinion.

Aga.in, a bottom lif t may frequently pa5s through a winter before
the top lift comes to be formecl upon it, and great care should be
taken to lea ,·e the snrface in such condition that water will not form
iu hollows, and ultimately penetrate the bank in considerable
•1na11tities. The surface should, therefore, 1,e left smooth and slightly
;,ambered, and all crack, fille,l in, and before the top lift is formed
any soft material should be moved from the surface.
Two years since a high railway embankment at Chippenham,
which had been constrnctcd over fiO years, began to slip. A series
-of trenches were consC11uently cut right from the surface of the
em hankmeut to the ground level, with the result that the bank wa,
found to consist internally of a re;:;crvoir of water, and when this
l,acl escape,! no further trouble occurred.

Fig. 6.
In slips of a serious nature the top of the emhankmcnt m<iy be
<:nt <lown, as Fig. 6 will explain, and this is a. very desirable course.
The lower pa.rt of the <lia.gra.m represc11ts a longitudinal section
of the embankment, the slips ha.ving occnrrcd lJetwcen the points

AA.

The whole of the mr,terial shown h"tched may be removed,

.anJ the ol,ject of this is ma1le more clea.r by the cross-section.

An embankment after a slip on one side only consists pract-ically
u[ two dil)tinct parts, the 8taiJie portion in this case on the right,

<.livided by a fine line from the slipped portion shown by cl11rker
,;o]our on the left.

-
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If an attempt is maJe after a slip to make good the embankment
to its proper height without first cutting away the top part as
shown by longitudinal section, the embankment remains practically
in two distinct parts, there is, so to speak, no born! in it, but by
cntting it down and then making good hy re•tipping, the top portion
of the bank forms one mass as shown hatched, resting partly on the
solid and partly on the weaker or slipped portion.
Plnte I. shows a steam navvy. The engines are generally 8 to 12
horse-power, worked at 70 to 80 llJ. steam pressure, consumin g
about 15 cwt. coal per diem.
Twe11ty men, including batter trimmers, are employed attendini
on and working round the navvy, or 15 men where there are no
batters to form. In addition, two horses and two men are required
to feed the navvy with empty wogons, and to remove the full ones.
If the output, however, exceeds ~00 wagons per clay three horses
and three men are required. The bucket varies in size, and fo1~
rock has generally a capacity of one cubic yard. In soft material
the capacity may be increased to two cubic yards. In fine weather
and in good material it will move about 600 cubic yards per day.
It is not necessary to add that, apart from rapidity and economy,
they arc of the grecitest nse where hanrl labour is short.
A steam navvy costs £1,200, its carriage is considemble, and the
cost of erecting on the ground about £20 ; conseq uent,ly it would
not pay to use them where the rnaterial to be moved is not
considerable. A steam navvy will work in soft rock, but it is, of
course, essential to shatter and dif)integrate the rock by means of
ex plosi vcs.
Where belts of rock occur in a chiy formation considerable
quantities of blasting powder are nsetl. The charge is general ly
inserted some 20 feet in advance of the steam navvy. A hole is first
sunk by means of a drill the required depth, maybe 20 feet, and a
charge of tonite exploded, say np to 15 lb. , to form a cavity at the
base, into which the powder is charged . As much as 600 lbs. aL a
charge have l;ecn used in stiff clay ground.
In India., where the conditions a.re different, the exca.,·ation is.
still carried to a great extent in baskets on the coolies' heads.
The best method of removing excavation to embankment depends.
on several circumstances, such as the length of lead, the total
'JUa11tity of material to be moved, etc., etc. Up to 80 or 100 yards
an ordinary barrow or hand-cart may be used, but the latter is on ly
suitable on fairly level ground, as when loaded its weight wonkl bo
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beyond the powers of a man to push up any steep incline. For
longer distances a horse and dobbin cart, horse and tip wagons, or
locomotive and tip wagons may be employed.
I need hardly add that on any length of railway a good temporary
road is absolutely essential for the conveyance of material, such as
coal, bricks, lime, mortar, st,one, water, etc.
I will now make a few remarks on the class of structures met
with in railway work, and perhaps I should first say that an efficient
system of drainage by means of side ditches, trenches, pipes, and
culverts is of the greatest importance, and tends greatly to reduce
the aftet· cost of maintenance.
A culvert harrlly requires describing. It invariably consists of
an invert of concrete with stone or brick walls, as a rule 14 inches
or 18 inches thick, and an arch not less than 9 inches. It is well to
rememher, however, that in the case of a high embankment, and
especially where the arch and possibly the walls of the culvert
project some distance above the natural surface of the groun'1, that
the pressure and weight exerted by the bank is very considerable,
and that therefore in such cases it is al ways wise to considerably
strengthen the culvert, as, in the event of damage, it is a matter of
great ,lifficulty and expense to re-build it after the embankment has
once been formed.
Coming to bridges, the first question that arises is the question of
brick or masonry, and depends almost entirely on the presence of a
good building stone material in the country. From the point of
appeamnce stone is preferable, and given a good quality is extremely
durable. It is also genemlly cheaper for the class of work required
on a railway than brick. Of late years, however, sinre railway
transit has become much more general, and has placed Staffordshire
in touch with every point, brick bas been used to a much greater
extent than formerly. Again, the frequent labour troubles that
have a.risen of late years with quarrymen, masons, dressers, etc.,
causing most troublesome and expensive delays, have led to the
greater use of bricks.
Tbe class of brickwork on railways now is almost invariably
required to consist of good local bricks, faced to an average thickness
ork of this class pracof 6¾ inches, with Staffordshire brindles.
tically means no futnre maintenance, as a good Staffordshire brindle,
in addition to being able to resist a great pressure, is imperishable
hy weather, and is not affected by injurious gases such as are met
with in a tunnel.
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RJ<:SULTS OF BRICK TESTS llfADE 1900.
Tons Per Squn.re Foot.

Porosit_\· 11 fter
:!4 Honra

Cracked
Slight\.\·.

Crushed .

Imme r11ion.
Per Cent.

South Staffordshire Brindle ...

427

48 1

l ·48

Cattybrook Bt·indle

41~

J 46

0·42

Stoke Gifford Brindle .

307

524

0·23

Hamblet's Staffordshire Drinclle

402

!j2:l

1·59

The mortar generally consists of blue lias lime, in the proportion
of l of sand, 1 of ashes, and 1 of lime. Tests of the mortar arc
generally taken from time to time, a briquette being made for that
purpose 1 inch square in area at t he least section, and tested at the
end of 28 days.
The results mry Yery considerably, and depend no doubt to a
large extent on the method employed in making the briquette.
For instance, if the mortar is first placed on a porous brick, am!
worked with <> trowel, it has the effect of withdrawing the water
and causing the briquette to set more rapidly; uniformity of method
in making the briquettes should, therefore, be in force. The results
Yary from 30 to 80 lbs. to the square inch, and if as an average
50 lb. is obtained t he result may be considered satisfactory. The
arch form of bridge is always to be preferred to ironwork, on the
grounds that the latter requires constant maintenance, and has a
limited life, while a good brick or masonry bridge requires practically
no maintenance, and should last for eYer. The largest arch in
England is that over the River Dee, at Chester; the Si-'an is 200 feet,
with a rise of 42 feet, the arch being four feet thick in the centre,
and six feet thick at springing. Auother large arch is that over the
River Severn, at Gloucester; it is 150 feet in span and e1liptical in
form. I am not acquainted with the details of the thickness of the
arch, etc.
The largest bridge of this kind on the Great Western Railway is
that over the River Thames at Maidenhead; it consists of two
arches, elliptical in form, and 126 feet each in span, the rise being
24 feet 3 inches. The arch, which at the centre is 5 feet 3 inches
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thick, and at the springing 7 feet I½ inches, was constrnctecl by
Bru11el of London stock yellow bricks in cement, the thrust being
l2 tons per square foot at the centre, and 101 tons at springing.
The bridge was 11·idenecl some ten years ago, the arch being bnilt
with Cattybrook pt·essed bricks in cement. It was found that the
true lin es of the arch of the old bridge were considerablv distorted,
ancl this no doubt occnrred at the time of construction d11e to
settlement.
. On the South Wales and Bristol Direct Railway the fargest arch
1s 76 feet in span, with a rise of 16 feet 9 inches; the arch at the
<:entre is 3 feet in thickness, and at the springing 4 feet I½ inches,
the pressure at the crown being 8 tons per square foot, and :it the
springing 7½ tons. The arch is built with Staffordshire brinclles and
-cement moeta,r, and spri ngs from a pennant rock foundatio11, the
pressure on which is ,i tons per square foot.
Any contraction of the foundations might cause distortion, and it
is essential, therefore, that arches of this type shoul,l butt on a
thoroughly sound foundation, which is generally restrictecl for this
purpose to rock.
The span of an :.rch is limitecl by the safe resisting power of the
material, which on the G.-eat Western Railway is taken as 15 tons
per square foot in blue brickwork in cement, and 8 tons in mortar,
and by the strength of the foundations. In rock about 16 tons per
square foot is generally kiken as the maximum, and in clay -! or
5 tons. In the case of the Great Central Goods " 'arehouse at
Marylebone, where l,he foundations are in the brown London clay,
4 tons were taken as the maximum.
In the case of Lonrlon B,·idge there is a pressure of 5 tons per
s uper foot on the foundation.
You may, of course, thicken your arch almost indefinitely, anrl to
a certain extent by means of vertical headers bond the various rings
together. llut in t.1,king down old bridges it is nearly always fouud
t hat, due to settlement, the lowest ,·ings do the lion's share of the
"-rork.
It is evident then that the span of an arch is limitecl by the
strength of material, and an arch of 100 feet svan may be considerecl
a large one; hut in much smaller structures there are reasons why
ironwork must constantly take the place of the arch.
Fig. 7 shows a bridge carrying a road over a double line rail way.
The minimum depth from rail to underside of gircler must be H f~et
3 inches, and assuming a trough flooring 9 inches in depth, with
R2
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upon the flooring by the moving load it is assumed that the weight
on the driving wheels, which is taken as 10 tons on each wheel, is
distributed over 7 feet of flooring, thus if each of the flutes were
I~ inches in width, each flute would ho calculated to bear one-seventh
of the total weight on the driving wheels.
Where no girders are used the flutes of the flooring run parallel
to the rails, and, consequently, cross-sleepers are mod, the load in
this case being assumed as di stributed over the length covered by
the sleepers, viz., 9 feet.
To bring structural depth to its lowest limits the cross-sleepers
are sometimes sunk into the furrows of the flooring, or the rail may
be attacher! direct to the top of the flooring by continuous angle
fish-plates. The effect on the distribution of the load requires,
howe,•er, to be carefully considered, as the probabilities are that
the flooring wi ll, under such conditions, require to be considerably
strengthened.
Another means of constructing with the minimum depth is by
c irryiug the rail in a trough consisting of two steel joists bolted
together at the bottom by a steel plate ; this method, howeYer, is
only applic~ble to spans not much exceeding 15 feel.
,vhere headroom permits, an economical and substantial superstructure is obtained by the use of rolled steel joists c.bout 3 feet
3 inches apart, connected by 4½-inch brick jack arches filled into the
surface with cement concrete. It is particularly useful where an
absolutely water-tight structure is required.

Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 shows a common form of bridge to carry two lines of way,
which takes advantage of the Board of Tracie regulations-which
permit a structure standing not more than 2 feet 6 inches above
rail level-to come within 2 feet 7½ inches of the near rail.
The parapet is overhung to comply with the required width of
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4 feet O inches above that lcl'el, and the top of the girder is boarde,I
o,·_er so ~s to form _a platform. The flooring is commonly 7! or
S rnches m c.lepth, with metal -~ i11ch thick.
The c?st of different forms of steel structures varies consit!er~bly,
and I will only say that the trough floorillg type of bridge, including
concrete, asphalte, steel parapets, in fact, everything except ballast
or metalling, costs, for small spans up to 15 feet, about 10s. per
snpcr foot at present prices; spans up to 2:j feet will cost from 10s.
to 1 ~s Ge.I. per super foot. The cost of the jack arch type of bridge
jnst referred to is also about !0s. per super foot. Above 25 feet in
span the cost increases rapidly, owing to the weight of girders
increasing approximately as the square of the span.
Before leaving steelwork I should say that I mentioned just now
that an arch, where feasible, was always preferable to an iron superstructure. I ought to say that in a very doubtful foundation this is
not the case. In the Black Country, for instance, settlement is
continually taking place, and under these conditions an arch is
eri,lently unsuitable.
A case occnrred on the Great Western Railway in the Forest of
Dean recently where a bridge in the course of two years sank to
the extent of ~ feet 6 inches, necessitating the raising of the girders
from time to time to that extent.
On the Great Central Railway steel superstructures were solely
used on one sertion, due to the proximity of the coal workings, and
i11 one case the abutments of a bridge sank as much as 3 feet after
its coru pletion. Partly, no doubt, due to this consideration 155
bridges on the Great Central Railway, out of a total of 224, have
steel superstructures, an unusually large proportion.
The erection of small girders is a simple matter. They are
generally sent from the mauufacturer in one piece, and erected hy
\Vhere, however, the length
means of cranes, derricks, etc.
approximates 100 feet" there is difficulty in sending them by rail,
and conse<J.nently they are generally made in two parts and erected
by staging on the ground.
Fiy. I O sbows the method to be shortly employed in erecting two
girders 88 feet in length, each weighing 21 tons, over an existing
The wooden staging on either side of the railway
line of railway.
will he erected during the week; occupation on the line will be
obtained between the hours of 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on a Sunday
(during which time no passenger traini;; are booked to run), an_<l the
centre trestle and banlks to tho centre span erncted. Tho girders

G. W.R., South WaleB aud Bril$tol dirt.et Railway.-B1·idye otier 11/idland Railway.

PropOBed method for t.rtctiny yirderB.
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will have been previouslr placed in readiness to be drawn 01·er, each
.supported on the trolleys, and as soon as the temporary structure is
.-eady they will be haule,l over their permanent position by means of
.a 5-ton steam winch. They will then 1,e jacked up sufficiently to
allow the trolleys to he l'llD from under them, and afterwards by the
same meaus lowered on to the bedstones.
In anothe,· method of erecting girder• of practically the same
size, 90 feet in span anJ. weighing :13 tons, the girders were con\'eyed
to the bridge alon:; the main line on tl'llcks, and raised by means of
.a derrick, the chain from the snatcbblock being attached to an
-ordinary locomotive, which, by moving backwards, raiseJ the
girdora into the rc,1uired height.
Plulc II. illustrates the general form of cantering employed for
the support of arches under construction. These frequently vary
in design for the same type of arch owing to local circumstances,
.such as the depth of headroom, and the necessity in some cases of
keeping open traffic beneath the bridge while under construction.
This plate shows centering for a bridge 3fi feet in span, where there
is ample headroom and plenty of space for a temporary roadway on
one side of the centre props.
The laggings on which the brickwork is built are almost invariably
2/, to 3 inches thick and from 6 inches to 9 inches in width, accordi,;g to the radius of the curvature, an<l are supporte<l by ribs placed
generally about 5 feet aµart centre to centre.
An arch to carry two lines of way, or a pulJlic road 2,) feet in

width, rc11uires G ribs. This is not an invariable rule, ribs sometimes being placed as much as 7 feet apart, but where this is the
-case there is a tendency of the laggings to sagt and the true Jines of
the arch to be distorted. Each rib rests on a pair of slack blocks
or wedges, by means of which the rib can, in the fir.st place, be
adjusted to its exact position, and slackened when required after the
The slack blocks rest on a continuous
corn pletion of the arch.
wooden cill supported either by props direct from the ground, or,
where the height is great, hy byats passing tbrongh the piers, as wiII
be :wen by a later photo. The sweeps, as tbey a.re termed, forming
the rilJ, consist almost i1H·aria.bly of pitch pine, the tie-pieces, struts,
.aud laggings gencra.lly of fir, and the slack blocks of oak or some
other hard-grained wood.
]>fut,, 111. shows the centering for a Yiaduct, consisting of 11 spans
25 feet in width of an average height of 33 feet frvm grounJ to
rail level, the arche:, being practically, though not quite, semi-circular.
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Jn the case of viaducts of large sprns 5 sets of centering are
unil•ersally used, hut in the present instance, where the arches are
only ~5 feet, and t he height not great, -! sets only were used.
The plate shows the arches over the -! sets of ce ntering built
to different heights, the left--hand arch being nearly fini shed , the
second rather more than half, and the third less again, and the
fourth only jnst commenced.
The reason, of course, is to distribute the uneven thrust, which ,
if one arch were wholly bnilt before the next was commenced,
would be sufficient to overturn the piers. The struts shown in the
plate are to assist in counterbalancing this thrust. The ceotering
in this case is supported on a wooden cill resting on short lengths
of rail passing through the piers.
Perhaps the most usnal method of building viaduct piers is by
the emplo,vment of two cranes, one fixed between, say, piers 1 and
2, and the second between piers 3 and 4,
The cranes may be raised on a stag ing above the gronncl to such
a height as will command not only the foundations, but also the
impost or top of the piers. In this way material from the foundations can be removed in skips, and afterwards the whole of the pier
built by lifting direct from trucks at ground level into its position
material required for their construction.
The centering may be raised and placed in position by derricks,
and a small tramway or gantry may be carded on the centering for
the supply of material when the arches are being built.
Each set of 6 ribs and laggings, etc. (for a span of 58 feet) ,
contains about 1,500 cubic feet of timber, am! cost for material and
making about £130; the cost of erecting and taking down amounts
to £30, or a total of £160. Crediting the mine of the material
after use at £50, the actual cost of one set of centering becomes
£110, which, if divided into the number of yards of brickwork
in the arch, in this case 310, gives the extra cost of these arches
due to centering as 7s. l½d. per cubic yard.
Frequently, however, the centres can be used and re-used several
times where the viaducts consist of many spans, or where thet·e are
a series of viaducts of the same span. On the South Wales and
Bristol Direct Line there are lD similar spans, and as 5 centres are
required at the same time, each centre will be used 4 times, and,
conseqnently, the cost of centoring per cubic yard of brickwork in
arch is reduced to about 3s. 3,1.
Viaducts are generally built in lien of earthwork where the depth
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exceeds !iO or 60 feet.

As far as economy goes, the actual nepth

Yaries, of course, according to the cost of embankment material ancl
the slopes at which it will stan,1, it being eYident that an embank-

ment with 2 to 1 slopes might be cheaper than a Yiaduct, ancl more
expensh·e if 3 to 1 slopes were necessary.
Apart from cost, howeYer, a. b1nk over 50 feet is a hiuh one antl
the matcl'ial of which it is formed, and the natural surface of the
ground on which it rests, should be good; and, further, future
mai11tena11cc, which i11 the case of very deep embankments is great,
has to be taken into consideration.
On the Great Western Railway there are a great many viaducts,
especially in Cornwall, commencing at 50 to 60 feet deep, anrl being
as much as 90 or 100 feet, anJ even up to 150 feet, in the centre of
gorge. They are, as a rule, about 60 feet spans between the piers,
which is found to be the economical width. Segmental arches
nearly but not quite semicircular, 3 feet in thickness at the centre,
and 3 feet 9 inches at the springing. Piers 7 feet 6 inches wide at
the toµ, tapering on every side at 1 in 32. This gives a pressure
of about 8 tons per S<juare foot on the masonry. The cost comes
out for such a structure carrying two lines of way at £1 per yard
forward per foot high, measnred from ground to rail. That is, for
example, a viaduct :300 yards long, and a,·eraging 70 feet in depth,

will cost £14,000.
",. e have two tunnels on the line I am at present connected with,
one about 560 yards in length and the othet· 2} miles, both on a
uniform grade in one direction of 1 in 300.

The St. Gothard, Monte Genis, and Simplon tunnels, where the
heaJings could only be driven from the open ends, are constructed
with gradients ascending from each end towards the centre, the
chief object being to enable the water to escape by gravitation, and
where the levels admit this practice is frequently adopted in much
smaller structures. "'here, however, the tunnel is constructed by
sinking shafts the aU,,antage is largely done away with, as pumping
in the various headings is a necessity until t,hey are connected with

t he open ends.
The first of the 2 tunnels mentioned above is being constructed
from 2 shafts sunk 280 yards apart, and HO yards from each open
end. Work is on ly carried 011 during the daytime, and the progress
ma.de is U yards per month to each working face, and as there are ~
working faces from each shaft, or .t in all, the progress in the
tunnel is 2-1 yunls per month, or rather less than 300 yards
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per yea.r.

No continnons heading has been urivon, length after
length of excavation being removeu
and the brickwork bui!L in. The tunnel is in t,he great oolite, which con-

sists of a fairly hard yellow limestone
up to the springing level, and a blne
clay above, and is almost entirely free
from \vaLer.

There is no invert; the

walls are I foot 6 inches thick, and
the arch l foot l O! inches. No rock
drills are used, th~ excavation being

carried on entirely by hand, the total
cost amounting to £56 per yard forward.
Fig. 11 shows a section of part of
the second tunnel, which is 2½ miles
in length. There are 7 shafts situated
as shown on the plan at distances
apart v,uying from HO yards to 800
yards, the position of the shafts being
regulated by an agreement with the
landowners before the Act of Parliament was obtained. The tunnel passes
through the Cotswold Hills, and strikes
at the west end the lower lias formation, and passes through the upper
lias, emerging at the east end at the
base of the forest marble.
The depths of the shafts rnry from
80 feet to 2,0 feet. Obserrntories
a.re erected ~t three points, as shown
on the diagram, commanding between

them a view of the whole length of
the tunnel, which is straight through-

out. The observatories consist merely
of brick pillars built exactly over the
centre line. On the top of each
pillar the metal stand of a theodolite
with sliding mo\'ement is built in,

and the telescope, which is 2-! inches in length, is carried from
observatory to observatory as required. A wooden platform
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covered in and supported ,lirect from the ground is built round
the top of each pillar, but not touching it, on account of the
vil>ration caused by wind.
The opcrstio11 of settini; ont the lines with headings is, shortly, as
foll ows, viz. :-The centre line having been accurately set out on
the surface of the ground, which ofte11 can only be done after the
observatories hove been built in approximately their right positions,
the trne centre is marked on each of the brick pillars, and the.
telescope is set np, say, at ohscrrntory C. After the usual adjustments to ensure that the instrument wheu turned Yertically on its

axis will strike the centre marked on the observatory at B, and
some other centr:il point in the opposite direction, and is, therefore,
in its true line, a point D is set ont at a convenient distance from
the shaft, say, 20 or 30 feet. A wooden plug is generally used fur
the purpose, driven into the ground, and a tin tack inserted to
denote the exact central point.
A .} or 6-inch theodolite is then set up on this point, ancl
carefu lly adjusted until the instrument strikes the centre on the
observatory at C, autl some other centre point when reversed in the
opposite direction.
Two plough steel pi.uio wires 2i B."'.G. and ·0 16 inches diameter
arc next lowered down the shafts hy means of jack rolls as far
apart as the diameter of the shaft will permit, in this case about
9 feet, with weight, attached, each 3~ lbs., resting at the bottom in
two buckets of water. By means of the theodolite at D these two
wires are ra.nge<l exactly in the true line.
A second theodolite, also 5 or 6-inch, is t hen set up in the
heading belo11·, say, at " distance of 20 or 30 feet from the wires,
and must be shiftecl about until on ly one wire can be detected
through the telescope, which is then in its true line, an<l can be
usetl for setting out. furthct· poiuts as required.
Where the tunnel is curved the operation is the same, but in this.
case the wires must represent points in a tangent line, and the
process is rather n1ore tedious.
Given a level at which the tunnel is to be constrncte<l, and its

exact course, the actual length is decided by the depth of the ground
a.t either end, and, speaking generally, it is economical to commence
tunnelling when a cutting reaches 60 feet in <lepth ; as regards this
latter point, however, the probable length of the tunnel has to be
taken into account, for it has to be remembered that the _two
entrances to a tunuel :.u-c expensh·e extras.

A tunnel entrance m a
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-,utting with slopes of 1~ to 1 costs :.bout .£800. Two entrances,
therefore, would cost .£1,G00, :ind, accordingly, in t he case of a
tunnel 100 yards in length, the cost of t he entrnnces ,ttld .£16 tu
the nominal cost per yard forward. If the tunnel were 1,600 yards
in lenath the additional cost due to the faces becomes only .£1 per
yard /;,n:·anl. lily point, therefore, is th:1t though the barrel of a
tmrnel per y:1rd forward is generally as cheap as a cutting 60 feet in
-depth, it is uot always economical to construct a short t unnel in
lieu of a short cutting, inasmuch as the two fares aclrl materially
to the cost. If t he slopes of the cutting were only ½to 1, say, in
.rock, the cost of the entrances is, of course, much less.
The position and length of the tunnel being rlccicled, the first
point to be determin ed is the method to be :1cloptecl in its construction, i.e., whether by shafts, and if so by what number, ancl l,his will
<1.cpend upon several considerations, viz. : -

(I ). The natmal lie of t he grotrnd, as, for in stance, in t he case of
the Great Alpine tunnels it was evidently impracticable to sink
shafts through a mountain, and the J\1onte Genis, St. Gothard,
and Simplon tunnels were driven, therefore, from the two ends
only.
(2). Considerations for the landow11era' interests. Shafts may
be quite practicable, but the spoil heaps which they entail may be
<lxtremely objectionable to the landowners, and their number and
position therefore a matter of arrangement. It is eYident, too, there
n1ust be some means of access to them, either by a cart road or
-OYerland route.
(3). The time available for t he construction of the tun nel. A
tunnel may be a comparatively short one, and yet occur at a point
where it acts as a barrier or impediment to the construction of the
rai lway on one side of it, a11d its rapid completion, therefore, a
matter of great importance, and thus a nnmber of shafts may be
<lesirnhle in one case and not in another.
(4). The excavation from the tunnel mo.y be required to make
good the embankments, in which case there is an evident advantage
in working as mnch as possible from the open ends.
(5). Ventilation during and after construction.
(6). The greater the numhet· of the shafts the shorter the distance
to the v:1rious exits below, and the more economical therefore for
working; but, on the other ho.nd, the cost of sinking the shafts has
to be taken into account, the winding gear, staging, and pumping
incidental to each shaft ; another point to be borne in mind is that
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the supply of material, say bricks, must be forthcoming at the rate
1·e,1uired by a large number of shafts.
The above represent some of the considerations to be taken into
account, and it is impossible to lay doll"n any rule or to do more
than ge neralize.
As a rule, it is an advantage to complete a tunnel as quickly as
possible, and I will give a few recent examples of rates of progress.
J',,/fry.-Total length, 6,2:l9 yards, i.e., over 3} miles, occupied
J years in construction. There were 7 shafts, 3 temporary anJ 4
permanent, all occurring in the first j-mile, and averaging a distance

of I O chains apart, the deepest shaft being 280 feet. On the
remaining length of 3] miles there was no shaft.
The ventilation depencled solely Oil the air supplied by the
compressors working the air drills.
The strata consisted of coal measnre,, millstone, grit, and shale.
The headings, 10 feet by D feet, clear of timber, were drirnn at a rate
of :lO·:l lineal yards per week of 7 days where machine drills \\"ere
used, and 16·6 lineal yards without or by hand labour. The day
was divided into 3 shifts of 8 hours each.
There were 51 breaknps, averaging 100 yards apart. The progress
of the completed work from start to finish averaged 3½ yards per
clay, but throughout one year it averaged 7 yards per day, or 200
yards per month.
A breakup, I should explain, is obtained by opening up the bottom
hemling at convenient points to the foll area of the tunnel. The
,liagrnm of Sodbury tunnel shows 13 breakups.
C01rllllrn Tu,rnel.-Total length, ~,702 yards, i.e., 2¼ miles, occupied
I~ years in construction. One shaft only was sunk, 335 lin eal y,mls
from the Edale en ◄l, and consec1uently there was a length of 3,367
yards (nearly 2 miles in length) without a shaft. The strata
Headings lO feet by 9 feet were
consisted of shale and rock.
Jrfren at the rate of 17 lineal yards per week per face. Breakups
were formed at an a,·crage distance of 85 yards. The ventilation was
assisted ,luring construction by a 16-foot diameter by 4-foot fan.
Bu/sover.-Total length, 2,625 yards, i.e., l½ miles, occupied three
years in constrnction. '11hree shafts averaging about 525 yards
apart, say, 24 cha.ins.

Headings were driven at the rate of 9 lineal

yards per week. The strata consisted of coal measures and blue
shale.
Catesby.-Total length, li miles. Ten shafts ,:weraging 12 chain
apart, tho greatest distance, which was due to difficulties with the
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hndo,vner, being abont 30 chains. The depth of the shafts rangecl
from 120 to 150 feet. The tunnel took two years to complete.
You will notice from the above instances that the distance apart
of tho shafts varies greatly, the longest length without a shaft being
4,900 yarcls approximately, or about 2¾ miles in the case of Totley,
whereas in the case of the same tunnel, and also of Catesby, there are
several shafts where cil'cnmstances allowed only 10 or 12 chains apart.
\Yith such a short distance as the latter the excavation can be
removed by skips placed on trolleys pushed by the men, and, consequently, smaller shafts and less lifting power are reqnired than if
wagons drawn by ponies are used, such as are generally employed if
the distance much exceeds that mentioned.
Further, when the shafts are as close as described, time and ventihtion will probably permit of a continuous heading being dispensed
with, and of length after length of brickwork being built forward
from each shaft until the two portions met, a system which has
been carried out on the shorter of the two tunnels on this work as
previously described.
This methocl is more economical than if head;ngs are first driven,
as though, of conrse, the total quantity of excavation to be remo,-eJ
is the same in both cases, tho cost of driving the beading is relatively
more expensive per cubic yard than the cost of removing the whole
excavation in one block. In other words, the cost of first driving a
heaJing, anU at a later date removing the remaining excavation,
is more expensive than if the whole excavation be removed at one
time. Considerations of ventila.tion 1 water, and time may, however,
necessitate a heading, and where the shafts are far apart arepractically certain to do so.
Taking these three points (1), it is unnecessary to state that when
once the headings from two shafts join, the ventilation greatly
improves, and the remaining work is carried out under much greater
advantage in this respect.
2. Equally by a continuous heading water may escape entirely by
gravitation, or may at any rate reach a convenient point as immediately under some shaft, where it can be more economically pumped
to the surface.
3. On the question of time I will refe,· to the diagram of the
Sod bury tunnel (Fig. 11 ).
The upper and lower lines denote respectively the top and bottom
of the tunnel, and the hatched portion reprnsents the present.
position of a bottom heading driven at formation level.
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At certain points, as inclicated, breaknps occur numbered J o "
etc., up_ to 13. These are obtained by openin~ up the hearlln; ~~
the points shown to the full area of the tunnel, an,! at once
building in a length of permanent brickwork.
,vhen this is done it is evident that two extra faces of brickwork
are obtained, from which the tunnel can be proceeded with in both
directions simultaneously with any number of other faces, either
from the shafts or other bre>tkups, limited, however, by the possible delivery of material down the shaft and the removal of
excavation up it.
This limit might for general pmposes be pnt rlown as 6 faces of
brickwork. \"\7 here, however, material can be delivered, and exca\·ation remol'ed from the open encl of a tnnnel, the number of
breakups may be greatly increased.
I will now say a few words on the qnestion of the adoption of
top as against bottom headings, and incidentally it should be mentioned that a short length of top beading, perhaps 20 feet, must
always be kept driven in front of the adl'ancing brickwork, as will
be explained shortly, for the purpose of getting rid of the top bars
or timbers. This is essential, whether a top or bottom heading be
adopted. But at present I am speaking of" continuous top heading
as against a bottom.
The bottom heading is known as the English system, and the top
as the Belgian or French, but it wm,ld hardly be correct to assume
that the distinction always applies, as between work carried out in
this country and work carried out on the Continent; there are
advantages and disaclvantagt;s, and clJ'cumstances detel'mine which
is the better course to adopt.
The chief points in favour of a l,ottom heading are that it
permits of drainage at form;ttion level, 1tnd of the construction of
breakups at convenient points, thus greatly expediting the work of
construction.
Atopbeadingcan, however, sometimes be advantageously employed
in bard rock, especially when there is little water, and its advantage
under favourable circumstances is this-that the excavation can be
removed hy a series of galleries or benchings immediately behind
the top heading, and in this manner the whole area of the tunnel
opened out almost as rapid ly as the headir,g can be driven. Thns
fair speed can be ;,ttained, and the work carried out as already
explained more economically tban if a bottom heading were first
cliiven.
s

-
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This methorl of working in galleries would be impracticable in
soft grouml owing to the quantit? of timbering reqnirerl, and the
great weight that would be brought upon it. In the case of a top
heading, breakups, or in such n case perhaps I ought to say break•
downs, are e,·idently impossible; for in the first place the excavation would have to be raised to the level of the top heading, and
afterwards lowered to the completed length of tunnel before reaching
the shaft or open end, and the same would apply to tbe materials
brought into the tunnel for construction, such as bricks, mortar,
etc.
As a matter of fact, in nearly all railway tunnels in this country
bottom headings have been employed, the system of breakups probably being the determining factor as greatly expediting the time
of construction,
They were employed at Totley, Cowburn, Bolsover, and are
1,eing used at Sadbury.
In the case of the Severn Tunnel a bottom heading was first
driven, but in order to obtain increased security against a possible
influx of water from the deep channel of the estuary above, the tunnel
was lowered near the centre 15 feet, and this converted the bottom
headings into top ones, and, consequently, for a length of one mile
the semicircular arch of the tunnel was first built, and the invert
and walls at a hter date after the excavation had been comvletecL
Bottom beadings were driven along the remainder of the tunnel,
and the work expedited by means of breakups.
The Monte Cenis Tunnel was driven with a bottom heading, hut
no attempt was made to form breakups, the reason for this no
doubt being that in a tunnel of this length, with access only from
the open ends, the quantity of excavation and the supply of
building material that could be passed through the tunnel was
necessarily limited, and breakups, therefore, in such a case useless,
The St. Gothard Tunnel was driven with a top heading, and that
this is the better course in tunnels of this length through bard
rock is demonstrated by the result.
The Monte Cenis Tunnel is 7! miles in length, and took 13 years
to complete, and cost £224 per y>trd forward.
The flt. Gothard Tunnel is 9¼ miles in length, and took 7! years
to complete, and cost £142 per yard forward.
The much greater progress and economy, however, of the St.
Gothard Tunnel would not be due entirely to the adoption of a top
heading, but also to the use of greatly improved l'Oek drills,
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dynamite instead of compressed powder. to the employment of
locomotives worked h.1· compresse,l air, ~nd other causes.
In both the case of the St. Gothard and ~Jonte Ccnis Tunnels
the arch \\·as built first, nm! the walls hy a system of unclerpinning,
when the lower and side excavation had been removed.
The Simplon Tunnel is being coJJstructed on an entirely differeut
system.
There are to he t,vo separate single-line tunnels parallel to one
another 56 feet apart, only one of which is to be constructed ill the
tirst place, and the second at such time as the traffic will jnstify.
The hea.di11g for the second tunnel i~, howeYer, being drh·en
simultaneously with the first, and r,onncctcd with it by crosspassages every 200 yards, a11d will assist for ventilation purposes
and the removal of excavation, etc.
The headings are driven at formation level, and in the case of
tunnel No. 1 shafts are raised from time to time to the roof, and
headings driven in both directions.
E,-idently the system is c1uite different from the St. Gothard and
Monte Cenis, anrl is expected to be much more economical. The
opportunity, however, of providing for a second parallel tunnel in
the future is exceptional, and no compat·ison, therefore, can be made
with the usual methods.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 shows the nsual position and number of holes in driving
The
by a machine drill a heatling I O feet by 9 feet in rock.
machine is fixc,l about 3 feet from the working face, and slides
an,l pivots on a horizontal metal column, which is kept in position
by jack screws at each end, hy means of which the column is p1·essed
bar,l against the sides of the heading.
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Th e timbers, however, it should be mentioned, represent sizes

employed where the ground is henvy, and in rock " lighter section
is sufficient.

The charge consists of about 2+ otrnces of gelignite to each hole ;
t he fnzes are lit simultaneously, but vary in length, those for the
bottom row being the shol'test and for the top the longest. The
effect of this is that the charge first takes effect in the lowest row,
anLl causes a. caYity, thereby assistiag the successive cbargl:"s above.
Plate IV. shows the timbering for t,he full area of the tunnel in
moderately heal'y ground. Yon will note it consists ef a top cill, a
middle cill, and there is also a bottom cill on the level of the
formation, which, however, the plate does not show.
Above the top cill the top heading, 6 feet by 6 feet, is just discernible; it extends only about 20 feet or so, and, as I have before
mentioned, must always be kept that distance in front of an
excavated length, in order to permit of the crown bars being drawn
forward after the brickwork has been built.
In this case there are 14 b"rs, 8 of which are termed taking-out
bars, and 6 drawing-bars. The taking-out bars are merely the length
of the excavated section of tunnel, in this case 15 feet plus about
two feet or so, to allow of the near ends resting on the completed
brickwork, and the far ends on cill props clear of the site that will
be occupied by the next length of brickwork to be built ; and this
being the case each bar can be simply removed as soon as the brickwork, which is commencer! from the bottom upwards, reaches it.
In the case of the 6 drawing bars, as they are termed, it woultl
not be safe in heavy ground to remove them before the brickwork
had been built; consequently, they have not only to be put in at a
height clear of the full thickness of the arch, but must also be of
such a length as will permit of their extreme ends being supported
clear of the excavated length of tunnel.
This is made clear by Fig. 13 and an explanation of the usual
tunnel operations. On the left is shown a complete length of brick·
work with the ribs, or centering, still in. It will be readily understood that when the brickwork just referred to was finished, the
ground in front of it would not have been excavated, other thau
the top heading of 20 feet, and in this case the continuons bot.tom
heading.
The first operation is, then , to draw for.vard the top bars until
18 inches or so rest on the completed arch and the extreme end on
inclined props in the top heading. The ground in the heading is
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then widened out laterally, following the cur\'e of the tunnel and
Jownwards, in the manner shown, until the top cill can be pt;t in,
and this permits of the ,·ortical cill props being inserted.

Fig. 13.
The next operation is to get in the middle cill, and to this end a
special lining bar must be placed in position in the bottom heading
and supported by special props, as shown by dottecl lines. Next,
the ground between the top and middle cill, for a width of 2 feet or
so, is removed in a slanting direction, so as to enable a raking prop
to be put in supporting the top cill and rosting on the special
lining bar already referred to. This operation is repeated until a
series of raking props, with paling boards between them, have been
fixed sufficient, to support the top cill. The middle cill can then be
got in, and the vertical props between the middle and top cills fixed.
By a similar operation to that just described the ground below the
middle cill is removed, the bottom cill laid in, and vertical props
fixed between the bottom and middle cills.
The large raking struts, or cill-rakers, as they are termed, shown
in the diagram, are evidently for the purpose of preventing the
top and middle cills being thrust forward into the tunnel by the
horizontal push of t.he ground behind them.
I pointed out that the drawing bars must be placed at a height
clear of the full thickness of the arrh, bnt, in addition, an allowance
must he made for settlement ,Jue to the weight of ground; this
may be anything between 6 inches and ;J feet in very heavy ground.
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It is unnecessary to add that the cavities left by the crown bars
must be solidly filled in with dry brick or stone tight to the ground.
In good ground drawing bars are not necessary, and in snch a
case the top bars are treated as the bars below, and removed before
the brickwork reaches them.
With the limited time at my disposal it has not been possible to
enter into great detail or to touch ou the questions of ballast,
permanent way, station yards, etc., and I have endeavoured, therefore, to confine my remarks more particularly to the constructive
operntions.
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:;: $
:::
-: - - - f - - - +- - l - -1- - - - + - - - NO!!. 1, 2. 3.

78 Axial

2087

s,an s2·0

16· 26-inch. Nos. ,. 5, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12

2016

80217 23•2

18·5 ,,

390·9

From 1 turn in

60 calibres at
breech to 1 iu
30 at muzzle

333·4

Plain acctiou III \ Straight from
breech end

,,

54

,.

of riflin g t o

I

Jl

I
JI , II A, Ill

III A,e,c,0,11,r

IV

252·4 inches
the
from

:,. muzzle_; _the

I

r ema 1n1n g
252" -l in11. in-

~r::f
1v I

0

0

t~~~ : :
30 calibres at
llodifled plain·
J muzzle
section
I From 1 tu rn in 2U ·45
Uook section
10,,5calibres at
breech to 1 in
85 at 124·526
ins. from muzzle; remainrler
uniform 1 iu 85
I From I turn in
120 calibres at
breech to l In
260·8
86 at 126·2i6
ins. from n.uzale ; remainder
uniform 1 in 86

I

l

I , L\

.,

48

l!JH

18137 20'4

l'?

,.

111 , I\', V
Vw

J

• For gu11t1 ot future manufacture and fOr existing guns when r epaired with new A tubes or through
lined.

.,
1/J/EEGH-LOA DING
BORK.

0J.:DN.UiCK.

Nature.

)fork.

CJIAllllER.

1
-~ 1!~it 11 ~:'Ifi!~

Material.

in Jus.

"'
12-inch ..

Steel .

YI, \'II

.. 40 tons

L

828·5

308·0

N

496·5

4b0"0

25·26

16"0

!l.8·09066

\'111,

r

'I

1'-ioeh, wi,e1

ii

II

\

10-inch

.r
l

IX

... 60 ,,

II, JIJ, IIIA,
II'

Steel .

... 32

}

... 29

"

'"

} Wrought iron
and steel

III
y
{IY, c. lVA,

t.. ,.

C.I. H.C.l
IIA

u.c.l\'A

\'I, \'IA, Vic
\'Iu

\'ll

"

L

"

C

}22,,{
21.,

J

N

L
N

}:H2·4

s20-0

}2ss-s

-ao·o{ ~~!~f.:! l~~~} 87·2

32·0

14-0

286"23

26·66

11-0

289·8

81·6

12·0

24,.

r}23"
22

.,

1}""

}LN l,10·0

~j

-

5'03370

I

I

I

..J

12 iuch \lire, Mark Ylll, guns of future manufacture will be ·1 of an inch longer than the.e dimem,iona.

Of/DNA.VUE (E.L.).-Co11/i,wed.
BALLISTIC

RIFLING.

i

Lem.::th

Twii.t.

1----..Ji!l

O&ON.,NCK.

EPFB(.78.

Nature.

in l11chee.

tilRrk.

Pol,rl,{roore.

Hook 11cction

11odifled plain
section

II From 1 turn in }

t~e~~~~i~n ~

at muzzle
I .iltnh:-ht fr O m

bree<.>h end of
rifliu~ to 2iij•95

2:iO·S

48 Axial 1914 18187 20·4

:H9·285
3-i9"385l

48

2367

28·6

ins. from t he
mJJzzle, the re•

r~:_ini ~r::~:?:

VI, YH

12-inch

nu

l

12-inch,

from O to 1 turn
m 30 calibres at

J

r

"''6 ·1

muzzle

IX

llook 11ection

II From 1 turn in
60 calihres at
breeeh to 1 in
30 at muzzle

:!59"6S,

f r om

262·18

Modifie_d plaiu • Ill Straight

breech

section

end of

} Pad 40 Axial 2040 14391 2.>·6

10-iuch

(

l

II,lil,Hh
IY

rifling to 202·18

ins. from the
muzzle, the remainini,r 202-1s
ins.

increasin,r

from Oto l turn

in 30 calibres at
muzzle
Hook ~ection

I

From 1 turn in
118·5 calibres at

liSl

18Vi'S

"·
II A

8406 15·9

c-. 1. u.c. L

breech to 1 in 85
:1.t1 s· 12 ins. from
muzzle,rcmain•
d er uniform l in
36

From l tu rn in
120 calibre1:1 at
breech to l in
30 at 120·4 ins.

from muzzle; re•
unimainder
form 1 in SO
11 from 1 turn in

n.t
breech to 1 in
• 218 "4
~Oat muzzle

37

from

III
1

2066 10916 18"8

~::c~I~~·}
\"I , \. I A, \"lL
\' 111

llo<lifle1l plain • 111 'itraig-ht h'om
bre~ch end of
111:dio11
rifting- to 188"2
ins.

,.

9·:!-inch

.,

60 calibres

nr

the

muzzle, the re •
mainini,.:- 188·:?
ins. increa~init
from 0tolturu

in 3V calilm:d at
mu zzle

---'-----'-

---~---

• For J.;'HIIM of future manuftt.C'lnrf'nnd fr,r existing guns when ro:pa.iro.id with new A tu\.Jt'!B or through \inert.
I 1!.'binchtlll at the muzzle of Mark I gunti are unrit\l:d.

---

'.:l
llHEEClI-LOADJNG
BORK.

OR0N'J.NC'E.

011.0IBRft

~

e

Total

Nature.

; ii

!

Weight

l11Lterial.

J\lnrk.

(

VIII

I
I
I

1,
I•
9·2-incb ..

I
~

l

·-

o1
i~

:g
Cl

~~

-=~~~

] ii
~£

!

c3.::;

t

6
-

3810

30S·i5

largest 10·6
,o·os{ smallest
o·s }35·16

-

L

4A,!V25

430-0

largest J3·0
,e-;,{ smallest
9·8 }n·Slb

-

I

Steel (wire

I
X
Ill

I

tion)

II

I

Il

..l

t

f

N

I
I
I

IX

I

1:

( 26 tons

\

e=
:l

- -- -

---

!

l~ength Lenrth
in Ina. in ma.

'

j

"

,s

,,

Steel, chn.se14
hooped

"

C

442"35

429"33

40·66 {

N

222·5

201·1

25·1

~!:f~~!t ~g:~ }n·o
10·5

34-5

-

,.'

3050

l

r
IV

"

"

15

"

l

I

I

8

.,

...

\'I

Vil

Steel .

... H

.,

Wrought iron 12
"
and steel

IN
)

254·6

236·0

29·61

10-5

39·0

L

218·5

204"0

25·6

10"5

38·0

I

3350 •

32'0

l

01/DN.INCE (B.L. ).-G'ontin11eil.
BALLl8TIO

RIFL I NG.

~ystem

----l
.\loclittc,I plni11

I

g
Length
in Inches.

Twist.

:.z

j

;3

Strnig-hl,

~
0

2

Nature.

:.,

ci

z

2!Hi -

I

21'3

11

in SO calibres at
muzzle

rls~;:;~~,.~.•~; f

m os,

riff i ng to
308·5$6 ins.
from the muz-

Pad 37 Axial

9·2-inch

2001 17826 27·5

I

X

~u~:/~brei, at ~363·8
I

From 1 t urn in
120 calibres at
b reech to 1 in
86 at 63·9 ins.

from the muz1.Je; r emainder
uniform 1 in 35

I F{~;i
c~lit~~~ ~~
breech to 1 iu 35
at09·7ins. from
thumuzzle; re-

mainde r

uni-

IX

I

the re-

m a in ininJ?
S03·685ins.
c reasing from
Oto l turn in

Hook section

\"I

i

muzzle, the re•

i~:!
i?.fcr!:.:i·~:
from Oto 1 turn

zle,

Mark.

0

:no·oss

from

Lre.-ch end of
rifling to 247 "14
ins. from the

ee<.'tion

0RDIU.MCK.

Errl':c·ra.

l

1953 6552 13·4

167·4

.•

32

.. · 2150 6729 U·9

I
I

form 1 in 85

II From 1 turn in
60 calibres at
hreech to I in 80
at muule

2200 7046 15·2 /

195'8

.J

Ill

IV

\'I

Modified. plain · 11J Straight t r om
section
breech e nd of
rifling to H7·~
ins. from the
muzzle, the

re\;~:~nt~re!!i~;i

from Oto 1 turn
in 30 calibres at

muzzle
Elswick
section

I

l>"'rom 1 turn to

162·82

Cup

~3

.

2000 4002 12 8

\'II

100 calibre~ at

breech to 1 in

-10 at o·s2 ins.
from the muzzle ; n •mainder
un iform l in tO

• t'or guns of future manufacture and for existing guns when repaired with new A tubes or throu!;"h lined.

BREECH-LOADING
IlORB,

0RO:CANCB,

,
I

!

:i

Nature.

Mark.

Material.

Weight.

-~t:

,jj

8-inch ..

VIIA

SQ.pr. .

Steel .

Steel,

vr.

~

..i

10·5

39 ,5 3292

"

~.

-~,.:;
~1
J'e' ~

."

2:!2·6

208·0

28·0

cwt.

N

162"6

163'2

25'63

7"5

28·05 11B5

N

li0"7

153·2

'.?5·53

s·o

26·76 136t

C
L

}173·5

166·1)

26·0

s·o

26"75

L

195,3

183"5

30·58

s·o

31"75

0

279·2i8

200-s

lar,e-est 8·5
..-o{ smal'st6·715
}32-3 1715

chase- 5 tons

boo(led

lY, VI

• .g

t
:'l

C

L

Wrought iron & 82

Ill

C

f:'l

Length

... 13 tons

steel, chasehooped

;

"o~

i':
o•= ~~
~-n

8

]

l1111.

1

~

Total
iu

0HAHBBR8.

:i

Steel .

-l

6-iuch

\'

n,

'
Steel (w ire construction)

7

"

.

&~

...

,

1

-

-

-

-

-

-~

-

-

-

--

01/DN.JNCR (B.L.).-Cunlinucd.
BALL18TIC

RIYLING.

ir~ ~ ~ :s. _1_

System.

0

Twist.
Poly~roon.>.
Elswick
sectio11

0RDNASCK.

EFFKCT8.

- l-,-,--.-o-n-,-,-,-.-,,.-i11 1- ,-ti6·-.•-,-

Cup

~

f :. = -~-

l_l_llI~
l_•_: _
~3 ..\.xial

Nature.

Mark.

.,r-.2000 -,9-92-,-,,-.•--1--8--in-cl-,---'·-,"

100 calibres at
breech to l in 40
at 10·s2 in!.I.
from the mu:i:zle; remainder
uniform 1 in 40

From Oat breech
to 1 turn in 40

I

28

123·02

1800 1960

8"5

80-pr.

11 ,

ealibres at fi•OI!
ins. from the
remuz:tle;

II

mainder uniform 1 in40
Hook section

I

UO ealibrc s at
breech t.o l in 3!,
at 68·9 ins. from
the rouz:t.le ; re-

mainder

uni -

form 1 in S5

1

121·075

From 1 turn in

From 1 turn in
120 calibre~ at
breech to I in Sb
at61·76ins.from
the muzzle; re ·

r~~;.~~ein

21

,,

l

§1672 l!)3S

8 ·8

Ill

1960 2663 10·5

IY, YI, YJA

"

s~llli• ( 126·876

I

r1810 2425

o·8

II From l turn in
60 calilircs !\t
breech to 1 in
)
80 at mu1.1.lti
I

Elswic\ection

From Oat breech \

~~l~b;~~r:t ~:u~~

,,,

Modified. plnin .. JI Straight from
breech end of
@echo 11
·~:
1
muzzle, the remaining 11::1·;5

i!~'.n~::u{'tS
ins.

!

I

j

6-inch

140·76

Cup

28

234:783

Pad

24

.,

1920 2585 10·2

y

increnaing

from Oto 1 turr,
in 80calilires at

muzzle

J N. Straight from
breech end of
rifling- to 211·06
ins. from the
muu.:le, then increasing from 0
to 1 turn in 30
calibru o.t muz-

2fi93 ~835 15·20

YJJ

1.lt>

• t'or 1eu 11 1 of future mannfadure an(.( for existini; ~uns whe11 repaired with new A tut:es or through lined.
\'.H. and Y.f', P. ('arria.g-cs, \I heu ballistics nre the 1rune as for Marks

f E>i.f'l'J)t 'II ith Mark Ill chae,·hoop<.:d i:uns on
~

I

IV and VJ 1!U118.

Wi~li charj,,:'~8 of prifm\1 l,lal'I. and J•I!.

BEEECH-LOADlNG
Doll~.

ORDNANCB,

Nature.

01lM,1BBR.

Mark.

\'Ill

0-inch

l

b-inch

Steel

IX
X
XI

,,.

II

Steel .

r
I

fll, I\', Y

f
l

4-inch/jointedi

III
IIIA, IV

.. 36 cwt.

N

139·5

125'35

25·07

5·75

19-3

610

"

N

139·6

125-35

25"07

5-75

10-05

,o,

chase- 38
"
hooped

C

137·0

l22·85

24'1i7

6"76

rn·os

C

139·15

126·0

2s·o

5·75

~}

120-0

10s-o

:n-o

5"3

no·s

101-s

26·:IS

unchnse- 39
hooped

-<

I

4-inch

300·0

::: } 7t'n86ct.

... 40

Steel .

Y, \'I

Steel .

.,

. .. 23
... 26
26

. .. 25

"

Jndian

18"5

'°'

"'{

.,1

I

--

~

--

--

-

--

ORD.VANCE (B.L.).-Conlinued.
RIPLUW.

BALLISTIC
0RDJIIANC8.

El't'KCTS.

Sy1tem.

_ __ i
"

Tv.ist.
Mark.

rolygr.:io\·e.

llodifled plaiu II L. Straight trom
li ree<."h end of
section
rifling to l98·l!

ins.

from

~34•;1.;3

-

- - - - - - - 1--1--1-Pad

24

A:\.ial

2403 1335 15·~0

- - 1 - - -- -

0-inch

\'JI[

the

muzzle, then in •
creasing from O
to 1 turn in 30

calibres at muz-

,1,

IX

2610-1723

X

XI

I

from 1 turn in
117 calibres at
breech to 1 in
80 at 51•g ins.
from breech ; re-

I

From l turn in
120 calibres at
breech to 1 in
25 at 62'16 ins.

Hook section

104'33

IP

mainder uni -

form lin SO

from the muz-

zle: remainder
uniform lio 25
I

From 1 turn in
120 calihre11 n.t
breech to I in
25 at f9·65 iru1.
from the muzzle; remainder
uniform 1 in 26

JI

101·3

20

Axial

li501()62

6·25

5-inch

From 1 turn in
120 calibres at
breech to I in 25

at6I·S ius. from
the mur.:zle; r e•
mainder uniform 1 in 25

I

From I turn in

JI

From 1 turn in
120 ca.libre>1 a.t
breech to l in Su
at43·77ins.from
the muzzle; remainder uniform l in SO

I

From I turn in
120 calibres at
breech to 1 in
SO at n1uzzle

l lll, ff,\"

120 calibres at
breech to I in
30 at fS·77 ioe.
from the muzzle; remainder
uniform 1 in ;!0

R?·n

1900 626

5·4

4-ioch

{

Ill

III A, IV
Y, YI

flt•o

El/EEGH-LOADING
◊ROSAl"CI-:,

I

No.tore.

Mn<k,

J

30-p r, (-&-in.
calibre)

Ma.terial.

Steel ..

IloRE.

Total

Weight.

L,mg:t,h
in Ins.

... 20 cwt. Tndinu

.. 'j

0HA.\IBERS.

115·0

10S·0

27·0

69·0
0ti·0

10"66
22·0

li"6

260

~-35
; -5

;o

136

..

3-2
3·35

32-pr. 8.B.B.L.
(6·35-in. calibre)

I

C:ll:lt Iron .

... 42

L

o;-o

so·o 1s·s

o·ss

•·1

HoWITU:R8.
8-inch 70 cwt.

I

Steel .

. .. 70

L

116·0

lOt·O

13·0

S•f

s·s

01·0

s-1·0

u·o

,.,

6·7

220

,.,

Hr2

841

(I-inch 30 cwt

... 30

,.

L

6-i nch 25 cw t

... 25

,.

Indian

fl• f. -inch

... 13

,,

5-inch

!16

fO·O

-12·0

S·-&

r

I

01/DN.IXCB (/J.L.).

Co11/inunl.
BALLlt-(TIC
El'Yl-:<.'T11.

H,u,·1,1NQ.

hiU

S_y11tem.
Twi11L

I-----<~
Polygr00\"C,

"'

ORD~ANCE.

Length
in Inchel!.

Nature.

Mark

'E g ~~'E

~c... c.. 8~

:<

l--i--1---I---;- __ - - - - - - Hook section

From 1 t,urn in

l

120 <.·n.lihre~ at

s.1.1•3

Pad

24

Axial

1G21

30-pr.

hret'ch to 1 in
sn at H·B ius.
from the RHIZ·
zlt>; rcmD.ind1:r
uniform 1 iu SO

1 From 1 turn in

12

120 •calib~il at
brt'cch to 1 iu,
28 at 85·8 ins.,
froul the mu:r.-1
zl.,; remainder
uniform 1 in 28

I
- 71"6

J r From 1 turn in
liO calibres at
breech to 1 in
28 at 85·8 ins.

, 1•si R¥'.ial .. 157'} _
''

15-pr. {

1581

I
ff

from the muz-

zle: remainder
uuilorw 1 in 28
I

From 1 turn in
105 calibres at
breech to l in
28 at 16 ins.

40·25

from the muz-

{

de; remainder

1'pc.

cwt

uniform 1 in 28

I

From 1 turn in
1:m calibres at

.r1
lV

67"1

breech to 1 turn
in 28 calibres at

muzzle.
Smooth bore

Cup

-{

!~~:~

I

Uniform, 1 turn
in \5 calibres

O:!·l

Pad

32

Axial T.

1

Uniform. l turn

74'9

Hook section

in 16 calibre11

.

}-

{~~l~.i,.}
8
{

7t-~~•t. }

777

I

Uniform, 1 turn
in 15 Clllibrea

59·425

24

Axilll

779

l

Uniform, 1 turn
in 28cali11re11

48·-l

21

Axial T.

781

6°'1-inch

I

Uniform, l t.urn

30·8

20

782

5-inch

in 28 calibres

,.., On llllrk II carriage the muzzle velocity ia 1,669 ft. 11eca..

LOAJJJXG 0
0R l •NA"U;,

B. L.

j

lRUNANCE, U.L.

I{lit°/'I '"
l111.,1,,

Common

5-in.

4-iu.

l\ o

'

..

1
\~i'1

11
... { t

~\'·!1 }

4
j~j;1ted}

iq}

V, Ylo

I

30.pr.

Ip

Commo

/

41

8

'

:·~ ;,.;,p

46

<I

3

.J:::

I

Tube11.
50

Pc rcu~inn

II , Ill , I\',\'

5

{ r, nv
2214

21

l 12

7

Jqn

8 3

26 nt

Ill', Ill, IIIA ,
IV, \', YI

I iJW

~ted

3 0

so

T. fricti o11

-

T. friction .. 1•t.

15-pr.

l~-P~J }i
~~lr1:L}

I

HOWITtHRS.

8-iu.
TO cwt.

}

I

6:J;,\,1t.}

I

T. r.;ctio,., ,.,.

6-in.
I
25-C\\t.f

Ip

103 8

{

Hi~

113 5

lq

107 0

\

I, llq

11212

55 0

{ I, Ilq

f,•.J-in.

I,Irp
5-in,

I, IIq

53 IOI

~

9

••

'l
7

10 11

J

' 7}

5 121

3

l

Y.S.T. dou
ble wired

lOO

itj

{Pe rcu11
oion l

;.- Ei~~t. ~i wt.

0 '

"' '

a In 8 cartridge,.
;; :
d ., 3

"

00 T. friction

r,o

c for Mark Ill clrn~e
, a11d Mnrk l\l gum

on A.LI. mou ntiug-11. k III 011 sea

f fo; l.Iark'1 II chase hooped, and Mai·ks ~]~~~ V

J.:" llll B.

BREECH - L0..-1.DLVG ORDNANCE (R.B.L.)
BALLtSTIC El'l'l!C1ll ~ 1TH l-'rLL
CIIARGP:fl.

Dore.

Chamber.

\'SST.

lt,!YLIP:O.

c--.--Penetration of
Wrou.icht-lron
Armour Plate.

i

Nature.

-~

.

~
Length in
Calibres.

System.

Twist in Calibres. Len1:-,'1h. Position

~

At l,00(1At 2,1111u

:a

ms.
7-in. 82cwt.
7.,

40-pr.

Wrought-il'OD

72 ,,

L

35cwt . ...

Intt.

Ins.

Cubic

7·0

14-21

7·20

16"0

Irni.
620·0 Polygroove

ns·o

'j·O

{lt?~s°r}

7-20

14·25 552·9

~} 1210}

{ side closing
40-pr. 82 cwt.

L

120-0

20,, 16

L

N

20., 16 ,,
20

II

12.,

9

11

13

I>

···}-

Ins.

L20·0

Jns.

U. 1 in 87 cals ..

83·1

,, 1 in 87

82·9

,.

22-39

4"96

13·5

257·8

,. 1 in 86½ .

92"5

96"0

S"i5

22·36

3 ••

12·0

143·0

,. 1 in 38

71"6

00-125

3-75

14'48

8"9-l

11·0 131-0

., 1 in 38

s·o
a·o

20·458

3·20

s·s

66·0

., 1 in 38

17·5

3·20

i·O

55-1

,. 1 in 38

8

C

72·0

L

62·0

F.s. Ft.-tons
ll00b

8H

1100b

8,17

{!

1160

37¾

t~

1130

"'

"'

1000

156

1239

119

1055

06

"s

Yo.rd~.

Ins.

lns.

"'

4-75

6

t

Yards.

~!:

~~

45'5

"
1
~

a 40-pr. side-<:losing has a copper radial vent 6·5 inches from end of bore inclinedl'.l.t an l'.l.n~le of 45° to verticol plane of axis of gun on right side.
b Difference in size of chamber gi\'es the san1e M. V. in these two guns. although fired "''1th different charges,

I I

Bl/EECII - LOADING
CnA&OHS •

.l-"'UZK8.

8ilk01oth
Cartridge.

Perc:ut11ion.

'l'iwe.
ORDXA);C'I':.

t

Tuer.a.

2

Nature nnd
Weight.

L.S.

S.S.

S.S.

L.S.

Full.

·1----1----f-----f-----J--------- -lb, oz.

lb.

i-iu. 82cwt.... -

16 sees. with
det. Ill. Mid.
sensiti\'e. T.
& P., mid.
No. Mb

Hi sees. with Direct Action
dct. llf, mid.

Short or solid 11 R.L.G.2c 7 O (
\
~~~ ~~-n with

1

sensiti\·eb

,. i2 .,
40-pr35

,,

10

~

, , si~le clos- _
I
mg.

,.

,,

C

'i 0

I
16secs. with
det.III,mid.
sensiti\'eb

82cwt.)

20-pr.16

E. time

R.L., No. S.
Smnll, No. S.

III • and I\1,

R.L. perc.aad Solid drawn 5R.L.G.:!
with ball, d
Dir. Act.

3 0

1:10lid drawn
without ball,

and shorte
Short or solid 2½

B.L. plain

1 8

drawn, with-

out ball

.. " . L.,

E. time

J

18 "

12-pr. 8 ,,

. - l 5 sees. with
det. JIJb, E.

( n.L. and rn,. }
Act for Com.
B.L. plain for
segment

1

B.L. plain

21 "

1

'

1½

1

0

"

time for seg-

ment

9-pr. 6 ,,

'•

"

1 0

b For future use.

c Owing to ditterence in size of chamber in the two gun11, the same M. V. is obtained from both.
d For side closing guns.
t For other than side closing guns, the latter tube in conjunction with ,·ent-piece primer

lWN.ISCE (IUJ.L.).-Co11/inued.
Ort0:iJ.NCI:':.

PnOJK(''l'lLJCS.

With Lead Coating.

Burating ChM:.;-es.

Empty.

8e .. mc11t
shell.

nunon
!hell.

Ill. oz. lJk. lb. oz
II

o

r'

98 9:1

9,

98

0

I

98 OHr

38

5

I

38 91

20

"

II

19 10

2n

8

I

19 10

10 12

I

JO

I

8

s

•

~hrapriel

"

•

I

1 ___

Shell.

Solid Caee Shot. Nature and
Wei~ht.
Shot.
Se~ment,
bhell.

___,_____,___,____.____,__,_ -- - ~ - -

l[k. lb. oz.

\

38

{Jommun Shell.

II

o, of

l

II

9; 0

I

39 0

P.t l-~.G.

L.U.

lb. oz.

lb. oz

8 4

6 l:!

10 '
10 5

J

5

lb. oz. g-r.

I lb. oz.

lb. oz. ~lk. lh, oz.
\'I 6S 2\ i-in., 82 cwt.

II 8
•

8

s

8

s e

e

0

0 13 0

1

'

20 6¼' I\' 20 5½20-pr., 16cwt.

I

e

20 9¼ -

0

I

O

72,,

•

0 3

-l0-pr.,35cwt.
32 ••
.,

40 13½1 II 31 8

II

10 12

0 8

0 OJ 1L

II

8 12

0 G

O Of

j

8 13

_f " " ..
l

" ..

l\' 11 8 12-pr., bc11t.

Ill

9 O 0-pr., 6 cwt.

BJ/EEUII - LOAIJ
Funs.
'l'imc.

CnAI
Percue&ion.

OR0SAliCK.

t

~

Nature and
Weight.

L.S.

S.S.

S.S.

L.S.

Full.

lb.

7-in.82cwt .... -

15secs. with 15 sec!!. with Direct Action
det. IIL Mid. det. III, mid.
sensiti\'e. T. seneitiveb
& P., mid.
No. Mb

Short or solid 11 R.L.G)
drawn
prim

\\ith

"7:.? ,.
40-pr.35 ..

10

si~eclos-l_
mg.

32cwt.)
20-pr.16

.,

15 sees. with

R.L .. No. A.

det. III, mid.
sensiti\·eb

Smnll, No. 8,
Ill * and lVb

E. time

15,,
18

12-pr. 8 ,,

,.

l

}.. - l 6 sees. with
det. I!Ib, E.
time tor segment

9-pr. 6 .,

R.L. perc. and Solid
Dir. Act.

and shortd
Short or rmlid 2½
drawn, without ball

B.L. J>lain

E. time

drawn 5 R.L.G):

with ball, d
110lid drawn
without b3.li.

( ~~t
:~~~l~~~i" tor

l

f~~i£:~.. }

B.L. plain

,,

21

l¼ "

1;"

b For future use.
c Owing to difference in size of chamber in the two guns, the snme M. V. is obtained from 11
d. For aide closing guns.
t For other tha.o side closing guns, the latter tube in conjunction with ,·ent-piece primer

0 /IDN.tXCE (li.B.L.).-Co11till 1ted.
PnOJ&C1.'1Lll!:.,

0FtDSANC&.

With Lead Coating.
Empty.
Burilti11g Chargee.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Solid Caee Shot. Nature and

] ..;

01)1ll111011 She ll.

CC1mmon

8hrapuel
She ll.

Shell .

:Uk. lb. oz.

JI

33

II

98 0

~lk. lb. oz

Mk. lb. o.:.
(

)

J'

0so:~

n 9;ot

98

0

I

98 O}A

II

9i O

3S

5

1

38 ,,

I

39 0

II 20

8

JI

19 10

Ill

~·

8

1

10 10

Ill

10

12

1

10

8

11

10 12

Ill

s

'

1

8

6

11

8 12

-

JI

P.&. \o'.G.

L.U.

JU. oz.

lb. oz

8

4

6 I:?

10

5

8 8

10 5

2

J

6

5

Se~nient.
btl ell.

Weig-ht.

8hot.

I !@

lb. oz. g-r.

Q. ~

lb. oz. lb. oz .•\lk. lh. oz.

}· 2 0

0 8

YI 6S 2\ 7-in, 82 cwt.

S 8

8 2 0

0 8

VI 68 2½

2

0

0 13 0

()

l

'

l

2

0 8

0

•

,~V
;oo ..

3

-i I

:J'1

0

O!

0 01

II 31 8

40 IS½

20

61

20

91 -

ll

;

8 13

I\' 20

;2,,

40-pr.,35cwt.
32,,
,,

5½ 20-pr., lGcwt.

{

15
13

11" II 8 12-pr., SC\\t.

Ill

' I

O Op,., 6ewt.

fl.l. t'.llo'/1[./f!f,S .L\'{} Sl,f/1ES (L.-LY]) 881.TJUE) .

ti fi __

R:\llii nf H,u·t•r1<.

Slitlcs.

OnnsASl'li:.

Slille.

ml

Bcnr.

Front.

Nnture.

,_,·_t•i~_-•_'_·-

'-----!----------I:!

in.',r.·.. '",,"'JI

Stel'l I l'pperorlower 7
I tier.

4(

Di~fLJl\'IC!l.rini,:-,}
15
:\l k. I.

l (lin.

I

rs-1
-;!;,. •

1

l

'

!1"2-iu . ~

~1 :•,

... 1ft

I, IA , nnrl Ju
.. li
llo. Mk. ll

,. Do. illk.
Iron Do illk

Y

::: ~~

w

,.W

r

I~
... In
.. . 1:,
... ,lfi
.. . 1to
'

p:irapct.

I

Di,aappearing, ['"
lS•ft. parapet .
\'o.,·o.sscur, Mk. l::!O

1

Do., Mk. IT

c,,t · -,

,,

1-111., 26 cwt. .

lf,-p, .. 7ewl. {

/

{
·Sh·cl Barhnt.-. )lk.

Ii

~:~

..

l :,

0

l~

(j

"

6

"n ~}

~;~_1t\~~1-·ot

I~
llo, '.\lk. II
n o. :'Ilk.Il l

B,~rhettt•, Mks,
I, l.1, and Ill
Do. illk. II

,.
,.
,.

,.

,.

H

:-n:

:![

!3

53
li
:! ')
11
:! J
!l ~½ 11
!l ,-s 7
1-l :Hi :;o

1:~I:,

, :'l '-1
Ill lo
JO Ill
fi t i

G
JO 10
11) 10
ii u

4
3
:u
o¼

r1½

-11

.n

11
H llit

-I:-! J S

11
s;

!l

10 lfl

4

tt 3

:

1 ~ 1f~ ~~

G

5

Ii

6 0

6

0

~ ~

9
: 10

1~

!'I

H
1:1 ! i
i:l 6
5 11·1:1 r, n·J;l \l

10 lfl

,1:

rn~

60_2.1

1~ ~;, \ :!1
5 11 ·1a. r, 11_
g

t•. d.

tl4-

I 1:1

~--If, 15 11

:!·H 10

10

in. ts. et.

ft.

~~ ~

4

,)

5

5

. ; } Hil-t•l B.nrht·t11:. illk~
I rrnd I .
111
-"
111
., \ .C.: P., Mk. I
1:1

111

''
''

1
~

1r1 1l}
•l!'l 11

111 6·25 H 16}

... 15

S 10
2 10
li i
3 '-¼
:~ i·IU f> 16
3 b3U 8 W
1 15
6 G.-.-

Uo., Mk. J1I ... 22
Trnvellln~. (Ht 25
p:un.pet.
... Ii
jTraudling

it

i½

(I

l:!~U

I(),, .....

110
i½

3

8

'

-

..

5•tf> l3

10

3 0

~~~~-::17;1~,I6-ft.:]~~ _l~tt

(

I-i n .. 2~ ,. •..
-j ointr<I ~u11)
3o-pr., ~O cwt ....

g

l~l :, I- .!O

lllo llk III
f llo 'lk I \'
Barhetic, Mk.
l>o. illk. I
no. Mk. JI
\".(' I' .. illk. I
C. I'., ;',l k. I

l

!)

l ~! 5
15 5

Mk I
iDo 1lks JI &

J

\

5t

L~~~:;~~ ~l: :

ft. in.

... 15 10

I
Steel !D1~appe:m ng,
,

•
•5 -m.,,1 0

Do. Mk. 111

fl \
,, lg~: Rl~: 11\!
}

6-in., 5 tons

... HI

~~-I

BarbPltc, )lk. I 15 0! 1,_ ; .,
no. Mk. 11 ... 17 5
.. 15 .;i
Do. ;\\k, 111
Hi 5
Di~:1.ppc:i.ri11g-,
'.\lk. I
... 1fi !i
[)n, :'Ilk. IT
Bnrhdte, Mk<1. 15 t.¼ Stt,l'i

"

1
8-i n. {~;

:'Ilk. TA
no.
Do. Mk. 11

st

rt. in.

3 0
Yarn.11<,eur. Circulnr Bn.se
plate.
:\l k. l
8.'l.SC plate Ii j·J-li(, 3 l ·l!',
Ho. ;\lk. IT,

uo.

H 4

Mk. 111.

r,

:\

]·15

6 Ci';"f

5

0 12

0 18½

0 llt

1

i,I.

0 11½
1 !)

1

1;"

o t2HI

~

l l•'jp\(i , hrdmnlit• - Field. Mk. I" .. 16 ~
no. Mk. ll .. lti 5
!lo. ~lk. Ill .. . ltl :-_.
llo. illk. JIJ · ... If) :s

.,
12 -pr, G cwt.
~
~~.
32-pr.. S.B.,Il.L., Iron Slicli11~, )lcciium lO 15
.it ewt.
No. tl.

. { ~:t: ~- : :l~

3 4''
Iron Tra,·en,ing-,

l

d

t.i 10

a

i~"'
3 7

O 1:1

~ledium,No. IS

ll ow1TZ ... R!!.
4 ~ .. , 3 1~~(1
4 !i.\"(' L rn

...
. .. 70 ll
lS-in ., 70 cwt.... Strd ~i1::ge
I ... :UibDo. {
6-in., 30 ,.
1 1 .. ~iib1; .i,1. , :!5 cwt. .
:°,·~-i11., l:l c:wt.
!i in., 9 <.•,d.

t ;~

;i:p
no. ~ ~

, 111;,, .. 'O

,~:

..
,.

Field, Mk. I
ho. Mk. I

if t-rnpl~!'<-'llll'lll iulmit><.

I

l

Fnr 'lark\" ,:1111.

-

i'l

) !',l_•-• :! (I
-i r,A°,·"·1, i
:1 II;.- 0 J.1~

·1 7••· O lH

r i11rwr
F o r lrnli:l.
liu1bl'r, ,1itho11i'!!lurl'd. :·..'\ho1·.-to1, ol p,·dl'l<ll,I.

' 1-'or '1,1rk,1 I\" a11d \I ••11111<.

.-. ~~:~:t~- lit ~;~:::irit>I~: ~,!::,~:\~~~r\\:~t/::~::'it,.t}t.'~;~·h.:hl of

I, Wtwn lM:11 with top 1·arria:..-l' tl8 hm1 itt.cr ht-d ;o <.'n. ro IH' nhtniut-d.
11 \\ eh:: ht of woo,I g-r•mwl p!ntform. r,;<.•wt. :!•1r>1.0l1,. Wt•ight · ,fsh'd lied plal<.•wilh rnt'l'I' nml rn,·k,1\:.:~·1,1, i•1r • 'ilh.

-----~

-~~

l!.l/L. U.11/J!LIGES AND SLIDES.

Iron No. 1, 4ft.8in.pampct co11Hrted
Slidin:.:. ~lerli11111, 13½'~\ .lr
No. l.

5

No.:!, 8ft. flin. do.
.,

'

Do. do.. No.:!

,g

Do. rlo., No. 3.

(

Do. do., Nn. rn

6}

Do. dr,,, No. li . ~::

t3

Do. do .. No. 19... ·1H 6

\

.,

No. B. SR tiin.
parapet.

5 0

No. 13. 3ft. 6in.

o

3 4¼

2 2
16

I
1.J

L

l~fo. Hi, d\\nrf

l

210

{

,1

1

81

2

J

J
1 l-11

G

n

1

No. 14, (':tSC'JJl:ltJ' , : :

2 10

111¼

2 lfl

1::

,1

S½ 1 11¼

1 10]

3

7l

1;

O 15

1

t

9

3

8

.J!

f!O Sl

J 17

,,

Xo.15,con\·ertt:d
3 5

~~

4

11

~

no. do , No :!O. •:!o

l ron Oo. do , No. f1

~-pr., f: "

G 1

1

G f,~O

Wood ~,eg-e

1
,.

!'l½

5

15

Wood On. do, No. 19 ... ., Ii~ li

~

'l

S1e/!e, (Ht. para- l;i
p tt !:lid t:CluK ill !.:"

No. 4.

12-pr.,

0

9

1 ron :~lidi ng-, :Uedimn,

~0-pr., llif'\\t.

11

0

?4

Iron Com mon staud
mg-

I

x; ,.

l'l:! 10

i

and

4

,

I

7-in., i:! cwt.

411 pr. , 3;,
8:!<-wt.

O

f,

o

9 O
Woori No ll,4ft.8iu.
) §10 Sl
pampet.

parnpetll'lo11g-

Wond Do. l\o.• No. i5... •~

0

14

rt
,,2 10

l

!3\, •.

f

li

5!1

11

5 0

Xo. 3, 2ft. iin. do

t
i'-in.,S:! cwt.

(I

5

10 Li

4G

0 li!
1

ti~

1 S

13¼

,

-f I~

Iron 'N". I

1

i½

8

i¼

:'I

l

2

Wood No. H, easemate

5

0

1G

G

B X} 0 10}

1

i

6 0

Hi

fl

4 10½ 0 lli

112Z

:,Jo. 17, dwarf .
I ron No. f, ..

1

fi

G 10

1

9} l

8 Sl

Wood Field .

Pield
Pield

I 1-: pi\ or.
Elt:rn.lion from ht'd, with 11crew remon:,I.
II F pi1ot.
t ~}1i\'Ot.
•1 Wei),:'ht or limber, without Hlor~•il.
t IJ 11i\ot.
tlw top of pede:.tnl.
:i.bon•
P
(: nhO\·e the ground.

0 1G

"!f

W.1

~.-lllUZZL E-LO.\ DING

Chamber.

Bore.

Wei~ht.

Material.

Mark.

0RllSA"1l'f:.

_§

Totfll
Le11gth.

~

]

8
-1-- - - - , - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - t - in~.

OllSS,

W.1. with st~l tube 100 Lons

17'72-i n .. ,.

in1.

L

391'1:!5

17·72 20·18

o 1s·o

J!Vi

60·72 17040

l S•fl

59·0

lG-in.

so ,.

c

s:n·o

1G

12·,'i-in.

38 ,,

C

230•0

12·5

15·84 Unchnm b'd

38

,.

C

22:Vil

12·5

15·8,l

35

,.

0

195"0

12·0

13·M Uncho.mb'd

II
12-in., 35-ton

12-in., 25-ton

II

25

0

182"5

12 0

12-00

11-in.

!I

25

C

180·0

11·0

13·1s

:!8

10·4-in.

~,

IS

1,11

10-in.

{ tt;.:~~;~i J

9-in.

1-V

9-in.

sit· l
) \~·'
\'Ju \' l o j

n,

I,

,·I

i-t.on

7-in., 6~-ton {

12

L

289·0

10·4

20 00

0

180·0

10-u

14 55 Unch11mb'd

L

145·75

10'0

12 5

L

145-75

90

13·~9

s·o

14'75

7-0

18"0

l5•Sfi

}

9

{~} lH·O

I-IV

I

o,,.

III

cwt.

C

133·0

7·0

N

131 ·o

7·0

15'86

ns·o

G·6

14·78

00

G·G-in.

7'J .,

L

80-vr.,dO-<',\t.t

SO ,,

L

Cnst-iron, W.I. tuhe

5 to n8

! }'\,!i"besteel or W. J. }

64 cwt.

. ..

04-pr., 64-cwt. {
G.t-pr.,e.J cwt.

1

111

W. I , steel tube

0·20 1s·oo1 Uoch nmL'd

g~:g }

G3

c

ns·o

15·47

0·20 16'42

O

U!Vi2

58

L

127·45

G·:"?O 17·24

34
35 ,.

L
L

100·5
120·0

4·75 1s·o
4";'5 22-0

18

L

9i·O

25-pr.

I

136·G5

Cast-iron, W. 1. tube 71

r

121·0

W,1., steel tube

,,

o·s

L {

(j.J-pr., 58-cwt.
If

I 6666

L

6.t-pr., 71-cwt.

40·}1I'.

1 5G

l

7-in., 90-cwt.

80-pr.

l:Vi,

12

{ Ar

S-in.
7-in.,

I

,,

HtlOO

...

707

UHDNAKCE (R.M.L.)
BALLIS1'1C E~'l'l':CT~

wrru !o'ULL CIIA IWU.
Vent.f I - ~ - ~ - Peuetra•

RtFLISO.

T1\l~t

SJdttm .

iu

~
8
..

rJ.hl,rci,1

0

Po111t1011
Ins from

f1 f:i
~ 2 ~~
m

,a,~

tion of

'i;Z~~~'

ORD.S.-\NCl:I.

lriche11
::,

11 !& ~~-~~

-~
•

1;-i,t

.!$

Axial

as

Axial

IMO 27050 :?3

22

16-m.

12·0

H~:? 11823 ltJ

15

t:Vii-io . I.

....

--t;

..-:

154.s33233 .!3

21

----Pol~j,:"rOOHlplamI 11111,')()toJ 11150,nt~, 1n

from muzzlt:, rt.<mamdt:r LT

M."l t1011)

Woolwich

• I Oto l 111 60 cals ..

.!27 4

.. I. 0 to 1 in 85 cah1 ..

. . 170"5

.. 156·8;

I. 1 in 43b to l in 85 cals.

I.Oto 1 in 35 cals. ..
. I. 1 in 100 to 1 in 60 eti.111.
I.

U>i!, UHO 17·5 Hi

12·0

13,10 8890 l,I

13

12-in., 85 tons,

1:n-0

9·8

1292 712,1 L2

11

12-in., 25 tons.

nn·o

Pol.r~roo\'e(plain r. l in 200 to 1 ia 40 cals.

.. 213-4

Woolwich ..•

I. 1 iu 100 to 1 in •IO cals.

. .. US·O

Polyg~oorc_plai11

tIi.} 1 in \~ to

sel-tion.1

l1t:Ct1n11)

Woolwich .. .

l { :~ cals. 101 ·a

. .. I. 0 to 1 in 45 co.ls ...

21

10·0

1300 7830 13

12

11-in.

Axial

1810 10500 t?

15

10·,&-i11.

11 ·o

1379 5,100 12

10

10-in., 1, JI.

32

10-in.,"UI.
10-iu., .. JV.

"

... rni,o

Pol;r).:i:oo"e,plain L l in 100 to 1 in 85a~22·5in. 9S·O
from muz.zle, remamder U.
bl"l'llOn)
Woolv.ich.

2;

... nu·5

... U. 1 in 35 cali:1...

95-535

.. U. 1 iu 35eals...

95-535

Poh~rOO\'C(plaiul.linlOOtolin35atl3·l?i11. 76·5
from muzzle, reu1aindcr U
lie<:tion

HAO 3695

2"6

1194

1380 :!311

8

7

8'tl

15l.il 1943

b

Li

7-in.,7tons,1-1'".

8"6

15~5 1~5,l

8

6

i•in.,tl½fons, I,IJJ.

i

... U. l in -10 cala...

t8huut or plain U. 1 in
Plain .

Woolv. ich

,IQ

... 106·:?5

( I,
JV&\'
\"Is \'le:
l
-y

o-i n., J, HI.

6

i-io., 90 cwt.

-

tl·l.i-in,

8

S·U

1825 HOO

5·t

1416 1S9.s

-

.SQ-pr., :SO cwt.

1·85

1230

9H

-

80-pr.

6·2

1aw

i:;07

-

UJ-pr.,64c11L,lll.

1260

787

-

64-pr., newt.

-

04-pr. ,S.Scwt.

-

_ {6-Jt~·j 61 c:wt.,

... U. lin40cals .. .

9fi"27

1·7

.. U. 1 iu 40t•als .. .

. .. lfJ1·45

1'3

l:!VO

737

.. U. 1 in 35cala... .

1840

473

1 iu ascah, . .. .

H:?5

55J

1350

322

... U. 1 io 36 cal~ ...

.

20

c.o.Is..

... U. 1 in 40 cals...

:. lu.

9-m.l ;;:~II,

-

1553 133i
Woolwich..

0-in., 1-\'.

0

10

9·7

.. l. 0 to 1 in 41) 1.•;1,h!••
U. lin35cali,1 ...

12·5-iu. H.

Axial

. .. 135·0
...

o to 1 in 35 c11.ls. ...

GuM.
li•i:?-in.

i8·0

1-0

=

}4/J-pr.,

GI.

1lT UZZL/;'. LOADJN(;

Chambel'.

Hore.

Weight.

Mo.lt'rial.

1.!~~~~-

.
----n
J=j
i1
! H ii
Q

A

----l:!('Wt.

W.J., 1:1tecl tube

16-pr.

8

13-pr.

9-pr., 8-cwt. {

I
ll

l

I

9-pr., t3-cwt. {

..
6

9-pr., 6-<.'\\t..

..
,.

II & Ill

ir

:!·5-in.(jointed)

I & JI

7-pr. {bronze)
2'){1-lb.

II

7-pr., 200-lb...

ff

i-pr., 160-lb ..

Ill

Steel .

Bronze

ms
i~ u

lllR

3'ti

u·o

llnchninb'<l

L

3-0

20·0

s-1r,

{Lt
NJ

3O

21 ·11 l'ncha:nb\l

N

3-0

17"6i

{~

}so

L

.. -100 lb.

L

i0•.J5

2·5

26 "6

2-su

r 11-0;

,.

N

3S·l25

3·0

10·7

U11cluuuL'd

...

C

.a·o

s-o

12-0

L

20-12s

::;-u

s·o

8·lJ

6"0
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Steel
... 15V

Ilowrru:RS.
S-in., iO-cwt. {

l
II

8.in.,46-cwt ..
G·G-in

•.•

{

1i

W.I., steel tube
Steel .

L

113 0

L

90·7

lS

L

56'0

6"3

. .. 600 lb.

L

57•,15

.t·0

}

i0 cwt.

W.l.,stecltuhe

46

Ste~I

3ti

6·3-in.

W.I., steel tube

4-in. (jointed)

Steel .

...

I u-1s no·ai:;

7-14

13·0

1

s,

U/,'/J.\"./.\'(,'I,' 11!..lf. /,.)

('0111i111u·,/.

BAl,t.1,-TlC l~l'I t:l''hl
\111'11 l<'L'LL C'HAlt\ll't-,

I-·- --=-

RIILl!W.

_

:::

_

.: ~· I
T1n~t in

-.,:;.,,;
Pn.Jititm.

Q,.;

!1 j ~

l'cnt-tr:\t iou nf
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1

'~~'.~P~~

:':i: ....

___i__
•1

1355:

l'c,ly~roo,·e pl:i.i1i'I. 1 in 1011 to l in ao at. 9 in_, G9·n
frolll rnu.-:zh:. rl'muiudtr l".
t-t'L'linu
59-~
l·'rL·lldl, IJIOJilii:d e. 1 ill 30 c.ile.

lli-pr.
1

1595_ 2:?9

1/0

9-pr. Gcwt., I.
9-pr., 6 cwt., 11.

U. l in 30e!\\s ............ .

Ill , ff.

::?·5-iu., jointed.

Lrouze,
7-pr.,
200 lb.

I

i-pr., ::?O<J lh.

··I 3~•()

•. t·. 1 iu ~o c:i.ls
• l'. 1 in :!Ot":d"'····

l'ulyl(roo1·c pb.in I. 1 iu 90 to l iu 35 cals.
H'l•lion,

r:

..
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1·0

l[OWJT7.t:R !I.

3..,-5
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2-1
1·;5

6li

GUS

~-in., 46 cwt.

4H,

C.i'6-in.

1·5

ts39

3!l"7

'!It

1·125
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to 1 iu 2f, at t,,·3 in. from'l 47·0
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13

1·0

ts35
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I.

I

{J
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~
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I
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0 Ahol"l' the i;ro uml.

R.,ll.L. C.ll/f/I.10ES AND SLIDES (L.JNii SEfll'IUE.)-C,mti,11,ed.
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l
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R.M.l. G.11/l!I.WES A.YD SLIDES (LA.YD SEIWICE).-Continued .
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l

ic",~-'t. 46 {

I ron

6·a-iu., 18J
t
cwt.

Siei.:-e, 46-cwt.

... :30 -

Hetl ..

... 4[i

5

2 0
2 0

C

4

4-iu., joi nted, t.iOO
lbs.

5

Mount.'\in

2!

3'

2l

•

·o 12-r1a

'

1 18
1 11

•o

12/0

·o

12,.10

5

OI

'

1 Ht
111¼

j

21

0

12½ cwt.

o Abo,·e the ground.

12i1"

2 11 ~
1 13

... 36

• J<'o1· i.ici;e t rain,

,..o

8l

... ~"

... iu -

Ol

0 3!

2

Oj

... 45 -

0

5

6

-

... 35

Iron Sie~e
Stt!el Bed ...

9¼
a>

1 10

Sif'g-e, 70 cwt. •.. 3[i
Siege, ,16-<:wt. CC'nverted

o-~~~~--· :w {

,.

2¼

:!I)

70 (

0

11

• 4.':>

•.. :!tJ

cwt.

llo
8\

35 10
8
5

.. aa

••.• . :!:!

8-in,.

0 12

(

CY.t.

,;

:3.-t/UICK-Fil:IN<+ A:s'I>
!JU WK-Ffl/JNU 01/fJN.-I N<'8
I.loin:.

()UllSASCK,

BA1.,.u1nl· El'l'KCl'S •.

£
:'ilakrial.

;\lark.

Wci:,:l1t,1

-~

,,

~

l' ent'l r:tll Oll

1

ofi~t],~~:~:_lc1

Total
Lt•1_1l.;lh

'"

Jnehes.

.o

~

'-'

il.F', (i-i1wh anl!_{
ti-inch li

I, Ill,

Sted

II

Steel ,1ire ('Ollstruc>tion)

t

f i,- •,\ l

l,1\:,': J

Q.t•.C. ti-inch

Steel

7 tons

( alsS:!

l ,.,,,~

5

tons

16!)'1

N

o·o

159·85
101:l

n-..tn

I

II \:III

TT,

5

N

1U{i'f;5 G·O

157-3

'

Ill

:!-ms

iN
11-1

I

s-11 /

nol

-r
-rl

1\ll:3

I
Steel

I

tl ewt.

11,111

Q.I'.

4-;.;nch.

;it;;h

t·A,

I

B.1

I

;

IW
11·

}

101·1 '"'" 18!1·0

L
Steel (wire £•on- 4~ r,wt.
1:,trnd ion)

y

a With powrltr chnr:.::e.

Steel

w ..

{ lllilSG

995

6·7

b:!lSS

1494

s·•

2r,-;-o

:.!001

15-a

u

L

!!t!!·U 4"il.J.2ffi•5

/, With cordite rhnrg-~ :i.t '-IJ 1''.

,,fI
Vil

~l.\!'IIIXE <W:S".
IX/I 1/,F.I'.).

\l.',1".

H1n,1s,1.

Onm/.\SCP..

8.}'Sklll.

~

""'-' "''non•,

'fwi st.

i'l't('l],;l:liO!I.

Time.

I

wl;;11i /o\:;u,

Nature.

:\lark.

ln c·hl",;. l11 Ch(•~-

- - - - ' - - - -.. ---------- · --

I

I ;Frnm 1 turn iu 4;nJ,
t·alihn·s nt hrn•di to1

llookH·C·lion'

I

l in .m,1t11.11;r.1.le

I

\l,,difh•<I .. ,"' It :--trai'.;'ht f rotu bret•('l1I ,
11
'.-:!I-Vi

;·~i:1_ 7

f'l:1111 1wd1011

(.!nct:! irn~;;:

j '"""·'"·I\
I

l't.'·11

the lllll:t.;di·. the
r11ai11ir ,;..:- 1';'.-.;";"i1whex
ill{T ta~ !H;..:' lrou~ llto

t~t : ~: z~l,/11
II

llnok11ectio11

j

I, Ill ,

I.

It

c·aht, 1c~ )

11·(;

Frum 1 turn in fi:l·s1:I
at hrt"e(•h
{'[I. ihr,·x
encl n f ritlin~ to I

tnrn in :m l'alihre~

n·o:,

B,•e.

I

lar;:1.
No. 11

I

atu,uzzlc h,-iu:,:-the
exi:;tiro:: ritlin~ ol

exfrud"'o

the g-un

(.I.I•'. G-i11.

i·as.'> i11 t hl·'I 10 th1:
re,i r \lith the ~,um·
i1H•rem,i11;.::tw1tst
Ill ':itrai:.;ht fmm hrN·d1

.\lndified

t:a· .!f;

1;,111 ! of ril1i11:: to 1".",

11laiu ~,.,i-tio11

i11t+ws

!rotn

thl·

muzzle,tht> n,m:Liuin;.:- 10."i iut•htl:< in <'l't'altin:;:: from o to 1
turu in :m c:i.lihrt•.~

at muz.:lc
ICl_<wl,·k
tlOll

SCC·1

l

rrom

1

mnul1·.
+11
:\l,,rlifi..:11
1
plam ~t't·tirmj

turn

i11 1110

<'alihre,; :v hn.'l••' h to
1 in :H·:i;,j nt 1; u;,
th.inche,; 11·,mi

tmiforml

I
I

rcmtii11<1e1
in::1:),'d

;~:i~~tf r~:::i::;•,:~::1

I

l7J

1-1~·1;:,tt.im·hi·.~ from '
1h,·
tht' m11:r.zle.

i

I

T.:u,d I
.

I' .. '
No.Ml·•

I

I

I

I

;

I

of

ritliu:.:-

to!

~i:•~~~\~,in~t~~l lr11~-

ereasm:.:- fro1111Jtu:
-:l{1 i;~1~h~~11: ~;~,;: . ·l 7!1·21

111ll%Zll',lht' fl"IWllll- 1

j

1~~10~fn//.'tl;t·1.,\;1:J
l,r,·l'<'h

0. 11<1

u I

I

II

I

;~ r~

IV

4·,111 .. \,B,

from (J to l turr, 111
:m C':tlibrt·!I at 111m:zlt:":
~lrai!.:'.ht h-0111 btt'cd•I I

end

111•

<}.]~- J•7in.,

•

r~~l;;~j:J\Jl~ ll(}/~~::~ilJ
l'lu.in scction -

rr, llf

I

/1

II ,,,,.

&se.

diu111.
N"o. l:.!

,, At tl1c muzzle end.
c111I.
d At tlw
:rnd !'or l'Xi1:1t.i11:.:- g-un-i wlw11 r1•pnircrl with new A tulws o r throug-lt liued.

1-·.,, ;.:-un;; of future manuf!l(·turc,

(JUJCK-FIJ/ I NG ORDNA.VCE
BORK.

0RDNANCB.

BALLIST IC Et't'8CTd.

Penetration
of Steel Plate
in lnchc11.
Total

Nature.

Mark.

.lfoterial.

Weight .

Le;1,rh

c

Inches,

..:J

"

----t--t-----,---,-,--;------- -

Nl

r, IA, In, Steel (wire con- 20 cwt.
struction)
I
(

I

I

Q.1''. 4-inch

l

Q.F.C. 4 inch ...

165·25

lT1
N
II

*

t..,-o

"

"

Steel

26 cwt.

Steel

12.cwt.

0

123·6

Scwt.

N

87·0

160"0

b:?156

lMJ

Ill

11\,.~ l
{ efr J

J

l

N

120·0

4,0 111•4

2177

3-0 120 ·0

1>2210

S.J •O

bWOi

.

12-p,.,
F. A.
Qcwt.

"l
I

Q.E-'.12-pr.,Scwt.J

I

l

3-0

b With cordite l'h!\rg-e':l.t 80 F.

1046

-

(f/F. .. l.\'lJ f/ f,',C.)-('011/i1111rd .•
H.rn1xo.

/ ,,,tcm.
:.'lfark

Q.F'.C.
4-inch

.

_
·lr1/1,.,,
I

\,

1~·.
1_

\(

Jl. /ClIJXE
RLFL l l'i'O.

]

i l!li!i

"'

l'alihre. ~

Nature.

'a

;i13~

~

in

Nonlenfdt

1

N

1-u

N

HO

II

N

HO

Ill

N

1 -0

\

N~-1r~~clt, f~·~:~~
u·.J5-iuch)I.H. /
Nordenfdt; ...

Garduer ...

··I

liri.

p l1-.

lh
l SU

1-u

aooo :u-~s

57"0

:.IOOO 35'.JS

O·JS

5

I U.0. N""

100

5

IIG.0. W

143

o·45

1

IG. G. N

76

1 0.C:. N'

120

4 i ·O

Gatlin!.'.

llaxin, .

5

0"65

10

O·-t-5

10

0·45

10

0·15

l

0"303

l

IG.O. N~

N

l1

GO

:n·3\l

11

35

3 1'3!1

11

2'

I"""

22

121 -1

10

I'•-•

Eufit,ld

:WOO

26S

3:J·o

i8i

00-5

:?000 33"1.)

10.0. N,.

•Hl2

5\l·O

2000 :n ·05

I G.G. N

266

51"0

2000 3:! 0

IU.0. N

00

43'i!"J

2\10(1

••

31-a:i

2000 30·0

o,
Gardner ...

in.

::s5

Enfield

110

0·45

lleur.r

I

'),l

:JO·l

30

2s-1

--

2!1'1

llcnrr

I

~!J •.!

Enfk lc!

GUNS.
Weight or

• Brum,
C::::C:'
r!:f.;Holdf't,
Bo , or
Belt.

I

..

NATI kKOF
AIUIUNITIOJIC,

I NATl kK OJ' GUN.

Penc.-tration,

i.

lb. oa,
IS

"

•

0

IO o

H

0

"°

.

IO 0

0

0 ••

••

.

!iohJ (•a~~eel pro
jet.tilt,
I

Ju~f~~

JK'lllt:1

,.

Solid l'lllle, stt•cl pro- H:!5
jeetile

.,

.

"

7·:?f> oz. l'erlora.tes

steel plate at 2()(1
yard1:1

"

~5 H.F.G;l

uo

~:;

.

0 7

2 12

20

85

,,

7

2 12

••

0 tu

I 13

20

a

u o

•

17 I

{:

.•
...
.

10

56 12

I

43 12

38<

0

IS 8

1'0

17

Nordenfelt. ·f5-

Same as lt.H.

.J8 gr.
1
)

;;~~rate:hici'. j ~n-, 5-bl, Mark
rnch wroni;ht I Nordenfelt, •f5iron plate :i.t I iJI., 5-bl.,Ma.rk
t.100 yan:le.

1\ · - ,

II

inch plate at Gardner, •f5-in.,
400 nnt,, and I 1-bl., G.0.,

b 450 gr.

l G:~~!r~

"f5-in.,
..
/i5
;.~:: at JOO
480 gr.
:!-bi., G.O.,
Alark I
Solid C3Se at.amped SI cordite. 215 J,:"r. Same as L.E. Ritle ... Gardner, •f6-in.,
:!-bi., •SOS.in.,
size 3J
.. C.''
con\·ert.e d,
llark I
Oardner•Gatling
·f5-in.,
Gardner,
b 480 gr. Same o.a lt.11. Riffe
.,
~.;
5-b l., G.O.,
Marki

·65-incb, rolled cue 270R.F,o.:i U2ligr.
Gardner-Gatling

...

100

8

I I

in., I-bi., Mark
III

~i~~;9:~:J';!~

10 H

0

¾-iuch Nordenfelt, I'()-

Same as l,.E. Hifte. Nnrdenfolt, ·308.
in., 3-bl., conwhich verforatt'
Solid case, stampe,I :n (eordite, 21S gr.
11 n!rkd, Mark I
11ize Sf)
•· c.·•

2

18 8

II

)llrd8

0

uO

6

I

I

$olid case, steel J•ro- ;J~;,
J.:ctilc

10 H

0

l,inc•h!Norde11felt., 1-0.
81-t'd plate at :!OU in., 2-bl , Mark
I
yard11

i-inc•h Nordenfelt, t•(I..
7 25 oz. Perforates
11tet-l plu.tt: at 2UU in., -i-bl., llark
I
yards
f-irwh Sordeofelt, t ·O7·:?S oz. Perforat.t!a
s~el plate at 2111'1' in., 4-bl., Mark

Sohd <·&sc, t.ted pro tl!f,

6 2
Ii

I
;·t:, oz, Ptrforate~

}"

o

...

85

.

b 480

85

..

b 480gr.

85

l,.'T,

Gatling, 115-in.,
Mark I

Rame ae ll.H. Rine Oat1ing, "46.in.,
G.G., Mark I

b f80gr.

"

"

"

.

"

,

Gatling, ·f5-in,
0.0. (Acclea),
Mark I

Maxim, ·ts--in.,
3.G., Mark I

Jd cue, 1tamped 31 (cordite, 216 gr. Bame u L.E. RIHe .. Madm, •SO-,.in.,
~kv.. rt.ed,
me Sf
uc."

HO

II

}

Solid eaee,
RMDped "0.'

St (oordite, 215 gr.
■IN

SI

lluim, "308-in.,

lllukl

IJ UJU/,.FJRL\'O
1'1(0.!Kt'l'lf,K._ .\~O rlll-:lll ll1 11lSTIIIO l:11<\UIIRM

~

...-

---

11) nz (l lh nz. J

:~~! : II.Ill 11 0

'" I

l, 11111
l\&\l

tf FC',

r II, III I

I O (([ d lOO O i
lI/1

o

O 4

.i,

1

I

ll d
.! 0

I

1

T, llll

45 0 0 'J

II l\'l,lllOO SU

u, .s ~);b

45

tl,_F-,

.i-1,11,111.

I

"'

1/Y.c.. J

I

t ,'{);~

4-ln.

III
Ylll.1

45 0 0 4 4 0 \ 'w/ 45 O 2 11
\JI
ad

2.1 0 0 l 1:!

0 l<t d

I

25

2500" 3 01:b
_ ,(

l

01

l

- fl :t

1:!

pr.•

H otc h•
ki~~- Ii·
pr.

I, TI

Ille
to
Yllc

10 0 0
.I

0

'

0 -

"

0 -

Nordcnl'elt.-, G- 1,11 , III

pr.

Ila
lO

\'a

Hotchki~ ..,
p,.

a

Norrle11frlt, a.
)Jr.

1~ ~- 1

111·,, 1 " 1

~

cwt.

r, II

lk
to
\'h·

};ooo
'-3 I 1°0

J

•

I
I

7

1•

8
1
lO S
.'' lOO

'

. ,.

100

bi 10

s

,·i:1

!ll i

5 0

I,

45 U

fi

1·, 2:. 0 ~
11

3 S

r

:!.'", 0

1 lS

I

l 1:!

I

O

uoj

11,101210
lt1

lh. 10:1.clr

\h oz oi tit
1

\ 1 1111 LOO 8

I~ ~· '

\"I 100 0 1 0 {I,
1

r,:

)
I,

lk

.
lj

IG

0 \
1,
0

J-

. I.I

-lr 1,''.:
Il l

lk

,·1'c

0

111

:!5 13 IS

k

\_I_

'50 2 0 01

fa 12 8 0
lo 1~ :s 1
1
11~b 1~ IS l

Ja 12 s o

,p~.

,

"IJ
I

4) O I H 4
(snlt.)

J
Yk

J_

1~.-ij-=-_-_~__:_~!Sf:i ~

d1

/11, " " 1

l.;.i~·: Vi• I to Y {
lllb

O

,,1.

le 10.! t U I.! o

!I

o,

u

o~}li/on

\"lflbJ lOOOU ,tl 13

Ill

IHJO

l I
lh 01. lh

(Halt
d
\ II a 100 U Lt O U l.! lad 100 0 4 .! 11
,nil)
4
0.
100 Ii s 11
\'I,

v1...

Ii-Ill.

i

lh oz II, oz d

A-'

-

----

- - _ _ ,_ _ _ _ - - - i - - - - h J,J[IJI

Pnlfotl'r.

n~1Ii IP11~111 t in ~1i/n1]

lfark.

tt1'',

5hrnpncl.

l'ommou Pflintcil. ! Lsddih', Common.

Common.

(

l

lu 11 Hli O 12
J, 11 l:! 8 1 ~

r

11l lt'

1

o\_
0

0

J

I. II

lll 8

l

8

Ille

I-

0 -

ll (t
10

\'a

1-

- I •

GUNS (Q.F. AND (I.P.C.).
l"IIAROE6,

C

Armour•
Pierclnr,

~

Shot.

_

f.'ull.

·i:

! l

I

\

I_

1• -

j

~"i'aturi:

ti.;ht

I

i

.: ~

,,

lilZt, ,'Ill

Ill t;a~df,

27 I:!

KUi
13 t

U O

~

-

~--

I
2,.o;.

outss

-

-

·::

1

'

i
_

_

_

Hfl
_;]~

'1

I!

J I\' 12 14
4

'\ r

113

I I\' 12 H
I \' l;j. 4

_

~

'"

iii
~ i.j
-

-

~~:

·-f.o

i'l

I

I"""
1·

-l

jt~

1 16

o c,•o,~i t e
1 10

.

C~rrlite

1 8

,i,e

i""'·

~i~1~1;~f

,.

'·:i
J

0

;J

n

II Q.F.l
f o1 167 IVICordite

l

O O '

1

\'

-q.F.. f. I, 11,
111

1 111<-h

J

<1-ioch J.¼r-V,
~

I

}12

,,

b

l

b

t/.f'.,12-pr
12-t'Wt. A.

I

l

8

I/.F.,12-pr

I

~

1•i•< lo

I

. ! ";,\"

0

,!,,
r,

11

'111'
I 11
·111·
1~,,•

1(,J.F.C,

o1~f::~~·

1 n
f o II b.P./i

J

6

tl_-,.F,,~c,,.. .1

7 o

I-

ll I:, l:!L"orrlitt:

-:;.,

I

1

8.P.

i,~r::~i

7 8

- - - - - - -

1

7 o Bhu,k (l F
m.'
L1:

8 0 01 S.P.g I
8SO I•.2,,
''•Coro;i, 1

6 7
12 0 o,

I 3 1~ 0}

'

~;

I
58

oc'ordite

Mark.

==

1

(

I';'""'
~i-~ f! i' (Ii~?::~
-'

011',:t

I

Satu,e.

Nature.

1•

4

.Hi

4501150}

i- - -

:Sature ,

lb ozdl
lh oz d
( , 1s f ll I 'nrd1te 2: U O 1! X E

lb, oz

I'

-&S01120

1-::f

I

- - ~ ____ __::__1 __

lb.<& boad

Hlank or
Salutiu~.

Ri:ducet~~ - ,

l

1t'.F}.:i 1-

0 lfi

•

"

O 16
0

•

Oil

C'11t.

l

l Hotchki88, 6-

l,11

p,.

rNorden- 1.11,
Ill
I Mt. 6} p,.

l

1.11
Holchkiu, 8p,.

I

1 8 o Q.F.I
t..ordite

O 6

{

0 0

.

6

tRS-0.1}

oa. pato Cordite
1

90

•·•

-~

-

0 l

II

1(()/ .\ "l'J.\'!!S FIii! 1//'J!'J,:.FJJ/IXI! U/.'XS.

l ,en:,.:'t h.

~

ll ci~htof A,i:is

Wci).!'ht.

of Trunniom1,

r~

t~

-~ ~ ~
llll\l;'>,\SCI':,

;\ature of llountin'..:;.

~l- F.

,1

--i--=- ~=--=L

I
l.

G-inch

7-inC'h B.

...

II

:?O

·1.

7:s O½

50 1

53

55

r,t oo

18

2½

11

q

10

:?O

I

41·5

. ..

C

l lS

30

{ ·embra!l11 re ...

L

20

'?O

s 01
10 3j

. ..

( I f'rnrne shnd. ..

!

J,

20

:.!O

scmhrasure ...

L

211

20

...

L

20

20

('OllE:

lcone

.,

0 0
lO

j

,:1::::~:Jin~

l11

43

c~~-ria~c

.

.,

II

5½

11

a

60

fl;'

139·5

U·fiG

11

a n

2

3 10

'l

. ....

L

25

3 pr, Nordenfelt.l l Tr:nellu,g carrmgc

L

15

5¼

60

9i

13!)·:; 41':iU

L

1!""i
Hi

61 r.o

!li

1:m-5 41 -5 G

l pr

llax1m

"I
JI

n
'

-----'------- -'---'--_j__ 1
t A trn.vellin1-r carriage iR al«<> heing- consirlcrcd.

3f,

JO

:!i

13!) 5 41•:iG

1~

.

6 2

n;
L

( I Recoil
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,. The llnt 89 abields iNued with these guns were of a ~lightly dift't:rent pattern, and weighed 5flb. each.

